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wiret-grisl moal IN Intraiuucit tit wilte) thei murritrox whie, xxt. is used(c).
SJncti the reaultit or' thet wirai'xrlel modl ares voitlt1iv toe the ire~h ruutlla,
thai aeppro~ach o." an eiqual i muraeesuret with thti iue or thumbf 2) IN Mduspteel
to iotaleu the roilue ur tht wir::u tit modeld the esurfs~cas. One
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smie or ohe toell w11#! wtttte. For the W~ cotlv, IMe sa01.0. potch sixt
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pitch potlorn fit ther ilcv'.tion riolmit weotern where*im t'
e _f, 0 1 U0, ii 4W( -W e 10 1 IMP. The jweltornves ho e knoor0011xed
to o Ah relotiv" to the sistomu vioe or thO it intitte cooponi.
cods Jor below -40) dig. aend tlwrezrora it, coo out beet, oem in MIore' A.
The results obtisined (rom the two cadii. ultret extrec.ely well in most
areisw. however. etlvergrn.:e or the rexult* ror crr#'tih (bitd pottirno
occures, For wxomelv, tha 1' potterns In the ya.w petters, (Fliture 4) and Int
the pitch pottern tl'lgorn 5) dearm. Unrorlwi'.leiy. amworownts for
thove peetttrnie are nat voullelu 'et thie Ui" toe show which code givees
kettvr ruotoltit. Since the KP code rlvem the solutin betuo the ameiouei
solidl verfacuotOruscterti. the possibhle reo'.on (or the diMeest*t sy l1W
thaul the wire-grid model doots no1 :stprosenx very well murflects with wtsiieng
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Is pebselly is result. of surfaeet rtlectioov aend wrdite difrai~onst.
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111. CONPAISON OF SCATTERING PATTRlNS
Flzure, 6 %lmows the veosetry and the noordinete systi.. or' a go-dere
dihedrul corner reflector. 7,Ne maxibmum moe-amt mize. ore chosestam 0s(.12A
tnd 0.3). for the ESP ccde amne the NEC, reuopetivsly. With, Mich is e moii
mIxet, thft boitosasted progripo Eene'rstes 1072 wlre,griei soneanto (er the NEC,
while the ESPIl ene rat tsv 742 surface patch modeN (ur boith
polarixutlowe(VerLICU)an sd horlytoeetl). The ES sr su re suitable fpjr
computing scutteri patterns while the NEC las ceinricurttd to compute tin,
botatie RCS only. However, thee NEC has beet, modjriedj to compoite, this
monout'stbc RCS so that It can bwe compared with the ESP code uss well ots
with the tesurementu. FIgureim 7 and a1 shraw thee .ueapnrionu or ov~
sohoswo xcs or the cornet. reflecto.r fur both the v~trti tandi tho
huorixontal poegxttn. The %V.C uwgrots bottor with the nexpe'imitl
data because the wire-grid model with (mnito radius rej.Iosnttwn~orn
aceurnttly the strucoti rnu the oloJ,.ntltho metallic pI~stea, rur tho corner
rtrletor have % thickoosi or 0.62am while tlie diam'ttr or the wire In the
wirn-Igrid moiei Jig 0.,R5sin) which the meauurrqet var performed. The FS'
cod" gives iamilleota relit sixrtpt. In the ssrom whero possibly the
thickons or' the corner' roftictor say play an Impotantai rain to the RCS.
coopaciionm or the field computtions by the uso of' tho xtEC and tht,
01cask! show' Chat although the $W', to dsvitlo"Is f-rowi it line Jnteltrall
forpolittlan, It stJil wurkA viiry "*il Ih modlittg-thtl sorfmco with certain
typvs of' wiroe-Krid tachnlqoex. It. IN e~vtn morn accurate and efficient
when It lit used to mnida' elctrically small mc.i'.terlor objocts. The ESI'
code, porforas extremely wvll for solid i'lut sui-(acem, eixtept possibly In
* regions wbeae the thirckntsx may play an important ruin,
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Figure 2. Coordintate system for the helicopter model.
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Figure . Comparison of yolw plans radiation patterns for th helicopter
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ELECTROMAGNETIC DEsiGN CODES MAINTAINED ON THE
MFE NETWORK BY THE LAACGA
T. C. Darts, K. C. D). Chan, R. K. Cooper, and M. J. Browmn
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamo, NM 87545
ABSTRACT
Thle Lms Alamo. Accelerator Code Group (LAACG) maintains the two- and three-
dimensional (2-1), 3.D) MAFIA' codes and the POISSON/ISUPERFISH codes at the Na-
tiOHXd MagneiC Fuision Energy Computer Center (NMFECC). The"e codes, principally
electromiagnetic field solvers, ame used for the analysis and design of electromagnetic coin.
poncntst e.g., enageets, radi6-frequency (rf) structures, pickup., etc. We will give a brief
description of all t e codes and explain how they may bie accessed via the Magnetic Fusion
Energy Network (MFENET).
INTRODUCTION
Two sets of codes useful for the computer-aided analysis andi design of 2-1D and 3-1)
electromagnetic structures am installed at the NMFECC. Thle 2-1) MAFIA codes in c3'li:1-
cirical sand cartesian coordinates anti thle 3-1) MAFIA codes in cartesimi coordinates writ-
ten by. Thomas Weiland anti coworkers of the Deutsches Elcktroncu-Synchrotron (Dksy),
constitute thle first group. The 2-1D POISSON/SUPERFISH group for cArtesian and cy~lin.
drical coordinates is tile second installed group, K'laus Halbach of Lawrence Berkelcy Lab-
oratory- (LDL) developed thle theory and Ronald Holsinger working t LI3L and Los Alamos;
National Laboratory (LANL) did the programmiing for the -POISSON/'SUPERFISII
comunit prvdIi(es large-scale computational support to the maignetic fusion energy~
commnityandthe larger energy research community. There are four CRAYs available
for users at NMFECC (located ait Lawrence Livermnore National Laboratory).
Guidelines are given below for obtaining a computer account at NMFECC; for ob-
taining (documentation; for accessing source codles, executable codes, and test problems;
for compiliung and executing the run-time modules.
Examples Using MAFIA and POISSON/SUPERFISH Codes
A represntative use of the MAFIA codes is a study' to minimize the power loss
density in the four-rod radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 is a plot of the MAFIA model. Only two cells are modeled becaiuse the
structure is periodic.
The resonant frequency of 398.9 MHz calculated by MAFIA is within 2.1% of thle
measured value, 407.5 MHz. Figure 3 is a plot of the magnetic fields in the rod region just
in front of the middle metal pte. The arrows show the amplitude and direction of the
magnetic field in the plane of thle Plot surface. Thle size of the circles shows thle maguitude
of te magetic field normal to the plot surface. A '."1 in the circle shows thle tip of the
Wor spprtd y heUS DprmtoEngy(DOE), Omfce or jigh Energy and Nuclear Physics.
amo
Fig. 1. The fourrod RFQ mo&Wkhl by the MAFIA codm.
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FIg. 3. A mnwnttle field plot of the m4l region juist in rtrnt of tOw middle wikl1 plate.
ig away froin the readcr.,
,
Ail of the following magnietic field plots were produccd by thevAIA p-ost-prineuor.
FigIre 4 is a plot of the riagnetic sleld of the entire x-y plane at the nmiddlo metal
plate of the modeled structure.
* . 0 0 * ,
Fig. 4. A magnetic field pot of Ow entir6 x-y pAane at the middle ieW llai.
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Machine b, a CRAY-2, hMa 40 Mwo.-ds of memiory and 4 CPUs; Machine f, R CflAY-2,
hifs 80 Mwords of memory misd 4 CPUS; Machine C' thlt XMP24, hais 1.3 Mwords of memtiory
and 2 CPUs. Theft computcrs can be accessed via dial-up lines, TYMNET, INTERNET,
Remote User Service Station (RUSS), and/or a VAX on KIFENET.
Potential users with no access to an NNMFECC account need to contact their DOE
monitor to determine eliiibility for an account. Those eligible theni need to contact Dan
Hitchcock at the Office of Enecrgy Recsearch at DOE in Washington, D.C.
New users can be added to existing accounts by having thecir Principal Investigntor
contact JoAnne Rcvclli at NMFECC, phone (415) 422-4228.
OVZRVIEW OF TiiE 2-D AND 3-D MAFrA CODE
The 2-D anid 3-D MAFIA Systemvs
The 2-D and 3-D MAFIA systems are sets of computer progrins used for the
comnputer-aided analysis and design of thre-diniVina electromagnetic structures in-
cluding electrostatic and mangnetostatic devices, rf cavities, bellows, etc. The programs are
the result of an ongoing collaboration between the DESX' Laboratory, the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, and the Kernforsehungs Anlitge.JMlicli. MAFIA is an acronymn for the
solution of MAxwell's equations using the Finite Integration Algorithmn.3 This algorithm
reduces the integral representation for each of MAxwell's equations to a fully generalized
matrix equivalent that is convenient for use in large-scale computers. Solutions can be
obtained in either the frequency domain or the time domain. The theory behind the
MAFIA codes is well documented.4- 7 The latest versions, 5.0+ for URMEL and TI3CI,
2.0+ for URMEL.T and the 3-D MAFIA codes, ame installed and maintained at NMFECC.
Figure 7 shows a 3.D MAFIA system diagram.
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Fig. 7. T'it 3,D MAVIA iyptu, o the N MII/CC CRAY c€rnU tnt OI.
The 2-D MAFIA Codes
URMEL - Vcrmon 5.0 caiculates TM mod"s in cylindrically symmetric cavities and
cutoff frcquencics of waves in longitudinally lovmiant wav\euides. Tie citvity clectrouma g -
netic fields may have any azinuthal dependence. The code uses a variable rectangular
mesh, whleli may be subdivided into triangles. Tile s nmialytic procemor (SAP)l is used
to find the eigensolutions. Plots of the geometry and electric and magnetic lields are
available.
URMEIL.T - Vcrsion .01 is shilar to UME1 but uses i triangular Inch. It also
provides for dielectric mid for permeable materials; it calculates TE and TM modes mid
wave loide propagation constants.T'C - Virsion 5.0! calculates the timne.dependent electric and magnetic fields in
cylindrically syminetric structures in which clmtrgedparticle betuns occur. The code also
calculates the integrals of the forces acting back upon the particles of tile bemn st well
as force integrals (wake potentials) for test particles accompanying or following tile be.un.
The code u.ses a square mesh. Plots of the geometry, the electric and magnetic fields, and
tile wake potential are available.
The 2-D MAFIA- Postprocessors
IVAKCOR - Version 5.02 calculates tile difference between the values of two separate
TBCI solutions at identical mnsh points. Plots of the resultant wake potential are aviulable.
IVA KFLS - Version 5.0t prints the wakefields mid wake potentials saved at selected
local ions for every time step mid optionally does a Fourier transforn of the fields at selected
points.
IVAKOUT - Vcrsion 5.02 prints the wake potentials saved at selected tine steps.
Plots of the wake potential are aiamlable.
14
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The 3-D MAFIA PrTprocessor
•S - I'crian 2.02 gencrates i rectanudar variable moh for theproblm gCometric
data ii CAxtesian coordinateOl on a direct ac.cu (da) file. At NMFECC, the dx file is ar
absolute file. Selected rectangular inesh clhI (bricks) can be subdivided into two tngflar
bricks. Color plots of the gconictry, moh, and anterials setd are available in 3-D md i
2.D cut placs.
The 3-D MAFIA Codes
R$ - Vcrbion I.01 gentrates tle cqlutions and cocfliciants for the cigenvnle solv s
E31 and E32 and appends them o.l a copied dii file. The R3-E3 combination is the 3.D
freqiency.dosain solver.
R$1 - Vcroion 2. 02 sohe G ir tile cigenvnenc wnd caculates the resonant, frequencies
and tihe electric and magnetic flds. Tile SAP is used to tind the solutiows. T iese slutions
ae-V appended onl a copied da file.
,52 - Vcrjon L01 genertes solutions a E31 but iue a vultigrid tednique.
T$- rrion .03 solves for the electric and imgnetic fields in tle time domain; it
also calculates the intcrals of the forces acting back upont he partiles of the beam as
well as force integrals (-wake potentials) for test particles accompanying or following the
bean. Thee solutions m. appended oni i copied da file.
The 3-D MAFIA Postprocessors
1'3 - Vcruion 1.0$ anlyzes and displays the electric and magnetic field solutions
calculated by the main codes and stored on the dI file. It provides printouts of the
frequencies, field components, electric field energis, power losses, quality (Q) factors,
integrals of the field, and net forces for particles with phases 0 and 90 . 'oor plots are
6vallable for the geometry and materials in 3.D and ior the electromagnetic fields in I-D,
2-D, ad 3-D.
WJCOR - Vcri'on 2.02 calculates the difference between the %-Alue of two wake
potentials at identical mes.h points from two separate T3 solutions stored on da files. Plots
of the resultant wake potential aze available. The calculated difference is appended on a
copied da file.
WSIFS - Verjion 2.0 lots the fields and wale potentials saved at specified points
at caic time step from a T3 solution stored on a da file. This code optionally calculates a
Fourier transform of the fields at selected points.
WSO .IT - Verjion 2 prints and plots ie scaling function G(ut,v,) for every
position a in the beant bunch; also, this code can plot tile wake potentials from a T3
solution stored on a copied da file.
OVERVIEW OF THE POISSON/SUPERFISH
GROUP OF CODES
The POISSON/SUPERFISII Oroup of Codes is used in the computer-aided design of
magiets and rf structures. These codes provide the user with a choice between cartesian
(X, Y) coordinates and cylindrical (r,:) coordinates. POISSON calculates mnugetostatic
and electrostatic fields while SUPERFISIH computes the resonant frequencies and fields
of circularly-symmetric TM modes in cylindrically symmetric radio.frequency cavities.
Dielectric materials and linear magnetic materials can be included in the calculations.
These codes use a variable trianpar mesh tlat distorts to fit the -problem geometry;
the codes are the original eleven programs, the standardized version for the accelerator
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coinnisinity. 'rhi htest vrsion, 2.003, Ne nber 1, lOSS, is installed at NIMFECO, Chan.sinclude xi corrcted stored energ'y €C. .1onm i. POISSON, PANDIrA\, and .tlIIT;P addi.
ion *f the codes PANT and FORCE; tuldltlon of lhe DISSPLt -band'0 plottihg prmram,
DISPLOT, and nwIrous prog m inm!g clmnghA bringing the codes closer to FORITRAN77
stwidnrcls.1 Figure S Ahows st POiSSON/SUPF.111EFI1SII y te diomnim.
IR~. 5. The POISSON/SUi'ERP"ISI( sty~en on tle CIRAY Mad~hsc c at NMI"ECC.
POISSON/SUPERFISII Preprocessors
AUlTOMES$fleneratcs an ASCII file for input, to LATTICE from the problem geo-
LATTICE ge.nerates a binary file, desc ribing the problem to be solved, for input to
the iniun code .
POISSON/SUPERFISH Codes
POISSON° soh- e Poisson's (or Laplace~s) eqnation for the vector (or scalar) potential
for 2-D cartesian gco~netry or geometry with cylindrical synmmetry using "successave point
o'er-relaxntion" (SPOr). -
P.4NDIRA is similar to POISSON but use a direct method of solution.
SUPERFISH,.solves for the TM resonant frequencie and field distributions in an if
cavity with th~ree-dinasional cylindrical symmetry; it also solves for the cutoff frequencies
and mode patterns for a waveguide. Fbr the cylindrically symmetric cavities, the only
modes found arc azimuthally symmetric.
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Ul
AIRT optimizmes111:1 tict proriles, coil shupei, and current densitics based onl a field
sipecir-kntio:, tfincil by Ate user. The codc cn be used as it iain cod*, or It call Ilse a
PMISSO= or PANDIIRA solution as a stnr~iiq solution.
PA NT calculates it thernial distribltion in the walls of n zf cavity. Thme code can be
wsed ms nutmain ctda or to podtprowes a SUPERFISII solution.
1lOISSON/SUPERFISU1 Postproessors
* M[IRT And P'AYT see above.
FORCE calculates forces onl co'fs and iron regions fromt a POISSON, PANDIRA, or
MfR'rsolution.
SF01 cAlculntts aiixilary quantitics for the design of drift-thibe linitcs front it SUPER-
SHY calcolais H# nd tho B Gelds for a specified regiort froin a SUPERFISH and
SF01 soalutionl.
TEXPLOTnd DISPLOT plot the physic.-l geometry and ineshecs front a LATTICE
solultion; riot the eqiplotenltiallinies from a POISSON, PAN DI RA, or M IRT solution; plot
thme field lines fron it SUPERFISI[ solution; or plot the isothermal lines fromt ft PANT
Docustievitatio' of thme LAACG NNMFECC Codeu




for a brief description of each codle, documnrtation available, code storage, and informiation
NMNFE6cuCC users! loedonlut)6 to ay RAY dnsm also read thie up-to-date mnessages onl
the bulletin board, LAMAC POISSON MAFIA, by typing
bulletit laacg
/lard Copy Docurnentation. MAFRA Documnentation: URMEJ and URMEL-T User
Guide,12 TDCl Short User Guide,"3 MAFIA User Guide."
POISSON/SUPERFISII Documnentaion: POISSON/SUPERFISII User's Guide,'5
POISSON/SUPERFISII Reference Maiual.16
Any) of these inmnuals, code necemspermnission, or a nine-track POISSON/SUPERFISII
tape maty be requested fromn the LAACG by inessages sent as follows:
NMFECC users logged oin to any comnputer onl MFENET many type in
tell at6tebolap
BITNET users joay use; the address:
at6tcbllampf
U.S. mnail requests ma11y be sent to
LAACG
AT-6, MS H1829
Los Alaos National Laboratory
Box 1663
Los Alamos, WX 87545
Storage of tAACG NNMFECC Codes
6Cntral File Systcem (OFS) Ol tile Central File Systemt (CFS) there is a root node,
lcc. Under Ilacc are three directory vodes: /info. /naf ia, and /poicoden. Under
llacclinfo is thle ile /readm.OPS MIAFIA Sic rqe. Only CRAY-exectable MAFIA code:s aotrolkes) nremavilt-ble
to INNFECC users. Standard length versiosis nnamed with an x concatenated to the source
c o d e a e o x m l x m , a r e m i l b l e f o r 
M a c h n e e a n d ( l e C R A Y -2 i n t c h i n s . I n
ad i 'o, oe il ion it ve sons tire v ilble for tile CRAY-2 manchines 
for all ?NAFIA
Codes exceptnl URML-T URLMEL-T is a 350,000 point version. These versions have a + asI t last chIa4racter lof ithir-~i nam es, fo r exan3mtple x 034. Trhe controlktes can be founI d unitder the t
node llacc/aatiWit for achine o and uinder thle nodle /lacc/aiii/2 (or thle CRAY-2
manchines. Test p)roblemts are found under tile latter nodes under the tps directory. The
controllee are stored for execution it NNMFECC.
CPS POISSON/S UPERFISH Storage. Both sources antd controllee are stored for
POISSON/SUPERFISII codes for the CRAY XNMP (Machine 0) and also for any VAX
running under VMIS. File namecs are identical to those cited In thle POISSON/SUPERFISI!
User's Guide. The CRAY sources tire stored under /1Qcc/poicodau/cray/zrc with
names such as autso, latso, etc. and the CRAY controllecs are stored under
/lacc/poicodas/cray/xeq with names suich as automash, lattice, etc. Test cxtimples
aire stored under /lacclpoicodeulcray/exam 1li3 onl twparate iles and in libraries with
names such as polsex for a comiplete POISSONorun. Output iles in the poisax library
hav it po appended io their names for exaimple outautpo. A coimoi jci file with it nme
tuch as jcipo that will execuite tile actual run is included in each examiple library. The
source codei aire stored for compiling at NNMFECC or for file trmisfer, and thle controllees
are stored prinutrily for execuition at NNMFECC.
VPAX sources are stored under /lacc/poicodes/vax/src with names such as
autso.ftbr, l~tuo.f or. The executables; are stored under /lacc/poicodas/vix/xeq
with names suich as autonesh.exe, lattice.exe. Test examples aire stored under
/lacc/poicodes/vax/*xplea onl separate files anid in libraries wimtIt namnes such a's poi-Sax. tlb for POISSON examplles. These files are stored at NNMFECC primarily for file
transfer.
Access or LAACG NMFECC Codes
AFIA Code Accecs. Source codes for thc MAFIA systems are distributed solely by
MY~' Notkestrse 85, D2000 Hamburg, Thc Federal Republic of Germanny. Requests fo~r
hrd copIe of releas forms may be made to &t6tcbOlinp via NIFENET or to atftcbtlampf
ni I3ITNET or to the mailing address included in the section nn Documentation. -Profit-
manking organizations should expect ),. negotiate n contract with DESY for use of thle
MAFIA codes.
POISSON SUPERFISH C'ode Acceis Anyone wvith ain NhMFECC account mlay, have
access to thle P OISSON/SUPERFISII codes. The LAACG requires that a request be
mafde for permnission to access either the source or executable codes, but this is only for
the puirpo~se of keeping an up-to-date datat base of users. Requests many be made to the
samne network or mailing addresses listed under Hard Copy Documentation.
Execution and compilation of thle LAACG-NMFECC Codes
MAFIA Execution. All controllees are stored on CFS as dlescribed in the section on
storage. T1o gct a controllee in a CRAY local file space type in (for example)
cfs get diru/lacc/uafiale xzn3
end
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All 2-D tiltd 3-D codes except for P3 requirc tilt ASCII hiput ile. Tito CRAY input files
nre alivayo thle nsne of the source code concatenaited with in. For example, thle input ile
for M13 is x3ia. All thle i4APIA c;~ecp P3 (whero ti optionni) produce an ASCII
output (print) file. Tile output ile nine is tignn the souirce code nttun conicatelnted
with out, UlwgleLT is the exception- its ASCII output file is limited urmeltou. Thle
3-0 MAFIA cries tase n da absolute file for inttercommatuication. Thmat file itai Is ta
contottonatd with tile first letter of tile 3-D code itante. h13 produces %af a which Is used
for comntutication withR 11R3 intu hrn produces a~f r etc. For large problean-. farnillytil
will place oit thle dft files. The sclienice used ait NNIF6C is that, if the fint flie Is attuned
maim, for examnple, then (toe second s Wainot, etc., bist, the last ile lts, a inunoecnding~ lit x,
such os saf mix, Libraries of te.-t txAtupiks are in fhacc/aailAfps. For 3,1 MAFIA, Uhe
file x3r3f13i conttainas inpts and outputs for at complcet 3-D fmquaeney-domsain calcultition,
lr o dea.1 where tsiotsav Aieblnmw will requi(t the a-4w, select one option
nmbor. Tito c6firicnrtd wtsr tiay felect tiltiMe substitution option tivniinitAb ul freely
sutAbtitnte ile nnities for exped ile attunei and also I.In ypeY~ ilt IDoM for plot option,
baild- for baud ratec, xobu- for box anatatber right oat thm execution line. Tbr vxaniple, typing
Its
x:43 pom2 xoboq3G joatamusftest
resulti itt =3m executingMwith plot. option 2. howt number q36; the dr. file prtodutced will btI
ntaned r~nitest. File mit,4itntiona is Dot &Vallbe for 0Mo, file naoci.
input file for test problemns vin be obtnhtcd by tiling it, 'foi- exanpie)
11b m3r3a3i
x
All input mid output flic-a will lb-. int the local ile zplixe. Output files will hanve a I
W~perWcld or substituted tov tL,* ist, chiararter itt file autmnes over seven characters long so
iftttpa1pirisonls coi . m~ade~i.
)'OJSSONISUI'EFSII Ezcetin. All controltees are gtored osi CFS ats desqcribed in
thio sectiop tit% storage. To get a coztrollea in a MRAY local file spate type in (for ecample)
cfs got iulc/oioeicale autao~eh
Fov ech tcst example library included itt CFS under /1acclpoicodes/
cray/exazpieu, there it a jci file that will execute with COSMOS. Thiat jci file wiM
g.et all the necessary f5it% fromn CFS, extract all files fromn th library, and ex~ecute tho
problemi with at itaing log displaysed tit the tcrmninal. A log filo is also produted for later
viowing. Each test- cxtple library also hans at readm. file with a snore deiled explarntion




AtNMFECC, al plots are madec witht the code DISPLOT. A ineiii similar to the
MAPIA initial plotting menu will be displa-yed and will request that the user select one
of the 20 plot optionst presented, Some options will be followed by queries. for baud rate
and box nuenbcr. Thle experi'enced uscr may-type in% pon- for thme plot option, baud- for thim
baud rale aid xob- for the box number right, on the execution line. For ciamuple, typing
j displot po-3 baud-9600
will result in DS$PLOT executing thle plot option 3 at 9000 baud. Please ate that TEl(-
PLOT based on PLOT1OtT stered in CFS node /lacc/poicodes/craylxeq will not etre-
cuie at NNMFECC and is stered in CFS for file transfer convenience only.
I.
POISSONISUPERFISJI Oornpilistion. All POISSON/SUPIERFISII CRAY source
codes in local disk spao' call be compiled oil Machine a by typing ill (for example)
trixgl colibso) ruan end
Thibrta)f source code libso mnust, be complied first folliowed by poiso, then the nnminlin
succoes inny be conmpiled lIn any order.
Up-to-date instructions for compiling on the CRAYa or VIAXes will nlwas be availatble




To tranisfer Sles to anl MFNET computer type in (for example) rietout libso.for
sitamlup unar-at6tcb binary. Use the binary option for ail ile types. If tile transfer
site is a VAXWVMS, %here must he a directory with all world privilege.; namned user.not;
for ilhe above example: &t6tcb.net.
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A COMPARISON OF THE PATC , IU1rOH AND H= CODES







Recently, the measured and calculated input impedances
were presented for a monopole attached at various locations
to a conducting box ovar perfect ground. The PATCH coda
(featuring an electric field integral equation surface patch
formulation) produced the calculated values. This provide us
a benchmark for a comparison study of wire grid and magnetic
field integral equation surface patch modeling via NEC. The
near field capability of NEC was exercised for gaining
experience in predicting RADHAZ conditions for Navy HF
shipboard antennas.
Early indications for whips-on-boxes suggested three
things
(1) Surface patch models were preferable from a
computational efficiency standpoint when the whip was mounted
a quarter wavelength away from edges.
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(2) Wire grid models required more computational
resources but were necesuary for edge- and corner-mounted
whips, and
(3) The coarseness of the uniform patch current model
and the discretely distributed currents of the wire grid
model gave cause for apprehension concerning the correctness
of the near fields they produced. In this exercise, however,
the NEC-produced near electric fields turned out to be quite
credible when modeling parameters were carefully selected.
A developmental vorsion of JUNCTION (a new wire-patch
code) was exercised Zor near fields and the results compared
to those of NEC.
The admittance and the electric near fields of a
monopole antenna ( 3/5) mounted on a cubical box (/3 per
side) over a perfectly conducting ground plane as shown in
Figures la and lb were evaluated using the Numerical
Electromagnetics Code (NEC) (1,2). Surface patch and wire
grid models of the box were employed. The monopole was
positioned at the center, the edge, and at a corner of the
box top surface. The results from NEC were obtained and
compared with experimental data and results from PATCH
another independent electromagnetic modeling code [3).
Contour and 3-D amplitude and phase plots of the near
electric fields are presented for the surface patch and wire
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grid models and conclusions are presented. Efficiency and
computational resource demands are discussed for both
approaches and guidelines are presented. A new version of the
PATCH code, JUCTION, is discussed with some comparative
preliminary results.
Monopoles are often used as antennas on the Navy
shipboard topsidQ and are located near edges and corners of
the super-structure. Measurements and PATCH code results have
been previously reported for the admittance characteristics
of a monopole antenna mounted on a simple conducting cubical
box over a ground plane which simulates the topside
environment of a ship (4]. This approach can therefore be
realistically extended to predict RADHAZ conditions on actual
ship models. This paper presents NEC admittance comparisons
as well as further NEC results of near fields using both
surface patch and wire grid models. Additionally JUNCTION
code results are presented and compared using some very
recent modeling exercises.
To find the optimum dinsity of patches, the number on
the top of the box was varied until convergence was obtained.
For each position of the monopole a frequency sweep of 40%
(initial frequency - I GHz) was used. In Figures 2, 3, and 4
NEC results versus measurements and the PATCH code for
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admittance for the monopole at the center, the edge, &nd the
corner are presented. For the three different mounting
geowietries optimum NZC models were found to be :
CEER : 9 by 9 or 81 total patcos on the top of the box
( ).0o13A2 patch area), EDGE and O)RNER : 11 by 11 or 121
patches on the top (0.000932 patch area).
To plot the magnitude and phase of the near electric
field for the three different mounting geometries FORTRAN
algorithm3 were developed using NEC outpot data. The contour
plot of magnitude of the total electric field is presented in
Figure 5 for the monopole at the center. The main lobe
starts to develop at a distance 2A (0.6 meters) from the
antenna along the x axis with a maximum occurring at an
elevation angle of 600. Box re-radiation and diffraction
causes a deep null to occur at an elevation angle of 270 from
the box surface. A 3-dimensional plot is presented in Figure
6 in order to give better insight about the electric near
field variations. The phase variation of the z-component of
the electric field shown in Figure 7 displays a spherical
wavefront pattern except for the region of the null. Wire
grid modeling of these geometries gave essentially identical
results to those above using surface patches. This attests to
the equivalence of the two numerical techniques in NEC (less
than 2 dB differences).
The computer time required for the wire grid solutions
took six times the CPU time as that of the surface pAtch
solution for similar convergence.
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An opportunity to test a new electric field integral
equation surface patch code arose. JUNCTION, a code based on
PATCH but with the addition of wires, was being extended to
include near electric field calculations (56], A preliminary
version was provided by Profesnor D. R. Wilton of the
University of Houston. The initial problem input to JUNCTION
was the monopole center-mounted on the conducting box as
shown in Figure a. The near field results were totally
unrealistic compared with those of NEC. Input admittance
values were also in error as seen in Figure 9.
Utilizing more basic geometries produced very good
agreement with NEC and MININEC for simple dipoles and
monopoles as shown in Figures 10 and 11. As can be observed
from this figure JUNCTION needs 20 segments to obtain
convergence similar to MININEC for the same geometry. An
example of a whip on a flat plate in free space from the
JUNCTION Manual (6] yielded excellent results, as seen in
Figures 12 and 13 for conductance and susceptance. Retrying
the input data sequence for the whip on the box (increasing
the patch and segment density) did not help the initial
problem. A careful check of the input geometry and the output
listing did not reveal any errors.
Surface patch and wire grid modeling techniques using
NEC can both be applied to accurate near field prediction of
antennas in complex environments as demonstrated in the
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present study. Guidelines for both models have been developed
in this paper, as well as the results of the near field
behavior of the monopole on the conducting box. This
information can be used for future investigations on "ship-
like" structures (2).
Although this initial test of the JUUCTION (near field
version) code was not successful, the basic JUNCTION code has
been shown to perform as well as the PATCH code (3].
Once the explanation and correction of errors is found,
JUNCTXON (near field version) should be most usefzl for
cases such as open structures which NEC's surface patch model
cannot handle. The JUNCTION code seems to require more
unknowns per square wavelength. For example, the conducting
box/monopole mzdal of a 6xS patch top surface, four 4x6 patch
sides, and a 15 segment monopole required 424 edges
(unknowns) compared to 265 for NEC (2].
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EMSPACK: Building Blode Subroutines
tar tileZ letho t omints
D. IL wiltowt' S. V. Yesmitharno,
C. ht, Clieng, And It. NJ. SliArpfa
Dept. ot Electrical Engineering, University of Hioustons
University Park, Hioustons TX 77004
1. Abstr.%ct. The basic Wt In thle solution of clectrolsnagnetic. field problemsu by tile 11tethod
of momen1lt. Are lte following:
" RecAdings in tile problem geometry inrforunaion And other iproblei ar ulcttrs, anld setting
up Any AuxiliAry tables neetded to ill thil tet m101CI latrix.
" Awicmbling tilt mometnt, matrix.
" Asubling thlt right hand $lilt forcing function
* Solving thle resulting system of equations for actual or equivalent source.
" Computing deired qluantities from, tile sources.
" Writing out problem Input and compute data.
EMPACC to k library of FORTRAN subprogranis currently being developed to perform most
ot these :aaks. For exaniple, It. contains A set of subroutines to read In data describing di.
ctttizcd contours, surfaces, And volunies in a standardized rfoat. For contours, provisions ate
mlade for simultaneously specifying several segment Attributes (e.g., wire radii, segmntr radius of
curvature, or surfiace ilpeance), And node Attributes (e.g., voltage sources or lumped loading
impedances). Similar provisions are made for specifying vetex, edge, face, and Cell attributes
for sutfaces wnd W~uis. T1o aid lit the maktrix assembly, subprogramsa are being developed to
identiry land tag contour and surface junctions, and to set up tables mapping potential integrill
contributions fromt source and observation point pairs defined on% nodes, edges, faces, or cells,
to Appropriate moment matrix locations. Other mapping table., sudit As for dcfining tree. and
loops for the decomposition of basis functions Into divergence. and eurl-tree part.s, are planned.
A set of subprograms has already been developed to evaluate potential integrals and their gra.
dieM.s for uniform and linearly varying source distributions defined on simply shaped domains.
Sudmidornais Include linear wire and cylinder segments, planar triangular and rectangular sur-
facts, conical segments with exp(jmnjO) phase variation, triangular prisms of infiite and finite
extent, and rectangular and tetrahedral cells. Practically all electromagnetic field quantities can
be expressed In terms of these integrals.
since Em PAcK can, perform many of the subtasks required in thle method of moments, It firees
the code developer fromt being overly concerned with the details of the task, leaving himl to con-
cetrate on thle analytical and numerical formulation of a problemn. Its flexibility also allows him
to experiment with alternative numerical approaches, And while thet resulting code cannot be
optimum for a speci problem, it can serve as a developmental platform anid a validation tool
for a more problein-specific code.
2. Numnerical Representation of Elect roaignetic Fields. Electric and magnetic fields
can be represented In a standardized form that requires only the computation of scalar potentials
and their gradients due to piecewiselinear and piecewise constant source distributions on simply
shaped domains. The expressions obtained are valid everywhere, including in source region$.
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We Amt dcfint [thc sryiiol 'D to reptnit a domain tvhids may be cithtr a cum~ (C), A, surue(S). Of A, volume (YJ). ror numeISCtAl putpao' we prtcultic that C Is Appwittlat;A by plcccwiw
linear 4et1%U114 that S f M rAlIM110c by planar 1tiangular Of rectngUlar Patch, Conical
frta. fit tubular e~lgro.fit or that V~ 14 apptoxinsated by rcctiglar, lctretdtal, at tight iti
Ari~u~t :tI41atiettells. The cincrits, paI(110, fflstS, Of CV~IsJ Into wIiChD 7)IS diVided A Carlled
ficnitnti. Fit. 1. AttsmpLit to depict a j'ait of Adijacenut ren loa with A common ciffilt out).
b'oundary If.. 1(7) US. %t fgure $night frtepr~ent Atja(cnt MCIArtXISl Afllind ASular ekcInt0,
Of POsibly adjcnt tubulAr Ati COnical elemts., f 1111. V, It 1111ght Septvsent III* idc Vic* of
A f(CIaHgntAR' Cube Of A 14401t AUACc~t t0 A kecod prisM. Stretching the ftev 01cM of thene
element*a to Iifinity, In diltcios either trAnSse or n*vimal to Vq reauL4 in Infinite itil* or
III ian"Itt ptdsim of W"ia04fa of rectansular croam Vecion which are used to irmdcl cylinsdiw
Atf t rrA 11" n C. we shrink S, to a point And view tht figure A trpreseting two aan
ling ktr"ES,
In a homogeneoicut, isotropic, sou(c free 11ntlri region, All fcilds may We computed Wroit eqUIVa.
lent eletric and/A' Inaguctic outface turrenUA On the region*s boundariC#. IfthoMuoSgeneoui Cegions
Ilay bec represented In terim of volumne electric and Imsgeic, pcdaziAationl currents. If thee cut.
fatS fire known, thet cittroinxtrntic problem can be reuced to thet compulaltion of field4s from
these currents. In a solution by the Method of Momintt (MOM). however, these soutcc~ are
equivalent sourcei which becomne the unknowns Its an Integral equation rormnulatioi. The corn-
pnutatioin of eeciric Arid nixgrnctic firdda due to these equivalent curtas is itsoo conveniently
prorimmed by using tekctomiigntli potentials. hecet we arp. led ig consider the ftied due to
clectic currents .Jr and miagnetic currents UP(~ represeting line, surface, or volume' currents
forD = C,$, or V', rspectively. 'Thef fields a:* givvn In terms of niagnetic vector, electric italar,
eletric vector, and itagnectic. scalar potentials A, 4, F. And t, respNEruvtly. au
It -jFhJr- V;?+ TVX A (2)
A(r) = J j~(3)
F(r) = %Jqv(r')!-.J dJ (4)
4(r) = JOtv)C-J-jMaL (0)
*() 1 1 Vr): d (a)
with a suitable Interpretation of the divergence operator. Any electric or magnetic currents
prmsnt may be approximated by metans of a linear combination of known functions A,' (64s
functions or expanson functions). For the electric current, for example,
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Jo~r U ~lqA(r)(0)
font the ditor."t A.'P., 10 ML,. of Fig. 1. A b&.*6 function Af~b is A3w&thav with ,A c' And
diC1ft And I 1Cnty Varying~ t41IuIIJ111 AA,
Wh~ro 4A Af 3incAr V"Ir* wA.d with, 3?,g C44 of A n.ot bdIoging to S., AA*hw In
Jo from (0)lit (3) to obtain
Substituting A40 (coin (10) Ant! (11) In (12). we obtain,
whve is ,Jcrinca bdow. Since
Vp - A',r its Ar,.
wlacte l.*(r) Is A Unit, Pulse functioun itD,a, the quftntitY 0. IS ekfnOd AS
go, d~rn(&V,,), on Simplex dornalusi,
I 4 on: aowsplr of cubical domain*, (~
And dutn(AVD,,) IA tire spatial dinitnsion of AID 1, 2, or 3 torD = C. S.or V, raptaietly).
71us charge distxibutions Are Approximated As piecewise constanrt. We 1aa~v fromn (F,), (7). (9).
and (14)
O =) Nj ~J~2 (,r) ~.(rI(8
where Oal'- is deined beow. Fromr (13) wte obtain
Vf± x A 1 'is(r) x e. + (r x ~
and frorn (10),
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Usig (13), (17), a4d (15) in (I) ant (2), we can coMUt r., 11 rot el etric source. SimilareUpt"o'." for th Coottibullo"a to these c1i (fo-nt a. y .... c..oute. proentcat be ob aj neby disality. A kly ob vAtion ii that Sc prvllcm of COmpsI.h iAcSIdd, ijs fAvi crimea 10 lAcMrdlvtfoa .es'$,tr p101t(.4l hattrl*, dot (0 liler nd- 04u'reltt Aeorct dcasity iilrwj +,0,"'S (0)
* -'° (,+ ] +.(20)
k dod tAfiear dicai. rot vilidency.o, VS114 " d their gradient,n~A uad tIlngwsly,
F£$IPACK Currently Inrliuse FORTRAN subpwgtm.tr to compte static and gynaml CAjUpotential ntgrAll (or linear and conitant Source dnitlam over the following Oomains:
* Wife "Ilgmcut
• Strip skegmCtt






In order to model surface vertex junctions, the potcntll due to a I/p distribution on a tfiangul.patch i also &,.liable. The static form of mir*t cf the above Integrals may be written In l:kdforu (2).
3. Exitiplos.
In the following section, we show how the results of the previous section may be specialized totreat several specific eases.3.1 Electro tatcs.-Conduct lng lody Charged took Constant Potential. The quationsof el~lrtttic follow romi the previous wmelon by setting all currents and the frequency toz:eto.Tius, we have,
E - ~ (2 1)
where
4(r) = !joq(r ).. '. (22)





wctr 1., It lilt chuxtg dvity la x), 01P.0
I .r to AIDA(24
In Winms of I., the poktI& In (22) beCOMMO
4(r) a ! l"(r1.(2
"at
whfe
L .L . (20)OsR
(27)
Rai
Utnfdqtis condition at the :utroid r.~ of tach cement anal cinploying (25), and (28), we
nut (29)
rigs. 2 anal 3 show charge density distributions on a at ottip sad on &T-shapedl attip obtained
by .oling (29). For this cA 0 rvduc to
7vL.I p~ 'd' (30)
3.2 Electric Field Jantogrl Lquation for TM illuminat on of a m Infrt ls$ t Conducting
Cylinder. Conslrki the specialization of (10) to the cws of sctt-,in by & I'EC cylinalcr
Illuminated Iy & hield Incident normal to the cylinder ais and polo~.iaeai TM with respect to the
cyllmr' axis, taien to be the :-axis. The cylinder cri .sectovA in the z = 0 plante I descibed by
!be contour C, approximsted by a series of piecewise lmnto: segments, AC.,. WYith the excitation
and polarization specified, current induced on the Influte cylinder i directed only parallel to tho
--axis. The contour segmnt AC may now bW ta!tcn ao the boundary between two rtcts njui1
Cella extending from I m -a to : zz 0 and (rtmn x = 0 to: z = +h respectively, and the Infinite
cylinder 6i obtained by allowing h to appmach infinity. The basis (unction dcfincai with respect
to the clement boundary AC, thus bc.omts
(r) otherwise,
where p Is the projection oftr onto the plane 0, and 11.(p) is the unit pulse (unction deined
on AC'. Sine
Vs-s= L 0 t In Z AC, (32)
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ckfaly n~o mist(ice Che Jstiy to ptefu in tht TM4 p dzMiston k#*4 hie th "Ati potmll
+ vazhWe Sutiut1Iion of lt Cxpwxi"o (35) (of the lluf*. cunenat 4Cgulty 1ndiued on C imi
(12) WZ~ us of tht Wiskty
Ykld* for tht vrctor po-rsial ofthe x.%I(rv Iid,
A(v) In (34
Jlnce tht ektue ld "lt5JMt4n by the c'uct MnUCC~I 0(4 the cyllntikt I*
An I~taI equatIion for TNI cylladtf txta isei Ob, oh.n~ by enforing the botanduy cond~ioft
that the ecAuetI field ectactly cAnccl the incident Wiel on the cylindler At tbc ccnteold p,, of
each Peg~inatC.,
4.2 Mektric Field latoxraJ Equation for TE Illunsluatloofmaa Infinita Cyllnder. Foe
& condlucting cylinder Illuminated by a TE polatila Incdeknt fivdI the cumeat, can be. ezpim~d
( In
01 othewtieC.
In ilmen of local coordlinates (i, however,
P.,a 1.- .
an hence the vector anad AtAlse potentia" of the scatttted field wce given by






Vip-- 4 oubadwtOm of the cutnt tvptsoctaxtior into the F,C OMd ifacphion of tht rtlt,
Wb'I, Ogi rCMM& of axcot cknu. wt obtain sm N X N syptcm of Uiaa viltion
Wivett 16 owftix 0cntrits 7, " ae ~rit by
Z ' m jil
A sholtv rot~ hott uf mi(bc. nd witaq (fo KArlng by witco of tAdit n(r), for cmupfl$C
we inctcly rvplxac p,', by rc WLI the potrnda Aft r piam(Cd by
4.3 Mapicatic Field Integral Equtaaion for TIM Illuminationa of an Influitv Cylinlde.
The~ MISE Is dtivcyd from the condition %W~ the total tangmt'I inanesic Aded just insde the
surfAct S of the scattcr 1A icro. Thus, for the TM (38)
= 0. (8
Poitigmtclng yieds
For thi; tame we can exptem the magnttic %vctor pottntial A A&
and2 hen"ce have
Froir (39) and (41) we thu have
sin1c 40
ip XV)mjt I). VoaAV w0. (41)
Fig. 4 Ult IA the IndIs~rd Currets an a sjume CYlilndk 11II IM~d by A TM InI~dkn rKtd
otis)by Woving (42).
4.-4 Ms:q11141~ Integral Xltasioi for TE orhllos~sa~, C~ ilsto CylindoAr. In
t~t cut~ of Trc i~ltuic to the*i inducO4~i sufeaO tfrl um t I only x citcutfitaI toto*nc~t
i I'+If U) 0. (44)
rot thl* C-W we hIvt
and
fronts whids 'ho t faiic. AMd Ii found frog"
Ptogini'ngatdn nii itn nra
Fig. 6 ighows tcriii; Induct.J on A squsjs lrc t luig~ y F nit il obtined by
solving (49).
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JUNCTIQN. A Compttttr Code for the Computsition of fl~disatiott
asnd Scattering
by ArbI~rsry Cosiductitig Wire/Sufscc CovNfguratioats
0. IL. WIto's, anti S. U. IN%,
Dept. of Electrical Rug~qaUnhru'rsity V of ots
Usitro1(y Park, Houston TX 7704
1. WI4000l JU.NCrtOX, A, 0*nPUt ok@, rfTPUI1 (tot tlso APP~tI(iOf or IftWficxI
PW4UV ,k,.uibe I# this per Which 14VOI1 L dhtl~ Of mt#40Aa 90 Wove a COUP114
V!Ir1ic C"4ItW legrol eualk" (or tht cumuIentlu Od te PAs X141114ry 004.-mbo o 0p~rrctly
toosduciiq W64I mtl Witt*. Ant itmlx~tat (eaxtvfc of thl (04S W Its Ahliity It witc-1t
Witt, Putfcemotace. midtc-o.tt!c jonetioms witco moxy be towetcd to ptkA Pit
tkoatlilhyt x itaty av kA and tne Attasd toO utfaue 4JcA* 0f tsic. R Ietsa obtalvA~
hio I I apitht are In the forms of Irkttic curmc'st thxrA-z 4441W n d 64t- ad #14.
Mcd pmctrn. Fig. I 4qI~cL a tyical conucting Witt ad hotly co"Awfirt, *hid might ho
igl by iI.NC11O..
2. Frmuulattlog. Lqt S dvaote a etfiguratlom of Ptirectly Conducting stuff~tr lrntwwtad
Its Ali incident Ve!4 o ~agleic Aild, l's Ieneal S May Cosist Of a cOllictlon of Conducting
WoicA (Sqe)x#d witco (S*-). An -e614c, field P. dielittvd to be 4lC field dug to am Imptaloed
OUN1Kl thg 4b1e010 of . 1U IttiIent W bi 'st,&C Urfte Ottfent 3 and total tCttteS 1 0'
S# and SW respetively. A Pair or COUPled lacteal Imttatl for the Onfiguration of wito and
boieC Mary be jiivo by rtulting the lange'stlal cmnpoucrit of ILIe ckcitrk fivld to Vanish Ott
vxth sutfact. 'Thus we have
EL., v (jJA +' 7, teAS (m)
*hot*
Au4WL 4 + 1j Wc.i R (:)
and It ma fr - r'l Isteditne x4 an arbitrarily located octainpointran ,#uc
point r' on S. In ()and (3), k = L. where A is the wavelength, pi and t are teptitvt
and pmovienblity, respqctively, of the surrounding toeilium. ? 64 the use lcngth along thr wite
axis, anti a 14 the radius of the Wire.
3. Basil Functionts. A ttel .dar patch inodl tif Sp and a linear tubular kgrnnt irtodel
of Sw Is rAmumcd (c.f. ips. 2 and 3). Basil functions suitable for toprikating currcnus Induct:d
on Sos and SW are 4i6e by
whce, &aIllustrtd In Figs. 4 and fi, PS '- rIIste::titat ,nl crin
attached to the nths edge or nodc, of a body or wire, reep etivtly. 'rhe height (ktngth) of PSk
reative to tht nths edle (node) of -*,v,= I(V s"s nps s(i1)x(vcctor froin the free
nod& or P., to r). A wimeto-sutfacc junction Is assumed to exIst only at a triangle vertex. The
surface divergence of A' (r), which Is ptopottIonal to the outface charge dmnity associated with




,iRAP I 711 r+I'
1,0
*ke ilt &CoR to the h, ItianstI, uat 16 th ju.iLtn. Aino(r) *#d hrj
kto t,K Wy W4 v autt M Vector hrght, t"Wcc 14vlT, mod wi t we
we"(t o euxIn S!. 'The IOLA4 8erx (om thl Jiunction PAWit theg e wajW014t
u ,, (.
whire 04 th 16 kb ci " 16m the nw n c .gm *(.V, t" |nuOa to the nth Junction steX, A tdy
1I the U 0(, 004 Junction ri u Aoo l li. MN. i& hk uii f t f pA httx&j to the nth
J4.ntnl. Th o €hi'of ditV110t 0 Af t t(r), nhit. , P MOIkftl t the Outface omge dt o-ty,
I0 ,Oi6Cw-*'jq
th ctuttr on the Aurf.c.i S may now bei cp tntntci A
J(r) ftonIrA (r) + th fro
"Jn the tofl axi l curnut on the wife may 6 ie*ntcd U
1,W IA'() + I. A *(r), r on S,. (10)
vhctt No, H. W ,4, of J ki the unknown number of boia, wircs, of Junctions, ropctivYCIY
ZNott that according 90 (6,) a41 (8), the Surface divergence. anJ hence the Charge, 1a constant 0n
*~Al body, wrife, and Juntion oubdonlain.
4. Tos.ting. 1lb enforce the Integrtal equation on Sa9, one muay Integrate the vtcwo compo.
wau of (1) pa:a~kl to the path fromn the centroid of $.,+ to the menlde of the tdgt d~ and thence
to0 the centroid of SS.. A simlart path Is usecl on wife* betwetas the centtmr of a4jacnt wire
segmnts. At a Junction, we frAst integrate the tangential electric fied &long a patha from the
centrod of each junction triangle to the junction and then along the wife a"i to the center of
tLe attached wife se ment. The resulting equations are then combined Into a single equation
44
Ito( Ili'junctlot by kclhtlng Mah with the anodAW triangli vrttcx 1Ml, and summing the
traulij (o Junction pxtch. e and A we approximstoJ along ch portion of the path by
Ihlir tclyt v,4, tit the tcoitt*. The IntPla on Vo rvd€ucc to A dilritne of the #:alRC
Potolal"4 Pit the p,1th Wndpon. ith k' yt" D, IV, Or J, sa the Vettor P4rh stetglt, We thus
- I A(r1.) -all + A (R) . r + ("r'M) - 4(,,+)
* l(,( +),. + (,¢,'t" , (II)
I "€++
+ +
.- ; .. [;.4+t). . -4(r )+irA )-}." + +tr")
- ..-~. mE'(€,t).49t + (12i.), 12)
m. le.., .
Using the source expanslon dtflned I1 (4) and (8), we obtain frion (II).(12) A Aet of linear
tqu.tala whose solution yields the unknown currcnl coefficlinat. A detailed dctition and
Computation of the systl equations can bW found In nlJ
3- Calculation of Near fields. Since the near tlectric field Is doninated by the contri.
hutlon of the sealar potential, the computed rteult h sensitlv to the basis function rcpraknting
charge dvnsity, 'To de onotrat this point, two daf''cnt basis riunctions are used to represent the
chalge density And their computational prop tiv are Illustrated.
3. Chargo Reprmutatlon. The constant charge density on the nth triangular patch q.2
(or wire arlment f ) It computed (tom the total Surface Current out of a Iriangular patch (or
wife #qSncnt) by utilising the continuity equation aa
1 -1 E ( 4 Ji + ki Jtj
1! -!T nad (13)
V11.- (14)
whoie JI the outwardly directed current denitl acrow the ith edge (with length of ti) of
lis nth triangle and A Is the area of the triangular patch, J/Is the outwardly directed current
through the it vertex (with vertex angle 01) of the triangle, ki = ', a' is the sum of the vertex
agles at a junction, and It is the outwardly directed current from the nth wire segm-nt of length
A. To establish a linear cage reprcentation, one can obtain the charge on the nth patch vertex




'knt~i~, Ef4)i4 o t* th kd fvttiO fiif aO). 4 I ft~~rOvWiIPA Of ItA ' ias
4 9; k 0 Ok IPWIJO3 pAItd (ikt sqe.gv) k. t~im Obt o o, filt~m r~mblam of the
'i ta otU PO1f1 (,,(j3 thtm hxmffw,
N~l _e *.
FI
Sln(he 6'!Mo lj(!01th hla i eompn~.lis d' k)4na~ of P~ts nnrkAl t~o h S Ia that nItr a~t ha
rft# Whirn the 6.bat0 ,OWA4 WA bt aaiooh, bUA " At W&VO N~ OW~ OOU:V. ?AnJJ .ddit, $2'
Ww tling w iW* by "she linaea 4p~~Ak* to lOwt the W*k% VA 44vat theV%.kys 1 h ! chs'gdipttIoN wh ie Mitgars~hy 4 ow. In 1-4m C'A cv, lroft !ganaVe
thw, sep diaec0tJ:e1tka iht comti 4kpec prwrmenI40 May ptovidr ItKfl, mon0bk rauls,
lb." for thk~ ;-,40 tke tOlWtD,.;o ChWaig fqiwAtstM 14 modek su opion in theo c040.
The ma;0mchy nuptedU~aiaa acoic fidA at a su't'a,4 Is evul IYoo.tr bhavviUas.1
the WAo r n cno llc-omp u~n.'1 eci~Itd waintmais fkVd JA 6A.-WtAfly Ih-PA1 at d14onul 1
In~l~t1 the cdaa; Of 1A Ni SIopt-0ly 4;Vsg* lMIA fUrO14 WoA. WAiIh AO ccdah u ivit~i~WA CaOs
-iduta asls.4 tosgetla! field; tsnlotuatkly, aoc)h k~~,(nciiolk "Mid dunand tb~st tW,
ra~tfwnt hr* . ecad tklvstiar Ontiftity, 'J.h. tan ft~ij % kI td ne"tawa (torn l"inar rhoaste'4i
trlbuioiap, b"weir, doft q'p;sar' lolq rAwd'zrshY Ma t; 66um1 that O(fpitw-stA CODAIat,
reprpAw~t soo. And the irft3A1 m be elimIDA,vtr If 114111 diflrec'aao Aa to .aoi
t the gr Aditilt. Of the aeAIU POWe,104; AMM~ 0he "2fr/ a3 , 1~~n~Ii ,:n  difcne aa
anmtd to 6 rieitc. FO: tI.a ehao", the FnIt drce approvmh ekecrl)M in '*ae fohlowasj,
Oectlon Ik aaad 12 00, zok.
5.2 144w- V1i t~d PnrweAntaticAL. The VW kto*.& a4narPOWWnAl A and + MY bo C4J.
cokled *I rAt n point In *pate umcijing tht formulas rthe pttvlous reccton. Finite jicrecm
f'iq tslir, bo awed to a~ploxhnatetlht gmdal'. and cg'loi o g or. v~ar and yeceor 5cntwas,
ad henco to dettrMIR4nem.su ekiAtc mid maqatilc Uld, i 4 .1ven ont. re: ecamint, the
z- comaponent. ofrkcetric Nie4 can ?A appmairmpWeda
S,= -P~A, + W 4
and kalluilv ior'th Z. mphef4agekid
Rm 0~4.ooJAW 6f An *do 4Auc iAd .eaaaj .ke sa IR lafet thus &ad h sgngular bai fuctlo Is
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JUNCTION always computes scalar and vector potentials simultaneouly, and hence to avoid
excesvt computation when only the vector potential at (z, y,:) Is needed, It Is approxiMated
by its avetage at the neighboring points (a = At, I ,: - Az).
0.1 Current and chaqrg distributios. Fig. 7 Illustrates the current distribution near thejunction of a circular disk and a monopole attached at the center and inclined at an angle of
30' to the disk axis. The length of the nmonopol and the radius of the disk art a = 0.333 .
The radius of the monopole is r = 0.0o1. 'The result is compared with the current distribution
obtained by paying a magnetowtatlc field integral equation for an Infinite disk with a similarly
Inclined semlilnflinitt flantary current attached to its center (4). Since the magnetostatic to-
suit gives the shape but not the magnitude of the curtnt distribution, & complex notmaliting
constant is chosen so that the magnetostatic current interpolates the dynamic result at one point.
Also shown it the uniform distribution that would result from taking the current In the wire and
distibuting It uniformly about the disk. Figs. 1 and 9 show the computed current distributions
on a circular cylinder with monopocs attached to the center of each endcap and driven at the
Attachment point. Melsured results by Cooper 15 ae shown for comparison. The diametcr and
the height of the cylinder are 0.25A or 0.5A. The wire radius is 0.007A and the lengths are 0.125A
or 0.2 A. Charge distributions corttesponding to these similar cases ar shown in Figs. 10-12.
6.2 Input Imupodancel. Fig. 13 shows the input admittance as a function of frequency for
a monopole attached to the center of a fat plate and fed at the attachment point. The length ofthe mnopole I 0.421 m, Its radius i 0.0009 m, and it Is oriented nor'mal to the 0.914 in squile
plate. The results are compared with those calculated and measured by Newman and Pozar
(6]. In Fig. 14 is illustrated the input impedance versus frequency of a monopole Inclined at an.
angle of 60' from normal and attached off.axis on a circular disk. The results are compared with
measurements by Morin and Catedra[7j.
6.3 Ia" Field. Fig. 15 ahAs a 0.25A4 monopole mounted on a sphere with radius 0.2A4. The
compared results art computed by Tesche [8). Fig. 16 shows the radiation pattern of a wire of
length 0.5.A and radius 0.007,A attached to a circular cylinder with diameter and height 0.25A.
The measured results shown for comparison arte by Cooper (5).
6.4 Near Fld. Figs. 17 and 18 present numerical results for normal electric and tangen-
tial magnetic fields along a rircular cylinder on a perfectly conducting S-ound plant with a
monopole attached to the ceater of Its endcap. A unit voltage sourte drives the monopole at
the attachment point. The cylinder radius and height are both 0.0617A4; the radius of the wire
is 0.001A4 and its length is 0.218.A. Results computed by Taal (9) based on a Fourier transform
approach for treating the wire and the use of a set of equivalent ct.rrent. for the body are shown
for comparison.
Fig. 19 illustrates the geometrical parameters for a dircul- coaxial resonator, the resonant
fields for which are considered in Figs. 20-24. The inner conductor of the coaxial line is a thin
wire. The cavity radius is I m, the length of the wire is 2 m, its radius is 0.001 in, and it
is attached to the centers of the top and bottom plates of the circular cavity. This problem
serves as a rigorou test of the near-field computational capabilities of the code since a closed
form solution for the cavity fields exist. and since the geometry includes a thin wire, a curved
surface, and a wire-to-surface junction. Questions of solution accuracy and difficulties with the
large matrices needed to very accurately model the geometry can be eliminated since the cavity
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currcnts ate known in closed form and can be iven as Input val" to the subroutines used to
compute the near fields. Th;m any Inaccuracies in this computation are due solely to erors in
geontry modilng and in apptoximating the current with ba". functions.
Fig. 20 shows the #-compofnt ofthc magnetic field, H, for T.,.. mod"s of the coaxial line
cavity, along the dashed line from point C to point D of Fig. 19. To Illustrate the dependence
of the electric field near & cductrA o tb charge cXPMW4lo functions, the axial component of
the electrc Aild, ," just Ao the conductor plate, has been computed along the dashed line
from point A to point H. The radial component of the electrc field near the inner conductor h
alo been computed along the dahd lint from A to C. In Fig. 21-24, we se that since the
magnitude of the normal elctriv field i proportional to the surface charge density, the Constant
chute Ivpfroentation produce, a step discontinuity in the normal electric Aeld, wherea the
linear charge representation produces an averaging cffect which tends to smooth out the step
discontinuity, As with any kmoothing procm, how'yve, the peaks and valleys in the charge
distribution will not be faithfully reproduced If the spatil resolution Is not sufficiutly gtrt.
rbe curacy can, of course, be Improved by subdividing the regio Into smaller subdivhons.
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The modelling od gultiaxiAl discontinuities is c:i of the most
challenqng problems i.i microwave circuit analysis. ." cent
sdvancen n ccpiters and nwoerical techniques have made
solutions to basic field structures ponxible and these have great
potential for :-ving microwave cirguit problems. of the several
methods available th .Tranmission Line Natrix in attractive
borus4 it offets a highly f!exible, mathematically straight-
forwardnfthod of soivihr, th_ general three dimensional bounded
structure that is common in mic:cav5 circuits. The purpose of
this papor is to 'illtstrate the practicality of the TLM method
with a realistic microstrp pvroblem. Then to ubow th-e most recent
imprb,-cmmnts to the basic algov hIto and to-diacuiss tht potanbial
applications of this method taking into account tut!-tsr improve-
ments in CPU power.
Tik 5a.Ize
The Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method can be categorized as
a finite difference, time domain, modelling technique. It uses a
network analogue approach to solving Maxwell's Equations in time
and space. This analogue is based on the commonly known equiv-
alence between the inter-relationship of propagating electro-
magnetic fields and that of voltages and currents along trans-
mission lines (1,2]. The method employs a mesh of nodes inter-
connected with uniform transmission lines that model the
electro-magnetic properties of the original structure. This
leads to a general, elegant algorithm that tracks the time
domain propagation of impulse functions through the network.
Thus, the equivalence of voltages and currehts in the network to
electric and magnetic field quantities produces the desired field
solution.
The correspondence between circuit and field parameters can be
illustrated by considering the TLM node structure as originally
proposed by Johns (3]. Each point in space is approximated by a
small cube as shown in figure la. In turn each cube consists of 3
series and 3 shunt nodes connected by transmission lines (figure
1b). The two types of nodes are shown in more detail in figures 2
and 3. In each case the short interconnecting transmission
lines are approximated by LC equivalent circuits. Application of
,Kirchoff's laws at these two junctions yields differential equat-
ions relating the voltages and currents. Comparison of the equat-
ions in figure 2 shows a direct analogy of voltages and currents




maxwll's equations. the ame can be seen in the equations for
figure 3. Note also that even though each node is 2 dimensional,
the interconnection pattern shown in figure lb provides 6 nodes
for each basic cube which are oriented in a way that completly
describe the 6 1 and H field components in 3 dimensions. Fur-
thermore, local permeability, permittivity and boundary con-
ditions can be added to each node by the extra terms Zxx and Gyy
In figures 2 and 3 (4). A more comprehensive explanation of
these concepts can be found in two excellent review papers 14,S).
The TLH algorithm simulates time variation by computing the prop-
agation of impulse functions through the 3D network at success-
ive time intervals. Starting from an approximate excitation, the
algorithm computes how incident pulses are reflected at each
series node. Katheatically this is a scattering computation
which takes into account the local permeability, permittivity
and boundary conditions (6). Since the serias and shunt nodes
alternate through the mesh, these reflected pulses automatically
become the incident pulses to the shunt nodes. The time step is
completed by computing the scattering at the shunt nodes In a
manner similar to the series case. These two scattering pro-
cedures represent the core of the TZ. algorithm and it is because
these are so very simple that this can be an efficient numerical
method.
output data from the simulation can be applied in a variety of
ways. All 6 E and H field quantities can be computed ct each
node and for each time step. so the question is not what data is
available but rather what data is the most useful.
An m le Circuit
The microstrip cavity shown in figure 4 is used to illustrate
applications of the TLN method in microwave circuit analysis.
This structure was chosen because it has been analysed before
(7), so it is relevant for comparative purposes and is realistic
without being unduly complex. The problem is broken down into a
uniform mesh that contains 7x7xlO nodes in the (x,y,z) dir-
ections. A magnetic wall is used in the y,z plane to exploit the
plane of symmetry through the centre of the microstrip line.
This is particularly helpful as it reduces the number of nodes
needed by one half.
The model is stimulated with unity value impulse functions for Ey
on all nodes in the dielectric and beneath the ,icrostrip line.
Then the time stepping algorithm is allowed to run for 400 iter-





Space nodes 640 26 16,640
Time iterAtions 400 1 400
Total ItO&I Data 17,040
Summary of Data Storage for the I le circuit
The output is tabulated At each time step for Vi a. the node
2,5,6 under the microstrip. Then this data, which is a time
sequence of the impulses that travelled throuqh that node, is
Fourier transformed into the frequency domain (figure 5[.
The results show a resonance at a normlized frequency of 0.085
which coapares favorably vith the results of other computations
(7) and measurements (8). The frequency normalization factor is
dL/v where dL is the spatial step size and v is the propagation
velocity in the TLN mesh structure. For most applications thiL
is a simple linear factor but car* -oust be taken as this can be
non-linear in cases where the dispersion of the TIM mesh is
significant (5).
There are other computations possible with the abundance of field
information that is available with this method. A simple
extension of the procedure above forms a practical method of
characterizing one port discontinuities (9). The length of the
cavity is increasedl then ty field data is extracted from a line
of nodes parallel to the axis of propagation. After Fourier
transformation this data is analagus to the standard VSWP.
aqasurement using a slotted line.
The calculation of circuit parameters Xor 2 port structures is
also possible though more complicated (10,11). The first
reference uses a contour integral of the H field and a line
integral of the E field to compute the circuit voltages and
currents. The second uses a Poynting vector approach to compute
power waves and hence the scattering parameters, Both methods
are subject 'to some approxismtion concerning non-lEM modes.
Finally table 2 shows a comparison of run times for the example
circuit on different machines. Computer power has increased by
more than ten times in the last fifteen years and thus these






ICL 1901A 15:00 1976
XDM 370 1:30 1982
PC
Il PC 13:09 1912
ZIM Model 80 1:49 1911
5mmary of CompUtation Times for the Example Circuit
uhancements to the Algoritbm
The TLM algorithn Is very simple and in its most basic form is
available In less than 200 lines of Fortran (101. EnhancementsI fall into two basic areas, First the input and output capabil-
ities of the research oriented programs are very limited and so
pre- and post-processor arrangements are valuable extensions.
Second (and *ore fundamental) are the improvents to the algo-
rithm itself which lead to greater accuracy or speed or both.
Two Important schemes follow which deserve further discussion:
In any finite difference approximation, accuracy can be improved
by reducing the step size of the matho Unf6rtunately, this is
usually not very practical because as the step size decreases the
number of nodes increases dramatically with a corresponding in-
creare in CPU and memory requirements. However, it is common that
high accuracy is only needed in certain regions of a problem
where the boundary structure is complicated or where the field
gradients are large. In this case a more practical approach Is
to employ a graded mesh scheme that provides for high resolution
in only some areas. Such a scheme has been applied to the TLM
method and is surprisingly easy to implement (13). The cross
section shown In figure 6 illustrates how this technique can be
applied to microstrip circuits. The grading scheme there rep-
resents a 40% reduction in the number of nodes when compared with
a comparAble linear grading.
A new symmetric condensed node has recently been developed by
Johns (14]. It Is shown in figure 7 and consists of a single
rather complex junction of the 6 interconnecting lines, which
are organized as pairs of balanced transmission lines orthogonal
to each other. In one sense this model is more abitract than the
earlier expanded node model but it has several advantages. In
the expanded node ( figure 1 ) the separation of the series and
shunt nodes means that some boundary conditions are misaligned
because they are controlled by nodes that are cn opposite sides
of the cube. The new node condenses all the field components into
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one point in space to avoid such difficulties and is superior to
previous condensed node formulations which were asymmetric.
Finally it should be noted that the core of the TLM method is the
scattering computations that occur at each node and in each time
step. This amounts to a mere 60 line of Fortran in Akhtarzad's
original program (121 and so could be carefully optimized for use
on a particular computer. More significantly though, is the
possibility of implementing this algorithm on a large parallel
computer. The scattering at each node depends exclusively on
local data and can be handled in parallel with a small overhead
for communicating the impulses between adjacent nodes at the end
of each time step.
Smary of Strengths and $eakesses
xt is true that the TLM method is attractive to microwave
engineers because the circuit analogue is rather familiar. Xn
addition, the general nature of the field computations and the
guaranteed stability are very important attributes. Other
important strengths of this technique are the- ability to
identify electrical network parameters which can be utilized in
more traditional CAD procedures and the ability to simulate a
range of frequencies.
The main weakness of the ThM method is the necessity of choosing
some initial condition and the uncertainty associated with the
number of steps needed to reach a required accuracy. However, in
practice these are not as limiting as might first be expected for
two reasons. First, most problems have a known dominant mode
which can be used as a good initial condition. Second the method
is absolutely stable so iteration time can be made very large to
start with and reduced as required.
Accurate solutions to microwave discontinuity problems may now be
possible with modern numerical techniques. Furthermore the trend
towards more powerful computers means that general purpose models
which retain physical interpretation, such as the TLM method,
will become more attractive as the computational overhead factor
decreases.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL FULL-WAVE ANALYSIS Of !rASSIE
MICROSTRIP COMPONENTS USING THE TLM METHOD
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In this paper we apply the TL.M method to th4 problem rAdetermining the frequency characteristics or passive 47''ri -
circuit elements. A pulse excitation Is used to excite the
structure. The frequency domain Information Is then obtained via
the ITT of the Input pulse and the output. From this data th,*
frequency dependence of the structure can be deermined over a
broad rrequency range. ahre~re several advantages to this
technique. The first being that a single analysis using P. pulsed
excitation yields frequency Information over a broad 4anwidth.Secondly. since tho method Is completely three ditnsional and
material parameters can be specified arbitrarily throsugh the mesh,
complex structures can be analyzed. In addition, 'there Is no need
to know a Green's function for the specific prolem at hand. The
method is also very general wa efficient-no reformulation Is
required ror different geometries; only the Input data requires
modification.
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The e. I ue or r crrtlp an !triplirne type
trarA.mlion lines In microwave &A hibrid cJkcults at hlghr
trequenciws A siwitchina spoe, hPa kd to the now for a ruli wave
elec rsuaFnetk analysis ct tuies Arwctur.d 'or the prediction or their
iectrical Xo1r ties. "he ,,,60y proedure of building and testing
such strtur onan it.atf t bau,s has led to the need for affllent
computer aloitho s fr" uoo In the design stages or these devices.
At |ow'~r oper.ting freuncaices, quasi-static analyse- oftea give
results that are quite satisfactory I1. Howevor, as thA frequency
Incrw'ss, the no.,-TEL nature or the structurs, commo,, more pronounced
*'44 the 4ual-statlc techniques begin ,o break down. Since It Is aot
ciaIcly clear at what frequency ths occus,. great caution must tic
exercised so as not to use thes mzethods .then they are not valid.
In order to overcome this pro-lem, a full wave three dimensional
solution or Maxwell's aquatlomr becomes necessary. The method '1bos
should be efflcilet and ,mral enough to adapt to different geometries.
We have applled "0" transmission line matrix (TIM) method to the
analysis of t6-se structuret. Preliminary investigatlons have shown
t*,t the TLM method Is capable of predicting d!spersion In microstrip
type transmission lines as well as the characteristics of
discontlnuities and coupled systems (2). in this paper, we present
further results on the TIM analysis or passive microstrip components.
"HE MU M~OM
The ThM method works by modeling a portion of space with a mesh or
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Interoxnected transmission lines. Voltages and Currents on the
transmission lines ae tsed to calculate the electric and magnetic field
quantities via well known eqoivalences, A tthre dimensinal TLM cell Is
shown In Figure I. An areS or spa" Is discretized using many or these
cells. Poandarla and material laramter are modeled by the aidition
of In 4uctance, capacitance, a resistance to the transmisslon fines In
each cell. The time domain Impulim rsponve of the thrte dimensional
trnsmission line mash Is calculated by steppl4n In time with all six
electromagnetic lield components avallale at the center or each cell at
each time step. sml time domain transfer function can then bt
oonvolved with a des ed excitation function or Fourier transformed to
yield the desd el*e.romagneIc fi.ld data. 141
The basic geometry of a simple microstrip transmission line Is
shown In Figure 2. Because the fields occupy both the dilectric and
the air above the strip, the microstrIp line displays dispersive
behavior. Also, although at low frequencle the propagating mode can be
approximated by a -sM field distribution, the actual propagating mode Is
a TE mode, In order to accurately model a microstrip lie, the modeling
technique must be able to account for time dispersive properties of the
line as well as the non-TEM propagating mode.
To demonstrate the TIM modeling or microstrip lines, a single
m!crmtrlp with w w 25 mils, h " 25 mils, and cr" 10 was modeled with
our three dimenslonal TLM program. In order to terminate the finite TLM
mesl without Introducing non-physical ref Iections we have developed a
perfectly absorbing boundary condition which works for Inhomogeneous
anisotropic spaces. Figure 3 shows the time 1omain response for the y
directed electric field component directly beneath the strip at several
points along the mlrostrlp line. The dispersive behavior or the
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Fig. I. Symmtrical Condensed TIM Node.
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Fig. 2. Geometry or Mic.rostrlp.
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microetrip lime caweso the puls to distort as It p-wrcptft along the
line an clearly the TLM method has doreled this behavior.
In order to ink stiPte the propagating made characteristics, we
have examined the z componet of the eletrk and magnetic (kids mUway
between the strip and gromd plane at a function of frequency. TWese
results are given In Figure 4 and It Is evident that the propagating
mode Is mainly M becoming ma so with IncressIng frequency.
The time domain d4ta in fig re 3 dAo-wtr-lt, In a qualltativt
way, the dispersie characteristics of mcroetrlp transmission lines.
In order to prodie useful des* data. however It Is often useful to
ewainl, frequency domain data. For this reason. we have calculated the
propagation constant $1 (-2x/A) versus frequency for a mlcrostrip line
of w/h N 1.0. h - 1.27 am. The results are shown in Flours S along with
data presented In IS for substrate permittivitles of 4.24: aW 20c.
The values for normalized guide wavelength agree within a couple of
percent. This agreement Is very good considering that a very coarse nM
mesh was used for the analysis (the dielectric was only 6 cells deep).
It is Interesting to note that these curves were calculated using a
stepped impodance boundary technique (61 which allows an arbitrary
length of microstrip line to be modeled using only two cells In the
propagation direction.
Next we investigated the calculatlon of the characteristic
Impedance or microetrip lines with the ThM method. We have defined the
characteristic Impedance of the mitrostrip u follows:
zo - Ivi/lil
where V Is the voltage between the center of the strip and the ground
plane. and I Is the curront In the strip. The voltage Is calculated by





















strip and ground. is calculated by Integrating the magnetlc field
about a path enclosing the strip. KR Its for several W/H ratios for a
btrate of c- 2.6 w shown in rigure 6. These are plotted on a
curve given by Yhlda and Fukal In 17).
In order to cowmae mir results with the results or measurements,
we have examined the burled microetrip line shown In Figure 7. This
geometry was analyzed, and measured results we presented In II). The
results f.r the chaatristlc inmedance from a moment analss yielded
39.4,' 0 Integration of the 1LM calcul ated field using a
voltige/cutrent definition for the characteristic Impedance yielded a
value or 39.55 0. Aen results, and values for the static capacitance
or the strut ur -Led shown In Table I.
TABKE I




In order to get the full benefits or the full wave three
dimensional anmlysis techniques such as TLU. they must be Incorporated
Into user frlendly CAD circuit packages. Many of the CAD packages
available today, GREENFIELD, for example, use quaa:-statlc techniques
for the Yale of transmision lines and dlscontinuities which have
been shown to loee validity at higher frequencies. Thus, we are working
on Impleen-ting the TLM analysis of thee structures Into already
existing CAD packages.
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Of the prse.atiy available CAD packages that do not use utilize
quaii-static anal" ys for the electromagnetic analysis, many are
restricted In the type of passive components that they can model. One
of the main advantages or TLM Is that the geometry of the device under
consideration can be quite arbitrary. For example. layered lines In
layered media we easily modeled. Also, three dimensional
discontinuities such as wire bonds or via, can be modeled rather easily.
As an example of a three dimensional discontinuity, a wire bond, Is
shown In Figure 3. Figure 9 shows the response at the Input port to a
3Sps rise time voltage step. Comparison of this waveform with
preliminary data mesaurtd with a time domain reflectometer (TDRI) shows
reasonable agreement. We art currently making more refined measurements
of several structures for comparison with TLM calculated data.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented our results for the analysis or passive microwave
devices using the TIJ4 method of electromagnetic analysis. Comparison
with other methods and measurements where avallable has been very
favorable. The advantages of the TLM macthod lie in the fact that the
method produces a full wave three dimensional solution to Maxwell's
equations. In addition, the method Is simple, ceneral (the TM program
used for the results In this paper has been used, without modification,
to predict the EMP response or aircraft and buildings simply by changing
the Input data), and efficient. The simplicity and generality or the
method has led us to work on Incorporating the TL4 method into existing
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Fig. 9. Time Domain Response of Wire Bond Geometry at Input Port.
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Atbstract
7w field theoetic softwrmIA C - Mkin [] has bern sho e to glue
aocUrate results for NIC aM WUC circuits, sg. [2). It Is a mdifloation
ot the mt mthod for linear antennas (3] and requires the solution at a
omtrlx eqution.
For largo circults, e. lan". oolers mid spiral transt r, s, the
mtrix siao can be up to -34 X 3W ant tab., rp subotanital amxuxts of
coquter tim, especially It mnn freq ency points are required.A simple toy to enhano the computing spwW Is to select a feow fre-
quenc points for an bocarate solution by the matrix mquatlon. 17w tr*-
quoncy points not om;putod with such solution wet solved by Interpolationl
through te variational priniple.
Thm ariational prlnciple for two lium antemas a and b is the
wll known formula (4]#
-1 fI r.jt • d% (1)
ah b
Ti vmrlatlon l formula for IUC-NUC oircuits Is the sam except that a
and b rep rest parts of the oircuits. 7hw variational torsuia gles
accurate results provided that the currents a d lo (gem-ting 1r)
are approximtely knom. With tO seleoted frrqwwy points aocurately
computed, as mtiond in the last paragraph, It Is a slplo matter to fInd
the approximatc currents P and 10 at the Intern late frequ noles, by
a lkma- Intwrpolation.
Emtion (1) is quite aocurate because of the nature of the usrla-
itional priniple, but It requires no solution of the mtrix equation and
thus the omeputing speed is greatly enhmeod.
An PIRC spiral trantocor, shown in figure I Is computed using matrx
solution awry fourth freqmcy point. The result as shown In Iigwe 2 Is
Just as accurate as the all mtrix solution, but only taking 1/3 the
computer, time.
Th paer ends with a discussion on the interdependance of the
computer time, the vrlatlonal solutions and the matrix solutions of the
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ACCURATE AND EF)FICIENT MODELING
OF
'DISPERSIVE MMIC PASSIVZ. DISCONTINUITY COMPONENTS
Akifumr 110atanl and Jesse Castaneda,
Phraxos Research & Development Inc.
2716 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 1020
Sant. Monilca, California 90405
Abstract
The fullwave Green'*.functon.andNMthod-of.Momenta approach is recognised as
the moat general and accurate solution method to the problem of high frequency mod.
eling of MNINC passive circuit component, However, the computer codes derived on
the bui of this method are usually computa-ional)y intensive. Several numerical tech.
niques that significantly improve both the accuracy and efficiency of this mthod are
presented. The numerical technique is described u It has been applied to the problem
of the waveguide shielded microdtrip structure.
This re3earch was supported by the U.S. Army under research contract DAAL 01-88-C-
0513 and the Air Force contract F19628-28-C-0059.
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1 Introduction
Recently, significant attention hu been paid to the characterization of high frequency
microstrip discontinuities, since ultimately the accuracy of a MMIC design dpernd* on the
accuracy of the Individual junction modois. The high frequency Information, such as the
equivalent circuit or scattering matrix parameters of the junctions, can be extracted by
many different ways, A method has been described by Katehl and Alexopoulos 121 where
the discontinuity ch-racteristics are deduced from the standing wave pattern of current on
the rricrostrip line. In that method the line (or lines) are excited by a delta-gap voltage
source. R.W. Jackson (3,51 and Pozar (3), on the other hand, used an incident traveling
w;;ve (on the microstrip line) as the excitation in their moment method solution. Chu and
Itoh 171 anaiysed the step discontinuity using waveguide models with magnetic sidewalls
for the lines. A spectral domain analysis in an enclosed structure has been used by Jansen
(1,61 and Koeter (61 extensively. This work addresses the characterization of waveguide
shielded lines and dIscontlnuities. It is a complete dynamic solution and all the effects
associated with the waveguide enclosure (shield' are included. In the application of the
moment method p-tocedure, an expansion of the surface current density on the microstrip
line or of the electric field on the slot line Is made. The basis functions include dominant
traveling wavc functions and roof-top subdomain basis functions. A special modification
of tha traveling wave functions has been introduced which increases the accuracy of the
characterization in the quasi-static limit. The roof-top basis functions are used in the
immediate vicinity of the junction to represent any possible current/field disturbance.
The focus of this work is on the application of the modified traveling wave functions to
the general problem of shielded MMIC structures (4), a nd on the use of an interpolation
technique which significantly reduces computational times in the characterization of general
discontinuity structures.
2 Green's Function Approach
Figure 1 depicts the cross section of the multilayer substrate structure within the sur-
rounding waveguide shield. Microstrip currents and/or slot fields can be represented by:
=T(Z 1Z F I q(kn,i,k,)Skdfrc&.Adk, 1 (1)
or
nuO C*
where T(k,,,,g,k,) can be represented as
= fl(k,.,Yk,) -i(k,s,k. ) (3)
The quantities, i(k,.,s,,k,) and 1(k,.,y,k,), refer to the transformsof.gor fl(k1.,y,k .)
is the dyadic which relates the electric fields and current distributions. In the above def- -




Figure 1: Geometry of Interest
conditions (electric or magnetic) are Included In the transform. The first form I~s the com-
plex finite Fourier transform and the second form Is the zinc or cosint Fourier transform.
When the second form i~s taken, the appropriate transform must be sekletd, depending on
the side wail boundary conditions and the field or current component. These component
relations are given in reference 4. When i(k 1,,sit k,) Is expanded in termls of known basis
functions as
then the substitution of above equation yields
iiy (Z' Y, = E~J f n(k. 1 y, Q i- (kx s, ,3 kjls 5 sc(kmz)dk} C )
IM I f*O c
When the inner product of the basis function is taken for the left and right hand side or
Equation (5), the following linear equation Is obtained:
Co
When the same number of testing funtions are used In the above equations, a et of linenar
equations is obtained.
{ ,,V,-)] = . ig,-)= -[C-1 ,,:.c, (7)
The unknown dyadi coefficients are numerically obined. In the above equation, 'VW and
eqanare defined as
.0= (9.,ik1 ,s,k,), (kz,,,)) sit i.,(;,,) '(z,.,)dxd- (8)
and
Z., 0 = J (1,.,(0:61 ,Z),c'e" Pitk..,))'n(k5.,s,,)'. , dk, (9)
"=0
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The last expression can also be written as:
4n, 1 C oft .(k.,Ik,) .fnlk..,,,,k,) . .(k..4,,,,) dk, (10)
where U,(k.#,11, k,) Is the conjugate operation. When there s no source, then the probkm
is an elgcnvalue problem. *(k,f ta,k,) Is the Fourier transform of the basis expansion
function derined as
r~,,s, 5  - I" I .: i(z, it, x) -00 c(k.,z) dzd: ii
where (., n 1/2 only Ilfk, v 0, otherwise 1.. m h ' When the buis function is separable,
Equation (10) can be epressed as
(k. ,)  S(k.) ,(k,)sk , (12)
where S(k,) is defined a
s(k .) C (. .,k, ,,(,,.) (13)
with n1(k.,,k. ) as the dyadic component for i,j = ,z. lit t'e above definitign, i(x,:)
is the basis function and the quantities of #1(k.,) and ij(k,) are defined as the x and
z dependent tertm of the basis functions. Since the electric field or current distribution
at an arbitrary position can be constructed by linearly superimposing all the components
caused by th.segmentt! bisis functions, the total interaction P, can be expressed as
4'+ + ~~d(4
where "dru' Identifies the driving function, "jnc" the Junction field/current functions, and
wrct* the reaction field/current functions. In general, the number of reaction functions
must be equal to N for the N-port network.
3 Algorithm Description
A general algorithm to approach the discontinuity problem Is described in Figure 2.
3.1 Matrix Management
A solution of a discontinuity prob?'mn by the present method involves the partition of
the junction into rectangular subsections. In effect, a rectangular grid is overlaid on the
junction. This is depicted in the drawing in Figure 3 for the asymmetric step discontinuity.
In the procedure the circuit component one wishes to rialyze is drawn on the grid, following
IIn reerence (4), the summation must start from n - 0 ansd c.. must be added.
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Figure 2: General Algorithm for Discontinulty Problem
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Figure 4: Ceometry Cell and Longitudinal/Transverse Basis Matrixes
the grid lines. This identifies the subdomain segments that must be used in the moment
method. One, or both, longitudinal and transverse basis functiors may be required In each
o tle subdomain regions. In the solution, impedance matrix elements (of the method of
1_orneril) are found for the complete rectangular grid, that Is for all subsections or cells
c' thc grid regardless of whether the component of Interest requires it or not. We start,
thefirv, with the impedance matrix to a rectangular patch. (kornetry matrices are then
introducod that, ir. effect, select the subdomaln terms approprie to the component, This
identification is completed in terms of thre geometry matrices that are defined as follows,
1i,j) describeu, exactly, the topology of the component. A value of one indicating that
the associated cell is part of the conductor (for microstrip), and a value of zero indicating
there is no conductor in that cell region. This is the matrix that the lser vill specify to
describe his :omponent. B~ecause of the nature of the basis functions the matrices that
identify the location of the basis functions are shifted. This is reflect d In their definitions.
For the transverse.current-basis.geometry-mzntrix we have
'(,1 = (,.g(S+',j) , (9+)
while for the longitudinal-basis-functions-geometry-matrix, we write
'(i,) = (,) " (,j + 1) . (0)
When operated on by ,'(i~i) and gl(,j), the full .rectangular arld impedance matrix is
reduced to that appropriate to the component under consideration. An inversion, of the
reduced matrix then results In the solution to the desired rab!em. An example is shown in
Figure 4 where the number of cells is 30, and after operatingwith the geometry matrices the
resulting longitudinal and transverse basis functions are reduced to 13 and 12 respectively.




Figure $: Basis Functions for Computing S(ka)
3.2 Computation of S(k.)
When the travreling waves (in-coming and out-going wPvtg from the junction) h~ve thc
samet transverse depenidence (z-dependence) ia the roof-top basis functions, S(k,) can be
computed Indeperidently of the longitudinal dependence (x-dtpend~tncc) of the function.
The longitudinal and transverse current distribution can be placed as shown In the Figure
5, where the longitudinal bauis has a pulse shape (PB), while the transverse basis shows
the triangle shape (TB).
With this choke of basis functions, S(k1) is exrtesd in a closed form where both
the accuracy and the efficiency can be drastically Improved. The asymptotic form or the
dyadic Green's function, can be expressed u~
limflk,,,.1k) )"~k,,. 1k, =f ~(k~kwi C,'(k.) I (17)
C.". (k,) C,".(kj)/k.ft
The k, and k.. deptrndences of the dyadic Green's funittion art separated. The transform
of -the normalized PB Is obtained as j ilPL ~ )CkA.) n h rasomo
the normlized TB is the convolution of PB soa that the transform is obtained as T,-
*~n2(kflt.ekER,,~).When the Calerkin's method is used, S(ka) can be written as
nuo
RZO
where the summation of the first term can be easily converted to a closed form expression,
which is easily evaluated. The factor *n brackets of the second sum accelerates the conver-







Figure 6: Modified Co.nc B.is Function Behavior in the Vicinity of the Junction.
of the Green's function and its asymptotic form. The convergence of the bracket term,
however, is relatively slow when the argument k, is large; nonetheless, when the enriosure
is large and the side walk are at a large distance from the circuit, the bracket term repre-
sents the principal convergence factor. With the adopted forms, 7-8 digit accuracy for the
computation of the infinite sum can be easily obtained. Note that the function S(k,) is
monotonic for k, -. oo. Therefore, once the integration table for a sampled k, is created,
the integration can be evaluated from interpolated values of S(k,).
3.3 Computation of Vp, and Zm,.
Once S(k.) is computed, the impedance matrix elements ,Z.-.,, and voltages, IV,., can
be computed. The junction basis functions (roof-top basis functions) can be expressed
As 4inC and Sint' functions similar to PB and TB in the previous section. A traveling
wave, given by 004, is the expected functional form except rigot at the discontinuity.
The functional behavior must be modified in- such a way as to correctly represent the
conduction current (.r real current system) or the aperture field (for slot system). One
modification was propwed by R.W. Jackson 131 and applied to the open-end and gap
Be
it
mkrostrlp discontinuitie. The traveling wave form C101 was written A
t-. Mo(Pz) - is;l(0) (19)
The cosine function was truncated at A,/4 away from the discontinuity. Plece-win basis
functions were then overlaid in the junction region. This situation is illustrated in Figure 6
(a), To reproduce the actual current distribution In the immidiate vicinity of the junction,
the site of junction current basis functions must be small. Thus the necessary number
of junction basis functions becomes huge, especially for low frequency (thin substrate)
modeling.
A variation of the previously reretmced method i. adopted here:
For the longitudinal cosine basis function we use
cos,(Pz) = { O() -00 < PS < -(
-A _ fl_<:5 0 (20)
while for the transverse 'osinc basis function we use
if* cos(PS) -0 < 03 <-(21Cos (02) cos(PA) -A _ 5 0 (21)
The use of the above forms of cosir.e basi functions focus t. method of moments
solution on the difference between the Ideal trazmission line cunent behavior and the
actual current behavior instead of modeling the entire A,/4 region from the discontinuity.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 6 (b). The overlap region ofjunction basi functions
can be reduced to the immediate vicinity of the junction where the current disturbance is
expected. The computed modified cosine basi function Is shown in Figure 6 (c) for rela-
tively low frequency. While a total of 48 longitudinal subdomain basis functions (PB) were
needed for the original procedure, with the proposed modified cosine basis, the number of
basis functions is reduced to about 12. This can also be app!.'e to slot type lines in the
vicinity of discontinuities.
Once the junction and traveling wave functions are determined, the integration can
be performed. The path of integration is deformed to avoid poles associated with the
waveguide modes. In Figure 7, the behavior of s.(k.,) is shown for a real axis integration
path, and for a modified (complex integration) path. The use of modified (complex)
integration contour is equivalent to the introduction of loss into the system. With the
modified contour an interpolation technique using tabulated values of S(k,) for sampled
k, can be used without degrading the accuracy of the Integration.
4 Numerical Examples
The first example (Figure 8) shows tht eigenvalue solution derived from S(ka). When the
waveguide side walls are chosen to be magnetic wails, the boundary'conditions at the side
walls electrically separate the to, and bottom walls. A slotline mode is then supported.
The configuration approximates the open structure slotline. In Figure 8, the n'4rmalized
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Figure 7: Integration Contor and Behavior a( S,,(k,).
eilective wavelength of the slot mode is €ompute. Two sets of dta Aft plotted. The
duhd line Indicates the cu where the side walsl are beparated by a = 10,0, while the
0 -.
solid line s for a = 40. In both cues, the sl-Ahnn is placed at the center of the watguide.
The circled dta i that of Cohn (9) using the transverse resonant method. When the
magnetic side walls ar e patedt enough from the slotlint, the open so 'netry can be
modeled by using the pt~nt. method. When the side walk are ce to the sotlint (given
by dashed line), the efffective wavelength diverges from that of the open geometry model.
The open-end microstriplint is the simplest discontinuity. It s also fundame~ntal in tht
It Involves all the significant phenomena associated with the more complex components, In
partk'.ular, the phenomnan of coupling with the waveguide modes of tht boxed structure
t hIgh fequencie. The firt example in Figure 9 hows how the exces Ilngth is frected
by the external structure. With an external wavegulde shield, the open-enxd disontitwuity
rnay behave as a antenna element which excites or couples to the wavtgulde modes (both
evanescent and propagating modes.) V the two cam that follow the microatrip line is
placed at the center of the watguide structure where the most silnitk.cnt eftict Is expected
for TE, mode. The substrate mattrial is ir, - 9.6, and the dimensions of the microstrip
are wo - 1.0 and h = 1.0. The solid line shows the can where the waveguide mode turns
on around k~h ra 0.21 for a wavtguide dimensionl of a = 20. The dashed line shows the
cut with a waveguide dimension a = 10, where there art no propagating wavegulde modes
excited in the range of Interest.
Anisotropy of materSis can cause some change in open-end excfas length. In figure 10,
the excess length Is computed for sotropic and anhsotropic casts.
Tht charateriation of gaps In microstrip is ustful In the design of dc blocks, end
coupled filters, coupling e~ements to resonators, etc. The mierostrip gap is treated as a
numerical examrple.
When the coupling to the wateguide mode is strong, then the parasitic conductance
elements exist in parallel with the equivalent cupacitance. The equivalent capacitance C,
is due to the field fringing to the ground plan, and the equivalent cpacitnce CO is the i''
gap capacitance due to the coupling to the second conductor. It i c.ommon practice to,90
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Figure 10: Excess Length of Isotropk and Anisotropic Substrate
,tprae~nt the gap chwr&ctkrItks using 0#,. and C.a. That quantitis are lated to C
and C, as follows:
2 =c, (22)
and
C. 2 C, + C,. (23)
The code for the gap discoritinuity I similar to the open-end code except that transmission
coefcient matrix elements are Included. Since the primary and secondary line is symmet-
r, the gaps can be efficiently characterised by considering all the symmetric properties
of the method of moments solutions. The code is modified in such a way as to generate
various gap separations while computing the matrix elements once. The raonace nature
of the problem due to the enclosure is avoided in this example by selecting the enclo-
sure appropriately. An example of computed data for thes even and odd capacitances
is plotted in Figure 11. As the separation of the two lines is increased, both the even
and odd capacitances approach asymptotically the open-end cue, i.e. the gap capacitance
decreams.
5 Conclusion
A numerical approach for the high frequency characterization of wavtguide-shielded ml-
crostrip and slot line structures has been presented. The algorithrm were developed for
use on daktop computers. The formulation and methods described briefly here, such u
the closed form expression 18) or the interpolation routine, reduced CPU time drastically.
The open-end or gap discontinuities can be charactp.rized within five to six minutes on a




Figure 11: Even and Odd Capacitance versus Cap Spacing
such as coupling to wavegulcdt modes and complex waves, and so on. The obtained results
can be applied at high frequencies. The extension of this method to an lr/tgular shaped
dlxcontinuity topology has also been established In this paper.
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1. inhoductlon
in the last decade, scvcral appsoaches have becn dcvcloppcd for the analysis and
the study of Microwave and Millntlcrwave Hybrid Incgrated Circuits(NINII[lC).Today the most popular m th in this arts Is the well known Spectral
Domain Tcehnique. I SDT was fimt inroduc.d In 1971 bylMittra & ltoh (1]
to calculate the dispersion charxicrisihics of nicrostrip lines. Other authors have
extended the method to the different planar microwave lines commonly ustd In
MMIICs. The method Is suitable for the analysis of mulilaycr planar structures,
and I- unified fornulations of the SDT amc found in the litteralure (2,3).
Because one assumes a zcro thickness and Infinite conductivity of the
nctallization, the SDT can't be considered as a realistic method for the
prediction of the prfornances of monolithic microwave Integrated lines.
indeed, In monolithic circuits the thickness of the metallization becomes
comparable with ihe width of the strips and then the strips cannot be considered
as Ideal conductors.The differences between a lybrid and a Monolithic
microstrip lines arc summarized figure 1. To overcome this difficulty we adress,
in this paper, an e"tension of ilhe SDT in order to analyse the monolithic
integrated circuits.
OwaaIa1, utiinl Iiin kiegui. OCiW noWlti e iNtglch
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2 The NbodWW Spscn4 1Vuuls Tdmiqsa
In the classical fornulatlon of the Special Domain Technique, oft writeh the
hundamental equation of the SDT which Is a r!lation between the Fourier
coopoeIOnt of the cufcnt densities (ly & J2 ) Ahe tential electric flc (3y
& E) In the plnc of the mculllitlon (,.. t plnc x = 0 on tflgure 2).
U.4 fudamental equation rends :
where u Is the Fourier variable, y thc propagation contant. The Glj(u,y) arc
known functions and depend on the electric and geometric pirimctcrs of the
different layers of the structure.
aarsc~~ WIP Wih dx aPl~ll¢[ - aiknbeu aftia as colka~ucvly
hon. tol uCbi ~l ft dscb
The fundamental equation Is usually solved by using the classical Moient
method. To this end, one projects the cunTl deniiitis on a realistic basis of
functions. The solution Is obtained by writing the Inner product of ihe current
densities and the elecuic fieds. This Inner product is zero because the current and
the electric field amc dcin d In complementary spacie.
J(u$1 F(u.y) o - 0 JJ(u.r )E(u,' do w 0
Let us now tra-sform the fundamental equation of the SDT in order to like into
account the thickness and the conductivity of the strip. lie structure considered
Is depicted figure 2. The strip of non zero thickness Is subdivided in Infnidiml
strips. Each strip tocated at "x" supports an infinitesimal current denslty dJ(uy,x) and Is related to the electric field dE (uy) In the plane x - 0 by thzfollowing rclation
dE (uy) = G(uj) exp(.*tO x) dJ (uyx)
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whertO Is given by Yo (u2 + m2
T d (u,y,x) is related othe to curtnt J (u,y) on the suip by:
dl (uyx) - J(u,)) ((x) dx,
where f(x) Is a omalixod distribution i.e.
t(W d, - I
Conbining the previous relations, It Is easy to arrive to the new fundamental
relation of the SDT
IX(,J) J d(wV W CJG(V.'I)e Vp(- ye) (X) J(ut d.t'Gu.A) S(u)
This equation Is quite similar to the first one. The difference between the two
fundamental equations lies In the tenn S(u) which depend on the thickness of the
strip and the f(x) distribution along the ox direction. The r.solution of this new
euatlon i: also done using the Nomnt Mthod and Ohm law's. The conductivity
of the strip Is taken In:o account when we writ the Inner product of E and J
which Is non zero because the conductivity of the conducto is finite,
3. De~nvao ofIkdistrbullo.1(x4
In in Ideal conductor one assumes that the total current Is located on the surface
of the conductor and Is zero Inside the conductor. These assumptions are not
correct In reality due to the finite conductivity of the material. In fact the
current inside the conductor depends on the conductivity and the frequency as
well as on the boundary. The current Is governed by tk classical equation:
V 2J(x,y) - ((l.])2/ )J(x,y)
where 5 is the kIn depth of the conductor given by 5(/opOa ll
Solving the previous equation one obtains the following expression of the
current density
Axw, V) - A ch (L w)ich i
Finally, the expression of the distribution f(x) Is given by:




This method has been used to analyze the GaAs microstrip line with Schottky
contact shown figure 3. The calulated data are the slow-wavc factor and thepropgatlon losses in the strrctitrC Thke microwave model used in the calculation
Is given bllow (figure 4).
Mig Gas ndertyrin Irdedline,
2SuIp .I~k * Sdi/ (WiI €V.4h1Iy
40 314 , $1.." U "too" 13 P%
Figure 3. The GaAs microstrip analyzed line.
Coa 330 C 0 13.i
Figure 4. Microwave model used in the calculation
where c, Ite thickn:ss of the depleted layer, is determined froin the Schottky
relation [41:
(0.74c) ) with Vc<0
Figure 5 shows the microstrip line (D.U.T.) that was tested on a chip carrier. The
test configuration is shown in Figure 6.The parameter of Interest is the scatteringparameter SjI of the de-embcdded D.U.T.:
S21 - xp[ -(ca),ll where "(o) = a( ) +jp(o)i
The slow-wave factor of structure is givei by the Imaginary part (phase of S21)!nd the attenuation constant is given by:
'g
W I Isrl
Figure S. Geometry of the metalliztlon.
Wr 111,6510
I , /T- - I l f
sliver lay 
€' 14.Is SUPPO Alumln 99%
Figure 4. Chip carrier configuration.
After an evaluation of the pad phases, the phase of the Intrinsic S211 Is calculated.
S2 1 measurements were carried out using the HiP 8510 vectorl Automatic
Network Analysed (VANA), connected to on I IP 216 computer, and applying de
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Figure 7. A comparison betw.n experimental and
theoretical results concerning a G2#Ls mIcrostrip line.
'I
The comparison between experimcntal anW lhotetical data is shown in figure 7.
The continuous lines rcp sent the results obtained by thc proposed method and
thc points arc the cxprin:ntal data for sCveral polarilsations of ihc Schotiky
contact. One. noticcs thc exccllcnt agrecmcnt bctwccn our theory rnd the
cxpcdimcnts.
S. CO OmdiUos.
A modification of the wcll known Spectral Domain Technique has b en
developped and presented. This modification allows the use of the SDT to analyzc
the monolithic microwave integrated line taking into account both conductivity
aind thickness of the metallization. It consists of Ih subdivision of the strip In
lcnefinty strips. The method his been appled to a OAs microstrip line with a
Schotiky contact. The same line has becn characterized cxpedm enltilly using the
ThruKflcc.ltnc proccdure. The slow-wayv factor and the propagation losses
given by the present theory are compared to the experimental data. An excellent
agreement is pointed out. Finally the same method hs been extended to analyse
stucures with several stips such as coupled microsrips. The experimental data
concerning the coupled lines are now going on and will be prtsented clswhcre
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TIlE DISPERSION CIIARACTERISTICS OF TIlE FD-TD METHOD
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Abstract
The numerical ph%" and group velocity chtacteristics of the FD.TD algorithm
are presented for wave propagation In TEM, and TE or TM modes. In the numerical
timulation of wavrsuoie modal solutions, It i4 found that thtr Is an optimum value
of A a#d optimumfrequencks at which leat errors In group and pha" velodtIs
occur. From thee, & proc lur to ind a mAximum freuotecy which provides lest
error for modal solutions of cylindrical waveguldos Is proposed. This will provide
guidance (or applications of the FD.TD method to a wide v ritty of guided wave
problems.
Introduction
The Finite Dif'erence Time Domain (FD.TD) method based on YV's algorithm
has been used recently to solve the problems of wavegulding structures such as cut-
off frequencies of flnllC6[i) or scattering paraz eters of mlro, trip discontlnultles(2j.
(3). Even though the FD.TD technique has been applied quite successfully in the
put(see for example (4)), the numerical mesh network of the algorithm causes errors
In the phas sad group velodties of the propagating wave. This Is caused by the
dispersive nature of the FD.TD method i5.
In order to assess the numerical errors caused by the dispersion for solutions of a
TEM, and TB or TM wave, an explfict expression of the phase and group velocities
of the three-dimenslonal FD.TD algorithm Is derived from the following disperslon
sin(L~12) S718;" 2(-, Ax/2) +.tin 2(k5Ay/2) + sin7(kA-:/2)J (1)
where s is the stability factor given as = .Af/AI.
Formulation
For a wave with propagation directions a, P and - as shown In Fig. L.a, the
following relations exist: kg = keosa, k
, 
= kcosp, k, = kcos7, kAz = kay =
kAr a kAl - I. It can be shown that the group and phase velocities In free space
are given as
V,= [.1 sin2 (fcosa)+ in2 (Dcosp) + jin2(fCOSy)J/Sin(WAL) (2)
up =WJt/s (3)
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where v$ and rp ate normalitt by the velocity of light v in the medium.
For 0 << 1, tquAtons (2) and (:3) reduce to:
(4,)
where R W c014o + CoS + C0o4.. Note that the second term of t.t is larSer than
that of rr by at factor of thrCV$5,
Expressions (2) and (3) re mixed forms which show the svparte ,ffects of t'
ud k on the propagating wav. Depending upon the problem or initial cunditions,
It Is sonietines convnient to express Eqs. (2) arid (3) In tcrm% of only u or only
k. iIowver, this Is po ible only for the cam where propagation occurs In the
axial dirtction(A), In the diag, l dtirction(I) of a plhne, and In the diagonal
dirtctlion(C) of a cubic cell In free space(Ste Fig. I. b). For other directions of
propagation, the dispersion relation (1) and either Fq. (2) or ( ) are required. For
example, the phase and group Wlocities In the A direction In terms of u are:
v, n I -"iI'2 coi(uAt2) (0)
u, t/2,s
s 12 . (w,,) (7)
where 11' Is g vn by 1I' = A+n(A.rAl/X)/. Note that Al/A is uS s a normAlized
frequency such that Wat 2.WAl/A.
Fig. 2 shows the velocitP v# and t,, as a faction of Al/A with the maximum
stability factor of i/-A. FRom £qs.(6) and (7) we can see that u s i reduced
from the niAm.hnum value 1//3, all the %eiocities experience further dispersion that
results In smaller magnitudes of v. and r,. However, it Is found that the cut.off
frequencies do not change signifIctatly with variations In S.
A wave that Is propapting in a doWl.boundary wavegulding system experiences
further dispersion In the longitudinal direction of the wayguide. This Is the so-calied
modal dispersion which can be calculated numerically by the procedure slimilar to
that used for the unbounded medium.
Lei the: coordinate be the axial direction of a wavegulde. At cut-off frequencies,
the propagating wave number P or k, Ir the dispersion relation of Eq. (1) becomes
0. Then Eq. (1) becomes:
Sin'LycAff2) =j 2[sin2(ktAz/2) + sin7(kseAy/2)j (8)
where w, Is the cut.off frequency and kc andkw are cut.off wave numbers in the z,
y coordinates respectively. As the operating frequency w Increases, starting from Wm,,
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the trawro wave numbtrs A, ad ky do not cl'ang from k,,, and k1,. Thertfore,
Substitution of ($) into Eq. (1) gives:
.,in(wA112) - i'k~d2+ on,(w~aiW2)(0
The ph a nd group vtlodtits of cylipdrical waveguides are thetfort,
'. Ii"n( i'"' Th,)} (10)
and
when 111C is given by lil w otn(srA1/A5 )/s# and A,, Is the cutoff~ wavekngth.
Equations (10) and (11) hold for cylindrical wiveguldes with different cross.
sections, provided that the cut-off frequency 1C is properly repiacwl by the ap.
propriate value. I' can be calculated rVadily by employing the tw.dlmenSional
FD.TD algorithm. For Illustrative purpow, the phue and group vlocities of a
simple waguide with a rectangular cross.-sction were calculated and the results
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The Figs. 3 and 4 also show results from theoretical
calculations for comparison.
From the Fit. 3, we can observe that the theoretical and numerical curves cross
over each other at a certain frequency. At this frequency the numerical group velocity
Coincides with the theoretical group velocity. It Is known that at this frequency, the
compo4lite TENI wave of the modal solution propagates at n agle of 450 to the
axial direction. As discussed In Relt4), at this angle, the propagation direction of
the physical wave and numerical wave coincide.
The rela:Ive cros-over frequency F. = f/I, depends on the stability factor j and
hu a slight dependohcy on the mesh size At. The characteristics of this normalized
frequency & with respect to mesh size are Illustrated In Fig. S. Based on Fig. S.,
an optimwim value for the stability factor s can be chosen.
Starting from th. maxinum crogs.over frequency (F = 1.33 at s = 1/v/), k
reduction of i generates smaller values of F.. As seen it the FIg&, the numerical
errors are small below the crosover frequency F.. Dtaled numerical comparison
shows that the numericl error Increases uniformly as the frequency moves away from
the crossover frequency(F0). Therefore, at frequencies below F., the numerical error
is mrxh~num at the cut.off frequency. Let the tolerable numerical error of the group
velocity be half of the miaxinum error. Then th. acceptable highest frequency can
be extended up to the frequency F.., defined as
r =Fe. + (,. - ,)/2 (13)
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Therefore, tht Lot numerical simulation of Informption transmilon in a cylindrcal
wawgulde, Is obtained by choosing the stability factor s according to the operating
fretency. Mg. 5 shows examples of Values ofs for which optimum frequencits
can be Identified. Cortesponding F. and Fe ate substituted into Eq,(13) to obtalh
_P,.,. It Is found that F.. Is about 1.5,. The operating frequencies for the most
practical applications fall withinthis rang. 'he ap!lcation of the FD.TD method
beyond this range may cause larger error.
The characteristics of phse velocity are different from those of group velocity.
lcauHe the numerical pha vQocity Is always kee than theoretkal values there
is no croe..ovcr frequency. llowevnr, there Is a minimum error frequency which Is
slightly diffTrent from the croosiover frequency of the group velocity. For the best
simulation to obtain phafe information, such Ps the guided wavelength or rewfant
fequency, a similar procedure to that applkd to the group velocity can be used and
'MI can be employed in this procedu:re as well.
Con,;usion
Thn numerical phase and group veloc!ty characteristics of the FD-TD algorithm
are derived from the dispersion reatlo for wave propagation in TEM, and TE or
TM modes.
In the numerical simulation of waveguide modal solutions, there ik an optimum
value of A and optimum frequencies at which least errors In group or phase velocities
occur. Thee optimum frequencies can be used to obtaln a frequency range in
which the numerical error Is minidmized. The algorithm described here will provide
guidance for applications of the FD.T method to, a wide variety of guided wave
engineering problems.
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ABSTRACT
COMPUTATIONAL ELFCTROMAGNETICS APPLIED TO INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
MICROLITHOGRAPHY AND METROLOGY
John C. Mould Jr. & Gregory L Wojc*
Welinger Associates, 4410 El Camino Real, Los Altos, Ca. 94022
It is recognized that as average feature size and spacing on Integrated circuits (ICs)
continue to decrease for reasons of speed and density, the manulacturing (microllihography)
and Inspection (metrology) problems naturally Increase. Analytical tools are necessary to
understand the resulting problems. One difficulty with the analysis of optically printed ICs Is
that feature dimensions and the wavelengths used to produce and measure them are of
comparable size. Therefore, the patterns of light projected onto photoresist, and optical
microscope Images of the developed features are diffraction dominated, hence, not amenable to
asymptotic methods of analysis. Another difficulty Is the geometrical complexity of the IC
features. Therefore, discrete solvers using finite element or finite difference techniques are
necessary to simulate and Interpret some of the problems encountered in IC manufacturing.
For mlctolithography, we exp!ore the principal Issues concerning quantitative
numerical simulation of positive photoresist exposure dynamics.
To address the metrology problem, we discuss an algorithm based on the Inverse
scattering lormallsm In an effor to augment current oplical Inspection techniques. The
objective here Is to systematically determine a feature cross-section that minimizes In a least.
squares sense, the error botween observations and calculations at a discrete set of fleld points.
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COMPUTATIONAL ELCCTROMAGMETICS APPLIED TO INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
1AICROLITHOGRAPHY AND METROLOGY
John C. Mould Jr. & Gregory L Wo c*
Weldlinger Associates, 4410 El Camino Real. Los Allos, Ca. 94022
1. Pholoreslat Exposure dynamics In Mlcrollthography
W,2 explore the principal Issues concerning quantitative numerical simulation of positive
pholoresist exposure dynamics. This class of electromagnetic wave simulation problems Is
motivated by a need to model the macrscopic physics of optical lithography using commercial
resists at the submicron scales necassary for modern Integrated circuit manufacturIng. The
modeling Issues ore presented hers In the context of an explicit finite difference time domain
algorithm for the nonlinear pholoresist exposure problem In 2..
The constitutive model of Dill, Ai at (1975) for the evolution of optical parameters, the so.
called ABC model, Is combined with Maxwell's equations governing electromagneitIc wave
propagation to obtain the w- nlinear partial differential equations describing the exposure of
posiiva photoresist. These equations arm discretized In space and time using classical finite
differences and combined with inhomogeneous radiation boundary conditions to model general
2-D submlcron factures on or In the pholoresist. The present problems Involve a uniform,
plane, layered model of air, positive pholoresist, and a silicon substrate, Illuminated from
above by monochromatic, transversely polarized (TM) lih at normal icidence, The approach
Is readily generalized to less restrictive conditions Including non-normal Inc.1dence and other
polarizations, as well as axisymmetric and 3.0 getometric Idealizations.
Prevailing techniques for mictolithogriiphy simulation are currently based on clss ati thin
film (1.0) models, and even In 2.1D often assume 1.0 wave propagation In uniformly layered
geometries. The numerical approach described here can be used to verify these simplifying
assumptions, but more Importantly, It can solve completely general problems, both In
geometry and constitutive properties, albeit at a higher cost In computer resources. The
numerical simulations of nonlinear exposure processes wre readily coupled with Fourier optics
techniques to economically Include the lense systems.
Electromagnetic wave propagation Is described In macroscopic terms by Maxwell's
equations. If we restrict our attention to nonmagnetic materials and further assume that the
magnetic permeability Is a constant ( pzo) for all materials of Interest, the equations may be
written for tha transverse magnetic (TM) polarization as:
W 77 (1. ib)
anH
If we further assume time-harmonic fields, and that lm(Z) 0 (to: all absorption It~
associated with free charges), then e and a can be related to the refractive Index (N - n + at)
used In classical optics, where I -T
C M to (n2 -"k2 )(.a
a 2tuon k (1.2b)
Hera w denotes the angular frequency. Note that a Is frequency dependent. For Pltustration
purposes, we restict our discussion to the exposure of positive pholoreslst. The pholotesist Is
assumed to have an Initial Inhibitor concentraon (Me) which Is not nmcessarily uniform. This
Inhibitor concentration decays with exposure to light. During the subsequent development
process, the resist Is etched away at a rato which Is Inversely proporional to the remaining
Inhibitor. Thus, an Imposed light pattern wil result In valleys or holes where the exposure
was greatest.
The exposure of posit;v photoresisl is described mathematically by the ABC model. Hare,
the relative Inhibitor concentration at a given time (t) Is defined as:
m(t) - M(t) I Me (1.3)
where Mo . M(0). m Is assumed to decay with exposure as:
m ". axp( .c I t) (4)
where (c) Is an experimentally measured rate constant and (I) Is the time averaged 6loatric
energy density:
I, - 0.5 c E2 > (1.5)
where he brackets denote a time average over time large relative to one period. The model
further spedlies that the absorption coeofident ( a,) Is a linear function of m:
,iAm+S (1.6)
where A and B are experimentally measured constants. If we assume time.harmonic fields,
c, is related to the complex part of the refractive index by (1.7).
•a"4 xkl). (1.7)
This in turn Is related to the dielectric constant and conductivity, so:
en to (n2 - (aXl4 x) 2 ) (1.8)
a roz nc (1.9)
Substitution of (1.8) and (1.9) into (1.1) give the nonlinear partial differential equations
governing pholoresist exposure for the 2.D, transverse magnetic polarization, monochromatic
Idealization.
We wish to construct solutions to (1.1) for arbitrary configurations of scattering features.
To accomodate general non.seperable geometries, we consider discrete approximations In
space. Due to the large number of unknowns In the discrete spatial model, and to the
nonlinearity, we are lead also to limo domain numerical discretlization. For large problems,
explicit techniques employing single point Integration have proven most efficient. For the 2.0
problem considered here, we adopt central differences in time as proposed by Yes (1966).
This finite difference technique Is more efficient than the correspond!ng finite element
formuiaton. However, the staggered mesh becomes very unwieldy for nonlinear problems in
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3.0. so finite elements become more attractive. One of the primary reasons Is that the
nonlinear constitutive relaJons require all componen:s of the E field, but these are not all
defined at any one location in the stagered mesh.
The destruction of Inhibltor occurs on a time scale which is extremely slow relative to the
electromagnetk wave propagation. Fortunately, the exposure process may be accelerated (
corresponding physically to a higher Intensity Incident light) and for practical purposes, the
saen residual distribution of Inhbitor will be observed.
2. Optical Inversion for Submicron Features
For steady.state, coherent, monochromatic, TM Illumination, Maxwelrs equations reduce
to the scalar Helmholtz equation. A finite elemonl formutation of this equation has been nested
In an outer optimization loop to study the feasibility of inverting far.field optical backscatter
measurements for sub.micron line foatures on a substrate. The combination of feature size and
Illuminating wavelength Is In the dIffractlion.dominated regime, so that full wave solvers (as
opposed to asymptotic methods) sre required. Numerical e'perlrMnts Indicate that such
Invrsions ar Indeed possible, provided that a reasonsble estimate of feature size and sufficient
backscatuer Information are available.
Numetical experIments Indicate that Inversions based on amplitude measurements alone we
feasible only for perfectly reflecting features (it we testdct ourselves to single frequency
Illumination). For more general dielectrics, both amplitude and phase measurements, In
conjunction with multiple Illumination angles are required.
For the examples considered, local minimization methods such as Gauss.Newton and
Levenberg.Marquardt performed well, even in the presence ol realistic random and systematic
noise levels. The fundamental Inverson algorithm Is straightforward. First, the scattering
feature's geometry Is estimated and parameletrized, using v.rtex coordinates for example, as
shown In Fig.t. This first estiamae Is usually the design shape. Second, synthetic backscattor is
calculated at the observation points from a finite element model of the ostimated domain, In
addition, the Jacoblan, (e. the derivative of field variables with respect to shape parameters)
Is calculated. Third, field residuals (measurements minus synthetics) are found at the
observation points, combined with the Jaoblans in a minimization equation, and solved to give
an Incremental change In the featue shape parameters that minimizes the residual. The
algorithm finally returns to the second step and Iterates until a suitable convergence criterion
Is satisfied. Fig. 2 shows the Iteration sequence for a perfectly conducting I micron feature on a
perfectly conducting substrate. Fig. 3 shows the sequence for a 1 micron photoresist feature on
a sIlicon substrate. Both simulations employ helium.neon laser Illumination at a wavelength of
0.6328 microns,
The primary expense In the algorithm Is the solution of large systems of linear equations
arising from finite element forward solves, and Jacoblan calculations. These systems are
complex, banded, sparse, non.hermltian and Indefinite. Preliminary evaluations Indicate that
herative methods will be the most cost.elfectlve means of solving these systems. In
conjunction with Iterative solvers, bounds on required solution accuracy at any given Iteration
have been derived, but not yet Implemented.
Application related Issues still to be addressed Include: the effects of differing layers and
substrates, resolution limits t., In terms of corner rounding, etc., and the Incorporation of
optical systems (as opposed to simple far.fled extrapolation, In the Inversion loop. A large
amount of work Is also required to Improve processing speed. Possible Improvements Include
alternative iteratiNe solvers or preconditioners, holding the Jacoblan fixed over a number of
Iterations or using a quasi.Newton method to update It Instead of recomputing at each Iteration.
Another possibility Is Partitioning the problem since only a region about the feature changes at
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THREE COUPLED TRANSMISSION LINES
G.Bartolucd, F.Glannin, CPaolon)
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ABSTRACT
A numodcal analysis has boon dove:aped In order to characterize a three coupled microstip transmns.
s.on lines structure. The method utilized Is based on the transverse resonance technique applied to the
analysis of a resonator obtalnod by Inserting two electric walls transversally to the direction of propaga.
tlion of the transmission lines.
INTRODUCTION
Multicouplod mlcrostrip transmission lines have boon investigated recently by many authors [t,2,31.
The most common approaches utlized to analyze this structure are the quasi- static method or the spoc-
tral domain technlquo. The obtained results are suitable for a good characterization of the structure but
normally in the case of zero thicknoss metallization.
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In this p4p* the stuture In r.1 has been taken lo coneldwatio The transverse resonace appro.
p;-gn9%UUt SO id... w 1un .j. w .y4# h Cas .flhu meta tickn.4W In orderW to study the
structure two electric wais are Inserted orthogonally to the propagation dir~ection obtaining a twang-Jar
resonant cavity (4). Th electromagnetic teld Is expanded In terms of TE and TM modes In the ttansver.
so direcion Assuming a fixed frequency value Is possble to *bAln the resonator length that Is equal to
half wavelengh of this parict mode.
The dielectric effective constant Is reported for the three fundamental modes as function of the fre.
quency and of the thickness metsilhztkLon
TRANSVERSE RESONANCE ANALYSIS
In this socilon the transverse rasonan.
etec'trlc watts cochnque Is applied to anayze the re.
sonant cavity shown In figure 2. Because
the structure presents a longitudinal sym.
metry plane, ft Is possible to replace this
plane with an electric or a magnetic wail
obtaining the two resonelors of Ni. 3 and
4. For sake of txeviy the method will be
discussed only for the cavity with the le c.
tre wagts.
This resonator can be viowed In the Z.
direction as two rectangtar waveguldo
separated bya septu with two slots.
The oloctromagnetic field In regions 3.








where 'im and 0 m ar the potenti functionis for the TE and TM modes. The coeficents Fm(z), Gm(z).
Tm(z), Wm(z) satiutthe boundary conditions for Z- -at and Z-oa2.Also In regionl I and 2In the two
slts the electromagnetic fild Is expanded In sales ofTE and TM modes:
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Fig.Sa
The quantity pq0 , Uq) and' 0 .VqO are respoctively the propagation constants the potontbils fun.
ctlons forTE and TM modes of rectangularwaveguldes wkh the same tranvesal sections of the two slots.
By Imposing th conrdy ofthe tngtlW electric and magnetic felds In the two planos Z-0 and Z-&
It Is possible to obtain a homogenous linear system o( equations.
The unknowns are the expansion coefficients A,), Bq 0),G) and DQW In the slots.
The condition for non tiVIa solutions Is a function of the resonator length I and of the frequency
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The p esented technique Is now applied to the study ol particultr case. The three coupled micro-
strip transmission lines are considered on Alumlna substrate .63Sm. thick (t.rm 0).
Thewidth ol the central conductor Is 150 1^, the width of the lateral conductor Is 100 Wn. Tho s~ot
between the central conductor and the lateral conductor Is 150 j~m. Besides the case of zero thickness
metllization (6-0) three other figures have been considered (6- 15,30,45 PM).
The effective dielectric constant computed for the two modes corresponding to the rtagnotlc contr
plane of symmetry Is shown as function of the frequency In Oigg. Sa and 5b.
The results relative to the case of the electric central plano of symmetry are reported function of the
frequency In fig.6.
Moreover a comparison has been performed with other results obtained using the Spectral Domain ap-





Time coupled nmrotrlp tramission lines hav bee chuaclerzad In temh of delecttic effwcte
conswnl for t*e threa lundamnal mod*&. A transver s commn techrlqu has bee ulaJed In order to
take Ino accout the rgnit metal thicknes,
A series of resuhs for d~fteent m*tal hlclces have been psnted.
Moover good agfeementm wth pravlous data presentd In Ikeratura has bean obtalnod.
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CAD ORXENTO ENIuANCED MODELS rOR PLANAR STUDS
F.G''AZn in it. Un 4#. VAft IA Tr Verafltai
Dpt. Electronics Enginoaring
ABSTRA CT
The effectiveness of the use of a planar approach to fully
characterize some commonly used matching elements, like straight
and radial stubs,is demonstratod.
Quasi froquency-indepandent wide-band equivalent models,
easy to be implemented in the tvailable CAD packages, are
derived and their superiority with respect to the presently
achievable ones is theoretically and experimentally pointed out.
A physical insight into the a.m. properties of such
structures is also given, ant. the resulting external frequency
behaviour, is depiched.
X. 1111o0uc'rIoN
Low impedance elements are widely used in a large variety of
circuital solutions, including matching, filtering and biasing
networks.
Nevertheless, the low-impedanco requirement represents a
critical issue, due to the fact that the geontry of the
corresponding solution Involves electromagnetic phenomena,
that cannot ba properly taken into account through the simple
and well-known line, i.e. mono-dimensional, theory.
Two are the main approaches to face a low impedance issue.
Firstly, straight stubs can be used: in this case the
inadequacy of the mono-dimensional approach can be overcome by
adopting a complete modal theory (1), developed to fully
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characterize the electromagnetic features deriving fron the
'planarity"of the structure.
Secondly, A different geometry can Me considered, able both
to provide the required low impedance values and to uLniniza
simply and effectively the drawbacks deriving from the use of the
wide rectangular matching elements.
With this respect, radial stubs can represent the
proper solution to the mentioned requirements (2). The features
of those structures, in fact, nainly consist in a broadband
behaviour together with a well defined "low-impedance" insertion
point (3,4).
Moreover, the complete e.m. characterization of such
structures can be carried out on the basic of the same modal
theory usable in the case of straight stubs [5,). Finally, the
effective substitution of straight stubs with 'equivalent" radial
ones, can be easily achieved through the settlement of a tight
correspondance between the two proposed structures (7,0).
Therefore a powerful e.m. characterization of the planar
elements, through, for instance, the above mentioned modal
theory represents the only viable solution to address the issuu
of a more accurate modelling of both straight and radial
stubs (9,10).
Moreover, a development of lumped modols bused on this
methodology (ll] can represent a proper merging of the required
accuracy with the availability of friendly tools csy to be




effectively usable in practical circuit design (12,13,14).
A. C~Ionar1TaI. anocflub RY~
The electronagnetic behaviour of both straight and radial
stubs can be derived fron the application of a previously
developed (1) analysis technique for planar circuits, basad on
the theory of resonant cavities and parformed in the specific
case of a two-port network of a generic geometrical shape.
The use or this method Is particularly advantageous as it
results in:
- the Antroduction of frequency dependent affective parameters
for each resonant moda of the structure so achiaving an
accurate description of ito frequency behaviour:
- a physical insight into the filtering properties of the
structure, rasulting in a dependable basis of accurate
synthesis tools;
- the evaluation of the structure impedance matrix, which
represents a flexible tool for the analysis and a key point






Tho analysis of a generic two-port microwave planar netvork.
(rig. 1) can be performed by firstly evaluating, In the S domain
of the xy plan*, the orth9normali-ed zat of aiblnfunctiona of
the bi-di ensional Helmholt: equation:
with homogeneous Neumann's boundary conditions.
The confortable terminal description of the structure as a
two-port network '.a obtalniad by evaluating the impedance (Z)
matrix, related to the dominant TE4 modes of the lines.
Under the hypotheses of negligible losses, evanescent higher
order modas on the connecting lines, and line widths much smaller
than the structure dimensions, the network impedance matrix is
given by:
40Ell] T_ I Z-1 (2)
with:()
wheae i- _E, s the mth structure resonant frequency
and:
is the coupling coefficient between the nth resonant nodc and the
EH wave travelling on the ith line; L in the portion on the
planar atructure contour corresponding to the ith port: FA and
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Are tho nth aigevalua and eigonfUnction at eq. (1)
rospectivaly; E is the effective permittivity of the mth
rasonant mode; h is the substrate thickness; Wi,aff in the
effective width of the ith line.
13. MRe atraht Stub.
The modal approach can be specialized considering, as a
particular two-port network, two straight open lines shunt
connected to a feeding line (Fiq. 2). The structure has a
separable geoetry in rectangular coordinater, and the
corresponding (Z) matrix can be analytically derived.
r19.2
Under the assumption of a double simmotrical structure, the
eqs. (2) can be specialized to give:
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c. T'ha xadjl u,g.
Yn tho caso of a radial stub (Fig.3a, Fig.3b) tho gonoral
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input impedance of the structure in Fig. 3c, taking into account,
with propor equivalent goometri s (15), the a.m. difforencies
related to the asymmetrical (i.e. "fan") or symmetrical
(i.a."buttarfly") configuration.
Fig. 3c
Moreover, assuming the input port to be a non-significant
fraction of the wavelength and consequently that only T on radial
modes are oxcited, the terninal description of the radial line
can be done in terms of the following input impodance:
whore Pon is the coupling coefficient between the TEM m ode oil
the feeding line and the Tmon node excited in the radial
structure; Kg is the wavenumber of the feeding line, Ko -FFo
is the froo-spaca wavenumbor; c dn and Ken are the dynamic




A. Panor 2auivalent gircu it
The effectiveness of the above described approach for the
analysis of planar structures, fully results if It can be
translated in CAD-oriented models usable in broadband
applications and comprehensive of almost all the e.m. phenomena
occurring in a planar structure.
In the past, equivalent circuits have been derived and
proposed, but with limited applicability in frequency, accuracy
and possible geometries of pliir structures E16, 17].
On the contrary, a c,xcuit was proposed , whose elements
are frequency dependent piactically only because of dispersion
[11].
As a consequence the equivalent model can be assumed to be
constant with frequency in ? wide frequency range and its
applicability in broadband applications is straightforward.
For a generic, symmetric two-port planar structure, the
general equivalent circuit in Fig. 4 can be derived [11].
2 Lod
Co/2 2 Lev O/
C v/2 %
Fig. 4*12
The circuit is composed of antiresonant LC calls (with the
exception of the electrostatic teau, corresponding to a pure
capacitor). Each LC cell represents a resonant mode sustained
by the afriyg planar structure, i.e. by a structure derived
from the actual one having effective dimensions and permittivity,
which are, in general, both dependent on the field configuration
of the resonant mode.
Only a finite number of such cells has to be considered in
particular applications, depending on both the frequency range of
interest and the accuracy to be reached.
0. One-port 'modql for radial stub.
The above theoretical characterization of a lossless radial
stub, can be put into the form of a CAD-oriented equivalent
circuit starting from the eq. (4). The equivalent lumped elements




Moreover, noting that the useful working frequency range for
a radial line is normally limited up to the frequency of its







C. Two-nort nodal for 2traight stub.
A different approach h~s demonstrated to be more appropriate
in the development of an equivalent modal for the eleotrical
bohaviour of a two-port rectangular btructure. The usefulness of
the equivalent circuit of fig. 4, in the analysis and the design
of a microwave integrated circuit, in fact, is practically
limited being quite apart from the typical microwave designer,
who is used to treat the circuits in terms of trasmission lines
and to add ns lumped elements only the results of the so called
"parasitic" effects.
Moreover, the presently available CAD packages are mostly
structured to be aligned with this kind of approach.
For this reason eq. (3) can be re-written as:
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whore
thcnss h perse throu 1 ( (7)
roprosnt~~~~~~~~2i I" tutr nfg , sa smo l~rn
6t k: KCLyei*.,%w bt nit j
with bl and We ef fective diinennions, EiA,n the effeoctive
* permittivity of the (m,n)th resonant node; h the substrate
thick~ness. The Z-paramotors expressed through ago. (6) and (7)
roprasnt the structure in fig. 2, no a sup of different
contributions.
Mora exactly Z'ov and Zlod are sumations of all the terms
* having an avon or an odd "m" index rospectivoly; Z takes into
account the finite width of the input and output ports; Zs is
the input impedance of two shunt stubs having a width 1 and a
length b)/2.
The described representations can be translated into the
equivalent circuit of fig. Ga and Gb, which fully describes the
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Fig.Ga z a 
b/2
Fig.6b
frequency behaviour of a so called "Cross-Junction"
discontinuity.
1V I USiWrO
A. The fan and the utterfly-c ases
The accuracy of the modal approach and the usefulness of
the proposed equivalent model have boon chocked through thb
development of pratical circuits (7,10).
Xn particular, the insertion- dependency of the equivalent
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modal has boon stressed and exparimontally damostrated (13.15].
An an example, the comparisons between the results obtained
from the above described equivalent nodels and the corresponding
available commercial CAD simulations are reported in fig. 7a and
7b (10]. Both figures show the percentage displacement, derived
from different approaches, in the radial stub induced trasmission
zero frequency, with respect to a reference case evaluated
through the proposed equivalent circuit.
Xn fig. 7a the comparison for the single radial stub in
shunt configuration (i.e. the "fan" stub) is shown, while lb
reports the comparison for the double radial stub in shunt
connection (i.e. the "butterfly" stub).
As it can be observed, both the proposed model and the
experimental results point out the quite different frequency
behaviour of the "fan" and the "butterfly" insertions.
It moans that a successful simulation of radial stubs
requires the use of an equivalent geometry properly related to
the particular insertion (15]. Moreover, the presently available
CAD packages seem to provide a quite good agreement only in the
case of the "fan" stub, but demostrate a poor accuracy for the
"butterfly" configuration.
1. The cros" element
The symmetric cross-junction is a widely encountered
discontinuity element. In many CAD packages, the simulatinn is
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equivalent circuits do not take into the proper account the
excitation of traeversal modes# whose importance becomes relevant
with the increasing of frequency and/or the lowering of the stub
impedance.
the hrFg.aa
The modal theory and the related equivalent circuit do
not suffer fo^ these lmitations and give efftive tools for
properly simulating all the possible geometries independently
from their shape ratios, so widening the range of validity of
the existing equivalent model#.
A comparison between experiments and simulations achieved
from the mode based models and widespread Zcommercial CAD
packages is presented in fig. Ba and ab for two specific
qaeomtries.
The accuracy of the commercial code Is acceptable only for
rectangular stubs having a quite narrow width, whore it becomes
extremely poor for wide transversal dimensions. On the
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contrary, the planar approach and the related equivalent circuit
on fig. 6 fit the experiments whatever the structure size.
Fig. lb
Plnr stubs, both in the straight and radial shape, are a
proper solution for the low-Ipdance issue. Moreover, a odal
theory represents a powerful approach to fully characterize their
electroagnetic f'eatures and t can be easily translated In very
effective lumped equivalent circuits, easy to be implemented in
the pra~ntly available comercal packages. The proposed odels,
based on a dynmc approach, fully describe the frequency ,
behavour of the structure, so overcoming the liits of the
previously proposed quasi-static approximations. :
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The values of the equivalent components are pratically j9g
frequency dependent, with the exception for the very moderate
dispersion effect, so enhancing thu eftectiveness of already
proposed frequency-dependent aleaents.
The frequency range of validity of the equivalent circuit is
nuch broader with respect to the existing ones and it in
intrinsically potential of a further broadening by adding further
lumped-elanent cells.
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ABSTRACT
The Communications Engineering Design System (COEDS) developed at the
University of Kansas is a Computer Aided Analysis and Design (CAAD) tool for
Electromagnetic Interference/Electromagnetlc Compatibility (EMI/EMC) analysis of
colocated communications equipment. COEDS has been designed as a shell or
wrapper around codes previously implemented, providing intelligent user
Interfaces for data entry, a smart postprocessor to display data in a "thought
enhancing" manner, and all data management functions. The COEDS shell can asso
be applied to other EMI/EMC codes and can be adapted to other large programs.
COEDS permits the EMi/EMC engineer to determine the interference between
communication systems where the principle coupling results from the antenna to
antenna interactions causing multiple unwanted signals to enter sensitive receivers.
Introduction
The design of communication systems generally follows well developed
methodologies which have been successfully extended to distributed networks with
many nodes. When nodes for different networks are colocated in a relatively
confined area such as Is found aboard ships, communication "huts" and so forth,
interference occurs between the networks because of mutual coupling between
antennas. There are other mechanisms that cause Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI), however, most of the effort at achieving Electromagnetic Compatiblltty
(EMC) has focused on analysis and methods of overco'ning the antenna coupling
effects.
Over the past ten years, under sponsorship of the Naval Ocean Systems Center
(NOSC), several computer programs have been created by the Electromagnetic
Compatibility and Analysis Center (ECAC) to perform EMI/EMC analyses for
situations such as those described above. The methodologies employed for analysis
have been sufficient but laborious (Rockway78]. The programs developed require
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extensive data preparation and careful control of data management and produce
large volulmioi of tabular data which are difficult to Interpret and even more difficult
to use in an itei-tivo design procedure. The Communications Engineering Design
System (COEDS) was conic!ved, designed and Implemented as a shell or wrapper
around these codes to provide an Intelligent user Interface, data flow and program
control, and a postprocessor that would present the data to the design engineer In a
"thought enhancing" manner. COEDS can also serve as a model for similar shells
that may be developed to Interface to other EMI/EMC programs such as the
Numerical Electromagnetic (NEC) codes. Thus, COEDS is a prime example of
rmuseable software which cm be adapted to other EMI/.MC codes.
Systems Analysis Using COEDS
The present design procedure for communication systems Involves an Iterative
process. A candidate design Is analyzed In terms of the amount of Interference
caused by colocated equipment. If the degree of cosite interference Is greater than the
,mblent noise level, then the EMC requirements have not been satisfied and an
alternative design must be formulated. The approach used In producing an
alternative design may exercise one of the following options: change equipment;
add filtering on the transmit or receive side of the system; change the location of the
ntenna(s); provide for frequency management by Increasing the frequency
separation between the transmitter and receiver, and/or assigning intermodulation
free frequency sets; support power management by reducing transmitter power;
provide for time management by monitoring the number of simultaneous
transmissions or duty cycles; or reduce design goals and accept Interference
interaction (UBSI.
COEDS can be used to analyze and synthesize the effects of most of the above designimprovement methods. fi this paper, we will discuss tie COEDS structure andprovide some typical examples of system use. Specifically, COEDS uses existing code
for communication systems analysis when determining the degree of Interference at
a receiver caused by colocated transmitters. A number of interference sources are
considered including simple broadband noise, spurious transmitter emissions and
spurious receiver responses, transmitter and receiver intermodulation, and coupler
harmonics. Once data are obtained regarding the amout of Interference present at
the receiver from as many as forty neighboring transmitters, COEDS can be used to
determine the frequency separation required for the system to be ambient noise-
limited rather than Interference-limited, or to investigate other Interference
mitigation techniques. Successive analyses of the communications system are based
on test plan structures which allow the user to choose the frequency Intervals at
which a transmitter Is tuned with respect to a victim receiver in the systera.
Various test plan types can be specified depending on the classifications of
Interference Interactions to be considered.
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COEDS Architecture
COEDS was developed as an Interactive CAAD/CAU workstation tool. The system,
shown in Figure 1, is based on four functional modules which illustrate the range of
functionality provided by COEDS: (1) Platform Database Operations; (2) Platform
Viewer; (3) Configuration Viewer; and (4) EPF (Equipment Parameter P!le) Viewer.
Platform Database Manipulations
The iterative nature of the design process requires the capability for freedom of
movement through the space of alternative designs. In order to achieve an optimal
configuration, the engineer must be able to view the alternatives In an efficient
manner. The Platform Database stores the users design instantlations (referred to
as configurations in the COEDS system) as well as analysis results for each design.
Platform Database operations allow the user to review the steps that he or she has
taken In the process in order to compare alternative designs and analysis results.
Platform Viewer
The Platform Viewer allows the user t- create and/or open a platform for
communications system design. A particular platform may have several
configurations associated with it, each of which represents an alternative design.
One of the functions provided In the viewer is the capability to Input antenna to
antenna coupling for the platform.
Antenna to antenna coupling, the chief mechanism allowing the mixing of
interfering signals, is input to COEDS in one of several ways. External files of
coupling data obtained from measurements or calculated from NEC codes may be
used. Coupling data can be input using a point curve Input module that permits the
engineer to place the antenna coupling versus frequency points on a curve using the
mouse or keyboard. Alternatively, simplified equations incorporated in the analysis
engines may be used to calculate te coupling from the physical locations of the
various antennas.
Antennas are modeled as ideal ele, ents in so far as impedances are concerned.
COEDS has the capability of placing a coupler or filter in series with the antenna
representing the power transmission loss versus frequency arising from the actual
antenna Impedance. A antenna Impedance matching program developed at NOSC
is also included that calculates matching networks.
Configuration Viewer
Once a platform has been selected with the Platform Viewer, a configuration can be
built using the block diagram editor, analyzed by specifying a test plan and running
the appropreate analysis engines, and evaluated by viewing graphical ouput with the
COEDS postprocessor.
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AM engineer normally thinks in terms of block diagrams. Thererore, the user
interface to COEDS was designed to allow the engineer to build a block diagram for
the communications system on the screen using equipment "black boxes".
Available equipment is displayed via pop up menus and can be selected by pointing
and cilckh'g with a mouse. Using a mouse and menu-driven approach for data and
command entry minimizes the requirements for error checking and reduces the
possibility of the user entering erroneous data.
A communications suite is constructed using the block diagram editor. Operations
which are available to the user include adding and deleting blocks, changing the
connectivity between blocks, adjusting equipment parameters, and moving thw
blocks around on the screen. The blocks are specified as transmitters, receivers,
couplers (filters), decouplers and antennas. The engineer selects the various blocks,
interconnects them ad sets key parameters such as the physical location of
antennas, the range of frequencies, modulation types, power transmitted and so
forth. After a system Is built with the block diagram editor and configured with the
desired parameters, it is saved in the platform data base with any other
configurations instantiated for the current platform. Once the configuration is
saved, the engineer does not have to enter any further equipment parameters or
values. All data are automatically passed to the appropriate modules. At this time
the communications engineer can create a desired test plan for specific or generic
compatibility analyses. COEDS will then generate the equipment connectivity,
extract the appropriate data, and run the analysis engines for interference
computations.
Predicting cosite interference, performance degradation, and link performance is
accomplished using batch programs integrated into COEDS. The batch programs
used are COSAM 11 (Clubb87 for interference and degradation and LINCAL
[Roder79) for link analysis.
COSAM II operates in two different modes, a System Performance Score (SPS) mode
and a Necessary Desired Power (NDP) mode. In the SPS mode, the engineer sets or
uses predetermined levels of received sensitivity. The system then calculates, as
one output product, the probability of successful communications for ambient noise
limited and interference limited conditions. In the NDP mode, target performance
indices are set by the engineer and the system calculates the required receiver input
signal power to achieve these goals for both ambient noise limited and interference
limited situations.
While these output products are satisfactory for a comprehensive final report, they
do not lend themselves to the needs of an engineer in art iterative design process.
One of the interim calculated products is the equivalent on tune power (PINO) for
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each Interaction at each receiver. Given the PINO at a receiver, the Excess
Interference Level (EliL) is defined as the amount by which the PINO exceeds the
ambient noise power at the receiver [Rockway78). This EIL value represents the
additional Isolation necded between systems. Since the communications system
under analysis will always suffer the effects of ambient noise, an EIL value of zero
denotes the elimination of cosite Interference and thus, the achievement of UNMC
requirements. A frequency management plan which maintains compatibility can be
specified by determining the frequency separation required to achieve zero EIL for
each equipment. Alternatively, additional filtering can be Inserted, selected
transmitter powers reduced, antenna Isolation Increased by repositioning the
antennas and so forth.
LINCAL calculates groundwave and skywave propagation losses, as well as received
signal statistics based on transmit frequency, power, and distance. Once a frequency
plan has been determined and the required signal to noise plus Interfe.mnce levels
established, LINCAL can be used to determine the achieved quality of service for
specified circuits between remote nodes when the nodes are In a complex
interference environment.
The COEDS interface to these batch programs is the test plan generator. The test
plan generator allows the user to specify sets of parameters based on the type of test
plan chosen. The various types are as follows: isolation study; intermodulatton
study; spurious emissions/response study; compatibility analysis; and link analysis.
An Isolation study In the COEDS system will perform adjacent signal and broadband
Interference analysis automatically to determine minimum transmitter-receiver
frequency spacing. This test will show how close each transmitter can operate to
each receiver for the most efficient use of the frequency spectrum. The minimum
separation between each receiver and transmitter is determined by calculating the
performance degradation from adjacent signal Interference and broadband
transmitter noise as a function of transmitter-receiver frequency spacing.
An intermodulation study in COEDS will evaluate the effect of intermodulation
products, harmonic products and cross modulation products which may be
generated In transmitters, couplers or receivers. The interfering effect of these
products does not depend on frequency spacing but on the ratio (fl/f2) between
emitter, oscillators and intermediate frequencies. Slight changes In an emitter
frequency, reduction In power, addition of filters or denying particular operating
frequencies to a transmitter or receiver will eliminate product effects. The results of
the product study can be used either to confirm that a given frequency plan may be
used, or to show which discrete frequendes in a band should not be used to achieve
EMC.
A spurious emissions/response study will consider exclusively the interference
generated by spurious emission and spurious response interactions. Compatibility
studies take into account all possible interactions Including intermodulation
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products, harmonic products, cross modulation products, adjacent signal analysis
and spurious emissions/spurious response.
Link analyses predict the link range between a system receiver and a remote
transmitter. Typically the link range is limited by cosite Interference, ambient noise
and receiver intrinsic noise. The objective in cosite analysis is to reduce cosite
Interference to a level whereby It does not limit link range. The goal Is to balance
the Interferers and other noise so that the link Is limited only by ambient noise and
Intrinsic noise.
One of the strengths of the COEDS system is the Postprocessor subsystem. It
manages the data generated during the various analyses, presenting essential
information needed by the engineer for the various tasks at hand. Interference and
performance prediction results are arranged hierarchically In graphical and pictorial
format from the most general view to more specific views. This allows the engineer
to look at the overall performance, quickly select the most damaging Interference
and focus on the specific devices which cause the problem. Various graphical aids
are included to help the engineer select appropriate mitigation techniques.
Equipment Parameter File Viewer
The Equipment Parameter File Viewer allows for access to the communications
equipment contained In the equipment data bases. The data bases store the
equipment operating parameters and performance degradation curves required by
the analyses engines. When building a block diagram, the user chooses equipment
for the communications system from these data bases. The Viewer included in
COEDS is used to set values In the block diagram, search the data base for alternative
items or to check the rang, of values for the selected items. In addition to the
equipment contained in the inventory, COEDS has the provision to add equipment,
modify equipment or alter key parameter values.
System Example
An example of IMC analysis, using COEDS, Is explained In the following section.
Figure 2 shows an example HP system with three transmitters, a coupler and
decoupler, on: receiver, and two antennas. The purpose of the example is to
demonstrate: the steps used to divide the cosite problem; the methods of displaying
Ir rference interactions, performance degradation, and link performance; and the
It, itive approach used to Identify and reduce the most damaging interference. The
example illustrates analysis and prediction methods only and is not lntend d to
represent an actual system.
The example analysis follows four steps: (1) Adjacent signal analysis to determine
minimum transmitter/receiver frequency spacing; (2) Intermodulation analysis to
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determine undesirable frequency combinations and maximum allowable
transmitter power; (3) Frequency selection and system connectivity adjustments In
order to mitigate problems found in steps I and 2; (4) Receiver performance
degradation and link performance prediction In tihe presence of all known cosite
Interferers. Because of the ease In changing the sysiem nnd automatically updai,.g
the system data base, the system may be changed at any time during the analysis.
This allows for an Iterative approach to reduce Interference to a level whereby ENIC
Is achieved.
Analysis Example
In step une of the analysis we Investigate the effects of transmitter/receiver
frequency spacing on receiver performance. For the most efficient use of the
spectrum and to be able to have the maximum number of frequencies available, we
want to know how close each transmitter can operate to each receiver. Igures 3a
and 3b show the results of adjacent signal analysis by the frequency of the Interferers
and the relative interfering power. The frequency of the receiver being analyzed Is
denoted by the dashed line to draw attention to the main area of Interest. We are
concerned with the effect of the transmitters on an individual receiver. The relative
power of each Interferer Is shown ws the amount by which the interference power
exceeds a certain threshold. This value, the Excess Interference Level (EIL), Is
calculated such that an Eli value of 0 dB represents the threshold. A level above 0
dO will not meet EMC requirements. A level below 0 dB and the receiver
performance will meet or exceed EMC requirements.
In Figures 3a and 3b, receiver 1 Is shown as being tuned at 3.12 MHz. The interfering
signals and their interfering effects (EILL are shown as Icons on the graph, at
frequency spacings of 2.5, 5, and 10 percent away from the operating frequency of
receiver 1. These figures show that transmitters I and 2 interfere with receiver I at
frequency separations of 10 percent or less. Regardless of intermodulation, spurious
emission and harmonic products, the system is fundamentally limited by adjacent
signal noise. To reduce the effect of adjacent signal noise to an EiL of 0 dB without
resorting to extremely large frequency separations, either the system connectivity
can be changed or the equipment can be changed. As It is uSually very difficult to
increase the antenna isolation we have changed the method of coupling transmitter
1 and receiver I to antenna 1 by adding two additional couplers. The revised system,
shown In Figure 4, was entered into the COEDS adjacent signal analysis model with
the results shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The result of changing the coupling was to
reduce the adjacent signal noise In receiver 1. Figure; 5a and 5b show that If
transmitters 2 and 3 operate at 1.5 percent spacing or greater, then broadband noise
will not limit system performance. By establishing this minimum
transmitter/receiver frequency spacing, the frequency requirements for EMC have
be determined.
In step two of the analysis, we investigate the effects of intermodulation products,
harmonic products, and cross modulation products which may be generated in
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transmitters, couplers or receiver. Due to the fah.t that these effects are nonlinear,
results cannot be derlmd for a band of frequencies. Instead, the user must evaluate
the system at discrete frequency values and repeat the process until a satisfactory
level of performance is achieved. An advantages of using COEDS In thils step of the
design Is the ease of changing frequency values for evaluation. The results of an
example Intermodulation study are shown in Figures 6a and 6b by the frequency of
the int~rferer and the relative interfering power of the Intermodulation product
term (EL). The results of the study are shown for receiver I and all the products
from transmitters 1, 2, and 3. The figures show that, for receiver 1, all frequency
products produce an EIL value less than 0 when the interfering transmitters nrt
tuned at A frequency spacing of 10 percent. Figure Ga demonstrates the effects with
transmitters 1 and 2 tuned 10 percent below the receiver operating frequency while
Figure 6b shows a separation 10 percent above the receiver frequency. Additional
analyses must be evaluated in order to determine if a smaller frequency spacing can
be uaced. The point of this example Is to show the capabilities of COEDS when
evaluating various frequency plans for a system.
The final step in the analysis Is to predict link range between the system shown In
Figure 4 and a remote transmitter. Figure 7 shows the difference between noise-
limited service and interference-limited service. The top curve In Figure 7 shows
link range %-hen receiver 1 Is limited only by ambient and Intrinsic noise. The
bottom curve In Figure 7 shows the link range when receiver I is primarily limited
by interference interactions. Fo the example shown, the effect of cosite interference
Is to reduce maximum link range by approximately 30 km. Thus, the meeting of
EMC requirements for colocated equipment by the reduction of cosite Interference
provides the additional benefit of improved link performance.
Future Work
COEDS was designed to permit the inclusion of additional analysis engines In future
versions or for the replacement of the engines with other communications systems
analysis tools. The control structure of COEDS is written in LISP and can operate
with auxiliary code In any major programming language. Planned future
enhancements Include the addition of an antenna data base, a frequency hopping
and spread spectrum model for Interference, a PC-based system, and a knowledge-
based version for automated design.
Summary
COEDS Is an Interactive CAAD/CAE workstation tool to be used as an aid in
predicting interference, performance degradation and link performance when
determining the degree of EMC for cosite communications systems. An example
was shown which demonstrated the block diagram interface, automated program
operation, generation of graphical output, and ease of use In changing the design to
meet performance criteria. Key features of COEDS are the block diagram editor,
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Modeling Unintentional Sources of Electromagnetic Radiation
lWNI CQAWi..k2tlku Sy~am~ NWsIN C~q"*.Ska1C UNla ily
Mcac ojgePrN 17 XWdAkgNC 2705-iMii
Jblov sur~ws1ing the ckctrMtngnek cots. Uvifoaunstcly, Ino;i uninicntkntsl rdiation
natons from u ncttiotwl radiation worme is a source are wery comnplex. It is itot usually clear
tigowing corico. A %itiety or %ip Wi~do 'hki p-rcits or the source arc ctitleal to its
""od e r used by cletrnk circuit and systems anAlysis, IPor csAwnpk, a video displAy ictninAl
designrs to help dthe locale mid evaluate ptentiil may Contain seVerAl hhrequCney circut cards,
soutme of radiation, hoee.the poiwerful Internal %itcs, and cxitmnal power and Ainal cables.
numercW modeing techniques that aewily uked Modeling every circuit and Aime using numerical
to manal~ antnna &esins, anc rarely %pplie to modeling techniques Is not usually racticAl. Ctces-
voinicaonio" adiadoo sources. Numserical EM 4%te amounts ofrconiputat1ion %ould be required and
mnalsis codes tha work wcl lr nodelig mnttls comig nuniericAl techniques an: unable to model
wec ho rcwa~y applid to tkic thAt ame not thuis tflv or hiplily-complea source. It would be
designed to radiat. The analysis of ntional much better to elinmiat thoie wires and circuits
radiation sources preaots at uniue set or prblems. that do not hate a sipiifsant effect on the radiaton
whi pape iuvocrtts somei or these probkmirs and prior to the 3ppliaton or a nuical techniue.
*dlu trutes Item uing simple modeli for a video
tlisplAy itmnil. Approacs to the analysi or 1his %Then modeling sources that amc designed to
inodel using e ting moncnit-trthod algorithms radiate, it is relativecly easy to deltrwac Which
ar. tgatped. This i ation rveals some Or pawrmeters amimportant enough to be included in
the weA)~nsSCs of the ca4isg teclukiuts and mnake$ the model. I lowVer,. the radiation mechanism or
it clear that a new approxch Is needed, Although unintenional sources is not usually well.
this*pMch s yt t k k~icdc~snil) fatues odmooJ 'Ilichigh-frequvity coupling betweeni
or such an approach aid the iticorporation or these circuits makes it difficult to determine one specific




* Unintenitional sources or eleetromnagnetic radi.
aton hav been the object or an reaisinig amount Considee the video display terininal (VDI)
or concerti. Many countries, including the U.S., illustuated in Figure 1. Rather than attempting to
regulate the ckenoinagetic emisons from unin. mnodcl all or the significant paraineters irmcediately,
1sentional sources such as comnpuits and computer it is often useful to 3tars with a simple model or a
Ipecls. The trend tovwnl faster, more sophis. primary radiation mechanism. Once the behavor
tkastd. but less expensive computing devices has and limitations or the simple model are wel under.
mnade it much mnove diflicult fr comp-iter tnanurac stood, other paramecters or the VDT can be included
turers to meet these requimuments using traditional in the model. In this way, the potential significance
methods. Th'lerc is an Winceaingmned for J mod. or these panmr can be evaluated.
* cding algorithms that can be applied to uninttonal
radiaton sources. If the VDT is small relative to a wavelength at
the fiquerweies or interest, it is reasoinable to expect
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Th~is mnodel cart ke iPno somewhat by
modcling th source with prater McA~l Compar.
Tisons with actual mcnsurecnts or cAqicricnc With
VOr tsting = uxctul for cstisnmaing a %vltxge level
aNo source imroeAWc to use 4n the MA~L. Filrs,
ferviies, at WcWs that arc dcgie to reduc
cosnmon-nuxde cuno on the cAbl can be adde
in the modcl to rpmdkt their effctivness. For
Ltxfnpk, a $our" MO o ir a SO-ohmn circuit Above
at pund olan in avZ)yr with a enite chok~e on
the power cable might In moikkd as shoawn inIftReU 2. 114S type of model is more accurate than
the single wire model arid can pcom~ useful Wnfr.
maton about the elreet 16:,1 the pound ptuoz,
circuit resistance and (crritc impjedance havec onl the
radiation from the VIMl'
Numerical Techniques
Mtodcls such as the one in Figure 2 consistin4
- ~or tm.dinscndona circuit layouts in the presence
-or ncaby nxtal PUC aNo cales Wn %,cry uscrul for
t'~vic I. Sinpt irWe t.~l 0(4 aO- t)ItYTCOMiAl wan~ a %vily or ct pimartic compatibility
I1 1 that the cmmon-trode' currvnts inducedi on prbes lUnfonunamcly, this type of configuamion
the atlachcd cables ame the most signifiant
clctromignctie raiation source. the siileM p05 ______________
41,kl model of the vI)? t rcr consists or a cable
and A souin- titat puts current on the cable. Since
only nznoan-mode currents %rc being considered,
the cable can be ,nodek- with a solid ~Aim A
source onl the endl of the wirt supplies the current
and an undeuinvied length or win: on t he opposite
sieof the source models the parts o( the VI?that CQf~ Lt
are eIdrn relativ to thve cable.
Although Figure I tresents a 'cinY crude rEPAIICM1
model or a complex devicc, it is readily aital)7d
and can tell us many lImportant things about the
distribution (though not the amplitude) on the cable
can e lcuatedforvarouscable positions, tenni.
nations and fiequencics. By setting bounds on the
kngth of live wire sepmet above the source (based
on the dimecnsions of the VDT), usefl information
pertaining to the input impedance and possible rcs-
onant frequencirs can be obtained 121. flaure 2. Citcuit %ith Oicwd Plate Wn Atache Czbtk
Common-mode current ,t he component of the cablc current that flows in the samec direction on
all conductors as opposed to differential or normal-mode cufrnt which flows ill opposite dirctions
using difftrent conductors in the same cable.
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aa)115 techniques. M1odifictous to the INTC code %ere attempted in
apppqitc fo ln g lct aaly walcrut h aladaccuracyofteir u itw W
anid metal plates, howecvr mgs prActical umc.culitlonI2 at the expense of idditional computer tm
t" osa urce models hAve rcaitivly long attacc t mem wiory. 1lie result wA&s Rr-ItvcIy Wre~aient
wires 121. Pot this reason. a nomcnt-rmethod Iech. code that accurately cakultcd the input inspcdano
iq s preredv. Uniinsty, a wunty of or sources nram a wire %ttxshwnnt, but could still
caitin noeotmctodalgorithmsf did not turn up not model thin surfaces 'The inability of is:1C to
any readily-Avaiblek codes capAbk or modeling this model thin surface is due in puct to ptopenics or
type fcnfgrtnthe m.*Vxce rKel inte-Ai equation (MI~i), which
it uteS to solve fr the currnts on conduct sur.
TAv of the codes that were o-Aled did faces. 1this limitation can be owecome by niodelig
conw closn howeve. 11c MSPI' code 131 devlop the surface with smnaler patches so that the krigth
at Ohio State Univerity moids wires and arnd wAidth of each patch are comramble to the
conductive surface arnd can acctly caklc the thickness of the metal plate. 'Ibis requires A lacue
Input impedxc of a Poutc necar a wire attachmecnt. number or patches hoevr, and the computing
It docs not model wire attachments near the dge or resource required to model the contlduci surrfts
a plate howver (prohibiting iren mttahmntts to rount in most unitenttional sources is prohibitiv.
cetrically small plates) and it could not analytc
wire attachments to oppnoste sides; or a thin plate. Wit'GrdMoeln
The INurnrical tille tmaunric Code (NIX) 14id oeln
devoped at lAwrence Uivnore Natioil IlAbora- nlit osbeapr~ht h nl~sotories models wime attachnts near the edge of a ths.)I nOe posibleroach~ to thepi analysis o
sudaicc and on both "ids of at surfac. It does not Con ctiv of cofiguraoftn as wrcpd nnoaderidgo
latons of h inpu Imednc ofa uenaA many nowtachdcdsta cuwymodel
wire configrations.
Small, thin Platts with a wire pid were invstigated.
They ame illustrated in Sgune 3. Thflirst tchnique(sinslaayr gri) eprtets the entire Plate with
one grid. The scond technique (doubie-layer grid)
uses a separate grid to model rich side or the Palate.
Various uire-plate structures were built and
tested in order to obtain measured data to compane
D*OR With Aime-VW model results. In general, the wire.grid .,,udes were capable or modeling the platc very
well eacpt at frequencies near tire system re5o.
narnce. *l'he rciults were relatively insensitive to thre
diameter of the wires in the ipid, which was sur.
prising since the wire diameter is a critical paaeter
in the analysis or electrialy lar or resonant sur-
fiaes 161. Pot thexe electrically small plaktes, it wais
only necessary to choose wire diametecrs within the
SINCC-LVCR COUBE-LVER constraints of the altoritlu and to insurc that the
SCAcI.M GR~a~LID sum of' the wire diameits at an attachment point
was on the order the diameter of the attaching
riturt 3. Vat-GOrid MOMtS of ans Itdialion Sousrce %it awie
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tiel ccrtewy ( oeln tecodutiv ur ea soohcodctv sda'.1hs aesi
%vvy diffcult to model the dcts1 of a dreul or ,nalk UM radiation ino&~Ung an WnteAl part of the
componenrt nat a Metal Murace aceunitely. dlom t peoces fk we~of4ihe.Ar cwmirnk
Conclusions ytwt$ f ec
Iven A~mple models of an unintentional r*H.
a60" oorce ame likly to contain sletri"Y thin
pl.acs with attahe 'Aires. GINming numerical Est III a. R. N'ul and D. K. ltuh, RAJIhoed EMr1.
modeling technques Ocrally cannot model these *nsufim Cefwwwm*Andi Cown, Pro-
confivraont eccivcdy. wire models can be uw cmings, 11.11Hli Intematotal
in some cooe, wAn in rAict mtkies have been Sympotium on Gleetromapseikc Compal.
ugds by the author to anaytc a vsriety of uninten. ibility. Atlat, CA, August 19117.
1;004l $Ote nk II loweVer, the lieldS
necar a conducive uface are not modeled 3cetr* 121 T. Ii.lubiuig anl .rP. suffm, .tkotddirw
rMicly by wires or wnregrids ansi thus wire models rAt &kctrmixncrk Redtkofiem Ftc.
cannot be wd to analyte the cdlect of wutle trkd* .mw) To~k.Tssp, Products, I13.11
ehanmes In a circuits dtipsn or layout. Trasactions on letrmaipweic Compat.
Ibulty, Vol. 3 1, Pcb. 19119. pp. 7444.
A new titchnirque is needed Weore, numerical
modeling of unintentional soutmcan become: as 131 1. 11. Vcwstwa mnW 1). M. Pois,
useful anid routine as iftentional Source Modeing. i~etonpei oeigof Composie
'*is new technique owud be able to wnaytc wire: and Surface (komntricsg IlWE Towau.
circuit card conligunuions Wili A, rcelivly high Oc*Iou 04 itnieraos god prrsssrorm, vol.
depee of detail and then analrie the entire system, Al. P.16, Nov 197S, pp. 784.7119.
which may contAin everal circuit cars, "hIlds and
cables. One possble approach would be to upe a 14[ G. J. Burke and A. J. ftogo, NwnekW
hybrid technique. For examnple, a W~ic clement RkFiemmqatiks Codc (NECJ- Ma ./,of
method millht be used to analymt the cads and Nervnrs, Naval OCXa Syss. Coentr'San
deawn boundaly conditions to be used In ai moment D)iego, CA, NOSC Tech. D)ocument 116,
method anailysis of the whole system. Jan. 1981.
Radiation from unintentional sources has 151 '.1iI. ilubint. .Ileskliht et kcrom eiek
become a critical concern of electronic device man- Rrdiaifrom like IrkidO SmdlSourc.:s
ufactumn and developers. Stringent military and wit dttackrd Wkes, Ph.). lMiscrtaon,
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cult to nwtt as opcrating speeds or lctwronic
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Comparative Calculations of Basic EMC Configurations
with NEEDS and IIEC2-IAG





Phone: (089) 6088-3250 or -2820
Abstract:
Comparative calculations on six basic EMC configurations were performed
with reveral versions of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2-IABG,
NECZ-PC, NEC81, MININEC3, NEC2DPC) to check the accuracy and validity of
the different codes, especially with respect to their built-in arith-
metics. In the simulations the coupling characteristics between trans-
mitting and receiving antennas and the Input impedance of the trans-
mitting antenna were examined primarily. Generally it was found that
there is a sufficient agreement between all codes as long as the segmen-
tation condition 1/1000 x I/ e/10 is fulfilled. Especially the
recently developed NEC81 code shows the same degree of accuracy as the
double precision version NEC2-IABG hen analysing regular problems. For
the simulation of low frequency problems double precision arithmetics is
absolutely necessary to obtain reliable results. Therefore IABG has
developed NEC2DPC, a double precision NECZ version for Personal Compu-
ters under MS-DOS. Applying NEC2OPC on basic EHC configurations has
shown that this NEC2 version can successfully be used to analyse
problems with small segment to wavelength ratio.
1. latroduction
In connection with German activities to establish a 'standardized soft-
ware tool for computerized EMC analysis extensive comparative calcu-
lations were performed using NEC2-IABG (a double precision version of
NECZ // inst&lled on IABG's vector processor mainframe VP 200) and the
15g
single precision codes ldEC2-PC and MIINEC3, both part of the NEEDS
version 1.0 software Package /2/ and installed under MS-DOS 3.3 on a
TAlDOt PC.A. Furthermore some calculations were performed with IIEC81, an
Improved version of INEC2-PC, which will be Part of the NEEOS system
version 2. The authors greatfully acknowledge the -dvance release of
lECOl to IABG by ACES /3/ to support this effort.
In the simulationt the couoling characteristics between transmitting and
receiving antennas and the Input Imedance of the transmitting antenna
were examined Primarily. For this purpose tyolcal basic configurations
of rod and loop antennas were defined. The investigations were performed
for different frequencies. A point of particular Interest was the
analysis of the different computer codes nearby the resonance frequency
and for low frequencies.
2. Basic configurations for the EMC-analysIs
Fig. I shows the 6 defined ba;ic antenna configurations for the EHC-
analysis. The corresponding geometrical dimensions or the antenna system
structures are listed In rig. 2a. The antennas are connected to an ideal
conducting plain surface and they are assumed to be Ideal conductors. In
the configurations 1-3 the transmitting antennas are rod antennas, in
the configurations 4-6 loop antennas excited by a voltage source.
Configuration I (fig. Ia) simulates the coupling characteristics between
two rod antennas. The configurations 2 and 3 (fig. lb, c) analyse the
short circuit currents of closed loops excited by the field radiation or
rod antennas with respect to different loop area orientations (relative
to the location of the rod antenna). Configuration 4 (fig. Id) repre-
sents the coupling features of 1 transmitting loop antenna and a receiv-
ing loop antenna terminated with a resistance R x 50 ohms. In configura-
tion 5 and 6 the loops are or small altitude relative to their length.
Therefore these configurations esoecially deal with coupling aspects
between two shorted cables. With this type or configurations the EMC-
behaviour of crossed lines (fig. le) and parallel lines (fig. If) was
simulated. Fig. 2b shows the chosen segmentation datas for the antenna
configurations. For all computer codes the same segmentation was applied
to enable a suitable comparison between the simulations.
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Fig. 1: Dasic antenna configurations for the EHC-analysis
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Fig. 2- Geometrical Input data for the computer analysis
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The configurations 1-5 were analysed only at one frequency. It was found
that especially In the case of loop configurations the simulation re-
suits are more sensitive comoared to rod configurations. 7hirefore con-
figuration 6 was analysed more In detail at various frequencies nearby a
resonance frequency As well as (or low frequencies. Toe code comparisons
were performed for the comolex antenna Imoedance ( ) of the trans-
mitting antenna and the short circuit current 1 induced In the re-
ceiving antenna resp. voltage u2 for an ohmic antenno termination.
3. COputed results for the configurations I-S
Fig. 3 shows the results of the computer analysis. For the configura-
tions 1-4 the source voltage u, of the transmittirg antennas was
chosen such, that the radiation power amounts to P" I1I. Analogous a
current amolitude 11 - IA was chosen for configuration 5.
In configuration I the results of tEC-iMG, NECZ-PC and HMINIEC-3 agree
satisf-ictorily (fig. 3a). According to the chosen frequency of f K 2 liz
the wavelength X Is 150 m. The segment-wavelength ratio is approx.
lA 0.002. For the configurations 2 and 3 the comouter results or the
antenoa impedance calculations with NEC2-IABG and NEC2-PC are identical
(fig. 3b,c). The impedances calculated with HININEC3 agree with these
results sufficiently, although the real parts differ about 20 percent.
The computed results for the loop current 12 between NEC2-VABG and
MININEC3 show only small differences, whereas the corresponding NEC2-PC
based values deviate more extensively. The analysis was performed with a
frequency f a21 lhIz corresponding to 0.005 4 I/A A 0.025. The results
for configuration 4 again show satisfactory agreement.
In configuration 5 the antenna Impedances are In a good agreement
between [ININEC3 and NEC2-IABG, whereas a significant higher difference
was found for NEC2-PC. The computed results for the current amplitude
12 differ about 20 percent and more between the different computer
codes. The antennas were excited with a frequency f10 Hifz. which
corresponds to 0.01s3l/X 4 0.012.
For all analysed configurations the NEC81 version of NEC2 shows
excellent agreement with the double precision version NEC2-IABG.
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Fig. 3: Computed results for configuration 1-5
4. Computed results of configuration 6
For configuration 6 simulations were ptrformed in the frequency interval
between f! I -5 Miz and f2 - 16 Miz to examine the behaviour of the
computer codes nearby a resonance frequency. Fig. 4 shows the frequency
dependence of the Impedance Z, of the transmitting antenna. In the
calculations with RECZ-IABG and HININEC3 the real parts RI agree very
well and the deviation is about 1 percent. The frequency dependence of
tlie i.-aginary part X Is approximately linear in this frequency range
(fig. 4b). For this configuration resonance frequencies of fr i, 14.8 MH1z
1NEC2-IABG/XEC8l) and f *c 15.0 HIIZ (MININEC3) can be figured out, the
results shift about 0.2 MHiz.
The results obtained by NEC2-PC show insufficient accuracy. For
example, at f 1 4.4 MHz the imaginary part Xi s 123 ohms, at
f -. 14.6 MHz X is 628 ohms and at f 1 4.8 MIhz X Is -360 ohms. For
this reason the results of NEC2-PC are not included in the diagrams. The
NEC81 based results are in excellent agreement with NEC2-IABG again. The
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Fig. 4: Frequency dependence of the antenna Input impedance Z1, 4RJX 1
nearby a resonance frequency (config. 6)
Fig. 5 shows 4he computed results of the current amplitude I with
I assumed to be I A. The calculations with NEC2-IA8G and REC81 agree
excellently, while there is only a moderate agreement between the NEC2-
PC and.IININEC3 generated results. 1
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Fig. 5: Computed results or the current amplitude I2(Config. 6)
Furthermore some investigations with varying frequencies were PerformedI to test configuration 6 for large waalength, starting with f a 10 1lz
and decreasing In decades down to f - 0.01 H1lz. Fig. 6 shows the results
of the calculations.
Uhile at f - 10 1Iz the coputed results agree satisfactorily, the IEC2-
PC calculated values shoW greater deviations at f a 1 I lz compared to
the other codes. For frequencies f 0.1 HiZ greater differences between
NEC2-lABG and the other codes occur as well In respect to antenna input
Simpedance as to current amplitude.
To examine and to validate the accuracy of NEC2-IABG the computed
results were eotvared with an analytical approximation for low frequen-
i ces. At f - 0.01 H1lz this approximation provides as antenna input
impedance Z, - J 0.47 ohms and as current 12 a 94 mA. The NEC2-IABG
calculations are in a good agreement with regard to the assessed antenna
impedance as well as to the current amplitude.I 185
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Fig. 6: Frequency depindent results of configuration 6
5. Conclusion
Generally the p'rformed Investigations have demonstrated that there is a
sufficient agritement between the results of the computer codes NEC2-IABG,
NECZ-PC and ?ININ3EC3 as long as the segmentation condition 0.001 s l/ 4O.l
is fulfilled. But especially at resonance frequencies the results of
NEC2-PC may be nut satisfying. For lower frequencies NIININEC3 seems to
provide better result% than NEC2-PC.
The inclusion of HEC81 instead of HEC2-PC Into the NEEDS version 2 re-
lease will significantly Improve the EC-analysis capability and accu-
racy of the NEEDS-software tool. For the analysis of regular problems
NEC8I provides almost the same accuracy as a double Precision NEC2 ver-
sion. The main advantage of a double Precision version like NEC2-IABG is
the capability to analyse low frequency problems with sufficient relia-
bility. To achieve this capability also on PC systems, IABG has devel-
oped a double precision version NEC2OPC, which was derived from the
NEC2-PC version as distributed within the NEEDS system version 1.
From fig. 7, which shows the imaginary part of the antenna input impe-
dances for low frequencies on the example of configuration 6, it can be
concluded that NEC2OPC can successfully be used to analyse problems with
somll segent to wavelength ratios on personal computers under KS-DOS.









Fig. 7: Comouted imaginary oart X, of config. 6 for low frequencies
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A fully implicit, three dicansional, fintce difference Elecomagnetic
Field coda has bean developed to solve Haxwell's equations in nonlinear
media. The coda is designed to couple fields from nuclear weapons (EHP) to
military systems in the source region of the weapon. At early recarded time
of the burst poLnt, tho time scar in such a problem is determined by the
rise time of the 7.ray pulse erAicted from the weapon. At later catarded
times, the 7-ray pulse is slowly varying and th( time step in an explicit
finte difference code is detr2-ined by the Courant condition, The implicit
code discussed in this paper is unconditionally stable aM excells on lace
ct=e or low frequency problems in which the physics allows large time steps.
The coda is sat up to allow the tire step to increase as time increases. A
typical 3-0 coupling problem can be run to .1 sec of problem time in about 3
hours of Cray 2 time.
The matrix resulting from the LmplicLc -.oda is solved using an
Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Cradient icteracive matrix solver. This
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WliY USE NSLT3D?
• Consid6r a coupling problem vith mlisecond rise times. For
exAmple, coupling or rail currents to Rail Cirrison cArs.
* Assume that 1. mS cell are used in the problem.
* The Courant condition limits the time step in explicit codes auch
as ISM and TIURF. to 3.33 X 10- 9 ec.
• To calculate to the peak or the pulse at 1O 3 sec would then
require 3 x 105 tine steps.
• NSLT3D has no Couraut condition and vould require less than 100
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ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF A HICROSTRIP DISCONTINUITY
INDUCTANCE
A. Hill and V.K, Tripathi




An algorithm is presented for the rvaluation of a microstrip right angle
bend discontinuity inductAnce. The moment method In conjunction with an
adaptive set of basis functions is employed to solve for the excess
current distribution In the corner region. These basis functions are
defined over an error dependent triangular region which leads to an
optimum element size and reduces th2 system's matrix dimension.
Introduction
In the past, several authors have characterized a microstrip right angle
bend discontinuity in terms of equivalent excess inductance and
capacitance which are associated with the corner region.[l-6.]
Inductance calculation requires the determination of the current
distribution in the discontinuity region. instead of calculating the
total current it is numerically more efficient to set up the governing
magnetic field intergral epuation in terms of excess currents. These
currents represent the perturbation of the current distribution from the
distribution that exists on the respective uniform microstrip line. The
current perturbation is strong in the discontinuity region and decays
away from it. In previous formulations the unknown current has been
expanded in terms of basis elements over a rectangular region. In this
paper we employ triangular basis functions that adapt to the
characteristics of the solution. Their size is determined from a local
error criterion. In (8] use is made of complementary variational
principles to asses the error in a finite element method for the-purpose
of grid optimization. In the present method evaluation of fields is
performed only on the boundary which favors the derivation of the error
criterion from the boundary condition. An optimum shape of the triangles
is maintained through additional post processing (7].
Homent Method Formulation
The excess current distribution is found by computing the vector
potential on the strip surface due to all currents and utilizing 
the
b undary conditions that the normal magnetic field be zero on the strip.
The procedure is similar to the evaluation of the via excess inductance
in (10]. The integral equation for the excess current Je can be
formulated as




_ __ _ _
xI
where A represents the magnetic field Integral operator and a Is the
unitvector normal to the stripsurface. On the microstrip lines J is
defined such that it corresponds to the current distribution on the
respective uniform line. In the corner region the current J assures
continuous current flow through the discontinuity. The source currents
in (1) can be decomposed and after applying stokes theorem for the
integration over the strip region a numerically more efficient
formulation can be found such that on the striplines no evaluation of
the self elements is necessary:
a.VXA(J,) - - ,.Vq(A( * ) (2)
i* Is decomposed as
aW ia + Jb + Jc (3)
3b corresponds to the source current J in region b (fig 1) .h and ic
. represent the current distribution on the uniform stripline. lhe
extension of the decomposed currents Ja and 3c depends on the region
where (2) is evaluated. If (2) is computed on region a then Ja extends
from z-z to z- and Jc extends from x-xa to x- . If (2) is
evaluatel on region b JA is defined from z- - to z-za and 1c is
defined from x-xa to x- . If (2) is evaluated on region c then Ja is
defined from z-- to z-za and J, Is defined from x-- to x-x
Once the excess current is dettermned the excess inductance can e found
from
Lt A(J*,Je) J dS (4)
Adaptive Algorithm
The basis functions in the moment method formulation of (1) are surface
currents defined over a triangular region [10). One such element
corresponds to a current which circulates around an interior noda. Each
basis element is associated with an interior node of the triangulated
microstrip region. An optimum triangular grid is established in an
iterative manner. Matrix solutions are computed by means of a conjugate
gradient algorithm (1l] which uses the moment solution for excess
current of the previous step as initial guess for the new current
distribution. Starting with an initial set of surface current elements
as is shown in figure 7, the excess currents are evalliated by enforcing
the normal magnetic field at the interior nodes of the defined
triangular grid to be zero. In a next step the local element error is
found by computing the residual flux through each triangular element.
Those elements with a flux density greater than some threshold are
refined by introducing an additional node at their center point which
forces the local error to zero. An optimum triangular grid is maintained
in the sense of maximizing the minimum interior angle of each triangle
(7) with the constraint of maintaining the border regions of areas a, b
and c. This can be accomplished by applying the circle criterion to
neighboring triangles as is illustrated in figure 3. Consider two
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triangles A and B. Let a circle pass through three of the vertices of
the quadrilateral which Is formed by the triangles A and B. If the
fourth vertex of the quadrilateral is Interior to the circle, swap the
common triangle side. If the fourth vertex is exterior to the circle do
not swap the common triangle side. If the fourth vertex is on the circle
either triangulation can be used.
Suppose node C is Introduced for refinement purpose then the optimizing
scheme can be sumarized as follows:
1. delete the triangle that contains node C and create three new
triangles.
2. consider sucessively each new crcAstd triangle and all its neighbors
and apply the circle test to their comon side If t Is not a boundary
of region a b or c.
*1 3. repeat stoep two to all new created triangles and their neighbors
until no diagonal swap is performed.
Triangles for which one side falls on a border region require special
' treatment. If the side on the border region is the mximuni lenth of the
particular triangle then step one is modified as follows:
delete the triangle that contains node C and create two new triangles by
uniformly deviding the side which falls on the border line.
Figure 4 shows the final grid for the exces current of a rectangular
microstrip discontinuity. Note that the deviaticn of the assumed current
from the actual current distribution Is largest In the corner region.
Results for the excess Inductance are shown In figure 5, normalozed with
respect to the inductance of a uniform stripline and substrate height.
For comparison results obtained from [12,]3] are Included.
S.alry
An adaptive algorithm in c;'Junction with an excess formulation for the
evaluation of a xicrostrip right angle bend discontinuity has been
presentel. 'the algorithm establishes an error dependent grid size and
therefore reduces the xatrix size of tie problem. Due to the triangular
surface currents io the moment method formulation the zlgorithm is
suitable for application to arbitrary discontinuity regions such as
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Figure 1: ?crutrio right Am1h bond v4 tmivalnt circuit
for Me *IC1ez Inductance.
Figure 1: initial grid for exce~z current:. Figure 3: Circle criterion: Oiagonal of quadrillteral if
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A FINITE ELEMENT CODE FOR SOLVING 2-I) SCA'I rEIUNG
PROBLEMS ON IBM PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
Steven P. Castillo
Elctrical and Computer EngIneerinI Depar.,ient
New Mexico state UniverI ty
Box 3-0
Las Cruces, NM 88003
Andrew F. Peterson
Electromagnetlc Communications LaboratoryUniversity of' Illinois
1408 West Grcen Street
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AISTiACT
The Increasing power and speed of today's most advanced IBM pc compatible
workstations are allowing engineers In many of the ph)sical sciences to solve problemis at
their desks that required a large ir.infratne only five years ago. lI computationil
electromagnetics; the use of partial differential equation solution methods in conjunction
with absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) has opened the door to a new class of
scattering problems not previously considered to be solvable using traditional lntegl
ejuation techniques.
A finite element code for solving two-dimensional TM and TE scattering problems hIa
beein written to run on a 380 based pc computer. The scatterer must be described in a
piecewise homogeneous manner with each homogeneous section being ettler a conductor
or a dielectric of constant permeability and perinitivity. Mesh generation can either be
done using simple mesh generation codes for simple scatterers, or uslng PDA's Patran onl
a separate graphics workstation. A frontal solution technique Is used which takes
advantage of the large disk size available on most advanced workstations.
A short development of the code will be presented followed by some results for some
representative scattering problems. Run times for various size scatterers; will also be
given as well as some of the limitations of the code.
Introduction
Traditionally, the user of an electrom agneties scattering code such as NEC was
conflncd to using some large nmainframe computer to solve a given scat.ering problem.
Constraints on the amount of memory and cpu time available for a given user limited tile
size of tle problein that could be numerically solved, With the advent of the vector
supercomputer in the early 1980's, tle size of the scattering problems that could be
considered was increased by several orders of magnitude. However, a vector
super.omputer was and still is a resource available tenly to a small portion of the scientificcommunity.
The advcnt of the iDW pe computer has'brought sinificant computing power tt
low cos, to the scientific user. The newest generation of I fit pc compatible conm,-tutern
which use the Intel 803SG processor allows the user to solve medium to large problems on
the user's desktop.
In this paper, we discuss the feasibility of using the finite element method to solve
two-4imensional (2-D) open-reGion scattering problems on it 380 113H pc Compatible
comptuter. A short discunsion of the finite element method as applied to the wave
equation is discussed. The radiating boundary Is given and integrated Into the filite
element tqualtons. finally, somde results and thnings for some simple scattering problems
are given.
Formulation of the Problem
The differential equations to be solved for the TIM and TF; scattering problems are
Given as
2 ,otV-1 700' + ko(rH W -
1117 0 or:
and
I tot 2 totV.Cr Vll% + kedrll = 0
%,here °tot and 11t° t represent the unknown z-dir.cted electric and inagnetic fields
respectively (Figure 1). Applying the weighted residual method over the donain, V, we
arrive at the following equations:
vrVT. VEEot-kol dxdy T 7 di
tot. to 0 dl0
[i the finite element method, the domain Is broken up into several subdonains, ['e
so (flat
P = 1; e"
Over ech domain, the approximation that
N








Figure !. Cross section of the cylindrical geometry under consideration.
for the TM polarization and
tt N
H% t(X,y) = 1hn "XY
t=1
where B represents a Lagrange polynomial basis function so that e and h represent the
unknown field at a discrete set of points over the element. To arrive at an alebraic set of
equations for each elenent, the Galerkin technique is used. 'TZhe resulting matrix
equation has the form
Ae = be
The global set of equations Is assembled by requiring the fields to be continuous at the




where the summation is over all the elements. The global set of equations is then given
by
Ax =b.
Th coefficient matrix A Is sparse. Therefore, the system of equations can be solved using
a sparse matrix equatlon solver such as sparsepak,
Absotbing Boundary Condition
'Theoretically, an infinite amount of time and memory would be neded to solve anl
opa.n-region scattering problem with the finite element method. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to truncate the region of interest. T1,e layliss-Turkill abso bing boundarycondition ( approximates an infinite region over the artificial boundary surroundingthe scatterer. Tile boundary condition is given by
O()E:+ A(p) __7
where a and P are functions of p and k and tie artificial boundary is been taken to be
circular(lj. A similar boundary condition for Ii is al~o used in the TE case. The
boundary condition is incorporated into the right-hand side o! the finite element
equations. Since the AI3C is an approximation, the distance at which the boundary
condition should should be applied for a given scatterer cannot be readily deduced.
Equation Solution
Most users of a pc are currently using tie MS-DOS opurating system. Therefore
the user Is severely restricted by tme amount of memory provided by DOS. The Irontal
equation solver was used for the developed codes[2]. The frontal method is essentially an
element by element approach to performing Gaussian elimination. The system of
equations is simultaneously assembled and solved so that only a fraction of the amount of
memory used for direct in-core solutions is needed. If multiple right-hand sides are
Siven as forcing functions, a becondary storage device can be used to store some of the
mtermediatq results needed for each of the solutions.
Results
A code was written using the above formulations and techniques. A Compaq 380
Ilc was used for all of the solutions. 'tihe simple circular meshes were done on the pc while
the more complicated meshes were done with PATRAN on a microVAX. A variety of
different scatterers were analyzed with the code to get a feeling for the accuracy of the
FEM using the ABC. Provided that the lBayliss-Turkel condition is applied at a
sufficient distance front thie scatterer, the accuracy appears comparable to that of integral
equation formulations for a given mesh density. Pigures 2 and 3 show the 10 produced by
a perfect conducting cylinder of radius 5A on a circle of radius 5.55\ by a TM, incident
plane wave. The comparison is done with a numerical eigenfunction solution. The
192
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cylinder model for the cuse where the ABC Is at p - 0.5, contained 5712 nodes am 10OSO
rst.-otder elements. The results show the dependency on the location of the ABC on the
accuracy of the result. .






Table 1. Execution times as a function of the number of nodes. These were
obtained on the Compaq 386 personal computer umnning the
Microsoft Fortran 4.01 Compiler under NIS-DOS.
Table I gives run-ties for some various problems. Although the user will not 6et
Immediate answers for larger problems, a dedicated 3S6 based pC call be expected to solve
even lcrge 2-D problems In reaonable time.
Conclusions
A powerful 386 based pe can be used to solve large 2-D scuttein problems uilng
FEM in conjunction with the Bayliss-Turkill ABC. -The user may itve to take an
Iterative approach to using the code since the solution accuracy is depluhamt on the
location of the outer boundary for a given scatterer. As desktop pes become iore
powerful, the need for having a supercomputer on1 hand will shrink, However, for tihe
larges 2- problems and 3-D problems, NIS-DOS will be the limntlnn factor,
Manufacturers such .s SUN and DEBC are now producing workstations that rival IBM
compatible pes in cost and power without the storage constraints associated with pCs.
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ABSTRACT
The end.eftct I shielded short circuited coplanar lines Is Ivestigated and Ii characterized In terms of
an equivalent nomalized reactance. The structure consists ofa shielded coplanar line lit whh the con.
ral conductor and the coplanar ground plants are short ckcuied bya metal septum. The eleciomagne.
tic analysis Is performed using the Itransverse osonant technique applied to a resonant cavty obtained
by Inserting the discontinuiy In a resonato.The results show In particular both the Importance of the Mo.
doling of this khnd of discontinulty and Its eflectiveness In the design of the litering struclUtes.
INTRODUCTION
The applications of coplanar lines ar becoming larger In both hybrid and monolithic Integrated clicults
principally because o heir Interesting features In terms o low mechanical complexty and reduced ra.
diatlon losses. On the other hand. a very accurate characterization of various kinds of discontinuitlos Inn.
proves the effectiveness oi the use of coplanar structures, that are utlilzed In the realization of many
subsystems.
The purpose of this paper Is to perform an accurate analysis of one o these discontlinuitles. giving an





The coplanar dlsontnuy Is Insoend In a resonetor tw a Is analyzed by using the transverse r i-n.
cc mthod. W0sh this techn4u Is posule to evaluate the effect of the no'rnalIzed reacunce sotIaed
wi the discontinuity, reducIng the co ,puttonal eon.
ANALYSIS METHOD
In ig.1a a shielded coplanar line In whIch the central conductor and the coplanar ground planes are
shom ci cuked by a metal septum Is shown. The tramnsesal section of a uniform shlded coplanar line Is
sketched In lig.1b.
A resonant cavity (frg.2) Is obtained by placing two auxiky electric walls at socne distance IftOr the
discontinuity. The ixesence of a symmetry plan allows the posWity to analyze only half s rtu e by se.
placing this plane with a magnetic wall (r.3 ). l1 the distance z Is large enough, the auxilary wall on the
left do not perturb the field near the edge o the septum.
Fig.2
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acunThe efe k h ol t wncuto is shw irv 4, wethe nrnized reactance i talcs Into
accunttheOw l te ciscontinuky. If d+s Is the total lengh of the resonator at a 9 m frequency, the
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whete g Is the wavelength of the lundamental mod#.
Soi the roblem Is to computete resonant length dat a glVOO fequency and wkh a lbced s.To so"v
this problem a transvetse roonanca technIque Is applie. Lookkng Into the x. directon the tesonato can
be viewed as two rcctangular wavegukicm separated by a slotted diaphragm (the thickness metallization
Is supposed to be zero). In each one of this two waveg' ies the eleto~na"etc Id Is expanded In tems;
ol TE- to-x (LSE) and TMtox (L.SM) modest In the slo, the elecromagneic Wai Is expanded in seWe ol
the odal functions ofia rectangular waveguld "ih the same lransvetsal section di the slot xpe~ure. By
Imposing t boundary conditions In 9he plans tg the slot a homogeneous system of equaions can be
obtAilned.
The condition for non trivial solutions dotermines the charactristic equation ofiltie given structu. This
equation can be considered as.a function o1 the frequency and ol the quantity d equated to zero. There.
tore, 1wr any glvn frequency value the solution of this equaion gives the correspoNing length d.
The same approach can be also applied to computit the wavelength . that Is required In (1) to otlsn
the equivalent normalized reactance X.In fact, In the particular case 0A zwvO, the resonator length d Is





The end-effoct equrvlevt normalized reactance Is reported in Ng.5 as function o( the Irequency. The
dielectric thickness Is 254 Irm (u 1, 6) and the slot width Is 700 tm.
Ash I1s possible to sre, the reactance Is pock?e (Le. of Inductive type) and Increases with the frequen.
cy. In this igwue Is also possible to see the bohvior of the end effect reactance lot difference values of
thowidth of the central corductor. AnotWh possible sl'uctute with dielectric constant (a,,4.2) andthe
slot width equal tb I m, has been analyzed and the values of the normalized reactance are plotted In
CONCLUSIONS
A transverse resonant approach Is used to characterize a short circuit endefeter( fo shieled coplanar
lines, An oqtivalent normalized reactance Is computed. Slrmuaton results are discussed for different Va.
lues of the physical paramelerso the stsucture and reported In meaningful diagrams.
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Wave ftwagation on Infinite, TwO-imensionl Structures
Ross A. Spciale
General Dynamics, Ontario, CA
MSTR:CT
A general theory has been developed to analyze wave-propagation processes
an Infinite, two-dimensional strucires. The considered structures are
represented as infinite, doubly-periodic or quasi-doubly-periodic clusters of
elementary, unit-cell, microwave multiport networks. The theory has been used
to analyze models of element-to-element, electromagnetic proximity coupling in
planar- and non-planar-phased-arrays and array feed-networks.
APERTURE-SURFACE WAVES
The procesi of excitation of aperture-surface waves, that propagLte
through element-to-element, electromagnetic proximity-coupling, across the
radiating aperture of a two-dimensional, planar phaed-array, is qualitatively
illustrated in Figure 1, where the array is shown in a receive-mode and
illuminated by an off-boresight planar wave. Constructive and destructive
interference between the creeping surface-wave and the incoming planar space-
wave is known to cause 'Blind Spots' in the array receiving pattern. A
similar process takes place, in reverse sequence, when the array is in
transmit-mode.
A qualitative illustration of surface-wave excitation across the aperture
of a conformal, cylindrical array is shown in Figure 2, again with the array
in a receive-mode.
The qualitative illustration of the process of aperture-surface-wave
excitation, shown in Figures 1 and 2, also qualitatively shows the process of
sub-surface-wave excitation, that takes place when the element-to-element,
electromagnetic coupling is not Just an uncontrolled, geomtry-dependent





Figure 1. Space-Excitation of Aperture-Surface Waves by Off-Boresight Planar
W4aves, Incident on a Planar Phased-Array.
Figure 2. Space-Excitation of Apert~re-Sdr~ace Waves by Off-Boresight Planar
Waves, Incident on a Cylindrical, Conf.,,rual Array.
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APPLICATION L"VMPLES
Figures 3A and 36 shows a fundamental one-dimensional cluster o cascaded
four-port networks referred to as 'the flshbone network'. Such a one-
dimensional chain may include a& number n of unit-cells, although only four
are ihown as an example. The fundamental interest of this cluster is
represented by the free ports, aligned along the top and bottom Interfaces and
available for further interconnection to additional 'fishbone networks',
extending parallel to the first.
Figure 4 shows a finite patch of a prototype, infinite, two-dimensional
microwave network, composed ot multiple, parallel fishbone networks, mutually
interconnected along the comon horizontal interfaces.
Practically relevant examples of infinite, strictly doubly-periodic, two-
dimensional microwave structures are given in Figures 5 through 9, that
represent infinite, two-dimensional clusters of mutually coupled, TEN ring-
resonators. Such structures have been analyzed in substantial detail, and
used to model element-to-element, electromagnetic proximity-coupling in
planar- and non-planar-phased-arrays, as well as In array-feed-networks.
Figure S shows a particular case of a rectangular-lattice two-dimensional
structure as In Figure 4, where the unit cells are mutually identical pairs of
coupled transmission lines. The multiple paths, created by the interconnec-
tion of many fishbone networks, generate here an infinite two-dimensional
cluster of mutually-coupled TEN ring-resonators.
the same two-dimensional structure of Figure 5 is shown redrawn In Figure
6, with the dashed Interfaces tilted at 45 degrees and the coupled-line pairs
running horizontally and vertically.
The same infinite, two-dimensional cluster of mutually-coupled ring-
resonators of Figures 5 and 6 is redrawn in Figures 7 through 9. In Figure 7
the dashed interface lines, cutting halfway across each coupled-line pair both
horizontally and vertically, isolate mutually identical, composite, eight-port
unit-cells, each including four coupled-line pairs in a doubly-symnetric four-
arm configuration.
This composite, eight-port unit-cell, isolated in Figure 10, resembles a
four-atom 'monomer-molecule' of a 'cross-linked polymer', and has been
analyzed in substantial detail to model element-to-element, electromagnetic
proximity-coupling effects in planar- and non-planar-phased-arrays.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 represent various entries of the 8 x 8 Z-matrix,
computed numerically with a microwave CAD program, for an amount of line-
coupling equivalent to that of a 3 dB single-section coupler.
Closed-form, analytica.l expressions of the 8 x 8 Z-atrix, Y-matrix, and
ABCO-matrix and of the 4 x 4 image-impedance- and Image-transfer-function
matrices have also been derived and physically interpreted. The Image-
impedance-matrix of this unit-cell is purely resistive and frequency-
independent, and this proves that, contrary to expectations, the unit-cell has
no stop-bands, ur-Mer image-match conditions (Table I).
Finally, Figure 14 shows a variant of the structure in Figures 5 through
9, where the mutually-coupled TEN ring-resonators are arranged in an hexagonal
lattice, As required to model element-to-element, electromagnetic proximity-
coupling effects in phased-array with hexagonal element distributions. The
dashed Interface lines at zero and _+60 degrees orientation show that even this
rather sophisticated structure-configuration can be decomposed in mutually-
interconnected fishbone networks. Alternatively a three-arm 'monomer-
molecule' could be isolated.
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K, 4 X 4; K - 10 X 10
Figure 3A. A Typical -Fishbor- - ietwork.
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Figure 38. Alternate Computation Scheme for the "Fishbone' Network.
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Figure 4. A Prototype Two-Dimensionail Metwork; (6~ 3; 4 4).
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Figure S. Two-Olmenstonal Clusttr of Ring-Reson~tors.
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Figure 7. Rectangular Lattice of TEN Ring-Resonators.
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Figure 8. Two-Dimensional Cluster of Coupled Ring-Resonators.
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Figure 9. Two-Dimensional Cluster of Coupled Ring-Rtsouttors.
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Figure 10. The Four-Ali, Unit-Cell Network.
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Figure 11. Ooen-Circuit Impedances of the Four-Arm Unit-Cell of the
Rectangular Lattice of TEH Ring-Resonators; Curve 1 * Z12, Curve 2 u Z13,
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Figure 12. Open-Circuit Impedances of the Four-Arm Unit-Cell of the
Rectangular Lattice of TEN Ring-Resonators; Curve 4 - ZIS, Curve 5 Z16,
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Figure 13. Open-Circuit Impedances of the Four-Arm Unit-Cell of the
Rectangulr Lattce of TEN Ring-Resonators; Curve I - Z11, Curve 2 - Z12(Oashed).
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Table IA. The-ACO Matrix of the Unit-Cell of the Two-Dimensional Cluster
of Ring Resonators (in Its ITvisted Fom').
V1 VA I vs
Al A2  1 * Vs
V2  Ve I Vs
V3  Vy I V
A3  A,835V4 Ve Ve
2)- -K, - - -. 4I...Ci -C I 1 I -s
_ _2 I-- I--
13 .17 - 7I
14 .1g C3 C4 D 3 04
T.ble 10. The ABCO Matrix of the Unit-Cell of the Two-Dimensional Cluster
of Ring Resonators (In Its 'Twisted Form").
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a2iblci blot bri 6202 2041 010 A2
htcl bmc I2bc bo.12 a ai A
bIC2  02*6011 6202 b2os j .6 2Ab 0 A62
6262 62i I 6102 a2+bicl 0 sb2 Sb2 2441
2801 802 j 2 0 .a2+bicl o2cl hic2 b22
80:2 2 0 280 82 bici 1 6bc 2c2 t  bjc 2,
0 ~ ~ ~ 6c atCsei 8C 6c2c2 b VI a bl
Table IC. The ABCD Matrix of the Unit-Cell of the Two-D~imensional Cluster
Of Ring Resonators (in Its OTwisted Form).
1) a c'
2) b1  Jj~Z0 fl52 +1 in 3) b2 1,6f zoeoo !1.A- sine
4)J RZ +1 NZ R-li):C1 sinO 5) C2 =Z- 0 i;F= sinO
z) wZ +c Cdo
Table 10. The Closed-Form Expressions of the Parameters of the ASCO Matrix K.
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,ICA FiAT I
The new theory of wave-propagatlon on infinite, two-dimensional
structures, represented as clusters of ,unit-cell, mltiport microwave
networks, is based on fundamental extensions of the classical concepts of
Image-impedance and of image-transfer-function of two-port networks, to the
domain of multiport microwave networks,
In the domain of 2n-port microwave networks, the failiar complex, scalar
imAge-impedances and image-transfer-functions become complex n x n mtrices.
The image-impedance-mtrices and the imag-transfer-function-matrlces art
defined, however, in total analogy to the famillar scalar image-parameters of
two-port networks, and may be expressed in closed.form as non-llnear matrix-
functions of the four n x n blocks A, 8, C and 0 of the gmnerallzd 2n x Zn
ASCO-matrices of the considered unit-cell networks.
The non-linear expressions of the imge-matrices of a linear, 2n-port
microwave network, given here, have been derived by systematic exploitation of
the generalized, multidimensional fractional-linear-t-.ansformation that was
previously found II) to quantitatively describe the electrical transformation
of n-port loads, from one structural interface to another, through a 2n-port
unit-cell network.
The so-defined and expressed imagge-impedance-matrices represent the
multiport loads required to obtain bilateral, Iltiport impedance-m4tch, in
two-dimensions, at all the interfaces of a unit-cell mwltiport network.
In the most general case, the multiport unit-cells of an infinite, two-
dimensional structure need not be all mutually identical, as long as the
image-match condition is satisfied at each internal interface, and the
validity of the general theory extends to Infinite, quas-doubly-periodic
structures.
Conversely, strictly doubly-periodic structures are represented by
infinite two-dimensional clusters of mutually identical and doubly-symmetric
unit-cell multipart networks.
Further, the so-defined and expressed image-transfer-function-matrices
quantitatively describe the propagation of arbitrary voltage- and/or current-
vectors, between the interfaces of a unit-cell mltiport network, under
bilateral, multiport imptdance-match.
The fundamental, normal modes of such a strictly doubly-ptriadic two-
dimensional structure are then identified and defined by the eigenvectors- of
the image-transfer-function matrices of the unique unit-cell-network that is
the fundamental building-block of the whole infinite, two-dimentIorl
structure, and are then constant, up to a complex scaling factor, through the
whole system. Further, the wave-nutber of each noral mrode is -directly
related to the corresponding eigenvalue of the image-transfer-function-matrix
of the multiport unit-cell.
The modal elgenvectors constitute a vector-base that may be used to
represent arbitrary voltage- and/or current-patterns at any interface, a
vector-linear-combinations of the normal modes with known complex weights.
The elgenvalues of the imge-i pedance-matrix of the unit-cell network
represent complex, scalar load-Impedance values that will bilaterally match
the unit-cell network, under a single-normal-mode excitation, when connected
to all its ports. These eigenvalues are the o14dal Impedances' of the unit-
cell network, and are biunivocally associated to the corresponding normal
modes, exactly as the even- and odd-mode impedances of a coupled-line pair are
associated to the corresponding even and odd modes.
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Figure 16. Illustration of the Basic Concept ot Imnage-Impedance Matrix.
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I I i AF Bp F- ()
+=~*~]=F DF -11
I I
H IKE T-i - (2)
Figure 17. The Forward- an Rackward-ASCO Matrices.
Z,,- (A - Z12 + BF) (CF Z12 + DF)"
Z2 (All. , z11 + BB) (c. Z, + DE)'
Y,, (F • "12 + CF) (HF • Y12 + Ap)
=12 (DB Y•, + CB) (. • v,, + AB)
Figure 18. Definition of the ImaTe-Matrices.
2L.r'
2~P
Z11 (HD1) (D-'1 AC- :7(eD-') (CA-ODDI-'
=(Ac-') * (c1A-'eD-r -(AC-'), (DB-AC-9)-
Z2= (A=).(-A-4 (A-'e)- (D-!CA-IB)'
Figure 19. The Image-Impeance Matrices.
K 6 - (3)
Symmetry Condim: KF
KF - ---- --- (4)
C (I +BCc,)
Figure 20. The Matrix Relation Between ABCt) Matrices.
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Z1 Z1  4  CB) p B (CR)'" (HC) c-I (BC)14 R
For KpIC Or
=- (I + "C)" And 1)- (+ CB)%
I Figure 21. The INAge-!mPtdace Warices of 4 Syetric Network.
+(A-'BD-IC) 
~ A-1  'Voltage Forward
TIVB A -i A-1BD-1C)" Voltage Backward
= i+(D-1008ii) D-I Current Forward
I,1 D -* [ I .,J-) Current Backward
Figure 22.Tu Mtrcs
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TIyp = [(I + BC) I +(Bc)j
TIVB = (I + BC), -(Bc),A
A = (I+ Bc)'A D~ (I +CH)
Figure 23. The Voltage Image-Transfer-Funct ton Matrices of a Syvmtric
Zn-Port Network.
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Figure 24. The Syetry, Structure of the Image-[mpedanceHatrjx ZL of" theFoui-Arm Unit-Cell (All 16 Blocks R are 2 x 2).
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Figure 25. Resistance-Only, Four-Port Network Equivalent to the Frequency-
Independent Imge-Im*d&nce-latr.. ZL of the four-Arm Unit-Cell (Synthesized
Without Ideal Transformers).
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Extensive preliminary results of the new theory of wave propagation on
Infinite, two-dimension1 structures, As applied to two-dimensional clusters
of mutually-coupled microwave resonators, show that: a) The usable bandwidth
of such a structure largely Increases with Increasing mutual coupling between
adjacent unit-cell resonators, and can attain values vastly in excess of the
intrinsic bandwidth of each Isolated array-element, b) The center-frequency of
the usable bandwidth of the structure is controlled by the comon, nominal
resonant frequency of all the unilt-cell resonators, and c) The adverse effects
of the natural, uncontrolled, element-to-element proximity-coupling can be
countered by intentionally introducing a controlled aunt of sub-aprture-
surface coupling, between adjacent arrAy-elements.
Some of the described results, that relate to simple one-dimensional
chains of mutually-coupled resonators, are shown In Figures 27 to 47. The
dispersion characteristics in Figures 29, 30. 37, and 43 represent 1imge-
phase-rotations per unit-cell' or, equivalently, arguments of the
corresponding complex voltage-transfer-functions. The lige-impedances in
Figures 31 and 32 are normalized to the square-root of the ratio L/C, while
those In Figures 38, 44 and 45 are expressed In ohm, under the assumption that
the square-root of the product Z -Z equals 50 ohm. Similarly, the groupdelays in Figures 33 and 34 are0%ortlized to the period of the unit-cell
resonant frequency - that equals 2t V. - , while the group delays In Figures
39 and 46 are normalized to the periods of the half-wave, shorted-line
resonance (Figure 36) or of the full-wave ring-resonance (Figure 42), at which
frequencies the couplers In the unit-cells are a quarter-wave long (Theta a 90
degrees). Finally, the attenuations In Figures 35, 40, 41 and 47 are
expressed in Id per unit-cell' outside the passbands, while being zero dB
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Figure 27. A Chain of Cascaded Two-Ports.
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Figure 28. The One-Dimensional Chain of Lumped Resonators.
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Figure 29. One-Oiaefisional Chain of Lused Resonators; Dispersion
Characteristics In the Passband.
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Figure 30. One-Dtmensional Chain of Lumped Resonators; Dispersion
Chartcteristics in the Passband.
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Figure 31. One-Dimensional Chain of Lumped Resonators; Real Isage-Impedance
In the Passband.
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Alphaigurn the Pssb One-Omenslonal Chain of Lumped Resonators; Real Image-Impedance
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Figure 35. One-DimensionAl Chain of Lumped Resonators; Attenuation per
Unit-Cell Around and Across the Passband.
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Figure 36. The One-Olmensional Chain of Coupled, Half-Wave Resonators.
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-Fi .ur 37. One-Dimensional Chain of Half-W ve Resonators; Dispersion
Characteristic in the First Passbard.
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FimJe 3S, One-Dimtnstonal Chain of Half-Wave Resonators; Real Image-
Imdance in the First Passbmnd.
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Figure 39. One-Dimensional Chain of Half-Wave Resonators; MorsalizedGroup Delay.
ID-Chali' of half-wave rcionAtors CdD -3.01 to -30.1 dl
-15
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Th etla
Figure 40. One-Dimensional Chain of Half-Wave Resonators; Attenuation per
Untt-Cell Around and Across the First Passband.
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Figure 41. One-OimensionO Chain of Half-Wave Resonators; Attenuation per
Unit-Cell Around and Across the First Two Passbands.
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Figure 4Z. One-0imnsional Chain of Ring-Resonators,
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Figure 43. One-Dimensional Chain of Ring-Resonators; Dispersion
Characteristics in the First Passband. !
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Figure 45. One-Dimensional Chain of Ring-Resonators; Real Off-Diagonal-Entry
of the Image- mpedance-IatrIx.
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Figure 46. One-Otuensional Chain of Ring-Resonators; Normalized Group Delay.
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Figure 47. One-Dimensional Chain of Ring-ResonatorS; Attenuation per
Unit-Cell Around and Across the First Two Passbands.
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A MMP PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATIONS OF 3D
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS ON PCs
tars lmbIt, Chladtin fllafrr
iEctr'omagnctic Group
Swiss Fderal institute of Technology
8092 Zurich, Switzerland
Abstract
The MMP (Multiple MulPoek) program, are based on the Gentralixed Multipole Tech.
ahre (GMT). They oiler fat and ef"kkit comlputatlis of tin* harmonk Aew.rody am.
k problems with plecewov lier, r homogewtinows m Itmroplc materialt.
A new koplementatlln for 3D probleom has Just been completed. It runs on PCs, work-
stations and T800 troulter networks. We present an outline of the method and impit.
nealation along with m :ampkLs.
Outline of the Method
MNtP (Multiple MultiPole) programs are an Implementatlon of the GMT (Gencralized Mfuld.
pole Technique). GMT covers sevcr*1 nethods some of which have come from Mo.M. The
MIP programs have evolved from an extension of the PM (Point Matching) technique, In
GMT time harmonic analytic solutions of the field equations amt used o mno* a field. Most
Important am multipole .xpansions which have a very local behaviour and am therefore easy
to use. Seral multipoks of finite order located outside the domain ar used. Because the
sIngularities of the expansions ame away from the boundary, nearficld behAViour Is very good.
The mehod works for piccewis4 lIknar homogenuous and Isotropic materials In the time har.
monki ca e. Lossy materials require no discrtisation of the domains as In the MoM.
Field Expansions
In the MM programs, the field Inside a domain Is expsnded directly as a field of tcvcmrl mul-
tipole expansions: 1, ,I
E >F) where Z"1
The III ae exact solutions of the Helmholtz Equations and can be written In two or in thrce
dimnons b: witn as
lu =  .{xe~s ::n , ) , p. &, - , hl(;krj)P,,(o ' n,
ii ) andh( ) ar Hankel functions; the origins (r-0) of the expansions are located outside the
domain. Placing the expansions according to the shape of the domain, certain rules must be
followed in order to avoid *almost" linea dependencies among the expansion functions.
The program supports also other solutions of the field equations like Bessel expansions, T-Il
expanskns, plane waves and waveguide modes for rectangular and circular waveguides.
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Matching
tho cxpamtons fo(r the field In the various dmin arc matched In dismicte mtchi.g points on
the boundary of the domains. Norially all 6 boundary conditions fo the normal and trasvr-
sil electric snd nuinctic fikid ae used. This nukes It ecessary to use ovcrdctcnnlncd sys-
tcms of cilo3tions, but Improves the numwriAl behaviour significantly. Usually we- have 3 to
10 times mor equations than unknowns. To get accurate solutions the weighting of the equs-
nons Is very kmpocunt. The weighting factors used In (he MMP programs have been dcrivd
by c€. rnpon of the cxtcnded PM with the Error Ncthod and with the Projction Tcchique
(PT). This allows to get as good results as the Vr with GClctkin's choice of tcsnilng functions,
but In s much casicr way (I.
Solving tht Systtm of Fquitlens
Solving the ovnctcrmnincd systi of equations In the Icast squares Sense by a Chcsky
procedurc kids practically to the same results as a projection method with Galctkin's choce
Of testing functions without h neced of solving Inictgrls. "hcrcftre It Is much faster. The
Cholcsky procedure needs the matrix ATA where A Is the system mairix. Instead of this we
Wse an updating tcchniquc which trAnsforms A dlrectly Into a triangular matix T using Giv-
cnls plane roa ioni; (2J. The triangular utrix Is then solved by backsubstltution.
This aigorithm Is numerically better than the Cholcsky procedure and also very memory cffi-
cnt because It needs only the rows being updated and the trianular matrix. TIh original
matriA A does now have to be stored. Since the condition of the matrix A Is usually good ths
procedure Is useful even foe large mtrices.
Another advintag I the easy Impleenitation on prnalkl processors (3).
The quality of the calculation Is estinatd by the sum of the squarm of the residues, which
can be directly obtained from the triangular matrix, and by calculating dh rsiducs In the sin-
gle n tching points.
-- -- -- i -
Updating of rows of an overde-
A t 'ned system of equailons ASInto a triangular matrix using
I Givcn's Plane Rotations.
The algorithm Is very memoryN efficient as only the shidcd pars
I need to be stored. After the
rows hive been updated, they
can be discarded.
Ploltlng and Zooming
After the unknowns have been determined the computation of the field in the different regions
Is a very fast procedurc Zooming In the field in det jls can be done very quickly and is a good
procedure to get an Impression of the quality of the solution.
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Syvinntris
Many objcct being nxdkd have econictlc syMnrcrAcs.. Conselring sn nctrdcs can grcatly
reduce the number of m-tching points And unknowns ncc&d. This I$ especially vAaibl I!n 3D
motdlling, One symmetry plane reduces M and N by a fivor of 2 The smuller pmblcm has to
be solved twicc: for even Ad odd symmetry About the planc. llowver often one of thec
pans can be excludod In advance.
The program supp rs roational yrnrnmeies with one possible symmetry planc perpendicular
to the synmmtry axis, and for full 3D calculations arbitrary combinations of s),:rtics about
the plancs xO, yOO And ZOO.
Implewmntation
The program Is wdtcn In standard FORTRAN 77. It has a size of around 200 Kbytes, depcn-
ding of the compiler used. !o" a problem with about 1000 unknowns about 9Mbyics of aermo-
my Is required. This makes It possible to run the program on PCs And Oice small machines. It
Is currently Instilled on SUN workstAtions (SUN Formt), PCs with 8047 coproccssor or
WclItck 1167 floatitg point aecclerator (Ryan McFarland and NDP Fortran)and on I'MS TS00
transputcr nctwks (3LParalld Fortran).
Input and Output
The program communictcs to the outside world via ASCII flies. The Input file contains all
Information about the problem: frcqucncy, symmetries used, the cocfficlents of diclectrlcity,
pcmebilifty and conduction of the various domains, kind, location An orientation of the
expansions, the niAching points, intgrals to evaluate And the area In which the field will be
plotted.
A mouse supported graphic Input output editor for SUN workstations already exists (4). Fur-
thermorc w, ,rso plan to wrlc one for PCs.
Rane of Application
The progrnm Is dceslincd for 2D and 3D scattering. Its strengths lie In nearfield crAlculations
and In calculations Involving lossy mcdia (5). In our group it Is currently used for scatteringon
biological bodies, on metallic bodies, for calculation of pcnure coupling and scattering and ror
wavcgulde problems.
Twv easy examples which may further point out the use of the MMP programs In 3D scatter-
Ing Are shnwo In the appendix.
Future
Our group concentrates Its research on NIMP And is applcations. The method And the pro-
grams arm continuously Improved. Planned a r the combination with Laplace Transformation
to allow time domain calculations and with tech iques having other strengths, like FEM for
nonlinear ua:crils or MoM (NEC) for win: antennas.
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a _,
Rdcangular waveulde with loy
di|eciri sphere
A dielectric lossy sphere in % rcctn-
gule waveguldc, In which only the
1101 Modc can propagate. The waftguldc has a cross section of 3 by 2
units and Is modlekd In full 3D over a
lcngth of 4 units; the sphere has t
diamctcr of I unit.
right: View of a section of the wave
guide with the sphcre Inside, Only a
quar er of tho gcomrry (shaded) has
to be discrctizcd.below and bottom., Poynting titne aver-
agec and Poynting field In the two syrn-
n~try planes
0044444 4 4  4 0* 6
0~~ 4 0 0 9) 0 0 4 0 04 a 4 4
Z 0 * 0 0 1
4,o . .... . ,a . * * ,
4...".4 .......
Dr ... ....
C ....... .t 44
..... . . .'' .0...
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Iglo stndig o a pr(Wy cndutingplat wth n inidet pantwav
The Igloo is modeled of dielectric conducting mnaterial. The doroc Is 3.5 units high, the entrane
tunnel 1,5 units. Th "snow" Is 0.5 units thick. Only halt or the Igloo (shaded) has to be ntod-
cltcd, because a syrmietry plane Is used. The perfctly conducting plane on which the Igloo Is
standing Is brought Into the model by another syvmtry consideration. E~ach square confe-
sponds to a matching point.
In this example the plane wave Is polaricd with B pcqpendicular to the plane and Is incident
horizontally towards the mnrsnce. The model can also be, used for waves Incident (mmn other
directions.
The Poynting field In a plant standing pecpcndicuar on ,.he ground along the direction or propa1-
gation is shown.
F* 4 46 ~ . . . S 3*C C .. I. .
**:C . CCC . . .
e C* .* . . .*
.. . . . ...
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Increasing Oil Production From A Well With Radio Waves
E. Sumbar RE. Vermculen, and ES. Chute
Apljuiol EioltronrSnctis Laboratory
DVutilhent of Eilcric Engineering
thnivCrSily Of Alberta
riltIuonton, Alberta, Canaio, T6G 2G7
(403)492-3332
Abstract Internal heating rates to solve the tran-
sient heai flow equation. As the thermal
A novel technique for enhancing the re- solution advances In time, the electroniag-
covery of heavy oil from deep wells is nelic fields and the electrical heating
being studied. The technique Involves the terms are reevaluated at specified Inter-
propagation of high frequency elec- vals in order to account for the changes In
tromagnetic energy through the lossy (loss the electrical properties of the formation
tangent about 3) oil-bearing formation with temperature.
and takes advantage of the heat generated
by the dissipation of the wave. An antenna FEAST has Len successfully used to repli-
structure Installed at the bottom of a well cate many theoretical and experimental
and radiating 5 to 50 kW of power at fre- results for antennas operating in various
quencies in the range 100 EMz. to 5 MHz media at constant temperature. Uncour-
can raise the temperature of the surround- aged by this, we have examined several
ing strata by more than 100 Celsius de- antenna heating-schemes of practical
grees above in silt conditions within Interest to us. We present here an over-
several months. This Increase In tempera- view of FEAST and an analysis of a typical
ture causes a dramatic reduction in oil In situ heating arrangement.
viscosity in the vicinity of the well which
in turn lowers flow resistance and allows
the production rates to be significantly
higher titan would otherwise be expected. Introduction
A two-dimensional finite element code To model the temperature rise near a
called FEAST (Finite Element Analysis of transmitting antenna operating In a loss),
Subterranean Radio Transmission) is medium, the program FEAST sequentially
being developed to model this system. evaluates Maxwell's equations .ind the
FEAST provides an azimuthally symmetric transient heat conduction equation.
solution to Maxwell's equations in cylin-
drical coordinates for arbitrary lossy mate- For the case of axisymmetric cylindrical
rials. The program uses the resultant antennas, Maxwell's equations can be
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written as of J/m-OC; the thermal conductivity kis
given In units of W/m-OC; and Tis the_ alit. ,adtile
I + t temperature in c.
u(a+Jotc)
V x E -Jo)g HO -€.
These equations can be manipulated to IffPl'I"fltf ion
give an expression for r/I,:
FtAsT Is structured around tie solution of
S , .. the transient heat conduction equation. At
" r( o +jOKc )~J the beginning of the calculation sequence
a ( rn Iand as the solution steps in time, the
r(a +P) 0 program evaluates the electromagnetic
fields and the electrical heating rates.
j04l These electrical parameters are updated
r only when the temperature dependent
from which the -fields may be derived, electrical conductivity of the medium has
adl changed by a user specified amount. (The
E- .. L O" +,and other electrical and thermal properties of
I r (a +JCC)c 7 1 the material are assumed to remain con-
I stant with temperature.) A typical tem-
perature profile for the electrical conduc-E,= ( 0+jut) "tivity of oil sand Is (Chute i at., 1938)
Knowing the C-fields, the rate 
of energy
dissipation in the medium may be evalu- a ( T) n 10 ( 0.0263AT
ated from + 17.05xI"OAT'
(7 jEl. - 9.77xI0AT3 ),
with Tin C, A7T-24, and a In mS/m.
This quantity represents the internal heat-
ing rate which drives the transient heat The numerical techniques in FEAST are
conduction equation. based on those found in a teaching pro-
gram called UNAFEM. UNAFEM is a finite
aT K { element code written in FORTRAN by W.PaK-2r, (rI John Denkmann and David S. Burnett of
a( a I") AT&T Bell Laboratories which uses the
kr =rcy[p. Galerkin method in its approach to thesolution of partial differential equations.
The volumetric heat capacity pc has units David Burnett has written a book to
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support UNAFEM called ainte Ekment were obtained with FAST and compared
AnaIfL% From Conceprs 10,/ily)caion to theory and experiment. Both thermal
and electrical solvers performed satlisfac-
To model the domain for the finite ele- torily. Verification of ii~ss's output is COn-
ment analysLs of Maxwell's equations, a tinually checked as new validation possi-
normalized mesh was constructed made bilities comes to light.
up of 424 C'-quadratc Isoparametric
elements comprising 93 nodes. A subset
of this mesh was used to define the ther-
mal domain with 119 C'-lnear elements
and 84 nodes. A schematic representation SkMI~tkW ,OSUs
of the mesh is given in Fig. 1fr One possible configuration for a practical
Antennas of various heights can be accom- antenna heater was designed and tested
modated by scaling all of the coordinates with F:Asr. A diagram of the apparatus
of the normalized mesh. The scale factor appears in Fig. 2. The following simula-
can not be too much greater than the tion parameters were used.
wavelength, expressed in meters, however
as the node density may become too lowto accurately represent the undulations of power ....... kWrms (constant)
the wave solution. On the other hand, the
scale factor can not be too small because lniltl temp rture ......... 15'C
the far boundary on which the radiation
boundary condition is imposed will be too eupm
1  n t eing .-------- 90 days
close to the point of excitation. In a small oil sand electricil conductivity, a(* ..................
region surrounding the antenna, groups of .(as given earlier)
nodes can be translated independently of
the larger mesh to allow a range of an- ol sand r, .
tenna diameters and coating thicknesses. ol ndii,The meshes for both thermal and electrical
parts of the problem are scaled identically, oil sand thermal conductivity, k......... .
............. ...... ... 1.8 W/m,1c
F'rS's solution of the transient heat con-
duction equation was validated by analyz- oHi sand volumetric bet capacity, pcIng a hypothetical problem and compar.------
ing the results to those obtained with a air thenrana t ln ucprbte an.......... M---;. ,
second independent computer code . ... -....... W/m-C(-liebert ct al., 1983). As well, solutions to
a variety of antenna propagation problems air volu-tdic bapaClty.........1 )}/m1-'C
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Given these parameters, the electrical Cocliusions
characteristic, In theoiland are A, filnite element FOR1TRAN code called
w. vt~n ;i, k 15,5m s'r has been developed for studying ilia
therma| and electrical phlenomena of'kln dlplth. v 3.4 ni cylindrical antelnnas radltinlg Into lOSSy'
loss o.lbo N, 30. materials. It Is beingl used to evaluate
alternative techniques for enhancingl tie
Using a time step sle of 500 seconds, rmovery of oil fromn heavy.oil wells. Re-
15553 ioops of the thermal solver were suits of practical significance have been
executed. A total of 28 electrical solutfons obtained for the preliminary antenna
were requiral to update tile electrical designs which were tested.
heating terms using a 10% Ao threshold.Total program run time was approxi-mately 8 hours on a Mfacintosh i corn-
,Puter. Refereces
On the basis of the predicted Initial Input
Impedance of the antenna, 5 kM of power Fronm Cone is to Appliviins Ad-
could be generated with a driving point Fron esley, 13.
voltage and current of 617 Vmis and 8.5 disor-Weeley, 19S?,
Arms, respectively. Chute, F.S., .E. Verneulen, and
Some results from the run are presented In E Sumbiri 'Updateof Electrical
Figs. 3 and 4, showing in one, the change Conductivit teasuremnts and an
In antenna inmpedance as time progresses Interim report, June 198.
and temperatures rise, and In the other,
tie temperature distribution near the 1-liebert, A.D., C.E. Caplack, F.S. Chute,
anlnna at the end of the 90.day heating F n "A shrlutiou cde
period. This last figure shows a significant for Invetigaing 2D heatinl of nmcate
temperature, rise along the entire antenna fa Iboies by low frequency electric
length (which would also serve as the oil fields", Appl Malls Modelling 7,366
collector in a practical application), The
higher temperatures are seen to extend 093).





FI.I The finite element Mesh used bythe thernial And electrical
solvers Within nCASr. Bioundary
conditions are also indicated.
FIG. 2 A schematic represetation of a
Proposed antenna heating Ar-
rangement.
FIG. 3 Antenna driving point Imped-
ance as ai function of time.
F10.4 Distribution of temiperatures in
*C for thie upper half of the do.
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FINTE ELO4 N VALYS0 OF 1ICROSTRW'
SYSTEA IN THE YICHTY OF AN EDGE
MotAm~i E. BAov.,, LLoyo S. Rioc, I*X1 D. Wu~w~s, FRED J. Gm"N





FINITE MEW T ANALYSIS OF
MICROTRIP SYSTEC IN TH YICNTY OF AN EDGEjABSTRACT
M ELECTRICAL C ,ARA*TUE IC OFS "AN ' I .ELY LONW MACROSTRIP
STRUICTU 4 THC VCITY Of M EDGE ARE INVSTIGATED VIA A SERES OF
NacAL S#mATION. A FITE E.Dw4E ROUTIN IS LED AS TH BASIS
FOR TIC SIULATIONS THAT SOLVE TIC OUAS-STATIC MAXWELL EouATIONS
(V, 0 P) SUBJECT TO THC APPROPMYE ELECYROAGNETIC BOUNOARY
CONT06. THE GEcRC AN) ELECTRICAL PARAMNTERS IN THE
S1AULATIONS ARC SECTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF THOSE TYPICALLY
ENCOUNTERED Of PRINTED CACMT BOARD fAMCATIONS (MICROSTRIP' fEATUS -
10 -30 MILs). SEVERAL PLOTS or HC VEC.TOR ELECTRIC fICb INTENTY AND
CONTOURS OF EOUAL ELECTIIC POTENTIAL IN THE VICTY OF THE DIECTRIC'S
EDGE AR PRESENTE. THESE PLOTS wiTFy THE GENERAL PERTLmeATION IN
TH fiELD MAPPG CAUSED BY THC PRESN OF Ti EDGE; THERE BY PROVOIN
DCE DESIN ENO.ER WITH 1NSIGHT INTO THE CHARACTER OF THE FRINGING
EFFECTS. BASED ON TIE SouLATCKS, AN ANALYTIC EXRSSION FOR THE
MICROSTRIP-TO- OL CAPACITANCE IS ALSO DEVELOPED. THE FORMULATION
SHOWS 0000 OVERALL AGRE NT WHEN COWAREID TO TH SIMULATEO RESULTS
(MAX.AIDI ERENCE Of 107.) FOR THE RANX OF PARAEIC S USED.
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INTRODUCTION
MICROSTRIP CIRCUITRY IS USED EXTENSIVELY IN BOTH THE FARICATIO or
MICROELECTRONIC ANo RITED cemt boAgo sYsnis. THERc EXISTS A LARGE
VOL.ME Or TABULATD DATA AND APPROXIMATE 4ALYTIC EXPRESS" FOR THE
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THFSE STRUCTUIKS IN TW VICNITY OF
tIFITr. PANER SLRACES, 11-2). HOWEVER, T DESIGN ENIER IN MANY
CASES MUAT LOCATE CONDUCTING LIW.S IN THC PROXMTY OF AN EDGE AND TtUS
FACES THE PROOLDA OF ESTIMATING THC CORRESPONDING CHAGE IN THE
MICROSTRIP'S ELECTRICAL PFOER TIES. Ths IS or0 DIFFICU.T AND FORCES
SEVERAL TRIAL AD EOW DESGS BEFORE CORRECT OPERATI04 O THE SYSTEM
IS AC*UVED. This TYPE OF EDGE EFFECT PROBEM WILL MST LIKELY WORsEN
AS THE PACKING DENSITY AND SPEED OF LOGIC DEVICES INCREASE.
AN OBVIOUS SOLUTION TO THIS DESI PROBLEM IS TO PROVIDE A
CHARACTERIZATIO OF TH ELECTRICAL IROPERTIES OF MICROSTRIP STRUCTURES
INCLUDING EDGE EFFECTS; THIS EING THE FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH PRESENTED
HCRE. A FINITE EI.EINT ROUTIN SERVES AS THE BASIS FOR A COMPUTER
SOLUTION OF TIE TEM ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH MICROSTRIP SYSTEM
w THE VK;iTY Or AN EDGE 13-4). THE mICROSTRip-TO-ROLRC CAPACITANCE
(PER LT LENGTH) IS DEPICTED AS A FUNCTION OF DIELECTRIC THICKNSS,
DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY. MICROSTRP SEPARATION DISTANCE FROM TiE EDGE,
MICROSTRIP LINE WIDTH AND THICKNESS. THE CATALOGUED DATA IS PRESENTED
IN A FORMAT THAT FACILITATES INTERPOLATION BETWEEN CURVES AND GENERAL
GEOMETRIC SCALING CC DIMENSIONS. AN APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC EXPRESSION OF
THE MICROSTRIP'S ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES FOR SEVERAL OF THI CASES




FiwK I IOENTFIES THE RELATIVE CROSS SECT0AL. DWWMNS OF TiC
MICROSTRIP SYSTEM. Tw, MICROSTRIP LIN AM ININITE GROUNO PLANE ARC
ASSLUJD PERFECTLY CONDUCTING ONLY THE ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS ASSOCIATE
WITH THE TEN Mcic OF OPERATION ARE CONSIoD. THE SWISRATE LAYER HAS
TmcNcss H Am) PERMcTTIVITY I, !TINTERFACES WITH THE MICROSTRIP AS
SHOWN, WITH THC SUReo0Nit REGION ASSUMED O mB FREE SPACE. THE
MICROSTRIP HAS TtICI(SS T Am WIDTH W SEPARATED FROM Tc EDGE BY
DISTANCE X. TH LENGTH Or THE LIN IS ASSUoNC *EINITE AM CROSS
SECTION INVARIANT WITH LENGTH.
NUMEcAL MODEL
IN THIS ANALYSIS THE GOVERNING SET OF ELECTROMAGNETIC EOUATIONS
REDUCES TO THE OUASI-ELECTROSTATIC EOUArI-NS:
VD = Pr (1)
D x cE (2)
C - -V#, (3)
WICKE
PF FREE CHARGE DENSITY
D z ELECTRIC FLUX )ENSITY
X ELECIRIC FIELD INTENSITY
# ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
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TH CLAsSIC ELECTROSTATIC BOUNARY CONDITIONS ARE ASSUMED: THC
TANGENTIAL COMPONENT Of TIC ELECTRIC FIELD ACROSS A DIELECTRIC INTERFACE
is CotuwUOUS (ETI• ET2) AND TIC NORMAL COMPONENT OTHE ELECTRIC FLUX
DENSITY IS CONTINUOUS AT THE INTERFACE (0Ni- O, ) [5). THE PER UNIT
LENGTH MICROSTRIP TO GOUND PLANE CAPACITANCE IS DETERMINED BASED ON THE
FUNAMENTAL DEFINITION OF CAPACITANCE:
C - (1/V)(1/2)2d(v.) (4)
WHERE
C m CAPACITANCE IN FARAoS
V - POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TH SURFACES (PLATES)
WHERE THEC APACITANCE IS DETERMINED
IN THE MODELING, THE MICROSTRIP'S ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL IS SET AT I
VOLT AND THE INFINITE CONDUCTING GROUN PLANE AT 0 VOLIS. CAPACITANCE
IS DETERMINED NUMERICALLY ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE EOUATION.
GENERALLY, WHEN NUMERICAL METHODS ARE USED TO SOLVE A TIME
INDEPENDENT LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EOUATION, THE ERROR CAN BE REDUCED TO
ANY NECESSARY LEVEL (6]. FOR THE RESEARCH DISCUSSED ME, THE WORST
CASE ESTIMATE OF THE NUMERICAI ERROR IS APPROXIMATELY 0.01 PERCENT BASED
ON STANDARD ERROR ESTIMATION TECHNIOUES (TECHNIQUES FOR I*TERMINING
NUMERICAL ERROR ARE oISCUSSED IN DTAIL IN [7]). THE SPECIFIC FINITE
ELEMENT COMPUTER SOLUTION USES THE METHOD OF TRIAWDULATION (TRIANGLE
PATCH METHOD). A COMPLUTE DESCRIPTION OF THE FNITE ELEMENT CODE USED
AS THE BASIS OF THE SIMULATIONS IS GIVEN BY BAGINSKI [3]. FOR THE
MICROSTRIP TO GROUND CAPACITANCE'S DESCRIBED HERE, THE FINAL TRIANGULAR
GRID IS COMOSED OF 1000 TRIANGLES WITH MESH DENSITY GRADED TO BE
LARGEST IN THE VICINITY OF GREATEST CHANGE IN THE ELECTROSTATIC
POTENTIAL'S SOLUTION.
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THE SECOND SoURcE or ERRO IS *#IERENT WHENER INFNTE BOUNDARIES
ARc TRUNCATED. FOR T11 MiCROSTRIP ST UCTTRE CONSOcERED. IT IS NECESSARY
TO LIMIT BOTH THE VTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DIMENSIONS. THE DO *&OESNS
USED ARE SELECTED BY SIMULTAEOUSLY INCREASING EACH UMTL THE REGIONS
TOTAL STORED ELECTROSTATIC e mY iS APPRoXATELY INVARIANT (REGION'S
X'TRTICAL AND HOZCTAL EXTENT SE ,T A-1 100 AND 1500 m.cs
RESPECTIVELY). ALSO. AS A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE TO ENSURE THE CODE'S
CORRECT OPERATION, THE CLASSC PROBLEM Or OCTERMIN THE CAPACITANCE
OF' A THiN WIRE ABOVE A WIITE GROUND PAW IS SOLVED NUMERICALLY WITH
NEGLIGIBLE DETERENCE IN THE SOLUTION WHEN COMPARED TO THE CANONICAL
ANALYTIC SOLUTION (8).
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RESLLTS
FIGURE 2 ANO 3 DEPICT THE VECTOR ELECTRIC FED WIIENSITY (0) ANO
ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL MAPPING THAT OCCURS AS TW, I-E SEPARATION DISTANCE
is SEDASc FOR W - 10 MLS, H - 10 ms, T - 0.7 ws AND c x 2, 10.
OE OF THE MOST OBVIOUS RESULTS THAT CAN BE MEAO f ROM A OUALITATIVE
COMPARISN Of THE TWO FIELD PLOTS IS THAT TDI 1ICREASE IN THE
DIELECTRIC'S RELATIVE PER14TTIVITY CAUSES A GREAWA PERCENTAGE OF THE
ELECTRIC FLUX TO BE FOCUSED BETWEEN TH ELECT'rF;. EQUAL POTENTIAL
SUwACES. THIS BEHAVIOR IS EXPECTED INTUITIVELY. THE EDGE EFFECT
PERTURBATIONS IN THE CONTOURS OF EQUAL ELECTRIC POTENTIAL ARE MORE
PRONOUNCED AS THE RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY IS INCREASED. THIs OBSERVATION
SUGGESTS THAT EITHER FREE OR BOU.,D CHARGE DENSITIES ARE LIKELY TO BE
ot4UCE1) IN THE PROXIMITY OF TH EDGE IF THE MICROSTRIP SYSTEM IS
FABRICATED. EOE CHARGING OF THIS TYPE IS HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE FROM STRAY SOURCES AM, BECAUSE OF THE
DIRECT CAPACITIVE COUPLING TO 1 MICROSTRIP SYSTEM, SHOULD BE
MINIMIZED.
THE ELECTRICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS USED IN THE CAPACITIVE
CHARACTERIZATION PRESENTED BELOW ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THOSE TYPICALLY
ENCOUNTERED IN PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN HJ01. THESE CURVES MAY Be
SCALED TO ACCOMMODATE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT GEOMETRIES AS WELL.
FIGURE 4 IDENTIFIES CAPACITANCE VERSUS THE MICROSTRIP DISTANCE FROM
THE DIELECTRIC EDGE FOR RELATIVE PERMITTIVITIES OF 1 - 10 AND DIELECTRIC
THICKNESSES OF 10 AN 20 MILS. (HORIZONTAL AXIS IS SHOWN IN METERS NOT
MILS)T THERE ARE SEVERAL INTERESTING CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTE. THE MOST
OBVIOUS IS THAT AS THE LATIVE PERM TIrVITY INCREASES THE OVERALLi CAPACITANC3E *C:RASE.S. FIGURE 5 IDENIFIES THE owc IN
MICROSTRIP-TO-GROUND PLANE CAPACITANCE AS THE DIELECTRIC THICKNESS (H)
IS INCREASED AND RELATIVE PERMIfTIVITY HELD CONSTANT AT 10. THE
CAPACITIVE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR THE ABOVE CASES SHOW NO UNEXPECTED
TRAITS. IN EVERY CASE THE MICROSTRIP'S RELATIVE CAPACITANCE IS A
MINIMUM WHEN X - 0 (MICROSTRIP LOCATED AT EDGE) AND MONOTONICALLY
INCREASES AS DISTANCE X IS INCREASED UNTIL A RELATIVE MAXIMUM VALUE IS
REACHED. THE POINT AT WHICH THE THE RELATIVE MAXIMUM IS REJWtHED IS
DEPENDEN ON ALL THE VARIABLES CONSIDERED. IN GENERAL THIS DISTANCE IS
PROPORTIONAL TO DIELECTRIC THICKNESS (H) AND THE MICROSTRIP'S WIDTH (W).
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THE ATUREX THE MICROSTRIP'S CHARACTERISTIC CURVES SUGGESTS THAT
A RELATIVELY SIMP'.ISTIC ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION IS AT LEAST POSSISLE FOR
THE RANGE Of PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN THE SMULATIOS. AN ANALYTKC
DPRESSION THAT IMCLUCS EDG EFFECTS WAS DEVEL LOED BY FIRST COMPARNG
SEVERAL OF THE ACCEPTED FOR4ULATIONS FOR MICROSTRIP CAPACITANCE (113 TO
TE SIMULATEO RESULTS. THE VAL ES OF SIMU.ATEO CAPACITANCE FAR FROM THE
EDGE (CAPACITANCE AT A RELATIVE MAXIMUM) WVERF.tOUNO TO BE IN GOOD
AGREEMENT WITH THE APPROXIMATE FORtMULATIONS GIVEN BY CANRIGT E121 FOR
Cf RANGING FROM 1-5. CAROIThT'S FORK)LAT!ON FOR MICROSTRIP-TOGROUND
PLANE CAPACITANCE IS GIVEN AS:
Z.- (60/(c,,)1 0.6 N5.97H/(O.8W+T)) (5)
C ,Z (c4 1)/2 + (cr-1)/2(1 + 10H/W)" (6)
C z (Pc)0'/Z 0  (7)
AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR AN IWINITE MCSTRIP'S ELECTRIC FIELD
AND POTE ITIAL HAS BEN PRESENTED BY BAUM (13). BAUM ENVwLOYED THE METHOD
OF SEPARATION OF VARIABLES TO SOLVE THE LAPLACE EQUATN (IN TWO
DIMEINIONS) AND A HYPERGOLIC GENERATING FUNCTION TO COWFORMALLY MAP
(TRANSFORM) THE CROSS SECTIONAL POTENTIAL VARIATION FOR AN IN*INITE
PLANAR STRUCTURE. AFTER OUALITATIVELY CONSIDERNG THE IFLLNC OF THE
MICROSTRIP'S EDGE ON THE SOLUTION DoDUCEO BY BAUM A SERIES OF MODELS
USING A MOOIFIED HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FUNCTION AS THE BASIS WERE COMPARED
TO THE SIMULATED RESULTS RELATIVELY GOOD AGREEMENT WAS FOL*I (MAXIMUM
VARIANCE -10.) FOR THE CAPACITANCE DESCRIBED BY ECUATION 8 AND THE
SIMULATED RESULTS. (FIGURE 6).
C = CO( - TANW(U))/2 + C1(1 + TAN(U))/2 (8)
Co= (3x10")/(60L5.97H/(O.8W+T))) (9)
C2= (3x10)(c.) 0 6/(60LN(5.97H/(0.8W+T))) (10)
U = TAN((W/2 + X)/H) (11)
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FO GB. cOTRASTs 'C CApACIT mC RCULTRC FR*TIC SIMUAT)S
'TO THE AWK rO4AATIOM FOR TIC PARA T ER VALUES LISTED. TIH
CAPACITANCE DESCRIOM BY 'iC ANALYTIC SOLUTO iS EASILY ADAPTED TO
COWPU'ER AiOED OXsKM COODS TYPICALLY USM IN THE 0NTIAL PHASES OF
CICIT ,BDUM DESI. EVEN THOUGH TE FWAMJ.ATION HAS BEEN OEE.OM TO
DEPICT TW- S*4LATED CAPACITMCE VALUCS FOR A LMTCD PARA.CER RANGE,
IT AFFORDS THE OE501 EHGIWM THC ABILITY 70 SET L*MiTS ON THC
MICROSTRIP'S PROBLE C1 ACTERMIC **TCANCr.
IT SHOULD BE NOTE THAT THIS WM HAS ONLY BEE COWAED TO
RESULTS FOR A MATIVLY WMAU. RANGE OF VALUES ANO MAY NOT BE ACCURATE
cW" .LY. THE POssI ey oF CCVELOPING A MRE CPL'ETE A4ALYTIC
FORtAJLATION Of THE MICROSTRIP TO GROUND CAPACITANCE WILL BE NVESTIGATED
IN THC FUTL.
TIC SONLATED M ANALYTIC FAILY OF CVCIVES DESCIRING THE PER UNIT
LENGTH MROSTRIP-TO-GI,.O CAPACITA4C MAY MI USED TO OR THE
CAPACITACE Of CROSTW STRUTURES THAT HAVE CROSS SECTINAL
GEOAETRIES OUT O THE SWULATED PAWAETRiC RA*. Twis is ALLowAuLE F
TH CEOMEIC RATMS OF HWTX, AN C I THE MICROSTRP CONSIO:R ARE
IDENTICAL TO TIC RL.ATIVE kATKo OF THESE PAR M RS I A GIVEN
SM4ULATKIN. IF TNS CONDITION IS WT. THE PER UNIT LENGTH CAPACITANCE
OF THC STRUCTtM COCIERED IS IDENTICAL TO THAT IDENTIFIED IN THE
SIMUILATED CHARA MTR"TIC CLRVE OF EQUAL GEOMETRIC RATIOS AND IEONTICAL
PERWTTIVITY.
* ~THE FUNDAMENAL REASON THC ABOVE WatEcmE is ponsieLE STMS FROM
THE FACT THAT CAPACITAN IN ALL CAMONCAL CASES IS A FUNCTION OF THE
RATIO OF THE O9CTRRK PARAICTERS AND PERMTTIVtTY (PERMTrWIVTY 1OT A
FUNCTION O --FIELD STRENGTH) ALONE,-
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CONCLUSM
IN THE PCeNwO SICTONS T MICROSTRF-TO-OROUN CAPACITANCM WAS
CHARACTERIZED AS A FUNCTIONr F COSS SECTIONAL O R. MICROSTRIP'S
SEPARATION DISTANCE FROM THE DIELECTRIC'S EDGE AND RELATIVE PERMTTVITY
(c.). AN A FTic Of U.ATION OF THS CAPACITANCE WAS EVELOPm A
FOUNO TO ec w co OVERA.L AmED WiTH THE %AxTED VALUES. THE
CAPACITIVE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES WERE ALSO SHOWN TO BE UW IN
DET:RMOM PER QHT LENGTH CAPACITANCE rOR MS1OSTRIP COMEIE
OUTSIE THE RANGE C04SIEO PROVIOS4C THAT THE OEOMTRIC RATIOS OF THE
STRUCTURE CONSDED AE EOUAL TO ThAT OF THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
CONSIDERED AND THE RELATIVE PER*TTIVTES KIOi lCAL.
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MICROSTRIP CAPACITANCE
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MICROSTRIP CAPACITANCE
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ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION OF SYNTHETIC
APERTURE RADARS AND REAL RADARS
Robert H. Au
Astronautics Division
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc.
Sunnyvale, California, 94089
1. INTRODUCTION
A comparison of the atmospheric attenuation between aSynthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and a real radar operating in an
air-to-ground mode at 50, 22 and 10 Ghz has been made. The
atmosphere is clear air and fog. Expressions for the
atmospheric attenuation factor of two-way propagation for clear
air and for the combined clear air and fog are given.
The comparison shows that the attenuation depends on the
angle between the local horizontal and the radar line of sight
and the radar frequency. The attenuation at 55 Ghz ts
significant and at 10 Ghz comparatively small. The attenuation
at low incident angles are significantly higher than looking
vertically downward because of the longer slant ranges in the
fog region. The fog was assumed to extend from sea level to an
altitude of 2 km with clear ai!, up to 50 km altitude. The
calculations were performed using Lotus 123 and the Personal
Computer (Reference I).
2. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUP.TION AND COEFFICIENTS
The expressions for the atmospheric attenuation factor and
coefficients were obtained for the geometry shown in Figure 1.
The air-borne SAR or real radar looks downward at a depression
angle, D, with the slant range R and propagates the signal
through clear air and fog. The attenuation of the
electromagnetic energy due to absorption by primarily the
oxygen and the water vapor can be modelled using the data shown
in Figure 2, (Reference 2). The data show the variation for
winter and summer and the trend reversal at 22 and 32.5 GHz
which is attributed to the water rasonance line at 22.3 GHz.
Since the absorption depends on the air constituents and the
constituents vary with altitude, better estimates for
absorption as a function of radar operating altitude can be
made. The coefficients used in this analysis were obtained
from Figure 2.
The atmospheric attenuation factr for two-way propagation
is given by (Reference 3):
F = -. 4605fcx(R)dR (1)
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where the one way attenuation coefficient is
a 3* -(,+bR) (2)
and the slant range R,
- h/sin D (3)
The integration yields the following atmospheric
attenuation factor for clear air attenuation:
Fa - -.4605 2 (l bh/sifD (4)
The atmospheric attenuation factor for fog is given by:
foga h/sinO
and the atmospheric attenuation factor for both clear air and
the fog is given by:
Fsz Fc3 Ffog
or a " •-.4605 -2 (1..bh/sInD)X
(5)
-.4605 a h /sinD
/!
The coefficients a and b are obtained by the linear
estimate of the absorption curves for 10, 22 and 50 GHz
contained in Figure 2. The higher absorption value of the
winter and summer was used in the curve fitting of a thcx
intercept and b, the slope of the line. The one way
attenuation coefficient can be written as the functional
relationship shown in Equation 2. This form allows one to
determine the values of a and b because when h, the altitude is
zero, then a is 1.4 x 10^-2 db/km and the coefficient a,
becomes 4.268 for the case of 10 GHz. Similarly, when h is
40.6 km, a is 10A-6 and one can solve for the second
coefficient, b which is 0.2352. Then the form for the 10 GHz
case becomes:
-4.268 * .2352h (p)
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The coefficients a and b for the 22 and 50 GiI: cases are 1.05
and .511 (coefficients a), and .002 and .188 (coefficients b)
respectively.
The atmospheric factors and coefficients described above
apply to both the SAR and the real radar.
3. COMPARISON OF TIE SAR ANID REAL RADAR
The comparison of the atmospheric attenuation for the SAR
and the real radar can be made because of the difference
between the exponents in the range equation: the real radar is
written to thn fourth power while the SAR is to the third
power.
The expression for calculating the reduction of the SAR
detection range is based on the equality of the signal to noise
for free space with the signal to noise for the attenuation
through weather. The SAR or the real radar looking downward
from an altitude towards the earth will propagate its signal
through the atmosphere and will be attenuated by an amount
depending on the frequency of the radars. The equations for
assessing the attenuation are written in term of the third and
fourth power of the freospace range, Rfs and the attenuated
range, Ra:
R 3
SAR R (7fs r (7)
Ra4
Real Radar R fSz F (8)
These expressions have bo-n "Iritten on Lotus 123 and have
been solved assuming a flat earth. The use of a spreadsheet
software requires no programminq knowledge and is convenient to
the user with a personal computer. The technique used for
solving Equations (7) and (8) is very similar to the numerical
hand-solutions of the past using accounting paper, a set of
trigonometry, natural and common logarithm tables, pencils and
a hand-cranked or electric- calculator. This capability is
contained in a half ounce diskette using the power and speed of
the personal computer. An example of the expression for the




The corresponding term for the real radar would have the same
form and terms with the exception that the exponent in the
range equation is changed from 3 to 4.
4. RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON
The results of the calculations are shown on Tables 1 and
2 and Figures 3, 4, and 5. The Equation (9) is the solution
written in the Lotus 123 "language" and are contained in each
of the cell or entry under the free space range of Tables 1
and 2. The columns to the right and left represent the
altitude, slant range and angle conditions which each cell must
use. The @ symbol calls the specific mathematical function
such as the natural lograrithm, LN. The mixed cell address,
$A!4, represents that value in the cell contained in the A
column and 14th row. The $ symbol fixes the Ath column and
varies the row values over a range of altitude. The mixed
address cell $A14 represents the altitude of the radar which is
used in computing one of the cells for computing the free space
range. The mixed address J$11 represents the values for the
coefficient a, and fixes the l1th row and varies across the
columns J, K and L at the computation cells.
The results show that the atmospheric attenuation for the
Synthetic Aperture Radar is greater than the real radar.The
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the ratio of the attenuated to the
free space range and a function of the depresuion angle of 90,
30, and 20. The values represent the two-way attenuation of
the signal. The attenuation in general decreases with
increasing depression angle, D. The reason is that as the
depression angle decreases, the slant range in the fog region
increases which increases the total attenuation.
The SAR has the advantage of decreased power requirements
over the real radar since power for the SAR is proportional to
the cube of the range. one must recognize that this advantage
comes from the efficient integration of the signals returned
from the ground which are coherently added to effectively have
a zero integration loss. The range is introduced when one
considers the number of pulses to be integrated which is the
product of the radar PRF and the time to fly a SAR. This range
cancels out one of the range factors in the equation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
T'se results of the calculations show that the atmospheric
attenuation of the SAR operating at 30 GHz is small compared
with the values at 22 and 50 GHz. In addition, the atmospheric
attenuation of the SAR is greater than the real radar.
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Table 1. Attenuation Calculations for a Real Radar
muuuummmuuin mmuuumuuuI~iMu~iBu~umiuJmumuupmimuMHagumumm
FREE SPACE RANGE ATTENUATED RN
ALTXTIDE Att Coef 1.52 0.54 0.11 SLANT RANGE
f m-41Z 50 22 10 Rc Rfog
h,radar h,fog a t 0.511 1.050 4.268 km km
ke km b a 0.188 0.402 0.235
0.10 0.10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
1.00 1.00 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1
2.00 2.00 3.3 2.4 2.1 2.0 2
6.00 11.2 7.4 6.2 6.0 2
8.00 (90 degrees) 15.5 10,0 8.3 C.0 2
10.00 19.8 12.5 10.3 10.0 2
15.00 30.8 18.8 15.5 15.0 2
20.00 41.6 25.0 20.7 20.0 2
25.00 52.2 31.3 25.8 25.0 2
30.00 62.8 37.6 31.0 30.0 2
40.00 83.9 50.1 41.3 40.0 2
50.00 104.8 62.6 51.6 50.0 2
0.10 0.10 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
1.00 1.00 3.3 2.4 2.1 2.0 2.0
2.00 2.00 10.2 5.6 4.2 4.0 4.0
6.00 35.2 17.0 12.7 12.0 4.0
8.00 (30 degrees) 47.8 22.7 16.9 16.0 4.0
10.00 60.4 28.3 21.2 20,0 4.0
15.00 91.2 42.5 31.8 30.0 4.0
20.00 121.8 56.7 42.4 40.0 4.0
25.00 152.2 70.9 53.0 50.0 4.0
30.00 182.7 85.0 63.6 60.0 4.0
40.00 243.6 113.4 84.7 80.0 4.0
50.00 304.5 141.7 105.9 100.0 4.0
0.10 0.10 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
1.00 1.00 5.9 3.8 3.0 2.9 2.9
2.00 2.00 22.2 9.2 6.3 5.8 5.8
6.00 74.4 27.9 19.0 17.5 5.8
8,00 (20 degrees) 100.1 37.2 25.4 23.4 5.8
10.00 125.5 46.5 31.7 29.2 5.8
15.00 188.4 69.7 47.6 43.9 5.8
20.00 251.3 93.0 63.4 58.5 5.8
25.00 314.1 116.2 79.3 73.1 5.8
30.00 376.9 139.5 95.1 87.7 5.8
40.00 502.6 186.0 126.8 117.0 5.8
50.00 628.2 232.4 158.5 146.2 5.8
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Table 2. Attenuation Calculations for a SAR
FREE SPACE RANGE ATTENUATED ,H
ALTITUDE Att Coef 1.62 0.54 0.11 SLANT RANGE
Sf WU 50 22 10 Rc R oc
hradar hfog a - 0.511 1.050 4.268 km km
km km b P 0.188 0.402 0.235
0.10 0.10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
1.00 1.00 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1
2.00 2.00 3.8 2.5 2.1 2.0 2
6.00 13.7 8.0 6.2 6.0 2
8.00 (90 degrees) 19.3 10.7 8.3 8.0 2
10.00 24.9 13.5 10.4 10.0 2
15.00 39.1 20.2 15.7 15.0 2
20.00 53.1 27.0 20.9 20.0 2
25.00 66.a 33.7 26.1 25.0 2
30.00 80.4 40.5 31.3 30.0 2
40.00 107.3 54.0 41.8 40.0, 2
50.00 134.2 67.5 52.2 50.0 2
0.10 0.10 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
1.00 1.00 3.8 2.5 2.1 2.0 2.0
2.00 2.00 14.0 6.2 4.3 4.0 4.0
6.00 50.3 19.1 12.9 12.0 4.0
8.00 (30 degrees) 68.9 25.5 17.3 16.0 4.0
10.00 87.3 31.8 21.6 20.0 4.0
15.00 132.2 47.8 32.4 30.0 4.0
20.00 176.5 63.7 43.2 40.0 4.0
25.00 220.6 79.6 54.0 50.0 4.0
30.00 264.8 95.5 64.8 60.0 4.0
40.00 353.0 127.4 86.4 80.0 4.0
50.00 441.3 159.2 108.0 100.0 4.0
0.10 0.10 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.3
1.00 1.00 7.4 4.1 3.1 2.9 2.9
2.00 2.00 34.7 10.7 6.5 5.8 5.8
6.00 120.4 32.6 19.5 17.5 5.8
8.00 (20 degrees) 162.4 43.4 26.1 23.4 5.8
10.00 203.9 54.3 32.6 29.2 5.8
15.00 306.4 81.4 48.9 43.9 5.8
20.00 408.5 108.5 65.1 58.5 5.8
25.00 510.7 135.7 81.4 73.1 5.8
30.00 612.8 162.8 97.7 87.7 5.8
40.00 817.0 217.0 130.3 117.0 5.8
50.00 1021.3 271.3 162.8 146.2 5.8
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THE DUAL MODE LOG PERIODIC DIPOLE AITENNA*
Eduardo H. Villaseca and Mark Wheeler
P.O. Box 3310, Bldg. 600/8135
Hughes Aircraft Company, Ground Systems Group, Fullerton, CA 92634
Abstract - A novel variation of the log pe:lodic antenna is presented. This new
design employs a dual feed scheme that can produce dipole sum and difference
patterns depending on the method of excitation. The Input impedance and radiation
characteristics still maintain a broadband response that is characteristic of the
conventional log periodic antenna. The performance of the design was determined
using the NEC3 method of moments computer code.
Introduction
The dual mode log periodic dipole antennawas designed as part of a RF mobile antenna
project. the project required that an antenna be designed that could determine the
direction of the source of any Incident radio transmission. This antenna type Is
commonly known as a direction finding or OF antenna. In addition, it was required
that the antenna produce a directional pattern when used as a transmitter. The
antenna was to operate over a 7.5:1 frequency band that was contained In the HF and
VHF regions of the spectrum. Conventionally, two separate antennas are used to
comprise a OF system. The dual mode LPOfdesign would enable direction finding tobe
implemented using one antenna structure. As a result the OF system would be
lighter, easier to deploy, and more cost efficient; while still retaining the
desired radiation characteristics.
Theory and Design Description
The radiation response of the dual mode log periodic dipole is an extension of the
response produced when a single dipole is excited by two separate feeds. The two
feeds are placed equidistant from the ends of the element and from each other. In
other words one feed is located at L/3 and the second feed is located at 21/3, where L
is the length of the dipole. If both feeds are fed inphase thedipolewill resonate
at L- /Z and produce a current distribution characteristic of the common center fed
x/2 dipole. However, If both feeds are fed 180a out of phase with each other the
dipole will resonate at L- x and produce a current distributioncharacterlstic of a
center fedx dipole. These characteristic currentdistributions will produce a sum
pattern for the in phase ca3e and a difference pattern for the out of phase case. In
addition, the input impedancematch is less than 2:1 (referenced to 50 ohms) forboth
feed configurations.
A log pericdic dipole configuration was the logical choice for expanding the single
element dual mode concept into a broadband antenna design. The log periodic
structure was introduced by DuHaeml and Isbell and its theory and design are well
documented in the open literature (1]-[3]. The basic log periodic dipole
*Hughes Aircraft Company Patent Pending Number PO-87372.
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array design consists of an array of parallel wire dipoles of successively
Increasing lengths extending outward fromthe feed point- at the apex. The rrayls
fed in series at the center of each eleent. The geometrical dimensions of the
design increase logarithtmtcally and zre defined by the inverse of the g9-petrlc
ratio r. That is,
I Ln+1 Rn+i dnog On+ 0N+
7 n n T n .- n- un()
where: L - element length
R* distance, along the array, of the element from the apex
d spacing between elements
0 diameter of elements
n - n'th element
In addition to rI there are two other Important design parameters; the spacing
factor . and the apex angle a. The spacing factor is defined as
~d°
(2)
From equation (2) the apex angle can be found and expressed as
- 2 tan' (3 )
Also, it should be noted that the standard log periodic design calls for a
crisscrossing or transposing of the feed lines between adjacent elements. This180' phase shift between elements produces a phase progression that allows the
energy to be directed endfire in the direction of the shorter elements. The dual
mode design deviates from the standard design by having two separate feed points and
two independent sets of crisscrossing transmission lines.
Mostly, the design parameters for this specific dual mode log periodic design were
chosen as a response to the severe antenna size limitations required for the
system's application. As a result a variable r design was Implemented [4].
Initial design parameters were chosen to ber - 0.87, a - 0.06, and a -56.90. The
design consisted of 20 elements with the three longest elements mechanically
shortened and inductively loaded. In an effort to'squeeze' onemore low frequency
element in the same fixed array length, a second ircreased r of 0.97 was chosen for
the seven longest elements. This increased r applied only to the element spacing
and not the length. This allowed the effective a angle to remain constant. Thus,
the final design consisted of 21 elements with the four electrically longest
elements shortened and inductively loaded (see Figure 1). In addition, the lowest
frequency elementhad tobe loaded resistively for impedance matching purposes; at a
cost to low frequency difference mode gain.
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OPrformance Characteristics
The NEC3 computer code was used to predict the prformance characteristics of the
dual mode design. The configuration was modeled In free space with a vertical
polarization. Figure 2 shows a typical midband E-plane sum pattern. .The maximum
gain, at boresight, Is 6.1 dBI. The pattern has a 3-dB beaswdth of 70.0' and a
front-to-back ratio of 20.4 di. The corresponding H-plane pattern is shown in
Figure 3. This pattern has a 3d8 beamwddthof 132.06. Figure4 shows a typical E-
plane difference pattern. The maximum gain is 5.49 di located at 33,0' off
boresight. All patterns are power patterns calibrated In dBI.
The sum mode VSWR and gain over the entire band are shown in Figure 5. The VSWR is
less than 2.0:1 over the entire band and a gain of 6.0 dBi or higher is typical over
most of the band. Figure 6 shows the difference oattern VSWR and gain. Again, VSWR
I s I ess than 2. 0: 1 except at the very l ow end of. the f reouency band . -Gain over the
upper half of the band Is 6.0dEI orgreater. However, the gaIn drops off sharply at
the low end due to the resistiveloading efthe backelement. The resistiveloading
was necessary only because of the antenna size limitations required for this
particular project. In general, thegain at the low end of the band for &non-loaded
array will be similar to high end gain values.
Conclusion
A new variation of the log-periodic antenna has been designed and the Impedance and
radiation characteristics investigated. It has been shown that this new design can
produce sum and difference patterns over a broad band while maintaining a low input
impedance. An antenna of this type has direct application In any DF system that
operates In the HF, VHF, or U11F regions of the spectrum. Further Investigations
into the effects of feed placement along an element are recommended.
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Fig. 1. Dual mode log periodic dipole.
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NUMERICAL SOLUT.ONTO SCATTERING FROM 2-D INFINrFE
BODIES IN FINITE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN
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ABSTRACT
A methodology is proposed and imelcmcntcd to solve for scattering from
arbitrary objects over a gmund plane, cavities in a ground plane, half planes, and
conducting wed;cs using the computational fluid dynamic (CFD).basd fimltc volume
scheme for solving Maxwell's cquations . The computational domain used in these
problems is a finltc portion of the infinit domain of the lm with apppte outer
boundary conditions to simulate this lnfinltc domain. For thc problems involving an
infinite ground plane, the "diffracted field" fomulation has been udoprd so that. where
advantageous, a non.rectangular grid can be used. In other case~s the scattered field"
formulation has been used. Both the nar and far field quantities for" some canonicalgeometries are studied and comp-ared to the exct or othr known solutions.
INTRODUCTION
In spite of major advances In numedeal solution of partial differential equations
in the last two decades and exploitation of them In computational fluad dynamics for
solving Eulcr and Navlcr.Stokes equations, the clectromagnctic community at large has
becn ignorant about the partial differential equation (PDE) approach for solving
Maxwell's equations. As examples of some exceptions in this area, the readers are
referred to the works reported in [II and [2). More recently, however, efforts to take
advantage of the proven CFD techniques have led to the formulation of a very
comprehensive numerical technique for solving lectromragnctic scattering and radiation
problems involving complex objects (31-51. This technique has been successfully
applied to a diverse range of problems involving electrically large scatterers,inhomogeneous and layered dielectuics, cavities, and ftqueqncy-dependent materials to
name just a few. Some of the results am reported in 16},17).
It should be mentioned that both (2] and the CFD-based approach are explich
time-domain techniques. However, while (2) is based on Yees algorithm (8 the
present method is based on the Riemann Intefration method (9) and recent advances in
numerical solution of PDEs in CFD. Unlike [2), the CFD-based technique uses
body.fitted coordinates and is not confined to Cartesian grids. It consequently does not
suffer from inaccuracies Or .nconveniences in implementing the boundary condition on
the object. Also, Maxwell's equations are solved for the "scattered field", i.e. the
difference between the field in presence and in the absence of the scatterer, and unlike
[21 one does not have to propagate the incident field from the outer boundary (or from





I) Maxwll's equitons arc so d for the scattered wave and the Incident waveIs Introduced only as a bounday condition on the conducting portions of the obcect.This way the propagation of the Incident wave through tli computational Srid Is
avotded.
2)Multizonc pz.titlonlng patilcularly reduces the gSnctrical complexity of theproblems.
3)Usc of th e lliptic gtid-solvlng cchniqucs results in a grid with a prescribed
variable resolution In di4=1rent ponions of the computational domain,
.stbi)ippltcurion of the churactric eooy of signl Mopgation contributes to de
st tyauaccurcy of the computation,5)Uiuization of thc Lax-Wcndroff explicit sthcmc provides sceond-order
accuracy In both space and time..
6)Fist Fourier transfomis (FFr) gecnrate the frquency-.domain quantitisc overa range of frequencies from thtir imc-dooin counterpans, which arc obtained In asingle computation,
In iis paper after a britf review of ihe CFD.based approach for solvingMaxwells equations, the cawes Involving Infinite ground planes and half planes will be
elaborated. Throughout the text, boldface letters represent vectors and small lettersbearing a ca .. rempresnt unit vwctors.
DESCRIPTION OF FORMULATION
a).catrcred andDifracted Field Formidon
Maxwell's cquatlons in an lnhomogcncous medium with constitutive pararictrs
a, p, and c may be presented As follows
at at
aD aVXIJ= -+aE Y (ec)E1.
att
D -,o £E n B - poll are respectively, electric displacement and magnetic flux
density. All the vector quantities in (I) are total fields in free sesce, while theinhomogenity of the medium is presented as conduction and polarzation sources.However, it is mor logical to formulate the problem in terms of the scattered field ( i.c.the difference between thc field in prsence and absence of the scattcr ) since theIncident field satisfies Maxwells equations In free space aWd moreover, is analytically
known everywher.The equations for the scattend field m
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C,,
at a t (3)
Vxi,',-+(E +EIW ( (c-Co)lE* +Et].
Thcn, the boundary condition rot the scattrcd field on the surface of a perfect
conducw elxcomes
i x E' - - A xE'
In problems Involving in Infinite tround plane, since the specular rmilc.on
from thc grouri plane Is known I Is possible and advant gous to solvc Maxwels
equations for the diffractcd wavc.ic. scatterd minus spccular reflection from teground plant
Vx£E nd
(3)
VXW' ] aDd+O (E+Fg  +EI!)+ (i ) ( Ed+V + )
at at
Also the bounday condition for the diffracted field on a perfectly conductiug surfice is
X Ed = - x(El+ E,)
For the outer boundary of the computational domain a first ordcr Sonmcrfcld.type
con&itdon is used. This will be discussed later on.
b) Cons r:aon Form of Maxwells Equations
Attention will be conflncd to the 2.D formulation of the mnoblcm here. Also,
the scattered field formulation will be elaborated only. The diffracted field formulation
may be treated in a similar manner. In a cartesian coordinate system, (2) may be
represented as follows
Qt R a y
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where qb i. o ;U;j
in CoD no clatur e a Is rfc-d to as the soluefo vCtor aWd R ad S We called the
flux vcto in the dircedots X andy, respccdveld. The flux Yc CO .eihcmatk
entities and should not be conlusd with the electric and mgncic fluxes In
clcetronmignctcs. As a matter of fict, the componcnts of these fluxes represent the
tingcntial ckculc and nunctic fields along the constant coordinate curves. r" TM
po.r;tion
p -14; U m-4,
q =ql +q,. fD-' ,; v-v i+v -H';
I P(Y,+,' 1 c c-%; P3I-P
(vU+ 2)
a or Ipo wri tion
u al,, (u+u)
pUNA- ; -0. P ut-%. +v)
In the abovc txprcssions u.vt, - Ad vl2 are the components of the Incidcnt field.
Following the CFD nomenclature (4) Is rferred to as the conscrvation form of
Max'elts equations. They conszttu:.o a hypetbolic system of PDEs and as a result
amcnable to an explicit method of solution by mar~ng In time till the desird solution
Is reached.
c) MukI-zonint 4nd Body-fitted Coordinae Tran4ormao
The object and Its surrounding space Is divided into a number of zores and In
each zone a local system of body.fitted coordinates Is euablished. If the problem
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involves an Infinite plane, a halfplsnc, or a wodge, only A finite portion ofthestructure
will lie In the computational domain. I lawever, with proper bound=l? conditions on
die outcr boundary, thc true gconictry can be simulated. This will be discussd further
In conjuiction with the outer bdundary conditions. Fif. I shows a simple example,
namely a cylindrical cavity In a ground plane, wher the Whole space Is dIvded into
six zones. I lowcvcr, the mecthod is quite flexible aind the sam gconictry may be
,4nitioncd In many other ways. FiX.2 Illustrates a 4-zonc rectangular grid "or a
.cctAngular cr~vIty In it ground p:lane. In each zone a local system or Criding is
icetched.
..~  ~ ~~ ~:: .....M...... 1.I
. . . . . . . . . . . ........... . . .
.. 12 ... -11 INI M I
. im.ii I H
;: ... .... ..... 2 2..
F~~g. 1. .A 1. chieofg infor clnkocmiN a niiego ln
t MIMM i1uil
For arbitrary objects the grids can be obtained from the solution of the
following cl of clliptic P)EVs (10):
r x + P
(5)
TlxX + ,lyy Q(4;,1)
whcre subscripts denote differentiation. P and Q are prescribed to obtain the desired
resolution in different parts of each zone. This Is In fact a transformation of the
coordinate system front Cartcsian ( x, y) to the body.fitted (F;, ii), i.e.
x{ x ×( , q), { (6)
Y=Y(,,n().
F{g.3 schematically shows a bodyfittd grid in (, 11) coordinates.
d) Maxwclrs Equations In (j ) Space
The Maxtll's equations are going to be solved in (F;, Ti) space. Thcrefore,
the transformation given by (6) Is applied to the conservation form of these equations as
expressed In (4). In order not to disturb the conservation form of (4), new solution
vector and flux vectors are to be Introduced. It nmy be shown that in (1, Ti) space,




R x v ' ' x n u y n u6
;= , =n:J=a)(4-,n/ D(X,y).
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Fig. 3. Sckpuztc of a bo4y.ftted system
The current-likc vcctor quantities x Y and i X v amc in the z direction and may be
regarded to be flowing over the walls of all computational cells. It should be noted that
after the transformation from (x, y ) to (, l ), the fields are still expressed in tcms of
their Cartesian components.
In each zone the grid divides the objcct and the surrounding spae'" into a number
cells with finite area (volume In 3.D problems). The material propcry within each cell
is assumed to remain homogeneous and constant, but it may vary from one cell to the
other. Across the four boundaries of each cell the tangential components of the electric
and magnetic fields must satisfy the appropriate boundary condiuons. These arc simply
nx(EI-E2)'Oi ; nX0lll-11)=0
except where a cell neighbors a perfect conductor, in which case the only required
condition is that n x E = 0.
According to the characteristic theory of signal propagation the waves may be
resolved into left and right traveling components along the coordinate directions 4 and
Ti. This is analogous to the waves traveling back and forth on an unmatched








Whtn the right and left running signal components cross their corresponding
characteristic directions ( X and X+ ) a jump occurs In thcir value. For computation
since a discrete model is uscd these jumps are taken into account at the bound:try
bctwc..".cvery two cells in both 4 and il directions. 1bcsc jumps ( denoted by vcrtical
b= around thc discontinuous quanitics ) ae obtained from
respecvIly c 
1+(8)
along 4 and il directions, respectvely. Across the characteristic direction V, th c
conditions to be satisficd are actually the continuity of the tangential components of the
electric and mgnetic ficlds. 'hey arc as follows
1U =UleI ×(v'-v")=0 (9)
Star and double star quantities arc the values of the fields in each two neighboring cells
right across the boundaries between them as shown in Fig. 4. In this figurc two
neighboring cells arc prescnted. Solving (6) and making use of (9) produces the
following expressions
Fig. 4. One dimensional treatment for interface flar
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-Ax'= xy i y*u" - t'- Y*-i
U~ Z+
Y*+
along T1 direction, and
'- = f- " -h x v ',i+ -
4u+  + x V+ .if+ '()
q x '= i x v'+ y(u" - u-)i,
along 4 direction. In (10) and (11), y- I/Z for Thl-pol, and y Z for Tl.pol whcre
Z a A'cIA is the Intrinsic impedance of the matcrial. Also field quantities with plus anu
minus supersc ipts represent the fields at the centcr of two neighboring cclls.
e) Boundary Condidons at the Outer Boundary of the Computidonol Domin
Numerical solution to (7) at the centcr of each cell in the computational domain
rcui:es knowledge of the field quantities on the four walls of that cell. For cells
neighboring the outer boundary of the computational domain, this information is not
available for those walls residing on the boundary. Therefore, in general some
approximate values have to be used. For scatterers of finite s~zc, V; a first order
approximation one may use the Sommerfeld boundary condition. This would result in
u = 0, v, = 0, and v2 = 0 on the outer boundary. hligher order approximations
also have been discussed in the literature [131, (141. They genenlly reduce the size of
the computational domain, and result in less computational time and storage
requirement for a given problem.
The value of the field at the boundary of the computational domain may be
specified so that some infinite size objects can be simulated in a finite domain. In this
paper, this has been shown for an infinite plane, cavities in a ground plane and the
alf-pla problem. It may also be readily extended to the wedge.
The problem of reflection from an infinite plane can serve as a good tutorial
example and will be considered first. Fig. 5 shows an infinite conducting plane
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1'
reflected (laid B.C. 's
Incident Wave
P. C. Plane
- Incident field B.C. 's
Fig. S. Outcr bounday conditdonfor scatering from an Infinite plane
dividing the space into two scni.infinite regions. For this prblem the diffraeted field
formulation results in a trivial solution. Thus, the scattered field formulation will be
discussed. The solution to the scattered field is, of course, known. It is simply a
reflected field in region I and the negative of the incident field in region 2. To simulate
the infinite plane, the exact value of the field on the outer boundaiy of thc computational
domain may be used in the computation. These are u = ur, V, = vr1 , and v2= v12
in region 1, and u- ul, v1 =- V, and V2=- V12 in region 2.
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The problem of a cavity In a ground planc may also be solved with either the
scattered or dliffracted field fermulatlons. In ihe latter, the boundary condition will be
similar to a finite body, I.. no reflection from the outer computational boundary. In
the former case, however, in addition to the scattering from the cavity a fied reflected
from the ground plane Is also present everywhere in the space. Therefore, it Is
necessary to include thc rflccted field In the outer boundary condition. For the first
order condition previously mentioned, one would now have u = ut, v, = vrl ,
and vi= vr.. Fig. 6 depicts the geometry and the boundary field values.
The half.planc problem Is more delicate. In this case, the reflccted field is not
present In the whole space. Therefore, It has to be detcmincd where on the outer
boundary it Is present. Fig. 7 schematically shows that for for an arbitrary outer
boundary.
U U 1r Vs~r , v2  vf (or scattered field
U V =V -0 for diffracted field
Fig. 6. Outer boundary condition for the rectangular cavity In a ground plane
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u-tf V -, ,
Half PlantU:V 
I:V o
1 1 2 2
Fig. 7. Outer boukray cotudition for the haYf-plane problem
LAX-WENDROFF UPWIND NUMERICAL ALGORIhM
PDEs in (7) arc now discretized and solved while making use of (10) and (11)
which were derived bfiscd on the characteristic theory of signal propigation. llhe
numerical algorithm used here is known as Lax-Wcndroff upwind schceme [15), and is
composed of two panls called predictor and corrector steps. A brief description of thes
steps is given in this section.
a) Predictor Step
The predictor will be explained when one of the coordinate variables in (4) is
constant. In the direction where il remains constant, (7) reduces to
Li_____3_9
~3Q i~R(12)
For simpl(City assumc that Jq = 0. In (12) R may bc dccomposed Into plus and
minus portions, corresponding to the charactcristlc combination of u and v which
prop gatc towr Increasing and decreasing , respctdvcly:
C +i + 'o. (13)
,or computaional purposes, the time a.d spacc ar discetizcd in (13), and thc first
order upwind scheme is applied to obtain the following algorithm
-7x,R +,TI',.-Rj.!+d~ji ''." (1 - 4)
2 2 2
where dR+ and dR" arc jumps In the ficlds across the positive and ncgativc
charactcristic directions, respectively. Q, which Is contputcd nunerically at the spatial
location j and time lcvel n+ 1, Is accurate to the first ordcr.
b) Corec: or Step
Thc solution from the previous 3tcp can bc rcrincd by accounting for second
order tcnms. The upwind scheme that does this is exprsscd as follows
II
+ I (,_., + d .(15)
Hcr+ dR+ and dR arc second order correction tcrms. From this alorithm Q is
obained at the dmc level n+l.
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COMPUTATION OFTilE FAR FIELD
Once Q is computed from (12). in pinciple electric and magnetic fi !et svetwhcre In
the computational domain am known. in practice the grid is clustered neat the object
and is gradually dcclustemrd away from the object and toward the fax-ficld boundary of
the computtional domsin. Iis way a vcry Accuratc value can be obtained for the near
field. The near field over a path cnclosing the object is convened to thc frequcncy
domain using a FMT algiorihm. The frc-spcc Grecn's function is then used to obtain
thc field everywhere in space, Including the far zone. The tcchnique is a standard
practice in clccuonagnctie theory and wil not be discussed he.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Somc numerical results for scattering by an infinite plant, a cavity in a ground planc,
and a half.planc will be prescnted here. Fig. 8 show% thc scattercd and total ficld
contours fr the Infinite planc problem. Thc€ results show execlient 2gcmcnt with
tie exact solution. Fig. 9 shows diffracted field con:ours for a 0.8 . by 1.2 X
rectangular cavity in a ground plane and a cylindrical cavity with 0.5 Xr-dius in a
ground plane. FI1. 10 shows some preliminary results for the RCS of the rectangula
cavity. The far ficld, used to compute the RCS, Is obtained by excluding the surface
current on the potions of the ground plane which lie outside the computtimoal domain.
As a result the computed RCS values am to be regarded as approximitons to the exact
valucs. Bcttcr ways of computing the RCS are currently bein; considccd.Fil. I I
shows the scattered and toml fields for the half-planc problem. Finally, Fig. 12 shows
the (T1 incidcnce) &Qt the half planc at a distance of about X /40 from the
half.planc. Thc agreement betw-n tile numerical and the exact solutions appcaz to be
very good.
HULL ricUij
Fig. 8. Field conrour a'or an btjip.re plane: scattered(left), rotal (right)
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FR. 9. D~ffractedfiCdd conioursfor a mivfy In a SoUNI PIOnc (0) rCeiAaniar(b)
X A G
Jill -ksu
)0 - - ma
TvwA;1 Olox
Inc theA: (deg)
Fig, 10. RCSfor a rectangular caihy In a ground pant~ (specular rfe
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FiS. 11. Co,now: oi the Aicred field (14t) anid towificid (dght)for the haVplanc




Points around the half plane
Fig. 12. Nearfieddfor the hay'piane pro blem
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A General UTD Diftraotion Coefficient for Two Waedes
Raymond Luebber3
Hichaol Schneider
Coe=ications and Space Slonce LaboratoryThe PennaylVani* State University
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ABSTRACT
The Uniform Theory of Diffraction has been extended to include
double diffraction by an arbitrary configuration of two wedges. The
resulting double diffraction coefficient D2 is expressed as a sum of
two double Fresnel Integrals which can be rapidly evaluated.
I"'TRODUCTION
The Geoetrical Theory of Diffraction has traditionally been used
to copute seattering by perfectly conducting wedges. GTDEI] has
subsequently boon improved in the Uniform Theory or Diffraction[2)
to remove singularities around optical boundaries. UTD itself has
beer extended in 1974 to include higher order terms of the zaymptotic
expansion to alloW for slope diffraction which is involved in
diffraction by thick edges. UTD, however, is not capable or handling
double wedge diffraction as has been pointed out by many researchers.
Previous ZolutionsL3) were not general, putLing restrictions on the
geometry involved. In addition to geometrical generality, the now
double diffraction coefficient D2 is directly related to the product
or two single diffraction coeffioients. This greatly simplifies
implementation in existing cct~putcr codes and incorporating It into a




The geonotry or the double wedge configuration Is shown in Fig. I.
The field is incidont from nource 0 with soft or hard polarization on
the first edgi and the consequently diffracted to reach observation
point P. Respective distances are denoted by p,p , . Normal
Incidence to the ed&e (two-dimensional scattering) has ben assuzed
while for oblique tnldence (three-dimensional) the distancos need to
be multiplied by 3inlo where 00 i the misle of the Incident field
with the first edge. The wedges are perfectly conducting. The
exterior wedge angles are given by mv and nx, where nn eod not be
integers.
The complete d ffraction coefficient 02 and all variables needed
for a numerical evaluation have been suasarl:ed In Table I of [6).
All variables used are defined In Table 2 of (63. After the uniform
double diffraction coefficient D2 has been computed from Table 1, the
doubly diffracted electric field becomes
Edd - Ei DE Add(PP P")G'
where £i i the incident electric field at the first edge And Add i3
the ray spreading factor for double diffractionC") given by
for plano, cylindrical, and conical wave incidence
Add(s) f For spherical wave Inoidence
Outside or transition regions, where rays emanate from the diffracting
edge with a cylindrical phase front, the Uniform Theory of Diffraction
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provides correct answar:[03. With UTO diffraction coefficients D for
the first edge and 02 for the second ad&*, the doubly diffracted
electrio field i then given by
Edd " El D1 D2 Add(Pp',p")a Jk P
It has been 3hownES3(6] that outside of transition D2 reduces to 01D2
ouch that numerical *valuations can bW speeded up significantly.
The total field ascattered by the gecmetrical structure of Fig. 1
i generally decomposed into different type of rays. Theose ar the
geometrical optics or direct ray, singly diffracted ivays by the first
and second edge and a doubly diffracted ray. Mathematically this can
be formulated a3
(P) - E:(P) Ed(P) 'e2(P) * -dd(P)
where P i the observation or field point.
If rays nan not exist due to blookage, they don't contribute to
the total field and their corresponding term must be removed from the
au ation. The direct ray reaching the observation point Ej(P) i to
be computed with a plane, cylindrical or spherical spread while singly
diffracted rays Edl(P) and Ed2(P') are computed using conventional UTD.
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Figure 1. Geometry of double wedge configuration 3howing twoperfectly conducting wadjge3. 3ource point 0 and diffraction
pointa at tip of wadga3.
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1.1t  HI  H2
A B C
Figure 2. Geometry showing perfectly conducting knife-edges at
heights III - 50.0 m, H2 - 50.0 m and a source at height HtI
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Figure 3. Graph correapording to geoeatry of Fig. 2 3howing path-loia
in dB normali:ed to tree .pace tor the 3oft boundary
condition and variable receiver heiSht, comared to a
mechanical application of UTD. The wavelength, X, ia 3.0 a.
Tran3ition region illumination o aecond edge resulta in







Figure G Ceometry showing tvo perfectly conducting knifo-edgea at
heights HI - 50.0 m, H2 - 1100.0 m and a source at height
Ht - 50.0 a. The spacings are A - 8000 a, B - 2000 m, C
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Figure 5. Graph corraaponding to geo=etry of Fi8. 4 3howing path-loss
in dB normalized to free apace for the soft boundary
condition and variable receiver height, compared to a
mechanical application of UTD. The wavelength, 1, i 3.0 ts.
Lowering second edge completely outside of transition
region eliminates UT error and illustrates agroeent of




Figure 6.ooetrY 3howing two perfectly conduating wiedge: at halght3
H, - 50.0 m, H2 - 50.0 a And a aource at height Ht - 50.0 ~
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Figure 7. Graph corresponding to geometry ot Fig. 6 showing path-loss
In dB normali:ed to free space tor the soft boundary
condition and variable receiver heoght, compared to a
mechanical application of UTO. The wavelength. I, is 3.0 m.
,4e-4 solution gives 3=ooth, con.inuoua result for uedles
with large interior angles.
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- I ah t (a)
Figure 8. Graph corresponding to geo:etry of Fig. 6 showing path-loas
In d normalized to free space for the hard boundary
condition and variable receiver height, compared to a
mechanical application of IUTO. The wavelength, 1, is 3.0 m.lew solution gives smooth, continuous result for wedges
with large Interior angles.
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ABSTRACT
I'escnt i.nite Difrence Time Domain (IOTI)) rormulAtlons use non.ditpersivc constitutive
Sp armticts to model rmterials, thctcby reducing the accuracy or results obtained with wide.
bhnd trnsient excitation. The ismporaltydispetsive cctric permittivity ora dielectric nArci.
l has b een Incorporated by the Authors Into a rrvqucney.deptndcnt FDTD rormulation, or
(i))"Tr, %,hich Includes disrete convolution or the time.domain electric susccptibilty Mnc-
lion with previous electric feild values.
Results tre presented here rat application or (PD)mrt) to natettas with high conductivi.
tics which, because or their non.ncgligiblk zeta rcqucncy conductivity, exhibit a time.donain
susceptlbiliy nbriction much dil'crent rom polar dielectrics like water. For plasma applica.
tions where the rrcquncy content of thc .xcitudon pulse may include the plasma rcquency,
the efective ictqucncy-donin pcmittivity passes through ,ero and precludes the use or tadi.
tional FD'I'D algotithins. (FD)'TD has no difriculty with this situation, as will bc shown.
For very good conductors, the (FD)'TD rormulation reduces to another torm that exhibits a
very different physical interpretation than that or other FDTD approximations.
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INTRODUJCTION
Tradiionawl V 1nhrs lMifl tnc Time iDOntin (Pt)Tt)) rorrnul.a:ion; require the material pefrfut.
tivily, pcrmuobility, AndI conductivity I-. consiAnt Il2~4S.Ilotye, 1hcoc paralnictcts may
Vary sinircAmly Willi r~cqucncy in tluspctsivc nealsra. The cmwt orconititutive parametcr,
wh~ich~ vary Wili ict ney ate Included Ini ;k r c ncy.dcpendcnt PlYTl) raoutlon.
(llI),by "encding the traditional Yee rormulation to include discrete convolution or
(inc401aiii Constitutive ronctions And previous field waluest. The accuracy or (Pl'))iTI) has
been dcnontrmce by computing the reflection coefficient at an air.watcr Inteirce ovtr a wide
rictqocncy band inctuaint ithe effects of the frtiu tcy-depcnicat prnitilvity of water 161.
%%,)lfethe results ror Wvater are cncourifing, application or (rI)?TI) 1o olier inAterma,
speciically conductors Anti p~iass requires flirther ivcstiption. ilmis is because polar dic.
lctrics such as water exhibit rictucile'. and tincdoomtin elcktric pinintivity functions very
difrement rotit iiatecgixls like conductors, which itave large conductiviti (And frce lecitons1 At
zero frequency. In facter, or piasom the value of ie compicx r~cquency-dornain perinittivity is
Yero at the plasma frequency. while the timc-dortain piermittivity fictioit remains ting.7cro.
I lAying obtained the appropriate suiceptibility Ibnctions, we have investigatedl the cipa.
bity or (FI) 1r) t0 compute tlcctromagnctie interactions Willh conductive materials. 1'rm.
lininAry results indicate that (FVD9tI) erorms well, And Abermore is not subject t0 the
sAnte limiltation ( oAt I c I ) on highly conductive materials thSat Applies to somec other for.
mutations 12.3.41.
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT FOTO
ie relation between the present electric polarimalion P or a mtcril and (fie local electric
field H is 171
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Iwhre r. Is the permituivity or rcc spacc, C, Is 1hC rcl.itivc pe itti ity of the nuitcrial II
ii-.* hrnd where X(t) Is the electric susceptibility. For polir diclectrics the requency.domin
rel.tive permittivity is orthe form
( - c-., - ' (2
I +Jt 0 (2)
vlicre r, is tlc, relaxation time or tihe m.cria In] 'Te corresponding tlmc.domin relative sus.
ccptibility Iunction is
VI)-'! )-cxp(- ytIQ ror 7>0 (3)
liquations (I) and (3) can be substituted into the finite difTercnce equations given by Yece I1 to
find the appropriate relations between present and previous field values. For a one.
dimensional propagation problem (in the +x direction) the (F)"n) equation for Maxwell's
Vxri cquation is
c~i) E~Q) + . 04'E~'fly)2 (4)
(Refer to 161 for a description of the notation and variables.) Note that irwe assume the reln.
tive pcrmitivity, t,, is independent or frequency (the usual FID11) assumption) thcn X(T)-O,
t.-t,, x~,.-O for all m, and the above reduces to the Yee formulation. The Yee equation for I I
will be unchanged for nonmagnetic media,
if30
(4, 2 An ,, Y+.- , + I)
As tniationed above, the expression for the compkex pcrmwitivity or conducting nAterials
is diletrcnt ftrom di jcetrics bccusc conductora 1rc charactrlcd by t rc €cctron density.
Instead of(2), the frquCrcy.donlin relative permittlvity ror plasnls and conductros Is 171
:(,)- g:.I atv{-L ) (6)
'here v, Is the collision frequency and w'. is the rudian plisn, frequency. Transroriitaion or
(6) into a causal time.domnin susceptibility fUnction resuILts in
Z(W)- & I - cp(-,,) ].U() (7)
C
where U(r) is the unit step fUnction. I'ollowing the method described in 161, equation (7) can
be substituted into (4) to modify (ID)'rl) ror pl:sma and conductor propagation problems.
DEMONSTRATION
*ro demonsutnte tile validity or (FD)wi for electromagnetic Interactions with a plasma, the
reflection and transmission cocflicicnts from a cold plasma slab were calculated. The one.
dimensional problem space consisted or sOO cell. each 75 jim thick with plasma occupying
cells 300 through S00. *hc time step was 0.125 ps. The plasma frequency was 28.7 GIlz and
the collition frequcncy was 2.Oxl00. From (6) one can see that below the plasma frequency
the real part or the complex permittivity is negative and at the plasma frequency it passes
through zero. This fact precludes the use of' com, traditional FDTD algorithms when applied
to problems whcro ingriiFcant sitnpl coacnjtt Is lovtcd__n the plasirm frequency.
Calculations were m.tde, by ppegat a Gaussia.-de'ivAtiv , pulse through a plasma
slab. The spectrum or the pulse is shown in !igum I and the electric field vs. position at
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aYcry 200 timec steps is shown I. 11tute I thfOutt' Vipre S. AS Cern be SCCn. 
the pi~tsn%3 aW
Its bji~jhpa$ rlitt and rejects the slowIyYnrYiflI pur or the pulse. igum 9 thtough Vigum
12to h nitudead pimse, or oic wieItiin and transmnission CocirteicnUtes 11c01 
lust
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Figure 1: Incident Pulse Spectrum
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Fl'ute 5: (FD)2TD Pulse After 600 Time Steps
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For ecstcmly good conductors, tie collision ricqucncy Y, approaches hifinity (for copper
Y 3x 101) In this limit, the (PODTi) equation In (4) becomes
L J
where the spatial dependence orr,, his ieci1 o-nitted.
To denonstrate this modlfied rorml of (z))TI) a Gaussian derivative pulse Is propag.t-
cd Into a thin conductor slab. The spectrum of tihis pulse is svown in Figure 13. The one-
dimensional cell space is SM cells long (each meAsuring 10.62 jin) %viit a conductor (a-1000)
occupying cells 300 through 320. The tinc step is 1.77x10" so thiat abftl -- 2. The pulse's
electric field amplitude vs. position at 100 tIme step increments is shown in Figurc 14 through
Figure 19. Thc strong rellection fron the conductor is evident.
As a comparison, FI)TD algorithms rrom othcr papers were also used with the parame-
ters (cell si7e, conductivity, etc.) or ids problem. Figure 20 shows the instability or the algor-
ithn by Taflove and llrodwin 12,3J for prop.gation inside the conductor. (Shortly aller this
electric field profile was stored, the computer run aborted due to overflow errors.) lixamina.
lion or their equations shows that when the conductivity (or the time step) is top large
(otft-,oo) computational errors arise. The equations by Ziolkowski, Madsen, and Carpen.
ter's 14J are slightly difrercnt, but become unstable ror the same reason as shown in Figure 21.
Figure 22 shows the stability of the algorithn by Sullivan, liorup, and Gandhi 15J. In
fact, comparison orf Figure 22 with Figure 23 (the modified (FD)1TD rormulation result at
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Figure 15: Pulse After 400 Tlime Steps
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Figure 19: Pulse After .500 TIime Steps
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when both finite irictcncc ctlitong (Cqut:iion (8) and ditm round in j) auc soIbcd, it is scen
dif he a odifit (PDVTI3*) rarmiulifon coidkw Iic currcnr kisity (i J a funcdIon or -oc
whblc Sta!ivns (bins as ianss Ii*c cumrni. dcnsity it ;m Avcinc or tlim pfcvious and prcsen, a~
riciti valucs:
ic formt iAIns giycn In 121 and 1,1 give moic sigaiflcncc to the EIi' Icrni and this ippirent.
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COtICLUMS~NS
eltmcnion or tite basic (F)i)frniruatlon to incluide c~ccirarnagnetic wave Interactions
%ith m~vii chiaracmiied by frce Olcons has been presented. Validity was establighed
with, the coiptilon or refection and trAn;:iSAion COefliCiets thru 01a11 Asm s111.1 1 )
It was Als shw that ror plasms and conductors ehiraccerkcd by at large collision ric.
qutncy ()VDreduces to a modirted rorm that dill~r r om other approaches in the inicr.
pretation or tim current, dniy tarm. This nmodificdl rorm waIs compared to other MADTI
AI~orithms round In the literAjure In an eamplo problem~.
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FINITE-DIFFERENCE TJMTE.DOMAIN MODELING OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION FROM AN ELECTRON BEAM
S.T. Pennock, II.H. Mclcod. HIG.Iudson
P1.0. Box 80S..ii
EnginIeering Rricarch Divisiont
LwrncLivermore. CAioa 9,1450 tor
Finite dilrerenice littl doimainl codes h1AVC been lsed rot ra Viriety
or proliagation mnd sealilring work in tlie past. Some recent work
hats beent done in alempting to represent, lte electromugoctic radift.
tion rroa rclivistic electron bean proplignting in the atmiosphlere,
in lte presence or ground and mietallic structuresi. Several ineltods
of lauinching the elct romnaguetic waves fromn such a1 source have beeni
tried, with results compared to both a scakt-modcl representation and to
timc-doinain inasureancnt% take it t beanm faciity. Early ltle m ,
parisonls with lte omecasuremnlents show good Agremenit, ruli 1thC code
was uised to try to deternines which pArts or ft tacility were causing
specific structure in lte measured ltme record, Extsmples ot the data
comparisons will be p~resentecd, and thie cutrent best mnethio? for refire.
salting the electroni beam in the TSAR finite: difference code will be
explained.
Work ptiforissed under lite auspices of list U. S. Dtpazz,:,ezt of Entity by the
Lawitisc Livermnore Naional Laboratory uinder Contract No. W.7405 -ENG.48. Funding
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1455 West 820 North
Provo, Utah 84601
(801) 375-2434
PATG is an analytic modeling program designed to model the
performance of buried and near-earth antennas. The program has been
developed over the past five years to assint in the investigation
of buried antenna structures operating in the 100 °FIz to 100 MHz
frequency range. The model is based on equations developed by the
Russion text Near Earth and Buried Antennas by G. A. Lavrov and A.
S. Knyazov (1965, translation 1967) and the American Text Antennas
in Xattea by R. W. P. King and G. S. Smith (1981). The original
PAT4J modeling program is a companion program to the Antenna
Engineering Design Handbook For Buried Linear Arrays, produced by
Eyring under contract to Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss
AFB, New York, April 1988.
PATG is currently a versatile antenna design investigation tool
with an N x M multi-element array modeling capability. The program
tabulates and plots both pattern and feedpoint charucteriatics for
models in real earth environments. Ground conductivity and
dielectric constants as a function of frequency are used to
characterize the burial or underlying environment of the modeled
antenna elements. Antenna patterns are described as a function of
elevation, azimuth and polarization. Groundwave patterns are
described in terms of field strength at a specific far field
distance over real ground conditions (these can differ from the
ground conditions at the antenna).
PAT6 capabilities are currently going into a Beta test stage.
Validation of the code has been provided to date by comparisons to
NEC-3X numerically modeled data as well and full scale testing of
11 elementary 1-element buried antenna configurations and four
multi-element buried array configurations. The program supports
Hercules, CGA and EGA graphics, requires a math coprocessor and
runs on IBM PCs and compatiables with 256K of memory. The final
program is expected to be available in late 1989.
The demonstration used a Tandy 1400LT Laptop with a CGA display and
an 8087 coprocessor option.
Hardened Antenna Technology Program Contract No. F30602-85-
C-0282.
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UTD SCATTERING FROM DIHEDRALS
R. J. Marhefka and N. Akhter






The nonottatic and bistatic scattering from dihedralh of arbitrary
angles Is presented. The Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
(UTD) Is used to anylfse the problem. The near lone (non.pars0cl
ray) and the (at sone (parallcl ray) caes are discused.
The NEC.BSC Is a near zone code. It has arbitrary plates that can
be placed together to form dihedrals. It Includes multiple plate UTD
Interaction term.- up to second order. It gives good results for most
situations. When the source and receive, distances afe large and the
dIhedral angle Is near 90', however, the present version of the NEC-BSC
can devilate from the 'orect answer in the peak region. Improvements
or the UTD corner theory we under investigation to correct this prob.
lein.
In order to study the parallel ray case, a two dimensional computer
code has been written. Arbitrary dihedral angles and bistatic angles
can be used. This code contains all UTD Interaction terms up to third
order along with a few fourth order interactions. Excellent results are
obtained for dihedrals as small as a wavelength on a side and dihedral
angles as small as 60'. The cose Is validated against method ofmoments
(M ) results.
1 Introduction
The scattering from diledrals has been studied for a long time. Interest
in the subject has renewed and several papers have been recently reported.
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Physical optics solutions have traditionally been used to study the dihedral.
Papers by Micaell (1, Blejer (2), and Criewr and Balanis [31 ae recent
examples.
Analysis of interaction between plates have been studied by Aberegg and
Marhelka (4) and specifically the corner Tellector by Akhter and Marhefla (5)
completely using the Geometrical Theory of Diffrection (GTD) (61 and its
uniform vcrion (UTD) 171 techniquc including the latest double diffraction
coefficients (8). In addition, recently Griesser and Balanis (91 have analyzed
the dihedral using UTD and imposed edge approximations.
This paper is molivated by some engineers use of the NEC.BSO (101 code
for analyzing dihedrals which presently has some numerical and theoretical
lisnitatlont for large distances and 0' dihedrals. In addition, it will point out
improvcments to a previous ACES paper (11) based on Reference (4) where
bugs in the code caused unexpected poor results for one of the polarizations
not actually in the theory. It should be noted that most all of the above
references have solved the dihedral problem in two dimensions and mostly in
the far sone. The NEC-BSC is a near zone code in three dimensions. A dis.
cussion comparing the differences in near and far zone UTD implementations
is given in Reference (12). This paper also touchs oi this point.
The results in this paper are compared with two dimensional method
of moments (MM) solutions (13,14). This is so large sized dihedrals could
be studied without worrying about excessive computer times or memory
requirements.
2 NEC-BSC Results
The NEC.BSC is a general purpose user oriented computer code. It has
multiple sided flat plates that can be used in such a way as to form arbitrary
shapes. It has the first and second order UTD interaction terms between
plates, that is, it includes incident, reflected, edge and corner diffraction,
double reflected, reflected - diffracted, and diffracted - reflected fields. These
terms have been shown to be sufficient for most antenna placement problems
for which the NEC-BSC was originally designed.
The plates can be put together to form a dihedral. By using a source
and receiver that both move with respect to the dihedral, the non-parallel
ray UTD solution to the dihedral can be calculattd. The scattered field from
a structure can be found by calculating the total field afid subtracting the
incident field (actually the negative of the incident field need only be added
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in the shadnw region of the structure). Since this Is a near zone code, the
results need to be normalized so u to be relative to a square meter. Thls
can be accomplished by comparing the coupling formulas with the known
result for a sphere as woold be done In a sphcrical range meauurerent.
A dihedral with 9 Inch length sides is considered. The width is 4.82 inches
and the frequency is 10 GrIU. This width is chosen so that the results can
be directly compared with the far zone two dininisional results bWlow, since
at that frequency and width the results with respect to a equare meters
in 3.D and meters in 2.D will be the same. The backscatter from a 90'
dihedral for horizontal polarization is shown h, Figure 1. The peak should
be at approximately 13.4 dB as given by PO (actually around 12.5 d as
g1fen by MM a. given.|I Figure 5). Obviously the result given by the NEC.
BSC is considerably offiti the ptak region. The pattern is actually taken at
864 inches which is well within the far zone of the dihedral and with a 0.5'
bistatic angle to help stablility. Instabilities can be see as the sharp spikes
through out the pattern. These are due to the large distances for the source
and receiver Involved. The seven digit accuracy of the VAX is not enough
to keep track of the small differences. The peak region is bad because of
tile inaccuracies of the present near zone corner diffraction coefficient. It is
very accurate except right at sptcular 1151. For the dihedral, t..-wevc,, this
specular region is spread out all over the main beam region.
To test this theory, th;. dihedrnl angle is open to 90.5'. The pattern is
shown in Figure 2. The result ; only off by around 3 d13 as can be seen by
comparing it with MIM results in Figure 5. Again this is due to the near zone
corner diffraction coefficient. The pattern for the dihedral opened to 95' is
shown In Figure 3. This result shows ntmerical jitter but the result is now
within less thait I dB of the exut result (see Figure 7).
3 Far Zone Results
In order to understand what needs to be included in more detail for dihedral
situations in a UTD &-nse, a two dimensional code has been written. It is
ba-ed on far zone parallel ray'UTD concepts. The details of the developed is
given in Reference 151. This code inc!udes up to and including all third order
interactions between two plates. In addition, some fourth order interaction
terms have been added. The terms included are illustrated in Figure 4. This
code is ideal for anelyzing dihedral configurations. It is necessary to include
only the diffraction from the edges and their reflection in the other plate. In
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Iigurc 1: The bAckscatter from a 9 x 4.82 inch 90' dihedral for horizontal
lpolariz~tioni using the NEC-BSC.
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igure 2: The backscatterr omn 9 x 4.82 inch 90'5 dihedral for horizontal
pl)Oarizationa using the NEC.13SC.
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Figure 3: The backscatter from a 9 x 4.82 inch 95" dihedral for horizontal
polarization using the NEC.BS .
addition, double diffraction between edges with possible intervening reflec.
tions have been included. The newly developed far zone doubl, diffraction
cofficients (8] are used. With this formulation for double, it is not necessary
to use false edges or imposed edges as some people call them.
As an example, a 9.inch two dimensionsl dihedral has been analyzed for
horizontl polarization for the 90' dihedral as shown in Figure 5 at 10 (Iz.
Note the excellent agreement. To illustrate the importance of the double
diffraction type terms, the combinhtion of diffracted, reflected - diffracted,
and diffracted - reflected fields, is shown as the solid line in Figure 6. The
long dashes show the double diffracted field contribution and the short dashes
the difrft - reflected - dif'-*ctd fields. Note that the peak value is refined
using double diffracted fieads.
For comparison purposeii the backscatter for a 95* dihedral is shown in
Figure 7. The backscatter for a 60' dihedral is also shown in Figure 8. Notice
that nearly all the terms mentioned above are needed to get this good of an
accuracy. If the angle is made smaller even more terms are needed. In
addition, as the dilhedral becomes smanller it becomes necessary to use these
higher order UTD terms to get a good of accuracy. The zesult for a 9 inch
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90" dihedral at 2 CNrz for hori:ontal and vcrtical pol,%ri:ations *TV shown in
Figuies 9 and 10. Thesc rcesuli ilhislratcd that a UTO solution ofa dihcdral
can in fact show polaristation diflcrcnccs. A result with a 90" bistatlic anglC
at 10 Clix for & 90' dihedtal and vcttical polhrization i% shown in Figure 11
to complctc the verification of the method.
4 Conclusions
The prtscnt version of the NEO-I)SO can be used to find the near sone
scattering from plates. The example of the dihedral presented in this paper
resptents one the most chalh:ging problms. If the angle ise iwt too near
0' rcaaonabfe results arc obtained. Revearch on a better ncar tone conicr
diffraction dolident is being conducted to iniprovc this situation.
A dihcdral has also been studicd using the latest UTD techvijqes for the
far xone in two dimensions. 'rhe resuls arc excelent as compared with MMt
for both large ad small ahcs and anglcs.
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F'isre 5: The backscattrr from a 9 inch 2.D 90' dihedral for horizontal
)olarization.
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Figure 6: The backscatter from a 9 inch 2-D 90' dihedral for horizontal
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Figiirr 9: The baRAscalter from a 9 incli 2.D 90' dihedral for horizontal
polarization at 2 Gllr.
I Figure 10: The backscatter from a 9 inch 2-D 90' dihedral for vertical po.
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A MAGNETIC FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION
FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM
INHOMOGENEOUS 3D DIELECTRIC BODIES
Andrew F. Pcterson
Eicfromagncec Commwiulcation Lab ory
Dqxraricnt of Eecrcal and Cc*nVwer &Vnccrng
Universry of Illinois
1406 IV. Green St.ffrlyaa, 11 61801
ABSTRACT: A mcthod.of.momcnts formulation involving the magnetic field integral
cquation (MFIE) Is presented for the analysis of inhomogcncous 3D dielectric scattcrcrs.
The app och Involv..s the use of tetrahedml cells, a plcccwisc linear expansion for the total
magnetic field, and point matching at thc nodal points of the tctrahcdra.,cell model.
PrelIminary numerical resuls are presencd and compared to xact solutions for spherical
scalttrc.
1. INTRODUION
Numerous applications rcquirm accurate electromagnetic modeling of finite, 3D
diclcctrdc bodies. 3ccause volume discreriztions necessitate a large number of unknowns,
relatively few tcchniques have been developed for inhomogeneous scaitcrers. In the time
domain, explicit "marching on in tinc" algorithms are under study and are attractive
because they require no matrix solution. In the frequency domain, two types of
formulation arc being employed: those based on the clectric-field integral equation
(EFIE)[1-3] and those based on the vector wave equatior, 14). To augment these
approaches and provide an alemative method for validation purposes, this paper presents a
new formulation for modeling 3D inhomogencous dielectric bodies based on the magnetic
field integral equation (MFIE). The approach is an extension of a 2D fornulation
developed by Peterson and Klock 15).
The MFIE is discrctizcd over piecewise homogeneous tetrahedral cells using a
linear rcpresenttion for the magnedc field components and point.matching. The expansion
functions employed enforce the continuity of all three components of the vector Hi.field.
Despite die volume discretization, the matrix "fill" requires only two.dimCnsional numerical
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lnrcgration over the faces of thc Wils. Preliminary nuntriesl results for hooscotis
sphericl srnuerers am re rso. ed to illustrnIC the Accuracy of the M17111 formiulation.
2. FORMULAT1ION
Considcra region of inrlnitspceconitining adiclcc tiescatcrcAaccriacd by a
complex-vAlucd relAdve pernmIuttiy r(x,yza). Suppose that the =cerr Is Illuminsted by a.
ime-harmnonic clectroinagnctic ficld with time depcndencce dot. In the absence of the
scattmrr, Ohe Illumiinating magnetic field Is given by FincIte 1Is deoifed to ind the total
magnctic field fl. To cast the problm Into one directly amenable to numerical solution, %e
reptace Ohw dielectric rnatcriil by the equivalent polw-iz~fton current density
!(X,Y,.Z) -a Xy% V x i!(x~y.z)
radiating in free space. The Interrol fiels and rudar cross section can be determined frmm
knowiledge of thc curent density of Equation (1), which In turn can be found from the
;tagnetic field. *Me magnetic field must satisfy the MME 1
ftt -(x,y.Z) - r(x.y,z) - V, x {J(.Ya). } A
where k is the firee-space. wavcnumbcr. The asterisk operator (6) denotes three-
diumnsional convolution, i.e., each scalar component has thc form
A(X,y,z) - b(x~y,.%) aJ J Ja (x,y'z!) b(x-x',y-y',z-z) dxcdy'de (3
Because convolution and differentiation opertors; commute1 Equation (2) can be written in
the form
[1b'(x'y'z) f J(x,y,z) - (V x3)..
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Below, the cxpllcit form of Equation (4) is shown to be preferable to Equation (2) in the
context of the present formulation.
In order to effect a numerical solution to Equation (4), the de tric scattrer can be
modeled by a superposition of homogeneous tctrahedral cells. Within each cell, the
magnetic field can be represcnwd by a linear function
Ii(x,y,) a a + Px + l. + 4Z (5)
where the vectors , and are constants of the form
atucz+ycz1 + ;ct
Since th. rcprsentation for ils lino.r, it follows from Equation (1) that the current
density 7 will be a constant In each cell. Funhermort, since Equation (4) requires the
differentiation of the current density, the quantity VxT will collapse to a Dmac delta function
with constant support over the face between any two cells. In order to describe the
resulting function, It is convenient to work within a local coordinatc systen comprised of
the normal and tangential variables at a given face. The normal vector to face "I" can be
defined in terms of the spherical angle (Oij,) into which it points, i.e.,
n = x sin cos4, + y sinO, sino, + x cosO ()
Tangential vectors to face Ti are uniquely defined by
t - sin.+ + ; co4, (8)
and
2- X CO1 Cs y cosO sin+, + z sinOt (9)
Note that these unit vectors are mutually perpendicular and satisfy
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Using this local dcscription, Vxj can be writien In thc vicinity of a race as
- .
1
~l~~V xi- 12" -12 "E" (I I)
BecauscJ" is constant withr, each cell, Equation (II) can be cxpicsscd at face I as
V x ,(n) p(tyt2) ( it2 J, - t J,, - 1t12 J,, - ;I Jal - (12)
where "i+" and "i-" refer to the two cells udj )ccnt to face I (the normal vector points into the
"." cell). In Equation (12), 8,(n) denotes a Dirac delta function that vanishes except on
face i, and pi(tl,t2) Is a step function having constant support over face I and vanishing off
of face I in the transverse direction. Using the representation or R fron Equation (5), the
vector components of VxJ at face I Are
x' Vx! = 8i(n) p.(t,t 2) j s'nOlsinoI (-y4) + cos 1(0 +4 +
- sinOisin~i (V;-y) + cosO(
(13)
V = 8,(n) pi(tl,t2) sinOicosoi (y - + cos81 (y+ - 5;)
jsinOcos. ( .P . .+ cos- ..]. (14
BY011 (14
and
;Vji 6j(n) p,(t3,tj) ! 'simOg [cos~i (65 -Pf)+ sin'j(6*-
ei
In Equation (13)-(15), the "+" and*" superscripts dnote the parametcr values In the "
and "-"cell adjacen"t to face 1, "spcivcly,
3. EXPANSION AND TESTING FUNCTIONS
Although we have prescribed a linear dependence for i, freedom remains In the
selection of specific basis functions. Consider the expansion of the three Caricsian
components of H in linear interpolation functions bctwcen the nodes of the iterahcdral.cell
mesh [6). This expansion ensures the continuity of all three components of IR at cell
Interfaces, which is desirable since thc actual magnetic field is a continuous function
throughout a piecewise-hoinogencous dielectic region. The unknowns associated with
this approach are die three components of rl at each node of the scatterer model.
The constants associated with the expansion of Equetion (5) can be readily
determined within a given cell. Consider a tetrahedron having vertices at (xjyj,zj),
(x2.,Y2z2), (x3,y.I,z3), and (x4,y4,z4). The coefficients representing the x-componnt of i
within this tctrahedron can be found from
X, /i , Y1 Zi 1 1 ,
Ox XLI12 Y2 Z2 ~ Ix21
%Jj L I X3 z L"xJ (16) Z3 H
X4 4 4 . Hx4.
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whcre IIt, c .arc the z tucs offe x.componcnt of Fi at the corresponding vcnlices. The
coefficients cf the cxpnvsioos for I y, and I Ig cun be found from similar equations.
In ortl to generate a linear systern of equations that can be solved for the unk:nown
coefficients of 11, it Is nicecssar to select a set of testing functions and approxlmatcly
enforce the MITC by way of an lnncer product bctwccn die tesing function and Equaion
(4). In this s, the rcprcscntation of the curren dnsty ensures the continuiy of the
magnetic reld.Thus, it Is sufficient to employ Dirac delta func.ions as testing functions.
In other %ords, each component of the MFIE can be enforced by "point matching' t the
nodes of the model. This procedure produces a 3Nx3N tatrix equation, where N Is the
number of nodes In the etrahcdral.ccll m sh representing the scatcrcr.
The entries of the matrix equation lnvolvc the integral appearing In Equation (4).
Since this operation Is a convolution between Vxj and the free.space Green's function, and
since Vj has Dirac dclt function support over clU faces, the required Intcrais collapse to
surface intcgrals over the faces of the twrahcdral eclls. Thus, only two.dimensional
num- cal Intcgration Is required to calculatc the matrix clcments. This simplification Is
possible because the form of the MFIE appearing in Eqution (4) permits the explicit use of
VX.
Each entry In the 3Nx3N matrix corresponds to the interaction between an
observation and source node in the scattcrer model. Rather than constructing the matrix
entries sequentially on a node-by.node bsls, it Is more convenient to indirectly compute
the matrix entries in terms of the contribution from a given face. At each face within the
model, 45 coefficients relate [ethre ecomponents of Vx to the 15 components of H (3 at
each of the 5 nodes surrounding the face, unless the face Is located on an exterior surface of
the scatterer). These cocfficients can be dctermined fromn Equations (13)-(16). Once the 45
cocfficients am calculated for a given face, the contribution from that source term to each
observation point (node) in the model can be computed (one numerical integration over the
face. is required for each observation point). This process is repeated for each face in the
scatterer model. When the observation point happens to coincide with one of the three
nodes of the source face, the resulting singularity can be extracted from the integrand,
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inicgrtead analytically, and combincd with the t=umcrcal residual. The right-hand side of
the systcm consists or the s mpled values of the x, y, and z-components of the Incidcnt
magnetic field at the node poin.
4. NUNIRICAL RESULTS
The N1,11E formulation describcd above is directly applicable to arbitrarily shaped,
Inhomogencous scattercrs. To test the Accuracy of the approach, exact solutions for
homogencous spherical scatteres illuminated by uniform plane waves 17J were compared
with numerical results. Tctrahedrlccll models wece constructcd using the PATRAN
t. preproccesor (8). In the examples ptrscned below, scaling was ukd to equate the volume
of the itcattcrcr model with that of the dcsired sphere. For initial validation purposes,
numerical results wcre obtained using an AT&T 6300 personal computer running single
prccision rORTRAN under DOS at about 20 KFlops. Becausc the matrix order-was
restrictcd to approxImately 210 on this machinc, the results presented below are limited to
electrically small scattcrc,
Table I presents numerical and exact solutions for thc magnetic field at various
node points for a sphere of radius "a" having fa,2.5921 and kawl. In this case, the model
consisted of 48 tetrahedral cells, 27 node points, and 120 faces. Although the cells were
not all identical in size, an average cell density of 681 cells per cubical diclectric wavelength
was provided by this model. The resulting matrix equation was of order 81. Simi!ar
a numerical results a mpresented in Table 2 for a refined model of the same sphere containing
176 cells, 53 nodes, and 376 faces, The avcrnge cell density in the -cfined model was
2497 cells per cubical dielectric wavelength. Noie that the agreement between the
numerical and exact solutions for the dominant component of the magnetic field Is excellent
in both cases.
Table 3 presents data for a 27-node, 48.cell model of a sphere with kaO.l and
cr=2.5. In this case, the average cell density in the model is 719000 cells per cubical
dielectric wavelength. This extremely high cell density was employed in order to study the
convergence of the numerical solutions for tlbe magnetic field. Approximately 4 or 5
decimal places of accuracy is observed in the magnitude of the numerical results (the phase
is accurate to 4 decimal places, if normalized to a possible ±180 degrees).
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Table 4 presents similar data for a lossy sphere having kam0.2 and cr,4.j4. A 43-
node, 80.ccll modcl was cmployed with an Average cell dcnsity of 44000 cells pe cubical
diclcctric wavclcngth. Although thc cell density is high, this model consisted of 42 nodes
on the surface of tle sphere, and only one additional node at the center. Interestingly, a
largc phase error is observed at the center of th sphere (node 34). It Is apparent that
additional Internal nodes would better resolve the field dta In this example.
Although the nu netic field cxhibits cxcellcnt agreement vith exact data, the excric
fields computed within thc scattcrmr models we not as accumtc. Electric field components
within each cell of thc model were calculated by taking the curl of ihe linear rvpresnution
for Hi appearing in Equation (5). Even for the electrically small exum'plc of ka"0.1 and
*cf2.5, the dominanut componcnt of the electric field computcd using the 27 node model
was In crror by about 10 percent at the center of each cell (the numerical result for thc
magnitude of Ex was approximatcly 225 in cvery ccll, as compared with the exact result of
approxinatcly 252). This trend was obscrved In every scauterr model studied to date. To
further Investigate this behavior, numerical solutions for the magnetic field at nodes of the
mesh were replaced by exact data obtained from the Mic series solution. Even when the
exact data was cmploycd, the clcctdc fields computed from the linear representation of
Equation (5) exhibited significant error. For Illustratilon, Table 5 presents E-ficld data for
the 53.node, 176-cell model of the sphere with kA1.0 and cr02.5921.
Thc crror observed In the clectric field is bellevcd to be related to the specific shape
ofthe ttahedral cells used to model the scattcrcr, It is cxpected that the best accurcy in
the electric fields would be obtained by using equilateral tctrahedra whenever possible.
(Vc note that in the two-dimensional modeling employed In referenec [5, very accurate
electric field components were computed from the magnctic field at the corners of
equilateral triangles using a similar interpolation scheme.) This preliminary study did not
employ equilateral cclls, and in Several it is difficult to do so in three dimensional models.
An additional sourcc of error In the preliminary data may be due to the rcsolution associated
with the surface or the scatterer. For electrically small scatcrers, the scattered fields ar a
strong function of tle induced surface charge density. Although the models wcM scaled to
obtain the same volume as the desired sphere, i is likely that the polygonal approximtion
to the spherical surface cmployed too few cells to accuratcly model the spherical surface.
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Assuming that the Incident ficld I scaled so that the r1'4 ficid his unity itugnitudc,
the sc cring cross section can be co npu d according to
cm- Iat =r
~(17)
For numerical purpos, the farzone nunctic field can be cakuhltcd by approxmating ahe
In:cgral of the source function VxT over each face within the model, with the observation
point In thc far ficd. Results forscatcring cross section as a function of frone sphcrical
anglc (0, ) ae pr.nted In Tables 6,7, and 8 for the throu-phcrial scailerer ncviously
conslde-Td. Tic Incident plane wa%e consisted of ix and I ly conpon-nts propapting Into
thc z diretion. Observe that thc numecal ,-sults lmpmve as a function of the number of
nodes In the scaticrer modd.
5. CONCLUSION
A new formulation is presentcd for the analysis or 3D Inhomogencous diclcctic
scaticrer based on the numerical solution of the MPIFI, Prdlimina y results suggest that the
nunrical solutions for the magntcic field exhibit good sgrrenent with exact solutions.
Additional study Is nc cusary to validtc the approach, cspcclhlly with regard to the,
accuacy of the e1ctuic; ficlds computed from the numdcal solutions and the sensitivity of
the results to thc shape of the cells cmployed within the scattcrer models. The procedure
requires the solution of a fully.populated complex matrix cquation, with orakerqual to
thr c times thc number of nodes in the a tcerr modcl. Although this formulation may not
prove :: efficient as other' based on the solution of differential equations, it remains an
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Table I
c nignitdc -xd phase of thc lrficld at vaious nodc points within a 27-
de model of a homogcncous dilcectric sphcrc with kal.0 and
cRw2.5921. The nunxrical soluuion are comparcd to exact solutdons. ror
this scaitcrcr nxydcl, all thc nodes exccpt node 19 wcrc locatcd on tlc
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Thc rugnitud¢ and phsc of the I lrflcld at various node points within a 53.
node model of a homogcncous dielectric sphere with kal.0 and
cra2.5921. The numeical solutions arc comparcd to exact solutions. For
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The mngnhude and phase of the I i filcid at vaious node points within a 27.
node model of a homogeneous dilccttic sphcre with kaQ. 1 and crm2.5.
The numericl solutions arm compared to exact soltions. For this scattcrcr
modl, node 19 was at the ccntcr of the sphcc and all othcr node$ wcre
locatcd on the sfacc
(rugnitude of I ly)





8 1.0"240 1.002359 1,00072 1.00078is 1.00140 L.00137
19 1.00287 ..... _002P I2. 1.00101 1.00I08
-27 1.00243 ' 1.00238
(phase of I ly)
node_ numerical exact







19 0.000 0.000J 3.955 3.932
27 - 7.814 7.860
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Table 4
The magnitudc and phasc of tlc 1I rficld at various node points within A 43.
node model of a lossy homo cncous dielectric spherc with kaO.2 and
c,4-j4.Thc nunierical solutions arc comparcd to cxpc solutions. For this
scaticrer modci, node 34 was At the centcr of thc spherc and all other nodes
wr located on the surface,
(magnitudc of 11y)
node numerical cxxt
























Thc augniudc and phasc of the Ex.fickl at die ccnrcr of varous cclls within
a 53.nodc modcl of a homogcncous diccciric sphere with kau.0 and
ce,.5921. The nunicicAl solutions am: coruprcd wth cxzct solutions.
(rmgntwic of Ex)
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The bI !qpie scaucr.nS cross scetion for a hornorencous dlc!ectrc sphere
with ,,1.0 and ".#2.5921. The nun cdcal solutions obtained with 27 and
43 node nkls an: compared to exAct solutions.
SCS (d 8X02 )
0 € 27.nodc 43.nodc exact
0 -14.32 -13.0 -|2.333
-- T MIT -t 17.09" -15.523
-5 4w -16.U - .15.52 -14.0345 90 -14.K9 -4.40 .12.930
90 0 -47.24 -3.28 -36.487
h o -111.221 ' -l.5- 16.749
Table 7
The bistatic scattering cross scectilon for a homogcneous diclectric sphere
with kau.1 and r-2.5. The numcrcal solutions obtaincd with 27, 33, and
43 node models am, cornparcd to cxa-t solutions.
SCS (dB Xo2)
0 € 27.node 33-nodc 43.node exact
S -7 -75.37
45 r0 -79.40 -7=3 -797,1 -77.5M0
- 43 --- 7. -70 = -76P - -73.741
4T W -73 -. 3h - .173M -74,493




ho scat:cring cross scction for a homogcncous diclcctric sphcre wilh
kasO.2 and crm4.j4. The numerical solutions obtalncd with 27 and 43 node
models are comparcd to exact solutions.
SCS (dB ).2 )
0 .. 27-node 43-node exact
U0 -. W -51. 0- .49.99245 0 -54. &) --.o 52.VW.
-73 -4T- -52.91 . -52.35 -51.161
45 90 -51.67 1 -51.11 .49.921
-i01.17 1 -96.32 -92.984
1 0 1-51.25 ,50.4
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SCATTERING FROM CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC SLAS
A METO F MOMENT S APPROACH
Kevin C. Clancy, Somblam R. Rongarajan, Richard E. Hodges
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
California State Univosity, Nonhddgo
Northrdgo, CA 91330
Scholkunofrs equivalence principle Is employed to solve the problem of scattering from a
cylindrical dielectric structure in terms of equivalent electric an magnetic currents an the
surface of the dioloctric A pair of coupled Intogro-ditforentiaI equations are derived for the
equivalent currents and are solved by the mothod of moments (MOM). Source of excitation in the
form of electric or magnelc line current with eW time dopondenco Is assumed. The MOM
computer code Is validated by generating lost cases for scattering from a conducting structure In
place of the dielectric. Numerical results are presented for the surface equivalent currents and
scattered folds and MOM results are compared to physical optics results.
L INTRODUCTION
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by a dielectric structure Is a problem of Interest in
radomo applications. Recently results of an Investigation of various asymptotic opproximatlions
employed In radome analysis wore presented Ill. In that study, a molhod-of.momonts (MOM)
type solution for volume polarization current was obtained In a manner similar to that of
Richmond (21. Scattered Golds computed from polarization current wore compared to sielar
results obtained from asymptotic solutions In order to Invostigato their approximations. The
MOM technique for scattered fiolds computed from a solution of polarization current Is limited to
thin structures. In this paper, the problem of scattering from a cylindrical dielectric Is
formulated In terms of surface Integral equations and applied spocifically to determine the
scattering characeristics of a dielectric ogival structure.
11, ALYSIS
The cross-soctIon of a curved dielectric cylinder of thickness I is shown In Figure 1. The
dilectric Is assumed to be linear homogeneous Isotropic material of constitutive parameters




Ic, . The sourca cf oxcitaion Is assumed to boea z.dtrcted Infinho electric of magneic M4
currant with or, o imo dependence. Becauso of z.Invarlco, tho 0.1ysls bocomO a
"dimonsonoal pmblm. Schelkuno,'rs equIvalnc principle (31 is "rt+ed to iMe tho
domain of this problem Into two regions: region I Is the oialctr c boundod by curcv C and region
2 Is the free spaco outside, For the putposo of scving the problem In r t, on 2, eoctrloc W
magnetic equivalent surface currents nre placed on C. Scattered fields i tog;on 2 ,t- obtained
from the fields roald by those equivalent currents In a homooneous free pao mediurn.
Siilarly the total rold In region I is dotetmnod from the fields radiatd by neganve of the
above mentioned equivalent currents In a homogeneous medium ot mihutivo parameters,
The boundary oondti3ops arm then applied; I.e., tho continuity of the tangotlWl compononts of
tho electric and magno;c fields across the boundary C. This resulL$ In a pair ol couplod Intogro-
di forontial oquations for the eoctric ino source (TM) as shown below.
a1 (2 1b)
For the magnetic line source (TE) a sim'lor sot of equatknis can be obtained from duality.
Il METHODOF.MOMFNTS SOt LUO
The lntegro.dfforentlal equations have boon solved by the method of moments (MOM).
Sub-soctional expansion functions and tosting functions have been chosen to produce matrix
euations. For the TM case, pulso expansions for the electric currents and triangle functions for
the magnotic curonts wore employed. Testing functions In the form of Ditac delta functions and
* pulso functions werll jsed for equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) rosp~ctivoly. A similar approach
was employed for the dual problem (TE). The resulting matrix equation for the TM case has
been expressed in the form
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I C-
The subal~rCoS end the source Malki Weo given by
c of (3.2)
4 Jr
f Ct J (3.)
Pei ~ ~ ~ , - *Ii
1 E~C) (3.6))10)(35
ol~pdc~c..Jc ( op -j'- a(3.6
I ,I Ja 1d2
Each of the sub-nmalos given by equations (3.2) through (3.5) with a minot editcation
becomes the MOM rntrics Wo the ctoculc field Integral equation (=FI-- of a conductO In place
of the dielectric fot TM. the mgnec foild ntleral eqution (MFIE) fo TM, the MWE Wo TE,
and the EFIE lot 'E rospectIvely.
M NRCAL RF5SI II S A6WDISCUS=
The four conductor lost eases wore used to ndepedntly valdto ihe fua sub.mAlcos given
by equations (3.2) through (3.s).
The MOM solution was compaed to the P0 solution for vadous shaped structuros to
dotorwno the fImils of appkca ty of PO. The PO solution shows Insignil ca.fl dogradailon for
;ntrutes with rad;us of curvature greater than 10 wavelengths, 2 ;ongth greater than 6
wavelengths, and for a sourca-scaliterer seperation greater than 2 wavelengits. Outside of theso
Smuts, the PO solution was poorer.
Figures 2 through 6 ate graphs of the surface currents and the scatterod field for curved
dialoctdcs. Both PO (+s) and MOM (solid line) solutions are shown. The x-axlS Is cell or
sub.domain number. A 5 wavelength by 0.2 waveongth slab whh a radius of curvature of 200
wavelongths was rust tested. The source Is an electric Ino current that is 10 wavelengths away
from the con'tr of the Inner broad wal. The 'ieloectic constant is 2 and ithe loss tangr;ii is zero.
The col size Is approximtutl.y.1 wavelength over ihe antire surface. As was expoclod with those
parameters, tho PO solution is very close to the MOM soluton.
PO results show significant deviation from MOM resuhs for struclures with a sm.ill radius of
curvature. A fadius of 10 wavelengths exlhts a borosighl otro of the order of j*5o. The
borosight error Is !he angle between the peaks of the scattered fields for the two sotutions.
There are significant differences between the PO and MOM solutions when the source Is
within 2 . from the dielectric. There Isa slight borosight error at the peaks, and much more
deviation away from the peaks.
Slmilar resuhs wore obtained for the magnetic tine source excitation.
The problem of scattering from cylindrical dMelectrIc structures has boon formulated In the
form of a pair of coupled lntegro.differential equations Involving the equivalent electric and
magnetic surface currents. Numerical results have been obtained by a method.of.moments
(MOM) solution. The MOM computer code has boon validated by recognizing that the MOM
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n nalx ot the ckloctrlc can Wo motrord to genorao h MOM mnuk fo tha poblom of
scauotr from a conduclor In pbo ol the cktalutd. A compartion of MOM soutions for the
equivalent curonts and the scatt i reld with irmil resuls oNatinod by the physical opkcs
tochnique showed that th tane Is loss acurato lor eadus of cunvatuo tou than 10 X. Iong hs
loss than 6 ). and a sourc to scauott s patil;on loss tha n 2 ). Also tho P.O. currents hf.va
substantlal oators near the edges.
(11 S.R. Rongatra an and E.S. Gilospie, Jr., Asy'polc Approximations In Radom* Anatsrls.
IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, vol. AP.36, pp. 405.4 4, Match 1988.
12J J.H. Richmond, Scmati:ng by a Dielectric Cylinder of Arbtrary Ctoss-Soction Shape,
IEEE Trans. on Anornas and Popag3ton. vol. AP. 13. pp. 334.34 I. May 1965.
13i S.A. Schlkunof, Soma Eqtuiwaotuc Theoroms of Eloctromagnorics and Their Application to
Radiation Problems', Bell System Technical Journal. vol 15, pp. 92.112, 1936.
141 K.C. Clancy, *Method of Moments Analysis of a iotlocir Cyrindor, MastoCs Thesis,
Caifornia State University, Norlhrldgo, August 1988.
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Abstract
Many Problems In radar scattering and antenna design Involve complex material objects
madt: of conductors, dielectrics and their combination. Analytical solutions arc available for
only a few special geometries and almost always a numeric*l method must be employed. For
* the solution of conducting or dielectuic bodies, numerous publications ame available In tile
lierature *le solution of their combination howecver, has only recently reeived attention, and
the validation of these techiniques Is an Imnportant topic. In thils piper, expeiments] verification
of a method of moments program (MBES) for radar cross section calculation and antennia
analysis Is presented. The clectronmagnetic simulation code being examined Is a program for dhe
calculation of scattering or radiation from bodies of rvolution. whicht can consist of conduct.
Ing or lossy dielectric MAItrias. A numerical solution Is obtained using an Integral-cquation
formulation, for which several different forms can be selected. Numerical and experimental
results for the monso-sltic radar cross section caculation or conducting objects pitially coated
%kdsh a dielectric material will be presented, these Including cases where the dielectric coating Is
lossy. As well, results calculated using the Impedance boundary condition to model the diclecc
tri coated surface will be examined.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most scattering and antenna problems Involve material objects made of conductors.
dielectrics and their combinations. Whern thle object shape Is complex. an analytic solution is
* not usually available and a numerical method must be used. Problems Involving either conduct-
Ing or dielectric bodies have been studied extensively and numerous publications are available
In the literature. I io,,evcr, many Important antenna and scattering problems Involve comblna*
tions of conductors and dielectrics, such as dielectric loaded structures, mic~ostrip antennas, or
coated objects. For clinducting bo4!ies or revolution Mautz and iHarington (1) ha3Ve provided
three different moment method formsulations, called E1-ield. H-1field and Comrbined-ield, and
Investigated their solution accuracies. Wu and Tsai 12) used the moment method to solve thle
scattering from arbitrarily shaped and lossy dielectric bodies of revolution. Shortly after,
Ma~utz and iianington (3) solved the problem of homogeneous lossy bodies using the Wu Ind
* 'Tsai formula, which they named PMCIW, and a formulation due to iller. Moe recently. the
solutions of scattering fr Irlhomogeneous penetrable bodies of revolution, dielectric coated
conductors, and multiple bodies of meolution have been reported 14,S). The case of coaduc-
tars with partial dielectric coatings was investigated by Mautz and Ilanington [61 In investisit-
Ing lctroimagnectic coupling problems. Using the equivalence principle, they have suggested
differet formulations and in 171 have ullved numerically the electromagnetic coupling
This woc wu spoewed In pan by the Dcpuuwet of the Air PRme. The views cxlxtsse t those of
the aud)-&s tdo no telcac the Weis,] policy atposhien or thte U.S. Oovtuncn.
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p'roblcms for bodies of revoludons by a formulation called 11TPMCIlW. Based on dhe. msults,
KiW* and Slafai 9i), presented various formulations for the solution of mtuirpl.e *ics of
rmvolution, thich consisted an arbitrry combination of conducting andgor dielectric rgions.
Mx multiple body clectrom gntil, scattering code (MIDES) preted In tis Papr is a
method of moments progran for the cattcdng and radiation analysis of sIngl 0; multiple
objccu made of conductors. lossy diclctrics, or their combination. rbc code Is spcializcd for
the analysis of rotaionally slimmetric gcomctcs, making solutions computationally cconomi.
cal, and thus enbling the study of larger and more complex problcms. Woh multiple dipole
and plane wave exciatdon can be used to specify Inddent fields. "1x former *l.2ws ft solu.
don of aennac problems, where the dipole excitation can be ptcld either Inside or outside die
dielectric region. The latter aliows the cslcultion or the mono.stare or bi.stidc radar cross
sccloi of an object. 7h. code is 11me on the re sl of (8), where by apl)ing d
equivalcncc principle, evcral different integral equation formulation t)lxs art possible. This
allows ft selection of the most siablc formulation for the speciic problem being studied. A
comorison of these fornulations for the solution of various scatcdn problems has bcn
examined 18.9). The MBES code tin been used ror the nalysis of many antenna geometries,
these ineluding dicccric rod antcnnas (10), circular wavw, Mdc fceds (I1), and mlcrostrip
antennas Iii), A wvll as for the solution or scattering problcms. This paper will conccntnte on
te expedmcitil verification of the code for the mono.sudc radar cms sction calculation for
conducting bodies partially coated %ith lossless or lossy dielectric m::.ials. The ability to
model a surface using the impedance boundary condition will also be xarr.!ncd and compared
to the experimental results.
2. PROIILEM FORMULATION
Figure~~~~ ~~~ Ri Fhwh eealecumg~i. pbeC ne osdraow h
-d-cd de
See
Figure 1: Sescating geometry with conducting and dielectric regions.
Figure I shows the getieral electromagnetic problem under consideration, where the
object consists of both conducting and dielctric regions. The surfaces S,. S,1 and $4 refer,
respectively to the boundaries between Oh conductor and the exterior region, conductor And
dielectric, and dielectric and exterior region, respectively. Vd Is a finite volume filled with a
homogeneous material of permit ivity ct and penneability ida nd bounded by de two surfaces
Sa, and S .The surface S. may consist of several sub-surfaces. to represent multiple dilccc.
ue and conducting Interfaces as well as conducting bodies Inside die dielectric. V" represents
die external region, with permittivity of r, and penneability of p, aInd is bounded by two sur.
faces S& and S,. Again, the surface SY may consist of several sub.surfices for the modeling
of multiple conducting bodies. Also. E, P1 and P, T" refer to die fild vectors within die
dielectric and the exterior region. The sources of the electromagnetic excitation am provided by
de impressed electric and magnetic currents J and A!" In I" and P" and Al" In I, .The
problem of Figure I is a general one since It can be used to represent both conducting and
dielectric problems. In particular. it reduces to the case o; scattering from a dielectric body,
when Sj and S, vanish and Sd, becomes a closed surface: scattering from a perfect
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conuctor. when Sj and $j, vanish and Se, becomes a closed surface; scattering from a
dielectric dad body, when S, vanshes and S,. and L., become dosed surfaces. The NIBI3S
program assumes all surfaces are rotationzlly symmetric, thus rtprcecnting bodies of revolution.
Phe integral orinulation of the problem Is developed by specifying the boundary condi.
dons and equivalent surface currents at the conducting and dicicciuic surface as
R XEJ -0 7dmibc 1  onS$at
Ri uE .0 :i;, ftX j7', on $
where kt Is the outward normal on each surface consider .ed. ,ntt Jc.7,an , r
theeqivaen elcticcurrents o itrespective surface and X' Is the magnetic current on the
Interface surfuce bacten the dielectric and the exterior region. ftom the above conditions, the
following set of equations can be writien
R ju 7 +, F-R E Y J" sst outside SM (2)
S jusoinside S (4)
-f E,~ (7" +74, FN ft XE, (74 r) just Wr.ide 4 (4)
fi 7' ,, + X X XIT , )w l(Y 7 ") justoInside S, (6)
R ix fi 7, ~+ 7g, Ku x ' (74',r7 juast r'side Sk M~
where P' (1, ) and E"(7h To are the electric fields due to currents 7 and t. raditin~g In the
media chinczeiized by r,. pz, and c,, itj. respectively. lI'J, Xf) and Y'(.I, ) are the
Associated magnetic fields.
Tne diclkciuic regiqn %I" Is dcfane by specifying~ the relative dielectric constant
c.4 r, - JrZ, where c~g Is the relative ptrnnittivity and c = a./%W4 where o.., Is the con-
du&ih'1Fy of the dielctzric~ region. Mie NMJS analysis programn also has the option or specifying
the surface impedance Z for ktirlface in the exterior region S,, This a&lows thea modeling of
lossy caiductors, as well as the ability to model lossy dielectric coatings using the Impedance
Lvundipq coRditlon. Two components of the surface Impedance can be specified.
Z =At~ + Z0Q, wiere A1 Is the axial surface Impedance and Z# Is the azimuthal surface
Inmpedance as A.# Ujojxc /(d+joxc))tfl (for lossy conductors).
Observing that equations (2.9) are 8 equations with 4 unknownm field vectors. many
different solution formulations can be developed by considering various combinations to deter-
mine die unknown currents. Seven different combinations are available In the WE31S analysis
code. these being denoted as: E.Field, 11-Field, C.Picld, D.MICHNN, E-NIDhler. lifPNICIIW.
and lf-MlOler. Thec development of these formulations Is discussed In (8.91. For perfectly con-
ducting objects the above sets can be reduced to three formulations, namely, E-ficid, If-field
and C-field. For dielectric objects five formulations can, lie used: tho E.field, 1i-field, C-field.
PMCliIV, and the NfOller formulations. For combinations of dielectric and conducting bodies,
and aperture coupling problems, aill scven formulations may be uscd. The user has the option
of choosing any one of these possible formulation types In the NIBES program. For most
applications the E.PNICIIW formulation usually gives the most reliable results. flowever other
formulations are better suited when the dielctric constant Is very large or small 18).
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Figure 2: Rottionally symmetric body Seomciny.
A moment method solution of the above formulations %%ItI be applied to rotationally sym-
metric bodies with~ a geometry as shown In Figur 2. The reduction of integral equations to
matrix equations Involving unknowni surface currents follows the procedure well known ror
bodies of revolution. Here, both electric and magnetic surface currents are decomposed Into
tangential components as
T(F).? Q'(,4) + 01(, 0.) (10)
whee ad ar te ni A()m All (q,) + 00 '4)9 1I)
wher i nd am ie nittangents to the body and I', It and Al'1, W are ilia urrx~t corn.
ponents. Mie electric current J exists on bothi conducting and dielectric surfacsbut Al exists
only on the dielectric. Th4 surface current Is then expanded using a discrete rouricr basis In
* thie azimuthal dimension and a triangli function basis along the generating contour for the
body. To this extent, die total generating curve of all bodies is subdivided into Nc segments
and that or dielectrics Into Nd segments, so that the surface currents can ho represented as
ua+ I
where JIV, J4~, A%1, K4~ are expansion functions defined as
J.' -Jj4 uA' K uf-KIj- (t) cJ (14)
Azimuthal modes In the range Al I Sn :5.42 are used to represent the surface currents In the
azimuthal dimension. The number of modes can ho specified In the code. The unknown current
eoericients /.1j, 1,3.~ At' A1 are determined by choosing an appropriate Inner product and a
set of testing runctlons00f11ian~d WYjt deined as
By applying the moment niethod, with the chosen expansion (12,13) to the desired integral
equation formulation, the current coefficients can ho determined In the general matrix farm
IfIT)1-1IVJ, nlOA*l.*2 - (16)
where F. Is a square matrix representing the Impedance and te admittance sub-matrices, T. Ir
a column matrix for the unkniown expansion coefficients of J and Al, and V, is the excitation
column matrix.
Trhe MI3ES code allows twvo types of excitations; plane wave or multiple dipole. The
excitation matrix for plane wave incidence can easily ho determined. For an electric dipole in
die regionq, the excitation matrix can be determined from the vector potentials
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and hj 4 Is the spherical lIankcl function of the second W and xcro order and h is the dipole
moment with in tbitrary orinatdon. The Inner products of E' and W'/ with testing func.
dons fl& providc the ccmcnts of the excitation matrix J, I for c: h formulation.
After filling thc Impedance malrces jITf4J3 the excitation matrices [VJ of cqual|on(16) for each of the dcslrd modes, the currents J and M on the sllfactsa f ft conducting
n diclcctric regions can be solved for. Once the hiduccd currents 1 and arc determined.
the far field components £' and E"' at the point (r,. 0,. f,) can be caculated as
ER(M_41 * F1(,.,) NO(, 4) - (7 ki+ j-F (19)A-rd
E".~ , F(O,.f*) *F2(O,.,) - XF7t? -cp "' d (20)
where. S Is the surfacc of die object. P, Is a unit vector In the direction from the origin of the
coordinates to dhe field point, 7" Is the positional vector of the source point C ,y,: ) on the
body and. #, and 4, ar unit vectors in the dircctlon of 0 and , respcctively. Note tia. Elf
and Er" ame die scattered fields If the excitation source is In the exterior region, and air die
total fields If the source Is located In the Interior region. The bi.static radar cross section can be
determined form the scattered fields as
o.0,-0) o, ~) 12 o. I E (0)
X "4;r10I2 tr I JL - 7%7r 'orri fEq (0 " '00)()
O( .0) E 0 . I E(O4)I for a ((ok,0)o) ((-)
-K7 4r73 I 2q1o I X2 .xro I .2xi 1
Note that for the mono.static backs;attering case, a,,(OzOk.40) , r,# (00&,,0) - 0.
The near fields E'"' an El,"" , can also be determined by the MBES analysis program by
direct integration of the the surface currents on the exterior bodies.
3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The MBES analysis code Is divided Into thec distinct programs; one performs the
geometry entry function, one performs the numerical simulation, and one displays the com-
puted results (12). The geometry entry program Is a two-dimcnslonal editor allowing the
graphical entry of the scaucring structure geometry as shown In figure 3a). Since only rota.
donally symmetric bodies ar considered. the generating contour for die stmcture Is adequate to
completely specify ihe object. A variety of mouse and menu options a:r ,sed to enter
geometrical data as well as excitation Information, such as the number of azimuthal modes
desired and the formulation type to be used. Segmcntation of the generating contour for the
triangle basis expansion Is also performed graphically. Once the object Is created, a three-
dimenslonWl plot of de completed structure can be made as shown in figure 3b). The output
of the editor produces an ascii data file (similar to die form used by NEC) describing the struc-
ture geometry and desired excitation. The simulation program accepts the gcomet.y Input data,
checks lis validity, and then implements the moment method solution of the problem as
described in the previous section. Resulting radiatcd/scattered fields as well as induced surface
currents on die scattering object can be produced for examination. These computed results can
be displayed In a variety of graphical ways. The radiated ficids (or radar cross section results)
can be examined using a two-dimensional cariesian or polar display, or using a three-
dimensional canesian or spherical display as shown in figures 3c,d). The electric or magnetic
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surf e cuTcrnts (a, r) [Mucti on th surfac of th o j ct can also bc cxzanicd usitn a
thre. :mcton~a~lcarcslin displly, O1cre one axis Is the szl. tiha an,1c 4 ,d the othr Is
position along thecncrting con our, or by using the M dirmnsional display of the
ojct au was shown In lngiu 3b), * hr the dcg ne of Shading Indicstcs tr m4otue of Or.
curcnL Toal or Iividual mode rm&sts art &v&Uac (or obrvstlon.
7,
Figure 3: Ge€ometry entry and output display method.
4. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMETAL VERIFICATION
The MsOES analy'sis code has previously beers verified to sonic degree by comparison to
various special geometries for which anilyical solutions exist, thes speciiclly being conduct.
Wi;g sphen: and coated sphere type structures 18,91. Results prnesented in this papet will concen.
Irate on the compirison of the numerical and e~xpexrimentlly generated results frthUe radar
cros section analysis of various conducting objects coated with lo.s.less And lossy diltcric
mm'erials. EFxperimental %%odk was pe~rformed 31 Nirr Lincoln Labostiory. In all c~scs the
mono-st~tic radar cross section o0* (0)/X2= and oY4.q(0)W. was me~sured. Tb. experment.al and
numerical results for four test ob~cts anm given in figures 4-7. 7liese cases Include two loss-
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Figurt 6: Dilcectrc cowd coductilng cylindcr (r, - 1.757-J I.S69).
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FIgum 7: Dieectric coxed conducting cylinder (4~ =3S.2-J28.6S).
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Th ft gcomc coidcs of .s~ rm d Conducting cone plania1Y covered
uwinthe klS Coati tn Inora Autile 4th, SA). l\ix o uostion ,na,01) s anvmd tho
nube of at r.uthokn moes win fcse of 4G11.sum o gu 0, 1 cc of 3.. ece csticngan
ii) andu nucsction tsuk son I lue 1 n W figuridn %ce=n mc s wiat a lipofO coe
mesn at =0 n~ om cidee with tpo the largest iezpnco ccu enuical =Irthe g, esut
Tusingin the a Imudity rofrmulr the si.IC mulation cIe hn los iici aall s and con.
nues of ats monductingt cyder aiis xdss ote y a lossy 4 dielectic wa euiedc
U1 Arnd ncti with c am l.7S-. In (Er~so)n ) Thd Cm igus E dcout.~,adssoni lu~6)  w ifrn aea ye n hcnse 3e go dd: am
*n At.All cangso w ith t, %5.2 h 5.6 lEoislcsoi VF60 ctte prating f 4tresulnts.o
sl.cGe. Ox asne EPondcting coylion wAsit e angd th by o a o s i tri as oudes
cbosen is n a 0, 1, 2,3, 4. 'Selected cxprimcnill and numerical results are shown In igures
6b) and 7b). The resut sow a tcod sgcicent for bot polaritions, with th.e best results
for thx lower loss (rhcr dielecric) case. Discvrepacis for scattcrirq antles near 0 -) W~ In
tlgum 7 may be due to ttors at thc Interface between the, conductor And dielectic regions, 4at
wdl s dr modlingof the cylinder edge.
In many cases, such as when losy conductors ar very lossy dielectric materials are
presnt. an Impedance boundary condition (IlIC) approach can be utIized to model t cat.
Ing structure 'lite Approach geatly simplifies the computational comnplexity of tOn problem
since the fieds Wnide the dielectric; region, do not Nitc to be directly solved for. Figur $a)
compares tl..'results of Ohe Inc approach to the experimental results for the coited cylinder
case of figure 7. 71-4 surface impedanc along the side of the cylinder was deitmine d using a
tasmission line Assumption As Z#,AuiS.76+J162.4. Thea surface Impedance at the perfectly
conducting ends was specifid as Zk,.O.O+JOO0. There Is a large diffemrene beton tOx
results exeptn for scautteing atigles near 0 a~ 9W (perpendicular to the cylinder). Much of this
etrot my be caused by the modeling of the intrace btwee'cn the lossy and perfectly conduct,
Ing regions At the conductor edge. To esaminc this possibility, figure Sb) compares results of
100 approachd to those calculated numerically for the eae when the cylinder ik comPlceeb
coated by the lossy dielectic (sides plus ends are coated). 71=s results show a large
improyeMent in the valdity of the lOC metho, even to thene are still discrepancs for
scattering angles Incident at the cylinder edge 0 U450.
d R
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Figure 8: Exaiination or the hOC approach for a) a panially coa3ted cylinder
And b) a completely coated eylindcr.
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MXc cx imcnt4I end 1%uicdcal results pmgmCrd "howCd Owi 0-4 mnomient "Idhod
2TlWas accu~rate for'th ai iwis Of parilly coatcd Coduting~ Objci even %then thc
dicketdc mnarcsia wu.slosy. *f- Imipedmu boundary coodion Vproud was showni to give
f311 mcsults when vvy Imsy artdalls ut used, but W~ Milculty modlo;i sharp tra:Wdon In
the Ipdance alons g t uun: surface.
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Calculation or Adatanc orsiots on a iody or Rmlution
Using the Method orMoments
James R. Rogers
Atlantic Aempxc cuolICs Colarimon
.0" Ivy L ne, Suite 300
Or-cdbehl, ar) yllnd 207704--0
Abstract; Slft and mutual Amltances of mcngulv apertures on a body of revolution (BOR)
re calcula td using different surface Imral equation foriil at-,us, solved by the method of
mnoents. The ClFIl CSIE and pseudo,|niagc/CSE formulations arc compared as to their
Abilities to accurately calculate admitance. For efatncr, a d admittance ofeosclySNp cd
slots, de pscudosinIge fornulatilon provcd most Accurate.
1,0 Introduction
Radlatlon And scaucrin solutions Involving slots (apcnurcs) on a gcncrai body can be
forftilhtcd using a network approach (llarringion, 1976). The region outside the .pwrurcs Is
elctrically Isolatcd from the region Inside by co ring each aperture with an unknown ilagncic
current backed by a perfect conductor. The boundary condition on tangential magnetic field
through the aperture leads to an operator equation for the ultimate solution for the magnetic
current, A key part of this formulation Is the calculation of adintltanccs between the lasis
functions of the unknown magnetic curnts as they radiate Into either clcctrically.lsolated, region.
Accuracy In the admitances, especially in the sclf.hadmimnccs, Is very Important In obtaining a
mcAningful solution for the unknown aperturc mnagnc currets.
'This paper invcstigatcs the calculation of admittance bet :¢n apenurc magntic currents
(m) on a body of revoludon (3OR). Our genef l opproach to the calculation of admilancc Is as
follows. Because the generality of the BOR does not allow ast analytical (separable) solution, wc
use surface Integral equations to fa-mulate either a scattering p-oblem (in is a known source) or
an aperture radiation problem (E - n x in Is a known boundary condition). The method of
moments is then used to accomplish de calculation of admittance. The focus of this paper Is to
compare admittanccs calculated uith the following diffrcmns integral equation formulations:
(1) combined.field integral equation (CFIE) (Mautz, 1977),
(2) combincd.sourccicntegral equation (CSIE) (Mautz, 1979), and
(3) pseudo.imagec/ombined.source integral equation (PI/CSIE) (Harrington, 1985).
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Sceton 2.0 Uill describe the vomcuy of tbe poblcn conidercd in this paper and Sectlon
3.0 will dcrfMc each of the Above Inticral equation formulations as to how they are used for the
calculation ofadnml ance. Nwneal result a ec.snrd in Sccton 4.0.
By the discussi n of the forniulations and hc nuncrital results, we hope to diconstrarc
the following mAin point The CFIE and CSIS formulations, is defincd hem. produce Identical
results for Amtt ance and have idical rnmheaticn l complexity In their solutlons. Thu , then=
Is no inherent dvantage of one versus the other. The Pscudo.inagec lonnulAtion Is more
complex since It rquirs an additionsl numerical Intcgration of ac paratc opttor. All thrcc
formulations werc equivalently Accuratc for mutual kdmitance of wid &Y.Spaced slot I lowever.
the pseudo.Intac/c=l3 fornulation produces superior rcsulit for sclf admiatance and mutual
Admittance of closcly.spaced slots, both In tcrms of accuracy And in solution convergence
behavlo- These conclusions About the pscudo.1mage formulation Am consistent with those
discusscd previously by lllrngton (1935).
2.0 Geometry and Formula for Admitlance
igurc 1 Illustratecs the basic geometry of the slotMOR problem, considered for the Msults
ofthis papcr. The slot magnetic currens ide on . pctf ctly.coducting IOR surface which is
defined by a narbitray gCencrating contour. All solutions Are time harmonic (ow' dcpendcncc).
magneic current basis functions
(fo( a netok solution which




Ft ,, centourcoordinite unit %ector/Y BOR suface
cooninates: L " azimuthal unit vector
n , unit surface normal
Figure 1. Aperture nhagnetic currents on 2 conducting BOR.
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igure 2 Illus taes the dcfinhion of i conformal slot apcrnu. on 4 flOR surface. The
aPcnurct Are defined in a plane an then the points am projected down alon, tines p rallel to the
unI noirl at the DOR slot. loc(Ion. Slot hsis functions an: also defined In the plun and





dA=ta1:xf by oOR unitnomul
t and
Figure 2. Definition of a rectngular aperture on a surface of revolution.
Let m, and mo be two diffcrent (or the sAm.) known magnetic currints on the BOR
suedcc. The Adni:nce can be exprewssd as a reaction iqngral:
yrp .. m., fIi'(10)> (l)
where <ab> dnocs the surface integral of ab, and I I(mp) denotes the I fidd operator for "1
radiating Into region r in the presence of Its boundaries and matcrial. Thus, for our problem,
region r represents the cntire region outsldc the DOR conducting body. Our cholce of m Is
rdaed to the normal mode I ctric field, E, of a wavcguide having the sane shape As the aperture
by i - E x n, where n Is the outward unit surface normal.
3.0 Surfac Integral Equation Formulations for Slot Admittance Calculation
In this ecdon wt briefly describe the tre surface-Integral.eqution approaches which
will be compared for thcir calculation of admitancc. Figure 3 Illustrates the formulations
considered In this paper in terms of the equivalence principle. In each case illustrated in Fig. 3,
the inhomogeaous scattering problem is cast in terms of an equivalent prblem having known
(m andlor mmira) and unknown (J,M) sources radiating into an infinite, homogeneous medium.
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Note thAt J wd/or M In each formulttIon Is diff rent (from th of the othc.
original problem equivalent problem
WA -U)1130
PJICSIS -*.
Figure 3. Formulations In terms of the equivalencc principle.
Table 1, below, surmnrdu s the boundary conditions, equivalent cumnts and sources for
the d=e rinegral cquation fomiubdons uscd In this per to calculatc ldmittncc.
ruble 1. Three boundary.condition formuliilons for the udmiltane problem.
formulation, boundary condition equivalent currents
type source (on total fields) (clteic.:njgnctic)
scattering (I- . + !n x if
CRE rn (JO)
.. 0 on S"
aperturc
CSIE radiation E,.E- onS ([l-1J itJxJ)
E-n x m "
scateng * ([l- tJJ, r.x J)
PI/CSIE m un= 0 on S + (0, m )
- s cahl weighting coefficient
TI wave impedance of homogeneous medium outside conductor
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As defincd in Table 1, thc CSIE and CFIE opcratorsarcadsoint of cach other (11Ck,
19S.1 and Momut, 1979). "rhe C 111 Is the typicatly-uscd null-field forniulation w'hich, for tpcrtcct
conductor, uses only an cquiv~lcni elctzric soorce (3) to formulate tile icmrat cquation.
Boundary conditions on a combination of ecciric (E) and magnetic (11) fields are cnforccd ju;t
Inside tle conducting surface (outside the region of interest for field evaluation), denoted is S.
Here, we dcrnc the weighting cocfficient 1 such that is varied from 0 (1FIE-) to I (MNFIE). The
CSIE uses a combination of tquivalcnt electric id magnctic (M) sourecs wii thc boundary
condition on E bing enforced just outs de the conductor (just inside the region for field
c,.aluation), denoted as St Again, we define the weighting coefficient such that It Is varied
from 0 (ESIE) to ) (MSIE). 11e CSIE can be used as either t sct(ecring formulation (t Is a
known source) or an spcrture radiation formulation (E n n x m Is a known boundary condihion).
For this paper, we usc the aperturc radiation formulation for cilculation of admihiince, except
when a pseudo.image Is used as part of dhe CSIE cquivalcnt.current set.
The pscudo-hmasciSiE ('/pSuE) is a variation of the CSIR Tic pscudo.iniage (denoted
AS 1101) Is A magnctic current Identical to the source magnetic current, and Is placed just oi the
other side of the conducting surface upon which the source resides (Harrington, 1985). ni'm is
part of tic equivalent current set of the BOR problem, the remaining part being the unknown
DOR equivalent currents that arm solved for using the method.of.moments. Since tna' is known,
it forms pan of the sourc vector in the operator equation. Thus the PUCSIS operator Is the same
as the CSIE operator.
We can now specialize our formula for admittance (Eq. 1) in terms of the equivalent
curnts of the above described Integral cquation formulations:
CFIE Y op m X n > (21)
WE Yp < m 1l(JM) > (2b)
PY1 =. <m 11(J,M) >. < in, 11(m, , > (2c)
where de 110 operators are infinite.n:edium operators. Again note that J and/orM in each of the
above formulations am different from each other. To evaluate admittance in Eqs. 2, the method
of moments is used to obtain an approximate solution for the unknown eqtuivalent currents,
(J,M). For our BOR solutions, wc use refined versions of the Mautz (97"7) codes.
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SOMe commCMt About E0. 2 Are In orer. The C11-13 (Eq. 2:) appears to be the simplest
fonmulation sincc one dircctly rhc cquivalcnt clectrc curent whilc In the CSIE (Eq. 2b), the
testing vcctorx ae dctcrmincd from Integral op aor on the quivalcnt currents. Ilovcr since
the source vectors to the CMIS re adjoints of the CSIE testing vectors And the source ectors to
the CSIE arc adjoints of the CFIE re-stlng voctors, the two rormulations actually havc identical
computational complexlty for die calculation of adnittance. Owing to thc adjoint rclationship of
the operators and that the samc momcnt.mcthod matrix operators are used to construct each
solution, wc expect that the CFIE and CS1 formulations should give Identical results for
calculated admitanccs. This does Imlcri t rm out to be the case
Thc formula for adfnittancc using the PI/CSIE rormulation (Eq. 2c) Is fundamentally
different from th othecr two. Thc admittance is the sum of two pans, onc part being calculated
from the mnethod.of-moments.dcfived equivalent currents (J,NI) and the other part being due to
in and mrm raditing Into Infinite medium. This liater part Is a direct numerical Integration which
Is Inherently more accurate than the momicnt.mctlod.dcrivcd equivalent currents. Generally, thc
slots are placed on a smooth, convex surface having radii of curvature large compared to the slot
dimensions. When the radii of curvature become larger and larger, the source vector to the
PI/CSIE nmoment.ncthod problem (duc to hi and m~1') gets smallcr and smaller. This tends to
allow the second tern of the right-hand side of Eq. 2c to dominate the solution. Eventually, as
the radii of curvature approach infinity, the complete solution for admittance Is given by tla
second tern on dte right.hand side of 2c which reduccs to the infinie-ground.plane formula.
One can now see why the pscudo-inge formulation Is expected to give superior results
for self admittance and admittancc of closely-spaced slots over either the CFIE or CSIE
fomiulations. Moment-method-derived equivalent currents have their own Inherent degree of
accuracy which Is complicated by testing in the a-tar-ficld of the source excitation. This is
especially true for calculating slot sclf-admittancc. mim removes the singular nature of the
ncar-ficlds due to mi, the tnic source to the moment-method problem. Thus, when the slot
"sees" a locally flat or nearly-flat surface, the direct numerical Intcgration part of admittance will
dominate the solution, improving accuracy.
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4.0 Numterical Rtsults
In this section we prcsnt numerical results for admittance of rectangular slots ont a
conducting DOR. We will compare ilia CSlE (apecrture radiation forntul. tion) to the P I IE
(scattering forinulation). When vicwing ilia results, keep In mind that ilia MPE results are
alwiys Identical to thc CSIIE results when the weighting coefficients and inoment-incthod
paraeters tire chosen to be ilha same. In one of the examples, a short table Is Included which
demnonstrates thi3 point.
The following geometries arc considered:
1. rectangular slots on a "slimulated cylinder" a section of a conducting cylinder with
largc-.dius spherical cnd caps.
2. rectangular slots on a "simulated ground plane" - a flat, thick, circular disk with a
largc-radlos (I-wavelcrngth) end trmrination.
The above-describcd geometries arc chosen for two reasons. F~irst, there tire many
solutions for admittance of slots on conducting cylinders, both of large and relatively small radii
of curvature atid for slots on an Infinite ground plane. Thlus these geometries allow independent
comparisons for our momentit-mcthod-derived admittanes. Secondly, it will be shown that thea
solution behavior of the two cases, when using the BOR CSIE to calculate admittance, Is
strikingly different -- the admittance solutions for slots on at cylinder will be shown to be much
less sensitive than for slots on the flat part o! the simulated ground plane.
T"he magnetic current basis and testing function, mn, for all numerical examples is that
associated with the T1: 3cJ non.ml-mode 1-field of a rectangular wavcguide having the same shape
ais the slot. rn v: n x E, where n is the outward unit surface normal. The M's sitisfy thea
normalization: J n P da -uO (3)
slot
Although our computer codes have been written to allow multiple normal modes in each slot, it
hans not been investigated as to whether this method-of-moments approach to calculating
admittance is practical for the higher-order modes. It probably is not, due to the rapid Spatial
variation of the highest-order modes.
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Tile geometry of the simulated cylinder Is indicated below In Figure 4. The end cap





Figure 4. Geometry of tie "simulated cylinder".
Figure 5 compares mutual admittance solutions of our Integral equ tion fomiulatlons to an
exact modal solution for an Infinite cylinder from the Confornmal Array I landbook (19S1). Thc
dashed line Indicates the modal solution and the dots represent either the CSIE or the PIICSIE
which, for this example, always agreed to within 1% of each other ,hcn the t, the
momcnt.nethod segmentation and number of Fourier modes used in each solution was tile same
( ,0.5, 10 trianglcsA and 20 Fourier modc, for Fig. 5). For this geometry, the solutions wcre
not p-aticularly sensitive to -- any value from 0 to I gave results within a couple percent of each
other (although using values :tssociated with the ESIR and MSIU are risky for large bodies since
spurious interior resonances can contaminate the solutions). For our applications, the accuracy
indicated in Fig. 5 Is adequate for mutual admittances. Thus, there is no ndvantage of the
PJ/CSIE formulation for this case and the extra complications in the fonnulation actually make It a
disadvantage.
Figure 6 compares PVCSIE solutions (calculated with 10 triangles/wavelength, %0.9) for
self-admittance to published data (Bird, 1988) for a rectangular slot on a cylinder oriented at
various angles with respect to the cylinder axis. The dots represent tie published data, which
were picked off the curves of the paper. Generally tile r sults compare very well and the minor
variations could be due to n number of reasons, such as: (1) differences in tile d finition of the
slot on the conformal surface, (2) a slight effect of the simulated cylinder end cap, or (3)
approximations in the published data due to the use of GTD for the solutions.
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phi position of slot 2 (deg.) (slot 1 at 0 deg.)
Figure 5. Mutual admittance or widely-spaced rectangular slots on cylinder:
Comparison or moment method solutions to cylinder modal solution.
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CYLINDER
rctangul r slot v cylinder axis
1.0 j 0.395 .7S)X
2.0 le 10
1-yPI/CSIE
(O0 uianglC., ;a.9)S1.5 ,
z PUBLISHED o o
(after Bird,
OGTt solution)
1.0 x t m
0 .3 X le, , , ,
0 is 30 45 60 75 90
t t
axial ' (dog) circumferential
slot slot
Figure 6. Comparison of PIICSIE solutions to published data for
self admittance of rectangular slot on cylinder.
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Table 2, below, lists rcsuhs from the two fonnulations for a longitudinal slot and a
lrfum'rcntial slo$1 nt cylindcr (sam e onty as In Figure 6). Also Included are results from
the PIICSIE formulation. All clculAtidons used 10 triangles per waveklngth and 21 Fourler
modes (more than enough Fourier nodcs nccdcd for convergence).
Table2. &V Admitlance (Y) of Rectangular Slot on Cylinder,
* Calculated Using Different Formulations
, slot length - 0.79 slot width n 0.395
wavelength -1.0 cylindcr radius a10
CFIE CSIE PI1CSIC
Re(Y) Ilm(Y) Re(Y) Im(Y) Rc(Y) I(Y)
(Axial slot)
0.0 .1734C.02 .8329E.03 .17341.02 ,8329E-03 .17481-02 .8302E.03
0.5 .17591-02 .8191 .03 .1759102 .81911-03 .17391-02 .82031-03
0.9 .17-191-02 .7980:.03 ,1749E-02 .79802-03 .17466-02 .82301-03
1.0 .1750C.02 .8025C.03 .17501.02 .80251-03 .1749E-02 .83132-03
(eircumfcren:ia slot)
0.0 .20551-02 .M211-03 .20551-02 .72521-03 .20871-02 .7012E-03
0.5 .20871-02 .709911-03 .2087E-02 .70992-03 .20541-02 .6959E.03
0.9 .20761-02 .6825E-03 .2076E.02 .68251-03 ,20682-02 .68801-03
1.0 .20762102 .68281-03 .20762-02 .68281.03 .20731-02 .6938E-03
The data above dermonstrite erlicr asscrions that the CRI and CSIE give Identical results
for admitance, when t and other pramnetcrs (such as moment-mithod segmentation) are thc
same. This occurred for all cases comparcd. Also, the PlICSIE results cxlibit stualler variations
with , especially In the reactive part of admittance. This is probably a consequence or faster
convergence of solution, as will Ix demonstra.cd in dc next two figures.
Relative to the PI/CSIE results of Fig. 6, convergence or the moment-method solutions Is
examined In Figures 7 and 8. In Fig. 7, the number of triangles per wavelength Is varied from 2
to 10 and the average percent deviation from the converged solution is plotted (seven slot ilt
angles from 0 to 90 degrees was used for this average). The convergence behavior of the
PI/CSIE is seen to be superior to de CSIF2, especially in the reactive par of admittance.
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Figure 8. Convergence with increasing Fourier mode
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LIn Fig. $, the rcAl prt or Admittance In both solutions convc esu ftCr the ka lst ouder
mode .- which Is simil;r to conv.rcncc bchAvlor for plancwavc scattcring from a BOR. The
convcrgcnce behavior for the rcactive par of self admittance is very different for the two
solutions. Thc ruIC solution ppjma to concrgc at nearly t e nic m a c as in the real Ott of
admittance while the C51IE slution is muJch slower to converge. This bchvio reprecntS a 'cr'
big computational advantage for using the PICSIR fornulation; i.e., Iliiting the number of
Fouricr nodcs nccdcd In the solution.
Ftgure 9 illust :es the geom try for slots on thc simulacd ground plane. The slots Arc
located on the flat portion of the circular disk and tle tcmination of the disk Is smooth,
ninlinmlng effects of sctttering off ti edge of lth disk i de solutions.
O geo i1sin tMndCS oli .
33
l.00-
Figure 9. Geometry for slots on simulated ground plane.
Table 3 on the next page compares the PI/CSIS and CSIE results to the Infinite ground
plane solution (Rogers, 1938). As expected, the PiICSiE results compare quite well, especially
for self ndmiittance. Thec very small deviations are those that mnight be expected due to scattering
orT thea rounded edges of the disk. Since the. PI/CSIE solutions converged very fast and were
very stable, those deviations indicated are probably thea real influences of the disk termination.
Ilie CSIE result for self admittance, however, is not particularly close to ilia infinite ground plane
solution. Figure 10 shows that the solution using 10 trianglc~wavelength Is not converged.
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Table 3. Comparison o PIICSIE and CSI-. solutiotis to InInite Ground Plane
Solution ror Admilttances or Slots on the Simulated Ground Plane or FIgurt 9.
Infinite p=ICSIE CSIC
ground plane (10 td.M, ,0.5) (10 tri.A, .45)
RcY) IntY) RcY) ImlY) RO(Y) litY)
Y 1 X 0 7.809 2.175 7.810 2.176 8.355 2.559
Yu~ 4
Y1. X 10_ -1.162 -0.794 -l.151 -0.795 -1.139 -0.795
YX 10 .0.463 -0.058 -0.477 .0.051 -0..79 -0.061
Y x 10 0.335 1.787 0.319 1788 0.305 1.780
Figures 10 and 11 dcmonstrate the strong sensitivity of the CSIE solutions for self
admittance to changes In moment- ethod scgtnent.tion and/or C. Thc Pi/CSIC solutions, In
contrast, exhibit vey little sensitIvity. 1"hc simulatd ground plane (a flat portion of a 11O) Is
and Idcal case for the PI/CSIi. The slow convergence and and high sensitivity to or the CSIc
solution Indicates hat It Is unsuitable for geometries such as thAt In Fig. 9. Thc mutual
Admittance results of the CSIS (not shown In the figures) also exhibited slower convergence and
greater sensitivity to tian the PI/CSIE solutions.
5.0 Summary
Tlis paper has investigated the calculation of adn-luances of slots on a body of revolution
using surface Integral equations, which are solved by the mcthod of momcnts. Thrc
formulatIons wcre compared: (I) combinedrield intcgral equation (CFI), (2) combined.sourcc
intcgral equation (CSIE), and (3) pscudo-mage/combin.d-source Intogral equation (PJICSSE).
The discussion of die formulations and the numerical results demonstrate that de CFIC and
CSI formulations are equivalent, both In terms of computational complexity and In terms or
their solutions. For mutc.l admittance of widely.spaccd slots, these two formulations appear
adequate. For self admittance and mutual admittance of closcly.spaccd slots, the PUCSIB
formulation is superior, both In terms of accuracy or the solutions and in terms of convergence
behavior. Because of the improved solution convcrgcnce behavior for self admittance, we found
the P1/CSIE solution to be faster in total comput.itional time even though it Included an additional
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Figure 10. Convrgnce of solutions with increasing mntent-nitthod
segmenttion (self admi-ttance, slot I on disk of Fig. 9)
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Figure II. Sensltivity or CSIE solutions to choice of weighting coefricient
(self admillance, slots I and 2 on disk of Figure 9)
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Wc uzc beiricsting 4 21) morncu nmchod code cAilled RAM. Our cxpcdknc leads us
to Ustekb5sh a Ust of bmicmsk I which %re think are ncccsstry In the bcia-Iksting of cuiy
Moruicu meth~od codes Ini cdctrommncic v~ttcrins. These W~ks usuiLUY fcvcbi sule
and uncxpcctcd wcrcsfi efihe In the Codc. the docuancntation; or the code dcyclopcr's
usu.mptions. These Wksu nso ifir x act of guide line for the ustic of the code. We shoall
report on1 our cxpttdcacc with RAM.
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IThe purpose of this paper is to illustrate a procedure of testing a noo.
sneat :nethod code. Before 0 ptcknse of softwatc is relcuscd for usage, two[ sets of att:idard tests are pecrformed. These two sets tire tersued c-tcsts
:and #-test%. ct-icsts are performed by the code delopes to ensure tile
code is "bug.frNO; #-tests tire performed by potenttial users of tile code to
dcterne the code's uscfulncss, its ease of use, and whether the code does
cvcrythiug the developers intcndcd. A code's usefulncss fnd case of use are
largly dctcrmincd by the nee and background of the majority of the users.
We do not discuss these two matters in this paper. Instead, we shall presen.
onr experience In the validation md dctermination of accuracy of the dev.-
opcr's assumptions of RAMZ, a 2 dimensional (2D) moment method code
in the "public domain".
RAMZ, is a modified version of RAMVS which was written by Liepa,
Knott, and Senior (21 in 1971. Yip 14] corrected someu minor crrora, changed
the input/output and renamed the program RAMZ. The progrun computes
the f r field tcattcing pattern of n 2D cylindrical body (or bodies) trcatcd
with absorbing materials. The progriun admits two types of profiles: closed
body surfaces, which an impedance boundary condition is imposed, and
open resistive sheets, whict may consist of several disjoint parts. Closed
body surfaces have one variable per cell, namely, the surface current. Open
resistive sheets have two vnriabls per cell, namely, the equivalent electric
raid magnetic currents. Although all bodies with closed surfaces call be
modeled with open resistive sheets, it is more efficient to use the 'losed
surface models. However, Knott and Senior 11) warned that solution of the
closed aurface model will deteriorate as the thickness of the body decreased
with its length.
The purpose of the tests reported in this paper ate two fold: to validate
the code with measured and known data and to "stretch" some of the code
developers' assumptions as "far" as possible. We will limit our tests to
perfectly conducting bodies. These tests answer the following qutstions:
1. How does RAMZ output compare with measured and analytical data?
2. How does the quality of the solution deter.orate as we decrease the
thickness of closed body in comparison with its length?
3. How does the rode handle decreasing gps between disjoint open re-
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siative sheets id closed surfaces?
To enio:nstratc the consistency and accuracy of the code, a conpAr.
ativc study between ajalysis, cX crintial results, And known solutions
trc illustrated in figures 4 through 7. lit these figures, RAMIZ's results arc
Compared with mi exact analytical solution of the biatntic RCS of a circular
cylinder as well as experincntal backscuttering ROS of mt ogiv.i, cylindcr
(Sec Figure 1 for ge¢omctry description). l4t the closed surfetc And the
open sheet models arc us'.d In this set of teots and thc computed answers
of both mdels arc in exact agrcten'tn wvith one another.Figure 4 is ;% plot conparing I:ielinond's solution (3) (the solid curve)
rnd the inoinent ncthod results of RAMZ (the square symbol) for a cir-
cular cylinder. Take note that the inimnsuns and the mnaximumns occur at
precisely equal usccts nd magnitudes for both polarizations. The innxi.
inun backscattcring of & circular cylinder is equal to:
o' m xiif
where, a , is the radius in wavelengths. The RCS for our (irculax cylinder
is calculated as 5 dD and is equal to the nigntude vlues at 0 dcgrces.
Figures 5 through 7 are backscattering comparisons of an ogival cylinder
between RAZ and experimental data (the darker lines) at frequencis of
8, 10, nd 10 CI1. The dimensions are spccified as 10' (the mr.jor axis) by
1.25" (the minor axis) with a length of 30". The high frequency conversion
factor from three to two dimensional R S is cAlculated to be 0.05 dB) and
is neglected . The RAZ model consists of a perfectly conducting closed
surface with scgmentation resolution of 1/20 th of a wavelength at 18 Os..f
In Figures 5 through 7 there is excellent agreement for the E.polarization
case, lthe incident electric vector field parallel to the cylindrical axis. Also,
the edgeson ROS at both 0 and 180 degrees are independent of frequency as
expected. For tile I.polarization case, the electric vector field perpendic-
ular to the cylindrical axis, differences between experimental and ' AMZ
data at aspect ngles from 0 and 45 degrees are small (:b 3.0 dB). The RCS
at these angles represent p-aitions where surface traveling wave and edge
diffractioa mechanisms dominate and is very important for some appliza-
ticns. Note that the moment method solution represents the total R OS
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And not indllividual scattering ieitchanisms. The plots indicatc that large
variations in mognitude throughout the prittern matc): wcll between mn-ca
surel And calculatcd1 dia. Futhicrn c, the RAIZ signatures arc evenly
syuinctric as expected for our Seonistry.
Our ncxt set of tests cvaluatc flt, limitation of thc closed surfacei odel.
Figures 8 through 13 Are RANIZ lots of various rectnigular strips, which
we first modeled As closed surfaces tlieit s resistive sheets, with v,rious
thicknesses. The length of the strips Arc all 6 wavelengths long And thie
thicknesses Arc 1/10, 1/15, 1/20, 1/25 wavelengths.
From i figurcs 0 And 11, It is cler that the U1-polairization results Arc
indcpedlnt of thickneis when: (Ith geoinetry is modeled as a l dosed surface.
Note ttlin for values beyond 63 degrees in aeziuth, the elosed surface RCS
converge to liat of Ihi open sheet (eAch sidei of the rectangular strip is
one Open shet). In figurcs 8 and 10, the open sheet modeling rcquircs
only one impedance inpnt specification whereas the closed surface model
requires two. The curves for thl ope n sheet model RCS tend toward that of
the infinitely thin strip as expected. The absolute miinium near 0 degrees
increases as the edge thicknesses decreases. For the E.polairization case of
figures 12 and 13, the losed surfiace model solutions are lso independent of
thickness. The diffraction levels nre slightly higher for greater thicknesses
for the open sheets.
The third set of tests Arc examples of RANIZ bnckscnttering data at 8
Glsz of the 10" by 1.25" ogival cylinder with various gap sizes located at the
edge discontinuity. The RCS pattern of these ogives Are illustrated in figures
14, 15 and 10. Bccausc the sinall gapl forms two edges, it is interesting to
compare tIli changes in diffraction levels mid patterns between gap sizes.
Figure 10 is a plot comparison between various gaps for tile -polmrizntion
ease. Tile Figure indicates an. in ease in RCS for greater gap sizes front as-
pects between 0 to 45 degrmes. An increase in diffraction levels it 0 and 180
degrees is consistent with greater Saps for the 11-polarization case in figures
14 and 15. Our interpretation for the closed surface ogive with various gaps
are as follows:
1. The gtoped ogival patterns tend toward thi no grp case as galp size
decreases.




3. Most of the intidc:at energy is ither trpped inside or guidcd through
the Sap sit uspccts ite r 0 degrees.
.1. There exists a cut of gal sit where energy no longer propriate
through the gal to the trailing side.
S. The over prediction of the 1/&0 th Sap size to the no gap case is
due to the fact th siZC is )cs than the cutofI gap t-ie, therefore
no encrgy propagates through the gap. llowcvcr, there is rerildiat--d
power bnckscAttered fromi the exposed earlier and the flat surface due
to the Geometry.
The a-tests reveld interesting results in RAMsZ' calculations. Be.
sides code evaluation, they provided us an insight into interpreting clectro.
magnctic scatternig behnvior. These three sets of tests allow us to draw
the following conclusions:
1. The first set of tests indicates that the computed data of RAMZ arc
in excellent agrccient with measured data.
2. From the oive data onl our first set of tests, the closed surface model
call be used to model closed bodies with aspect ratio (wlhich we define
as thickness over lcnSgth) about 1/10. The second set of tests indicates
that the closed surface model breaks down for closed bodies with
aspect ratio less thrn or cqual to 1/60.
3. The third set of tests indicates that RAMZ is able to detect the ex-
istence of gaps as small as 1/,0 wavclngth between disjoint resistive
sheets and closed surfaces.
The tests reported in this paper validates the code and provides quanti-
tative guide lines regarding the code developers' assumptions. These guide
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Fig. I Geometry of Ogivc
Fig. 2 Geometry of Rectangular Slab
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Fig. 5 10 in. Ogive at 8 GHz: Measurement v/s RAMZ
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Fig. 6 10 in. Ogive at 10 GHz: Measurement r/s ,RAMZ
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Mcnilo Park, Califomia 94025
INTRODUCTION I.EAST-SQUARES CALIIIRATION
In comparing measmued and simulated The approch taen In this pnr Is to
data, one often aitemtcs beWcn modi(yng the modiy the rorm of the MI equations so that a
measuremnt and modifying the simulaton In l.st.squarcs (LS) solution c n be applied to the
order to Impove their 3grecmenL WS pro- admittance matrix. The MM equidon fr the
Cedurc Is necessary :Ad useful for many apliC3- prediction of 3 scattered field. . Is shown
tions. lowver, there 'e alo appllcmlons blow.
where the goal is to predict mcatured dat with
the greatest posible accuracy without extensive - ~l(,
themoetil analysis. Petformanco analysis, I *
Mr au-r't cxrapolatlon. and feedback - 1*t ,, , ., . (i)
models ar'examplcs. 'Fr these applications (9 1. .v$
and other a pa atltri mod Is what may le
requited. ldeat.y, such a model could be call. were n is the MM clement Ilnex, Y, Is the
br.ted by a few measurrments to enable It to Incident field term at the ith wire, jr Is the radi.
predict othe zur c ents with a high dCgre ated field term from the ith wire at the receiver,
of accuracy. and y is an element of the admittance mautrix.
In this pape, %e will show that It Is pos- Equation (I) can also be written In a form
slble to treat the momentmedod (MM) wodel %hen: the admitunce matrix Is a vector
as a parameric model to be used for predicting
measured data accurately. The process Is done
In two steps and tabs ndvantzge of whatever
existing NIM code and measurements ae av2il.
able. Once a reasonably arcurate geometry Is
created for the MM code, the code is run to 2a rtl-. 0 (vi.,.J * (2)
define some key parameters. Then the MM
admittance matrix is adjusted to account fr
differences beteen a set of c:dJbration
predicted and memured data. Measured data at
new angles can then be predicted by using the
adjusted admittance matrix, where e represents the Kronacker product of
The advantages of using MM codes over two vectors. The Kronecker product substlcues
a-her parmetric models ar the excitation, each clement of the first vector with the product
Independent admittance matrix, which allows of that element multiplied by the second vector.
arbitrar measurements to be used In the cali. The length of the new vector is therefore the
brarlon. and the physical nature of the MM product of the orginal vecio lengths. The
models, which makes the model more robust predicted field, a, and the Kronecker vector can
thn simple data.fitting models. The physical be augmented with &s many scattring
nature of the model also provides a way to geometries as desired for a calibration. The
analyze the calibration Itself In order to Improve admittance matrix remsins unchanged as shown
the theoretical model, below.
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-. wte matrix It ncvaex piitly eterinud In
NEC, so th't Impedaice mnix was cArncrc4
~~~~~~s  ~ * l:-i~ ~vtv~ n nveted. Since the N4EC cwut are
It ~ ~ ~ ~ t Imn IY'v'n dily available. the prodluct of the curtenti andV~v1- -1the Impedance matri was used to ind the
~M IIM-*.U) tg~J..VAi~j,~tIncident terna, V.. Finally, due to legrAtlons
IN 111*4 ) 0 t~lwithin the code. it wa simpter to find the Ii.
current. Therefoe ti wan found simply by
where M rerents the sutn;go y dvdn h niiulfedcn~uosb h
Index. Vl46mA om fti qaio ae uvu
It I iattrra tothf h anltnelufrteape inFreI hows an
matrix. Assume: amodification of the admit. t2-point allbrulon with no rglion. Attance mamiiii, &Y, thtwill adjust the Mrdiitd chote12uirmydsibedpnsa
fields, I, closer to tem sm a:eatMtht h csm -o aaI
O~cove ti enirerange. Figure 3 shows
wheit Ah reSresents t e didrt nt affect the 11pol
when A trtunt th Kroeckr mtri IM NT- prdicionIt ll.This Is a ptoperty of the
e. is a vecior of measured dat4 at the chosen LS alorthm. 'Me Wiocthm finds the
angles. miiu yta IImatch thc neasutemnents.
In dingso, t 2fecsthe the clements of the
ByAH(AA"+%.4. r ~ e - Ay) adbittnc trtixI proportio to their conui.
utototecalibmailon angles. Figure 41 shows
Is ten he .8 luton or 6. A Isthethis as well. Only half of the calibration points
Is hentheLS oluionfor6y.AllIs he lc wl e if used. Even though the taget Is sym.
tan conjugate of A. X Is a rqulaimazon 4iago. metric. the LS cAlbimtior. left the uncalibrazed
nal marix, and Ql Is the erior covariance oatrix angles mostly unchanged.
for the mesuements. The ).' term Is a con.
straint on the accuracy of the solution which can SUMMAR~Y
be used when A Is singular or when die roes *ris methodt can be useful to create an
ummnent enrr can be estimated. accurate pramtric model of measured dita.
However, the extent to which It can extraolate
data when calibrated at a few angles h&% yet toAN EXAMPLE USING NF.C b. dee-mnd It Is possible that all poaniA7A
An eamrple of the above ptocedwe was dons and nmany calibration angles will be
run using the NEC code to illustrate how to = jurd for a robust model. An Intrestin~g
apply It to a code and somec characteristics of bypouct of t~ie method Is a determination of
the methd. The example Is a I.SX..long the contribution of each M clement to the
cylnder with a l.SX-Iong wire attached at the =c~tiering at a given set of angles. This may be
center, as shown In Figure 1. A neasurenent useful In scattering InIl)sis.
was made of the scatterig from a brass cylinder
and wile in this configuration. A NEC mesh
geometry was also designed as shown In Figure
1. A 1006 bistatic 4ng!e due to the separation
of trasmit and receive homs was also included
in the model. The example used transmit and
receive polariptions prarallel to the wire. The
pastern data was tak~en over 3f(V around the
cylinder with the wire vertical.
In order to apply the method to NEC, the








rLE 11T0MAGNElTIC CODE VALIDAflOT IIY TlE
INFRALU' MEASUf..MENT METIIOD
J.D. Norgard, R.M. Sega, D.C. Fromne and K.J. lanacone
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
UnIversity of Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80033-7150
An experimental technique for determining the two and three dimensional
ele-tromagnetic (EM) field distributions that are predicted by various HNM codes is
presented. The expeemental technique is based on infrared (lit) measurements of
Joule heating Induced when electromagnetic energy is absorbed by lossy dielectric
and resistive materials. An Infrared scanning system records the thermal radiation
fromt a c.ibrated detection screen and the actual field strengths are then related to
the surface temperature variations. The detection screen material Is of planar
construction and thus provides a two-dimensional field mapping. By moving the
screen, the three dimensional field is obtained. This experimental approach has
been applied to antenna radiation patterns and several scattering and coupling
problems. Comparisons are made between the theoretical and experimented
approaches for various hollow and loaded slit cylinder configurations, and ne.tr and
far field antenna patterns for frequencies from 1 to 18 GIz. The advantages and




The ability to obtain an experimentally determined field mapping for a given
situation cai be used by the EM modeling and computations community In several
ways, First, If a visual presentation Is provided at the outset of code development,
Insight Into the piyslcs of the interaction mechanisms can provide assistance for
the initial approach to the problem. Second, a number of actual physical systems,
sufficiently complex with respect to structure or loss mechanism, may require a
hybid approach where theory and experiment are used to determine appropriate
coefficients. Finally, a code that is developed Indepevdent of experimental results
can be validated by a method such as the infrared (IR) technique. This technique
provides a rapid two or three dimensional mapping of the test environment but is
limited with respect to dynamic range and phase information.
CW measurements by the Illt measurement technique have becn
demonstrated and reported over the past several years-. While the technique
requires a minimum energy deposition for sufficient heating, the electrical
parameters of the detection screen can be selected such that the thermal mass of
the screen is reduced, allowing for a fast response. IR data acquisition by a
high-speed memory system is used to store approximately 500,000 pixels of a
two-dimensional Ill Image in less than three seconds. This corresponds to thirty
128 pixel 128 pixel frames of data with each pixel element represented as an
8-bit word, which, after calibration of the detection screen material, is correlated
to the electric or magnetic field intensity at that location.
This is a non-destructive, relatively non-perturbing JR measurement
technique that has been developed to observe EM fields. This paper will discuss




,th coupling !nside cylinders. It will be s-o"n that this mesurCeftnt procedure
avoi& tome o the problems associated with electric and magnetic fild pTobWC .
since it produces a quclk, accurate picture of the field distribution. The
application presented Includes feasibility demonstrations for mode determination
in a open ended cylinder with an alJa! slot aperture while also determining the
external field distribution. The demonstrations were carried out at 1-4 Gilt using
IR detection ranges of 2-,5,6 and S-14p.
2. INFUAIUMED DETEC'ION OF ]E';CTROMAGWNrTC FIELDS
The IR detection technique Is based on heating that occurs when EM energy
Is absorbed by an object. When the surface temperature rises to 0.1 K or higher
above ambient, the induced temperature distribution at the surface (which
corresponds to field Intensities in that surface) can be detected by an It scanning
system via emitted thermal radiation. By Poynting7s Theorem, the absorbed
power in a given volume is a,function of (he electric (E) and magnetic (11) field
magnitudes as shown by the equations
Pt), = (VEl2 . we, E2 + L711' l)dv (s)
where a Is the conductivity, c' Is the imaginary permittivity, p Is the
imaginary permeability of the detector, and w is the angular frequency of the
incident microwave radiation. Titus, it becomes possible to relate surface
temperature variations to E and 11 field intezisltles. As shown by the above
equation, a material can absorb power via E and/or I field coupling.
The heat transfer problem to predict temperature increases in a microwave
heated homogeneous material involves solving a non-linear second-ordei
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differential equation In both space and time, while considering radlative And
convective heat losses from the material surface, conductive beat transfer within
the material, and the power Absorbed as a ftuxtion of distance Into the Intterlol*'.
For electric field dctection, a detection screen is selected which has a large
conductivity u or inainary permittlvity C compared to Its Imaginary
pereability ji (e.g., carbon paper). The electric field absorption problem Is
solved As a function of scretn tldicnes. conductivity and imAginary peWIt'lity
for an Incident plane wave, and tan approximate solution of the thermal problem
relating surface temperature to Absorbed microwave power Is then obtalnei.
For detection of fields Internal to the test structure or In Cttvftles, the
material Is optimized so as to allow only sufficient absorbed powtr for lit
observatlon, while minilmiing reflection and the perturbation of the fied
distribution being measured.
For the detection of the clectric field scattered from an object, x. requirement
exists for a material with the properly selected o and/or t' such that sufficient
energy Is Absorbed for ,a given temperature rise. IR detection of scattered electric
fields was accomplished using a screen of carbon paper (o = a mhos/m) mounted
on styrofoam and placed In the plane of interest. A method of calirating a
material sireen for the incident field strength as a function of temperature rise has
been developed and has previously been presented'.
3. EXPEIMIMTAL SET-UP
The experiments described below in this ptper are performed in the aneehoic
chamber in the Electromagnetics Laboratory at the University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs. The experimental equipment includes the following items: a
signal generator, an amplifier, a microwave antenna, a scattering object, a
detection bcreen (whose characteristics were explained above), an I. scanner, and
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an II Mnonitor 4nd . digital recording syst.em. The detection scron used Is a
carbon bLie p p with A conductivity of 6 mhos per metcer, A thickness of
tppr.At,,,e SO mincrons, And a power transmission oxffident of 0,87.
Tho placemeo.t of the seren from the cameta and the lent selection wil!
determine the pixel sfm that. Is obitrved, and hence, the spatial resolution. The
lenses that are available include 3.5', 70 and 20" fieds of view with extension
rings providing additional flexibility In observation art and resolution.
4. fUrtSUITS
The following laboratory expurne-t dclnonstrate the flexibility of this
technique for me-muring radiated fidd distributions and for testing and analysis of
electromagnetic coupling into various structures. The data teeved fron this
scanning system Is graphically depicted by a thermogram, (on % pixel by pixel
basis) or by equal contours (plats of the Intensity of the field distribution). Three
exanples are now presented:
4.1 NeAr field of a horn antenna.
Results previously presented 1 e ,shown in figures I and 2. Figure I shows
the th-rriograrn of the near field region of a standard gain horn, In band at 2.5
Gilz. Results are shown for the B-plane. Figure 2 shows the results of a
numerical prediction of the field structure In this region.
4.2 Modo Determination of a Cylindrica. Cavity
Grey-scale images of I. experimental measuremmicts, performed in an
anechoic chamber with computer aided analysis, are shown in figure 3. A cylinder
with an axial aperture Is illuminated with 1B-field perpendicular to the cylinder
axis. A thin resictive screer (disk shaped) is placed in a given plane in the
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cylinder and the dectri field distribution Is recorded. Several plants are slmled
Along the axis of the cylinder and perpendicular to it soueh that the field
distribution can It recom icted In the vicinity of the apettute. Figure 4 Is the
thoretiel ilstributi n of the dominant mode of figure 3.
4.3 C(olpling to a long Cylinder with an Axial slot Aperture
A thcroranm taken at the mid-point of the aperture with the scaren
perpdc~iai r to the aperture axis (giving P. plane distributions) Is shoAwn In figure
5. Fir- ke 6 shows a theoretical solation at 2.0 Glls. Figure 5 shows only the
Intvrhw of the c'ylinder, while figute 0 includes some exterior regions. The
agreement letwwcn the experimental and theoretical results Is good. The
theorctlcal esults an' from Ziolkowskilt. This technique Is based on the
generalixed 0I.%1 series solution method which yields precise edge effects.
S. CONCLUSION
In this paytr, techniques were reviewed for IR detection and computer
analysis for the purpose of deteimIning mlcrowavt, interactions from planar and
cylindrical structures, witl-and without apertures and antennas. The interference
is observed on a screen that absorbs microwave energy from which an image is
recorded with an infrared scanner. The Images are sampled, digitized and recorded
on magnetic tape. A system of computer procedures and prograins were developed
for each experiment in the laboratory series for organizing, accessing, analyzing
and calibrating the IR images.
The IR technique, with computer aided onalysis, is complementary to probe
methods, which give increased dynamic range at points of interest, for stud.-,ng the
interaction of microwave fields. The standard techniques for detecting mlerowave
fields, e.g., electric and magnetic field probes, are generally comliex, time
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consuming, and costly. The utility of the IR technique is demonstrated in the
study of wide fields of view and whtre ininimum perturbation of the measured
quantity Is necessar.
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Fig. 2 Numerical prediction of field structure for the same region of the
horn as In fgure 1.
Thermogram,(oViw
Surface and Contour Plots
IN,,
Fig. 3 Thermograrn of the modes inside a cylinder with a short axialslot aperture.
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Surface and Contour Plots
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Fig. 5 Thermogram of the field structure inside a cylinder with a long
axial slot aperture.
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M~g. 6 TIheoretical prediction of the fields for the geometry of figure 5.
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An Improved approach to Programing has bekn developed In the last
decade which produces reliable, efficient computer programs using fewer labor
hours and far fewer aintenance hours than other coding approaches. This
approach tses a disciplined style and is usually referred to as structured
programminq. This standard applies the concepts of structured programing to
FORTRAN-77 (ANSI X3.9-1978) and contains procedures which result In better,
more reliable computer programs. It Is based on many actual experiences. care-
ful research, and documented studies. Literature citations are provided for
those who wish to verify the published research that supports this docuqent.This standard classifies coding practices Into five categories: mandatory,
recomended, permitted, discouraged, and forbidden.
The objectives of this standard In directing the use of disciplined
programing practices are:
(a) To apply an architectural and syntactical method to the FORTRAN-
77 language that greatly reduces the probability of errors.
(b) To produce code that Is modified easily, rapidly, and reliably
by applying the principles of modular, 3tructured, and machine
Interchangeable FORTRAN-77.
(c) To Improve code clarity, simplicity, robustness, and reliability.
(d) To prohibit convoluted logic.
(e) To produce well-documented code.
* Dr Cable and Ms Janni are at Sandia Rational Laboratories
M r PhIlliber Is at Computer Sciences Corporation
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1FOREWORD
These sundardt are dedicated to all the progra'mers who have to modify someone
else's code.
The standards were born out of frustrntion ad developed out of necessity. The situ-
ation that Initiated their devejopment occured at 3 o'clock in the morning on a Sunday.
We had been working all weekend trying to get answers from large FORTRAN programs
designed to calculate a wide range of complex radiation offrcts. We had worked on the
proj# for several months and hjad encountered so many problems with these programs
that we had been forced into a 24 hour-a-day dedicated effort in order to meet the im-
pending deadline. The codes failid during execution every few hours. As I debugged each
code failure, I found the same poor programming that I had been finding repeatedly in
prior months. It was on this Sunday in the early morning hours that I decided to produce
a set of standards that would resolve thes problems and prevent them In the future.
The radiation effects programs were almost Imposible to understand. They also proved
to be very unreliable. The programs contained convoluted logic full of GO TO statemcnts
and confusing structure. Whenever one 'bug' was found and patched, the program was
resubmitted but another problem would soon occur. These programs :volved over a 10
year perioa, and were written by dozens of programmers at several different facilities. All
of the prbgranmers who had written thae codes said that they understood and applied
good programming practices. Although they may have believed it themselves, only a
few actually implemented good programming practices. Most of the programming was a
disaster.
It took over a year to develop the standards in this document. In addition to drawing on
our many years of combied experience for background material, the modern literature was
carefully reviewed. Recent well-documented and well-resarched studies have been used
extensively. Appropriate literature citatlos are provided for those who wish to ve:ify the
published research that supports this document. These standards are now solving the
overwhelming majority of our piograuming problems. I believe they can do the same for
others.
These standards are, of necessity, mechanical In nature, In some cases, recommenda-
tions are made but specific programming decisions are left to the programmer. In many
cues the programming approach is mandated. Adherence to this standard is a necesary
but not sufiient condition to produce large high-quaity FORTRAN programs. These
standards must be used with a po4itive and constructive attitudc if they are to be success-
ful.
The team of contributors to this document all share two crucial attributes: (1) they are
excellent V.ORTRAN programmers (many are also proficient in other languages), and (2)
they a& he-ve had painful experiences with junk code which didn't work reliably and which
wasn't documented. Tha entire team contributed to this document and the members abide
by it themselves.




veting truids were observed In their reaction. Programmers who routinely had to modify
code provided by someone eisc were strongly In favor of the standards. Programmtrs who
wiote origind codes "'d wl.o didn't have to use or modify other codes I.requcntly did not
like the standards. They claimed too many constraints were placed on their Judgcment,
unduly Inhibiting their full capabilities " superior programmers. My sympathes art pri-
manly with the frst group. Although I understand the attitude of the second group, I
do not gre with It. Large FORTRAN programa must be written In a consistent form
that maximizes the probability of success and simultaneously minimiss the introduction
of "bugs through poor programming practices. Undisciplined programming with clever
methods and tricky algorithms I contrary to this obJectlve. Undisciplined programming
also tends to be Imbued with a programmer's Idiosyncracies and Is very difflcult to verify
and modify.
The most controversial aspect of this document is the tight control on the utilization
and structure of COMMON blocks. Our position on COMMON blocks Is well-foundtd.
Another controversial ssue Is the mandatory application of FORTRAN implicit decla:a-
tions for Yariable; sd PARAMETER names. Again, the programmers who use and debug
progrsams written by others have supported both restrictions; the programmers who write
code (or their own use or for use by others usually diagree with our position.
This e..ndard discusses three general aspects of programs: structural content, doc-
umentstlon, and cosmetic appearonce. The latter characteristic, l.iclude the format of
statement label ields, the columns and form of the comments, Indentation ruled, and
oaer AIlar fetatures. They are mandated primarily to produce a uniformity of style
and appearance that Is highly desirable In large FORTRAN programs wrltten by many
Individuals who would otherwise use widely dlIfferent styles.
The standard is Intended to be read from start to finish. It Is written in a direct style
for euy reading, but as a result Is not organized as a reference manual. For this reason, a
c.-oss-reference Index is Included to help locate speclic topics.
In order to Iseep this document as short as possible, the ratichale' for most of the
Individual features of thif standazd Is usually omitted. Exceptions ere made for particularly
controversial features or for specific Issues meriting a textual explanation. When possible,
citations to references are provided for those readers desiring supporting information.
Implementation of these standards will produce less expensive programs over the long
term because the resulting coding will be more reliable, will contain fewer bugs, will be
easier to modify, and will require far fewer maintenance hours than alternate FORTRAN
coding approache. Over the short term, adherence to these standards will not substan-
tllly Increase the development time of a new program because the Improved reliability,
orSaoniztion, modularity, and undcrstandability will offset the extra ef'ort required for






An Improved approach to programming hu been dcvelopcd in the last decade which
products reliable, eflicicnt computer programs usifg fewer labor hours and far fewer maln.
tenance hours than other coding approaches. This new approach uses a disciplined style
and is usually referred to as ctructured programming. This standard applies the concepts
of structured programming to FORTRAN-T7 (ANSI X3.0-1073) and contains procedures
which result In better, more reliable computer programs (Ref. 1). It is based on many
actual experkices, carcful research, and documented studies (Refs. 2-31).
This standard classifes coding practices into five categories: mandatory, recommended,
permitted, discouraged, and forbidden. A mandatory coding practice must always be
implemented. A recommended codins practice should usually be used, but the pro-
gramme.: can apply prudent judgement and occaionally deviate in a specific situation. A
permitted coding practice may be used. A discouraged coding practice should not be
used etcept on rare occasions and only If extraordinary care s taken. A forbidden coding
practice is never permitted. The boldface words in this paragraph c'larify the intent of
practices discussed in this standard.
2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this standard in directing the use of disciplined.programming practices
ate:
• To apply an architectural and syntactical method to the FORTRAN-77 language
that greatly reduces the probability of errors. Poor use of the language creates many
problems (Ref. 18).
* To produce code that is modified eully, rapidly, and reliably by applying the prin-
ciples of modular, structured, and machine interchangeable FORTRAN-77 that ad-
heres to top-down design.
" To improve code clarity, simplicity, obustness, and reliability.
" To prohibit convoluted logic.
" To minimize the dependence of one module on the Internal details of another. A
module should have limited access to the data structures used by other modules.
" To produce well-documented code.
* To avoid the seemingly endless series of patches and repairs whose implementation
requires explicit changes in mpny places throughout the program.
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3 CONCEPTS, DEFINITIONS, AND
RELATED RESTRICTIONS
3.1 PROGRAMMING LANGUVGE
The programming language Is ANSI FORTRAN*77, which Is hereby made a part of
this standard. l!" there is a conflict between this standard and ANSI FORTRAN-77, the
provisions of this standard apply.'
3.2 CODE
Code Is a term for Instructions In a computer programming language.
3.3 PROGRAM
A program is an organized set of code tailored to perform specific tasks. The intent of
a FORTRAN-77 computer program Is to solve a mathematical, logical, physical, technical,
or engineering problem. AlthouSh programs-including those writt-n to solve apparently
simple problem-can be quit. complex, the program should have a simple organization
and structure. A program should be partitioned into sections of code to perform specific
tasks. These sections of code are composed of subprograms and modules consisting of












*An extenion to the FORTRAN-T7 atadard I the roquired use of the INCLUDE statement or its
equivalent (Re[. 20). Other limited exceptionu& u prmitted only when specified explicitly by this




A. A subprogram is a SUDROUTINE, FUNCTION, or DLOCK DATA and Is ltmid
to a single purpose. A subprogram can reference (call) other subprograms, or It can
be referenced by the executive or other subprograms.
1. A directly subordinate subprotrarnis referenced byan executive or subprogrami.
Speciflclly, a subprogram is directly subordinate to An executive (or anothtr
subprogram) IfIt Is explicitly referenced by the executive (or other subprogram).
2. An ndi ctly subordinate subprogram Is referenced by % directly subordinate
subprogram or another Indirectly subordinate subptogram. Specifically, a sub.
program Is Indirectly subordinate to an executive (or another subprogram) If it
can be reached from the executive (or other subprogram) only through at Nu't
one intervening subprogram.
3. A basic subprogram dots not reference any subordinale subprogram.
B. A subprogram must perform correctly the process clcimed for It for ill valid coin-
binations of arguments, and It must detect and take defensive action for ill invalid
arguments.
C. A subprogram should be written so that a typical programmer can determine that
it works correctly by careful Inspection, logic verification, and execution tests.
D. Access to arrays and mlables should be limited to those arrays and variables actually
needed in the subprogram (e.g., limit CO.MMON blocks and subprogram arguments
to those actually needed) (Rcfs. 1$ and 31).
1. The primLry method of providing access to zrrays and variables Is through
argument lists.
2. The secondary method of providing access is through labeled COMMON blocks,
whose usage is severely restricted (Ref. 8).
3. COMMON blocks may be either local or global.
a. A local COMMON block may be used only within a module. Once a value
i set in a COMMON block it may not be changed unless it is a loc.l
COMMON brock confined to a module, as defined in Section 3.5.
b. A global COMMON block may be used anywhere in a program but only
within specified constraints.
(1) Globally applied COMMON blocks are permitted to carry only un-
changing quantities into subprograms. Global COMMON blocks must
not transfer variables out of a subprogram that have been modified or
altered in that subprogram, except fo the initialization of the COM-
MON block. Data stored in a globally applied COMMON block must
not be subsequently modified.
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(2) Globally applIed COMMON blocks must be loaded by means of either
DATA statement in BLOCK DATA, by rtading a data file at the be-
gCha.ing of program executIon, or by a one-time calculation.
3.5 MODULE
A module (colloquially referred to as a package of tightly knit subprograms) consists
of closely related subprograms whieh shaire an execution and Interface envl:onment (refer
to Appendix A).
A. A module must have a well.delntd objective of limited scope.
B. A module must monipulate a single conceptually related data structure. This data
Structure Is isolated from the external environment. No subprogram outside of the
module his access to, or information about, the data structure.
C. A. module consists of one or more Interface subprograms and subordinate subpro-
grams.
D. A module must have a minimal external Interface. Variables and arrays may be
passed to and from a module only via arguments of interface subprograms.
E. Within a module, arrays and variables may be transferred vertically via arguments, or
trauferred laterally between subprograms of the module via a single labeled COM.
MON block (containing conceptually related variables). This labeled COMMON
block is local and can be used only within the module.
F. A module must be thoroughly documented.
1. All subprograms in & module must be Identified in their internal documentation
as belonging to the module.
2. Each interface subprogram must be enplicitly identified as such In its internal
documentation.
3. Each interface subprogram must contain a muster list showing the identities
and purposes of every subprogram in the module.
A. Each lnterftce subprogram must be named in the internal documentation of
every subprogram In the module.
G. Examples of modules include:
1. An input subprogram and its subordinate subprograms.
2. The subprograms comprising a consolidated phenomenological model.
3. A data manipulation subprogram, with subordinate subprograms performing
calculations of data on the grid.
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HI. Subprogram and modules are fundanentally difTertt; what Is central to one may
be Inappropriate to the other. A subprogran performs a slnglc task, whereas a
module collects several txAk* together which sbare the support of a data structure,
and which hide the datm. structure from the external environment. Whil. a single
Inteface Is good atructure for a subpmogram, It does not neaesarlly promote sound
programming for a module. A module should have & scparate subprogram interfacc
for each operation on the data structure; each Interface subprogram should have an
* argument list that coriespond4s to the Information needed to perform the task on the
data itructure.
3.6 STRUCTURED STYLE
One of the fundamental elemcnts of well-written code Is the application of a structured
style to the complete program, to each subprogram, and to each module (Ref. 21).
. Structured style applies to the complete program.
1. Good structure Is the key to both a well.organl:ed program ad a program that
can be e tily adapted to solve new problems (Ref. 31). Changes to a program
should only require modlfications to the executive and the addition of new sub-
programs and modules. It Is widely agreed that logically partitioned FORTRAN
programs minimize code erors and execution failures (Refs. 4 and 6).
2. The schematic of a program Is illut:ated In Fig. 1. Each computer program





e. error exit If needed, and
f. data structure definition, if needed.
3. This overall structure consolidates related tasks. Modifications and incorpora-
tion of new computational models are readily integrated into these sections.
B. Structured style applies to each subprogram.
1. Good structure allows a subprogram to be written independently of other sub.
programs, and allows subprograms to be modified or replaced quickly, easily,
nd reliably (Ref. 2).
2. Each 3ubprogram must have a single purpose so that program modifications are
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Figure 1. Schematic of a computer program. Error exit subproigrams may be




3. The inputs and outputs ofcach subprogram must be well.defined vith clear and
spcific Iricrfacts fflcf. 17-10).
C. Structured stylc applies to each module.
1. A module should be writtcn Independcntly of other modules, and should be wri-.
ten so that it can be modled or replatcd quickly, easily, and reliably (Rcf. 2).
2. Each module must have a primary purpose so that prograin modifications are
usually limited to changte In the executive and to the replacement or addition
of modules.
S. The Inputs and outputs of each module must be we!.dcfilned with clear and
specific Interfaces through one or more Interface subprogranu (Refs. I7-10).




A. The cxecutve is the program controller. The executive Is a logic and flow director
only.
B. It writes the program Qame, version number, version date, current time, and date to
the primary output text file.
C. It directs the -cading of the input, directs the computations, writes appropriate
periodic progress messages, and directs the writing of the final output.
D. The primary purpose of the executive is to orchestrate the logic. All nontrivial
computations are done in subordinate subprograms. The executive Is limited to
administrative computations ntcetsary for orchestration.
4.2 INPUT PRACTICES
A. The reading of user-specified data from any source must be controlled by an input
subprogram or module.
1. It may read all the user-defined data directly or be an Input master subprogram
that directs other subordinate subprogra= to read or process input data.
2. Input data must be read only In Input subprograms, not anywhere else in the
program.
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B. K word-driven input is encouraged (Ref. 21). (Keyword-driven Input i si nilar
to t:bl-drlven (Ref. 10) and nam-directed (Ref. 21) input. This Input form Is
subs tntvl ly dllcrent from NAMELIST, whicn Is forbidden.
1. Kyword.driven input increases readability of input files, and minimizes otdcr-
or-Input vrrors (Ref. 21).
2. The objectives for keyword.driven Input are (Ref. 21):
CtardCV: minimize user confusion,
Conct'cnes: minimize useless verbiage,
Orgont*-ton: maximize proximity of related Information,
Flezblity: minimize artificial limitations, and
Ez€ of Usc/Lornsng: minimize Inconvenience or time to learn.
C. Fixed-field Input 1: acceptable, Human engineering of all formatted input data files Is
critically Important. Fields of five or multiples of five musi be used. Such formatting
Improves readability.
D. Completely free-field Input Is discouraged except to Implement keyword-driven In-
put. Free-field meao the Input stream has no predefined column positions where
information Is to be placed.
E. Specification of Input options with numbers Is forbidden; use mnemonic keywords.
F. N~onsenuical or out-of-range values are forbidden as input options or control flags.
Example: Do not use the negative component of -10 as a control option for a
variable that must be nonnegative to be correct.
G. 'Each user-defined input record must be written to an appropriate output file (etho
printed) Lrunediately following the READ statement for that record. This echo print
must Identify the record and all the data fields on the record (Refs. 7 and 10). A
string of marker above or beneath an output line or page should be used to assist
In determining the columns of each field.
H. Default values should be assigned whenever possible by the input subprograms to
user-deilned Input variables when a value is not specified by the user (Ref. 7). Where
It is reasonable to asign default values, blank fields must be used to set them.
Default values must be identified and written out to the output file with the echo
print Immediately following the READ statement for that record.
L Input values which are critical (have no reasonable default) must be explicitly checked
as specified in the following paragraph. Such values must be identified in the internal
and external documentation. Nonentry of a critical value must be treated as bad
input data.
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IJ. All Input data must be checked for unreasonableness, inconisitencies, and out-of-
range values (Refs. 7, 10, 27, and 31). As a minimum, ehaustive error checking of
all Input data against the entire permissible range of values Is mandatory. If bad
Input data are discovered, descriptive error messages must be written In sufficient
detail to locate and Identify the problem.
K. If one or more fatal Input errors are detected, scanning of Input data should continue
u far as possible, Issuing error messages as problems are detected. After scanning
of Input data for errors hu proceeded as far a. practical, execution must stop or be
aborted.
L. Entering the same datum more then once is forbidden (e.g., the density of aluminum
must not be entered more than once).
M. Conceptually similar input data should be grouped together.
N. Changes of engineering units (e.g., Inches to centimeters) should be made In Input
subprograms, and should be done cs soon as practical after associated READ state-
ments.
0. The reading of input should be terminated by an end-of-file or a marker (Refs. 7 And
10). Termination by predetermined count is discouraged (Ref. 10).
* P. The END option In a READ statement must be used to preclude an abort due to
a premature end.of-file on the input data stream (Ref. 19). The ERR option hi
a READ statement must be used to detect bad data (but this check alone is not
sufficient input validation). The IOSTAT= read option may be used In lieu of the
END= and ERR= options in cues where it is desirable to do error checking after
the read, rather than to execute a simple branch.
4.3 COMPUTATIONAL SUBPROGRAMS
A. The computational subprograms (FUNCTIONs and SUBROUTINEs) must perform
all nontrivial calculations.
B. Each computational subprogram must either initialize or define at first use all vari-
ables Internal to the subprogram (Ref. 7).
C. Temporary scratch files may be written and used u necessary in any computational
subprogram.
4.4 OUTPUT SUBPROGRAMS
A. All final, summary output must be written in output SUBROUTINEs. Interme-
diate printing in computational subprograms is permitted only when necessary fordiagnostic output.
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B. Interim, diagnostic output may be written A needed As pctficed in Section 4.1,
Standards D and C on page 7, and Section 4.2, Standard C on page a.
C. All output text and graphical data must be clearly difined and explicitly labeled.
The output pages should each provide suficient xplanation of their content. When
necasmy for full understanding, output mut be preceded by a page which cxplains
Sin detail the output apperin% an the following -zge or pages. Engineering units
must be associated with all output numbers and graph axeg.
D. A scale factor of I must be used with all printed output which uses the 'Ew.dl
format field descriptor (i.e., the digit printed to the left of the decimal point must be
nonzero as in '.2345E 12," rather than "0.1234E+13"). ,ote that a scale factor
applies to all subsequent fields In the FORMAT statement. If a 'lPEw.d" precedes a
wFw.d" specifcation, the "F" specification must be changed to "OPFw.dl to obtain
the desired "F1 sptcficatlon output.
4.5 ERROR EXIT SUBPROGRAMS
A. Error exit subprograms are not required, but may be used to perform error analysis,
cr:or reporting, and final cleanup prior to abnormal program termination.
B. When used, error exit subprograms must immediately precede any BLOCK DATA
subprograms, or must be the last subprograms If BLOCK DATA subprograms are
not used.
4.6 BLOCK DATA PLACEMENT
When used, BLOCK DATA must ba at the end of a module or program. All BLOCK
DATA must be named.
5 DOCUMENTATION
5.1 EXTERNAL DOCUMENTATION
Each program must be fully documented. Documentaeion equivalent to the American
National Standard Guidelines for the Documentation of Digital Computer Programs Is
recommended (Ref. 12). Documentation must include: (1) the computer program abstract;
(2) application information (users manual); (3) problem or function definition; (4) program
design Information; and (5) sample problems (refer to Section 0.13, Standard G on page 23).
5.2 INTERNAL DOCUMENTATION
The following Internal documentation requirements apply to the executive and all sub-
programs. In addition to external documentation, complete and detiled comments must
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be intperletd within the code Itself (Rti. 14 and 31). Subprogram using nonAN*S!
FORTRAN'-77 must be sptclcally idertlficd in their preamblh (refr to Section 0. p14, 30).
5.2.1 Preamble documentatIon - The beginning of the executvc and each subpro.
gram must have a standard comment section that fully dcseribes the coding and speciffs
all information that passes into or out of It (114 10). This preamble begins with the 4rt
line below the name d ens with the injut prior to the sat oncolument ftivnnl(nommall,%, PAIIAMETE1 talemenl'. The following memer ules Apply 1o all prable:
A. Corrt grammatical rtyle d punctuation wall be ed thouglhout the piacs bl.,
. Abbrranton will be limited to those defined within the prmble except for the
standard units abbreviations.
C. Every lint of the preamble will have a 'C' In column 1, except blank comment lines.
D. The major headings Purpose, Input, Output, etc., will start In €olninn Rye and All
additional indentations are moved to the right at mulples of 5 spaces .
The order anod format or the preamble Is sptclfitd to insure uniformity of €ontn and
appearance. The content and order of the Information In the preamble changes slightly for
the program executive, an ordinary subprogram, or an input subprogram.
5.2.1.1 Executlvt preamble - The following Information in the sequence specfled
will appear In each program executive:
A. The description of the program. Included in -he description will be a statement of
purpose, an outline of the method used, a description of the known limitations of
the program, and a brief summary of the Input and output data.
B. The version number and its date.
C. The name, organization, address and phone number of the programmer.
D. A list of all files used by the program. The list will include a brief description of the
file type, structure, and conttnts.
E. A list and one line description of each subprogram called by the executive.
F. An alphabetized list with full descriptions (including units) of all local variables used
I.n the executive.
G. A list of references used in the program.
See Appendix B for an example of an executive preamble.
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3.2.1.3 Subprogram preamble- The following Information In the sequence spccIRed
will appear In each subprogram:
A. A stateent of subprogram purpose.
1. The version number and Its date. Rtvislons to the Initial version must Include a brief
summary of each change, who modified the subprogram, and the date of moditcation.
C. The name, organizatlon, address, and phone number of the programmcr.
D. A list of ais used and a brief description of the file type, structure, and contents,
E. A list and one line description of each subprogram required by the subprogram.
F. An alphabetihed list and full descriptions (Including units) of all local variables.
C. A list of references used to develop the subprogram.
H. An alphabetized list and full descriptions (including units) of all input variables from
all sources.
I. An alphabetized list and full descriptions (including units) of all output variables.
J. If a commercial software or system utility Is used, a statement warning the user of
Its use I placed her. Identify the I/O units used by the package or utility, If known.
K. An alphabetized list and full description of all special constants.
Optional lnformation that can be Included in the premble is a statement of method
which would be placed Immediately after the purpose. Notes may be placed anywhere if
they are needed to highlight some unusual feature or provide additional information. See
Appendix C for an example of a subprogram preamble.
5.2.1.3 Input subprogramn preamble - Input subprograms have some documen.
tation requirements in addition to the requirements In Section 5.2.1.2. The following
Information must appear in the places specified:
A. A description of each Input record must be given after the output variable list. The
Information must Include the variable name, the columns or field location, the format
and full description. The description must Include the input engineering units, range
of allowable values, and program default values, if any.
B. If more than one record is read by the subprogram, then the number and types of
records that can be read must be summarized. Thlo information will be placed just
following the description of the Input records.
See Appendix D for a brief example of an input subprogram preamble.
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S.2.2 Comment form, Style, and placement - CommentinS uniformity eCaUS the
task$ of reading and understanding the code.
A. Comments must provide additional Information not easily found in the code Itself
(Ref. 7). Describe the intent of a stgment of code; do not merely retate the code( ef. 10).
D. Comments containing Information (I.e., other than blank scpaqzua lines) must equal
at least twenty pacent of the total number cf executable statements In the subpro.
gram. Each subprogram must mect this rquirement. This minimum percentage Is
Intended to Insure that the internal code documentation i adequate to explain the
variables, clarify the logic, and summarize what the code is trying to accomplish.
C. More than 15 consecutive FORTRAN executable statements are forbidden without
at least one Informative comment. Meaningful sectlons of code should be shorter
than 10 to 15 executable statements (Ref. 10).
D. Comments must be written simultaneously with the code, not after coding has been
completed. When coding is changed, the comments must be modified simultaneously.
Simultaneous commenting has been shown to produce more complete nd accurate
internal documentation (Refs. 0, 23, and 23).
E. Comments must always precede, not fallow, the code being described. All com.ents
must appear between the PROGRA.M, BLOCK DATA, FUNCTION or SUBROU-
TNE statement, and the associated END statement.
F. Comments which appear before the executable portion of each subprogram must
begin In column 5. Comments which follow the preamble and are interspersed with
executable code must be Indented; the indented comments must begin In column 20
(Ref. 1o). Further Indenting Is permitted occasionally when it Improves clarity.
G. To Improve visual clarity, blank lines must precetd and follow a block of one or more
informative comments.
H. Comments must not be bordered In any way by lines or columns of characters.
Drawing boxes around comments is forbidden.
I. Inserting comments between the continuation lines of' nonexecutable or executable
statements is forbidden.
J. Identical comments which describe the contents of a COMMON block must Immedi-
ately precede that block every time It appears. Each COMMON block variable must
be decribed in order of appearance. (Refer to Section 8.10, Standard H on page 20.)
K. Identical comments which describe the contents of a PARAMETER statement must
Imaledlately precede that statement every time it appears.
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L. Comments must ust mixed uppgr- and low-cr.ast lttcr.
1. Only print-ble US ASCII chaacters (rfte- to Appendix E) mxy be used In
commcinL* And CHARACTER strln s.
. Correct stnt.nce wructurc and grn-m ticAl style should be used.
3. The Imperative form of A sentenct may be used.
4. Phrases may be used only whon their mvning Is absolutely clear ( ntnces Are
preferred).
0 ROBUST PRINCIPLE S AND
IMPLEMENTATION
All subprogasra must be written employing robuit IrncplIs. A -obust subprogrann
do e not fall und. any €tcu: strices. DeceNsive codinc mutt always be used because it
helps Achltei %his objectilve (Rf. 7). MAny proven techniques that lcwen th.i probability
of A fallue c4#, ummazicd below.
6.1 CODE STRUCTURE
A. A PROGRAM statement mast be the Irst stat tmnt In an ecutive, And thc:t.eom
must be the fSrt statement in any program.
13. Each subprogram must have a single try located only at the first executable itAte-
=¢nt.
C. Eacf subprogram should have only a single exit located At the end of Its executab
statements (Ref. 8). Exceptions are permitted only to eliminate a branch to the exit
and Improve clarity. However, when a subprogram, needs statements which ut Xuar.
antcd to execute whenever the subprogram exits, then a single exit Is mandatory.
D. A subprogram should be short, consistent with the yroces being pc:formed. Sub-
programs with more thin 100 executable statements Are discouraged (Re. 0). Mfore
than 200 executable atements are forbidden. (Comments, FOR.MATs, and DATA
defnitions are automatically excluded because they are not executable itawcns.
COMMNON blocks snd type, PARAMETER, and D-IENSION declarations are not
executable and Are excluded as well.) Long subprograms tend to be disproportion-
ately more complex MALf. 17).
E. Decisions made at one level of a software structure frequently have An eft'ect on other
level (R. 8).
1. If a subprogram references a subordinate subprogram, then the subordinate
subprogram is within the span-of-control of the first.
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2. If I dccision made within the ILst subprogr. directly 140cu A proces withln
the second, then the *ond subptogvim Is within iht cop-of.f ct of *i Mtr
(Rd. 0).
3. The~ drect sparc*-, tointol ofa sbprogran It Its&l and All dircc-.y wborsinnte
subptottams.
a. In Fig. 2, Subprograms D, G, And 11 ut In the dkicct s.a .of.control of
Subprora .n D.
b. Subprogramn K I within %he Indir ct ipanuf ontrol of Subp oyrA# D. Ando
in the direct spxn-of-tonttol of Subproram .
c. Subprograms 1, J, arid K are buoi subprot r m .
d. Subprogram .1 to %. crat-l purpose subp.-ogrami whkch ma:2y Aldf
a.y hltbrachial level.
t. Subpro a%.k D, G. Ii, and K constitute a module, with Subprogrm D us
the in~wfu.c
f. Coupling between modulcj temp~oyinx local COMMON bloc~cs It o.rbiddn.
For exz'pl, Subprogra. G iU within % M-odult, It ust no- be lInAke it.
crally to Subprogram F by a. loal COMMON block (ref.r - %ppen& A).
4. Subprograms should be designed so that their Inditcve spanM. 4iarol is mini.
mied. A itrktlyllncxr pdccndlag h arehy otsubprograms Is Xnsraliy
poor. A shallow parallel stacct u- 4 reo ==nded.
5. A subprogrsm must not dirvctly reference more than nine dltr:ent jubodinste
subprograms; thus, the direct span-of-control must not exceed nint (exIud.
In& ntrinc FUNCTIONs and general-purpoe system library tubogAm )
(Re. 13).
F. The general low of any subprogram mutt be downwA.d from the entry to an exit
(Ref. 8), except for the DO, and the equivalent FORTIAN Implcmentation of DO
WHILE (Ref. 20), REPEAT UNTIL, &nd LOOP LEAVE AGAIN (Ref. 22) construcu
(see Appendix F).
0. The action clause% of any control structure (looping consructs, CASE structures,'
and IF-THEN-ELSE statements) must be Indented to provide better readability
(Rdes. 6 and 19).
1. The code must be Indented to retlec the nesting levels.
2. Each nest must be Indr.nt d three columns to the right of those at the previous
nsting level.
. All code within the same level of neting must start In the same column.
H. The END statement mus,. not be used in lieu of a RETURN statement. A RETURN
statement Is always required.
'Rdr to Appqadilx 0 (ot" ;laatia- taomilc an thi CASE ,stctun 4ad ttptlulvq ELSEIF usq.
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I1. If 4 statement does not need a label, it is forbidden to have one. A state:nent neidi
a label only when It Is referenced by another statement.
.L All k~ction statements must appear before the first executable sttiement and
must ic Any state-dient FUNCTION definitions.
K. All sttementr FUNCTIONs must Immediately precede the irst executable atem t
in each subprogram and must be preceded by comments which dtic.rlbo the purpose
of tho statemes-1. FUNCTION, the arguments atcepted and the rciu.ts produced.
L. All .taretcnt labls must begin with at least the number 1O*-s.d be lert Justified
In columni.2 These numb,za must be In ascending iirder witldr, kubprogram
M. POIL ZT itatemeos must be trouped at the end of each subprogram Immediately
preceding %he END statement. FORUMAT statement labels must begin with t ILst
100, must e In ascvading order (Ref. 0), and must be larger than the preceding
e"ecut~bl mtattment label.
I'nHn 4:1MPRACRA,\1tg (E ;DT F trnTiwn q11nPnnrR,%%(I
SUBPROGRAM £ SUBPROGRAM P F UIPROCRAM C EBPRGRAM I
SUBPROG RA I SUBPROGRAMi iBPROGRAM K
Figure 2. Subprogram hierarchy example (Ref. 6).
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'N Continuation lines are pttmtennd.
1. Thi miximunnumberof continuation lines for cn e utable FORTRAN state-
ment is nine (Rcf. 0).
2. Continuation lines for executable statements must be sequentially numbered in
column 6 with integcrs sequenced from 1 through 0.
3. Continuation lines for noncxucutabW statemcnts must be sequentially numbered
In col,=n 8 with integri sequenced from I through 0, then with squentil
lcttrs of the alphabet beginning with A In columri 6 for continuations longc:
than nine lines.
4. All r.ontinuatlons must have a blak !a' column 7, with the sole exception of
FO11MAT st atements.
0. Long statements should be organized Into short and eaily understood sctions.
Statement with more than ,e simple sections are generally difficult to understand,
and increase the probability of introducing misplaced parentheses and unintended
operations (Pe. 1o).
G.2 GENERAL RULES
A. Logical correctness, functlonal reliability, and good architecture are much mote im-
portant than execution speed.
1. Coding must not be made complex to Increase speed. Such efforts frequently
Introduce error* while siLo producing coding which is incomprehensible to other
programmers (Refs. 7, 0, and !0).
2. Efficiticy Is usually determined by the algorithm chosen rather than by how
compactly It s coded (Ref. 7).
B. Deeply nested statements produoe obscure code. Multiple nesting should be used
with great ctre, and only when multiple nesting will produce well-structured code.
1. Triply or deeper nested tIF-THEa-ELSE' s atements are discouraged (Re'. 3).
2. Many repetitive ELSEIF clauses with lengthy blocks and Inadequate comments
produce obscure code and are discouraged.
3. A few well-docum.nted repetitive ELSEIF clause with short blocks (simulating
the Pascal language CASE statement) produce understLandable code and axe
encourtaged. Each ELSEIF clause must be preceded by informative comments.
C. Error cheiking code must be permLanentl:r incorporated (Ref. 19). All error messages
must be descriptive, gra-mtcally correct, and concisely written.
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D. Each program must be written to minimize mequirements on the computer operator
such Ax punched card handling, magnetlc tape mounting and ditmounting, testartin;
after pro rammed PAUSE, and so forth (Rer. 21).
E. The PAUSE statement may not be used. unless It is absoluttly usential for the. correct
opwation of the program (Refs. a and 21). All such PAUSE statements must be fully
documented with complete cperatlng Instructions.
?'. All FORITRAN coda must be In upper.cae lett sr (Rcf. 1), except for CHARACTER
data and comtents.
G. CHARACTER datA may contain vnised upper )ad lower case (JR4 III. and tpper
and lowcr cue re 6 recommendeA ro- renert .c , utec .
Mi. FngIn t gunItx.ust bi %he s ,ne througl%:iut the program, and are permitted to be
tbangetonly Immediately after Input or immediately before output. This consistency
minimizes the probability of inadvertently using incorrect units in a computation.
1. Unsatisfied externals are not permItted In oxecutable code. Stub subprograms (dummy
subprogram which merely return sample values rather than calculated results) rnay
be wed, If necsary, to satisfy externals during code development.
6.3 DATA INITIAOIZATION
A. Floating point and integer constants which have physical, mathematical, or engineer-
!ng significance (e.g., Avogadro's number 'N" and the speed of light "c") should not
appear expliitly in the cxeculabls code (Ref. 8).
1. These constants should be defined using PARAMETER names and their de-
scription provided in comments prior to the PARAMETER statement. Names
for these constants must be descriptive.
2. Unitless, simple mathematical floating point values (such as 0.5, 2.0, 3.5, 10.0,
50.0, etc.) usually do not require any additional description and should appear
directly in the executable code.
3. Integer value should appear directly in the executable code rather than in a
defined constant (refer to Standard C of this section and Standard A of Sec-
tK'n 8.5, page 21).
4. Any irrational number (e.g., "" and the base of natural logaithms ") must
be defined with at least 10 significant digits using a PARAMETER stntement.
Ccmputer system constraints rather than the prograzmmer should limit preci-
sion.
B. When a scalar variable represents a nonchanging value, the variable must be preset
in a PARAMETER statement rather than by executable code (Ref. 7).
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1. Other vatriblIs should be itialized through the use of executable coda (Refs. 7
and 0); however, reasonable exceptions exist (such as the Initialization of coun-
tars).
2. Only one version of A PARAMETER statement may be maIntained. Each PA-
RAMETER statement and the Associated comments used In more than one
subprograx must be Inserted Automatically Into each applicable oubprogram
(Rcf. 0). This capability txts on :nany compute. systems using features such
as UPDATE, HISTORIAN, or the INCLUDE statement (Rcf. 20). PARAM-
ETER statements used only In A, single subprogram may be defined explicitly
In that subprogram.
C. PARAMETER names must be used to set all array dimensions. When arrays are In
COMMON blocks, explicit PARAMETER statements must be used. All eferences
to arry bounds must use the PARAMETER n= and not a littral constant. This
requirement does not extend to object-time dimensioning. Using the same PARAM-
ETER name to set more than one dimension I forbidden unless the dimensions are
logically related and will always be identical.
6.A ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
A. Parenthesize to avoid ambiguity (Rtfs. 7 and 10). Do not rely on an assumed eval-
uation order for arithmetic expressions. In all arithmetic expre-slons, parentheses
must be used to define the proper order of evaluation. For example, the following
Ambiguous statement: A-B/C/D should be either Au(B/C)/D or A=B/(C/D). A
better form would replace one of the divisions by a multiplication.
1. Expressions involving successive exponentlations (such As A"14C) must be explic-
itly parenthesized to show order of evaluation (Ref. 10). The evaluation order is
clarified by paxentheses (e.g., A"(D"C)).
C. Whole numbers used as exponents should be integer constants or integer variables
(Ref. 0).
D. Mixed mode arithmetic statements are discouraged (Ref. 6). Mixed mode assign-
ments or arithmetic expressions are allowed only with the explicit use of type con-
version FUNCTIONs (e.g., loT(X), FLOAT(N), DBLE(X)) (Ref. 0). Integer expo-
nentiatlon is not considered mixed mode arithmetic.
E. When an operation is performed that has a restricted domain, the validity of the op-
eration must be checked before the operation is executed (Ref. 10). Some operations
with rs-tricted domains are:
1. Division - Check everi denominator for a zero or near-zero value.
2. Square Root - Make sure the argument is nonnegative.
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3. Log or Ln FUNCTIONs - Mak.e sure the argument s greater than zero.
4. Arcsine or Arccaine - Make 4ure th-, absolute value of the araunent Is less
than or equal to one.
5. Arctan2 - MNae sure that the arguments aze not both zero.
However, Identical redundant checking Is not necessary. If an invalid argument Is
detected, an error rsmaKe must be printed out.
F. Testing whcther one computed floating point value Is exactly equal to another is
very risy (Ref. 7). All floating point tests for equality of computed va:iabls must
incorporate a test accuracy tolerance whose value Is limited by the unit roundolt of
the targ t computer.
G. Subtraction of nearly equal floating point numbers should be avoided. Restructure
the computations or use double-precision coding in this situation. Quite often the
problem can bi avoided by Ending an alternate expression for the desirtd quantity.
For example, the expression for the floating point quantity
. 1.o- COS(X)
Is given In better comp.tationa form by
A = 2.0 & (SIN(0.5 * X)) * .2
The two expressiont are identical, in a mathematical sense, but if X is close to zero
the second expression Is better suited for use on a computer. Another example Is
A = V1.0+ Y- V'1- X
which is very unstable as X approaches zero, but
A2.0* X
Vi'o+X.+ 71777
is mathematically equivalent and avoids the numerical problem as X approaches
zmo. In both examples the prefered expression is more complex in appearance than
the original expression. Therefore, the reason for using the more tomplex expression
must be caxefully explained in comments.
ff. When using an intrinsic function, use its generic name. Generic names simplify the
referencing of intrinsic functions, because the same function name may be used with
more than one type of argument. For example, DSQRT(X) requires the argument X
to be a double precision number. If, however, SQRT(X) is used (the generic form of
the square root function) the argument may be either single or double precision and
the result will be the same type as the argument.
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6.5 GENERAL INPUT/OUTPUT GUIDANCE
.4. Unit numbers for Input, output, and scratch files should be designated by a
PARAMETER constant (Ret. 0); however, an Integer varhable is permitted if more
prudent. An Integer constant must not be used.
D. All files must be explicitly opened and closed.
i. A list of iles with & brief description, of the exact structure and contents of e:ch
file must be Included In the comments section at the beginning of the executive.
2. An OPEN statement allows the programmer to explicitly define the status of C
file when it Is opened and to take action if an expected Me doets not exist. A file
should not be opened at the beginni:ng of the program and left open until the
end of the program. A fil should be closed immediately when no more dAt%
are to be read from or writtcn to it,
C. All Input/output statements must be coded using READ and WRITE statemenu.
1. All READ or WRITE statemen u must contain unit numbers. The unit to be
read from or written to must not be expressed u a numeric Integer constant, but
must use.the same PARAMETER constant or Integer variable which opened
that unit.
2. Each READ and WRITE statement must he intr:nally documented and ex.
plained; the documentation must summarize the purpose of the READ or
WRITE statement.
D. Unformatted Input or output Is encouraged for very large data files, al scratch files
and restart files (refer to Section 8.2, page 20); It Is prohibited for all other files.
The FOR.MAT translation that takes place in writing and reading formatted scratch
files can needlesssy consume significant amounts of computer time. In addition, some
accuracy is always lost in the formatting proces, which is not lost in unformatted
input or output.
6.6 DO LOOPS
A. Each DO loop must end solely on a unique CONTINUE statement used only for that
loop. Unique CONTLNUE itatements must be used as terminal statements for DO
loops to clearly mark the end of the loop (in a manner identical to the nonstandard
END DO construct) (Refs. 19 and 20).
B. The initial and terminal parameters of a DO loop must be explicitly checked or coded




A. Programming logic should be straightforward, ordetly, and should use simple logic.
D. Branching should be held to a minimum (Ref. 31).
1. Particular care must be paid to the necessity and appropriateness of each
branching statement.
2. Each branching statement must be internally documented and explained; the
documentation must summarize the purpose of the branch.
3. It Is sufclent to group a conditional statement with the executable statements
it controls and document the combined code segment once. The conditional
test and branch statement does not need to be documented separately from the
code which it controls.
C. Branching into any loop or control structure Is forbidden.
D. Backward transfers at;. restricted to the equivalent FORTRAN Implementation of
DO WHILE (Ref. 20), and REPEAT UNTIL and LOOP LEAVE AGAIN constructs
(Ref. 2) (refer to Appendix F). All other backwards branching is forbidden.
E. GO TO statements are discouraged; if used, the jump must be downward (Ref. 10),
with the exceptions of the DO WHILE, REPEAT UNTIL, a-j LOOP LEAVE
AGAIN constructs. GO TO branching statements usually prou.ce obscure code
(Refs. 7, 14, 18, and 10).
F. Every computed GO TO statement must be followed immediately by an uncondi-
tional STOP that locates and Identifies the computed GO TO statement and prints
the index value for which the computed GO TO failed.
G. The logical IF should be used instead of the arithmetic IF (Refs. 7, 19, and 21). The
logical IF is understood more quickly and easily than the arithmetic IF.
H. Parenthesize to avoid ambiguity (Refs. 7 and 10). Do not rely on an assumed evalu-
ation order for logical expressions.
6.8 VARIABLE NAMES, TYPES, AND USE
A. Variable names convey useful information when carefully selected (Refs. 10, 14, and
10).
1. The names of all variables, PARAMETERs, and COMMON blocks should be
words or obvious truncations of words that mnemonically relate to the primary
purpose of the variable, parameter, and common block. For example, an ap-
propriate variable name for the speed of a moving object could be 'SPEED."
Inappropriate names would be 'XYZ" or "EED* or "SP" because these exam-
ples have no obvious and apparent mnemonic relationship to speed.
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2. Long (0-character maximum) variable names should be used.
3. Using the first letter of each word In a phrase to form a variable name is for-
bidden unless it constitutes an accepted acronym.
4. Using the numerals 0 (zero) or 1 (one) in variable names Is discouraged. These
numerals are easily confused with the alphabetic characters "0" and ir in
upper case on many output di-vices (Refs. 10 and IS).
5. FORTRAN-77 symbolic names must be different from FORTRAN-T7 keywords.
B. Only one type declaration is allowed for any constant or variable name (Ref. 0).
C. The FORTRAN-77 default implicit declaration for REAL and INTEGER variable
names, PARAMETER names, and nongencric FUNCTION names must be used.
1. FORTRAN-77 implicitly assigns Integer values to such names beginning with
I through N; otherwise real values are assigned. Adhering to this convention
greatly facilitates debugging and decreases the probability of confusing REAL
and INTEGER types.
2. Meaningful variable names can usually be found within the FORTRAN Implicit
declaration constraint. Otherwise the leading letter 'P (for integer) or "R" (for
real),is recommended as a prefix.
3. The flexibility of explicitly declaring variable names does not outweigh the
subsequent disadvantages. Several modern high-level languages -equlre that
all variables be declared explicitly, but this flexibility requires a programmer
to remember a large number of variable declarations or repeatedly search out
the declaration of each variable In every subprogram. This unnecearily com-
plicates modification and debugging tasks by seriously hampering immediate
understanding of a variable declaration. Constantly looking up variable dec.
larations is usually unrelated to the immediate programming task and has a
detrimental effect. Using the FORTRAN implicit declration makes It much
easier to remember those variables that are explicitly declared since they are
usually few in number.
4. Adherence to the FORTRAN-77 implicit declaration is required by this stan-
dard. Explicit declaration of variables (and PARAIMETERS) within the conven-
tion is needlessly redundant and Is forbidden. Unlike FORTRAN, most modern
procedural languages (including Ada, JovialI.J73, Pascal, and Modula-2) require
explicit declaration of entities before they may be used. This mandatory dec-
laration produces reliable code In other languages by allowing the compiler to
perform extensive error checking at compile time and catch some programming
errors that otherwise are often obscure. Thesu concepts are recognized as useful
in other languages, but are not to be applied because of the advantage pro-
vided by FORTRAN in this situation. This class of error will be minimized
by adherence to Section 6.4, Standard A, puge 19; Section 6.9, Standards B
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-n C, ve 24*; S"ee0.19 54O tandards D, E and C. par 20. Soction 0.13,
Standards D, C, D, and G, pages 27 and 28; and Section 3.1, page 20.
D. The Integer variable names I, J, K, L, Nf, and X must be used only as loop indices,
counters, or subscripts.
E. A Bag Is a vulable which can have only two possiit values (e.g., or 1). It Is used
to direct the flow of control.
1. INTEGER or REAL flip a"e discouraged. Use true or false LOGICAL variables
with tutonlcally meaningful nxnes Instead. The mncmonic content of the
name should assert the meaning of the 'tre' logical value.
2. Multiple flags shnuld only be used In & subprogram to r.larify and consolidate
the logic which controls the computation Into clearly defined conditions. The
number of flags Is an iidicator of the number of logical conditions signifiant to
the computation.
F. Temporary variables are discouraged (Rcf. 7). They are usually unneccssry and
complicate the code (Ref. IV). Most modern optimizing compilers recognie common
subexpressions and optimize them Putomatically.
1. Using a temporary vaiable to increse execution speed while simultaneously
obscuring the coiling is forbidden.
2. When temporary variables are used, they should express physical or mathemet.
ical relations and should be meningful quattlies having a mnemonic name or
a name reflecting standard notation.
3. All temporary vrlabies must be comented.
4. Temporar variables muit be asslgned before, and In close proximity to, the
codi g which irst us the=.
6.9 COMMUNICATIONS VLAL ARGUMENTS
A. A subprogram must always be called with the full set of arguments (Refs. 18 and 10).
B. Variable names must be Identical when passed to or from subprograms (Refs. 10 and
31), with. the exception of vaiable names In statement FUNCTIONs and general.
purpose or library subprograms. Exempted general.purpose subprograms include
but are not Ii.tited to Interpolation, rootBfinding, numerical integration, equation-
solving, and graphics subprograms.
C. Arguments (alSo called actual parameters) must be v&riable names, FUNCTIONs,
or simple expressions.
5OO
1. Explicit numeric constants must not appear M argUMenU (Rt. 10). This con.
straint defends against Inadvertently changing the value of a literal conatn!,
Error In whIchsubprocram valua re chen*r !npropr!' can ba thitCed more
euly when numeric constants am name which can be examined by ordinary
debugging techniques.
2. If an expression 6 rued as an argument, it must be simple. A simple argument
must not contain more than four aithmetic, logical, relational, or charte:r
operatom (Ref. 0).
D. FUNCTION names appcarin, ax Argument. must be listed In an EXTERZINL or
INTRINSIC statement (Ref. 10).
E. With one exception, FUNCTIONs must return results only through the normal value
of the FUNCTIO,. A FUNCTION which alters the values of the calling argumens is
forbidden; SUBROUTINEs must b4 used for that ptirpose (Ref. 10). The txcept!on
i a FUNCTION used solely to Implement keyp ird-driven input.
6.10 COMMNON BLOCKS
A. COMMON blocks must be carefully defined and strictly controlled to reduce cou-
plIng between subprograms (Ref. 0), and to minimize span-of-control/scope-of.elfect
congicts (Ref. 13) (refer to Section 8.1, Standard E, page 14).
1. The primary method of providing access to arrays .and variables i throughargument lIsts.
2. The secondary method of providing access Is through labeled COMMON blocks,
whode scope Is severely restricted (R. 8).
3. COMMON blocks may be either local or global.
a. A local COMfMON block may be used only within a module. Once a value
Is set In a COMMON block It may not be changed unless It is a local
COMMON block confined to a module, as defined in Section 3.5, page 4.
b. A global CONfON block may be used anywhere in a program but only
within specified constraints.
(1) Globally applied COMMON blocks are permitted to carry only un-
changing quantities Into subprograms. Global COMMON blocks must
not transfer variables out of a subprogram that have been modified or
altered In that subprogram, except for the initializatlon of the COM-
MON block. Data stored in a globally applied COMMON block must
not be subsequently modified.
(2) Globally applied COMMON blocks must be loaded by means of either
DATA statements in BLOCK DATA, by reading a data file at the be-
ginning cC program execution, or by a one-time calculation.
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B. Undisciplined COMMON usage makes a program hard to undrst nd (11. 10).
Va.:lablt: should be transferred to subpro,.im primrily vl niugmcnt lists, not
COMON blocks.
C. Blank (unlabeled) COMMON Is forblddcn (Ret. 0), with the two rxr. exceptions in
Section 10, Standard G, pace 31.
D. COMMON blocks should not Introduce extrwaus variables Into a subprosra-
(Rcf. 13). The fact that variable exists In COMMON block does not justify
Including the tntire COMMON block in a subprogram to access the Individual vArl.
able.
E. COMMON blocks must be short and contain only Information that Is conceptually
similar or related (Ref.. 0 and 31).
F, Al1 subtcripted arrays In COMMON blocks must have their dimensions dcclaIred in
the COWION statement, rathe-than In another specification statecent,
G. A COMMON block must be Identical in each subprogram In which It appcas (Refs. is
and 10). This constitency must be assured by using the INCLUDE procedure ex-
plained below.
H. Only one version of a COMMON block may be maIntaIned. Each COMMON block
and the associated comments must be insc:ted automatically Into each applicable
subprogram (Ref. 0). This capability exists on many computer systems using features
such as UPDATE, HISTORIAN, or the INCLUDE statement (Rd. 20).
1. The PNCLUDE file defining a COMMON block loaded by BLOCK DATA must
contain an 'EXTERNAL name' statement, where "name' Is the name of the BLOCK
DATA subprogram. This declaration Insures that If the COMMON block becomes
part of a library, the BLOCK DATA subprogram Is included In the program linkage
Ir the COMMON block Is refertnced.
J. Variables In COMMON blocks should have at least three-letter names. 1, J, K, L,
M, and N art forbidden as CONMON block variables.
6.11 ARRAYS
A. Whenever array Indices are used outside a region of strict Index control (e.g., a DO
LOOP with a fixed number of loops is a region of strict index control) the Indices
must be checked to verify that the maximum array bounds have not been exceeded.
If the array bounds have been exceeded, the program must stop or abort with an
abnormal termination m sage.
B. An array should have the same dimensions In all subprograms in which It is Included.
Changing the number or bounds of array dimensions between a subprogram and its.
subordinat subprograms Is discouraged (Refs. 6 and 18).
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C. When an Arry and h1 1 m-in aru pared to sulbordinate sbprogran s Az-
gumrinU, the array dinnsulon must be chtcd prior to the call if the di.-nlon
has been obtaincd from a calculation. It should be vildA.ted Again In the dl.-:tgy
subord~nate subprogra .
6.12 PROGRAM TERMINATION
A. Progran tcrmintions rmust use STOP statements or ai Abort subprogr Am.
1. CALL EXIT and END statcrnonu will not be used In lieu of STOP stert-ents.
2. There must be only one norm'.l STOP in any progr.n. k0Nonoal tcrminaon
must be In the executive and should say "NORNIAL TE.IINATION.' All
other terminations will be abnormal stops or Aborts And must provide:
a. whe:, the error condition occurred, and
b. the variable or condition that caused the termination.
B. An Abort subprogram may be A systein-speclfic subprogram used solely for the pur-
post of terminating abnormal program execution, such that a cnt.olling Job o-
comm nd procedure Is also aborted propc'ly.
C. Failure of calculations not needed for mentlal computations, such As those being
performed for auxiliary output, should rot cause termination of the primary calcula-
tion if it can proceed legitimately. hlowevcr, an error of this type must be diagnosed
and an apprepriate error message Issued.
6.13 DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES AND
FROGRAM TESTING
A. Well-ttsted, densively-coded, machine-portable, documented library FUNCTIONs
and general-purpode subprograms should be ud (Refs. 7 and 31). Do not :einvemt
the wheel.,
B. Each subprogram must be meticulously checked by peer revis' (Refs. 1S, 16, 19, 27,
28, and 31).
C. Each subprogram must be compiled and tested independently during development.
Errors can then be traced quickly to specic subprograms (R-f. 3).
D. Each subprogram must be exhaustively tested by constructing driver programs that
provide input and write the output from the subprogram being tested.
1. The driver program must construct sample Input d.tta sets for the subprog:am
being tested such that all paths are taken and all boundaries (geometrical,
physical, or numerical) are used (Ref. 27).
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2. Sotwazre tools such a4 static anxim|rs. tw.-cwt xencrator. and coverav: an,-
lyzcrs muit be used for this purpoie (M~. 25-21, and 20).
3. Plausible results art encouraging but do not by ther u cs consiltute sjucit
evidence of correctncss.
E. Usinj supporting external and a al do .tk; A typical Prot.ArmMmr should
bt AMU .* undcratand the lotic and vcriy wihh txcutlon tla that a subpro.:mm
W~rkl <orrec:W) for Many r rescntatlve Icat cxAss AINer evaluating It for leds than
oiie dxy.
F. A fer subprogram dcvtlopment, all subprog-.AA In & module should be comb ine
It.o a singl dle and compiled as % module. This procedure sImplifes subprogram
rr;ccacn; by reducing the number of dles, and allows global complltr optlnl:tmlon.
C. FA;h program must be teited (11tis. 27 and 31).
I. Tat problcn.s must Include a complete set of Input data, a complete listing
of the output produced by the progra when run with the teat data, and a
co=piler llstlng and c.*ow-reftrence map of the program Itself.
2. Theie test problems st.ve to detect blatantly Incorrect prog r.., but do not
ssure the genetal correctness of the program nor can they constitute a complkte
verifcatIon.
3. At least three different typical test problc=s must be run.
H. In otdcr to demotutrate satisfactory machine compatibility performance of a dcvel-
oped program, tat problems and the usociated results must be furnished so that
Identical tests can be made on the target computer to demonstrate that the program
operates successfully.
7 LISTING ORGANIZATION
The program may be listed In e:ther of two formats. The frst format is recommended.
A. The rst listing format must be In the following order: executive, followed by all
subprograms (except error exit SUBROUTIEs and BLOCK DATA) In alphabetical
order, followed by error exit SUBROUTINEs, followed by BLOCK DATA.
D. The second listing format ues an order determined by considerations of logical coher-
ence. In this case, the executive must still be listed first, and a list of all subprograms
and modules In their order of appearance must be Included jn the comments at the




S.A PROGRAM EXECUTION PRESET
Prior to program execution, the comp~it: u-o.-y should bt presct to & v4lue which
:CP .cm.:Ct conditions A.d which will Itr.ifnt execution If the value is crtcoun-
t-t d duc ing P C ktulxtion. For tXAmplt, a pre s of ncgative Indenit should be used on
Control Data Corporation (CDC) systtes.
A. PNet valuts of :cro or unity do not meet this criterion and may not bt uscd unless
the compute: system providet no 3uitAble ltve ¢.
D. Relying on a michint preset (such as i:o) for vlable Initialization Is forbidden. All
variables requiring initialization must be presct In the FORTRAN progra:n beford
they arc -cfertnceWi.
S.2 PROGRAM RESTART
A. Programs which typically run for many hour4 on the tar et machina should have
& rcsta.t capability. These programs should pc:iod'ally dump all essential data In
some sgmi.pt:zmanent form for restarting the program, should a r trt be nsrz'.ry
(refer to Section 0.5, Standard D, page 21).
B. Restrtwablt programs must be capable of terminating and dumping PAI essential data
using & method which minimizes, and if possible eliminates, In sactions with the
computer optrautr.
1. This method may be nonANSI standard and computer system dependent. For
example, In the CDC environment, the sense switch Is such a method.
2. In programs using extensive computations inve!ving complex cycles or Htera-
tions, dumping of restart data may be deferred until the current cycle or itera-
tion is complete.
8.3 COMPILER OPTIONS
A. When available, program tow error traceback should be activated.
B. If run-time array-bounds checking i available from the compiler, It must be used
but Is not a substitute for Index checking.
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9 NONSTANDARD PROGRAMMING
A. Computer code not In ANSI FORTRAN-77 may be used only when such coding Is
esentlal to the successful operation of the program, and either
1. no means whatever exist lo write equivalent code In ANSI FORTRAN.77, or
2. nonstandard FORTRAN-77 code Is specifically required by this standard.
B. Any nonstandard source code excpt for the INCLUDE (or it. equivalent) must be
Isolated In separate subprograms. The subprogram Interfaces must be built to that
the nonstandard subprogram can be removed and replaced easily when the program
Is moved to another proctssor.
C. The INCLUDE (Ref. 20) or its equivalent Is restricted to PARAMETER st.%tements
or COMMON block Insertions with associated EXTERNAL statements, and to their
assoclated znd preamble documentation.
1. An cxample of required nonstandard coding Is the mandatory use of the I.-
CLUDE (or is equivalent) to standardize COMMION blocks and their'associ.
ated documentation.
2. On a computer system without this capability, a FORTRAN preprocessor which
accomplishes this task using the VAX FORTRAN LNCLUDE s:atement for:nat
should be provided to support programs containing PARAMETER statements
and COMMON blocks.
:3. Compiled listings should be used for code development and debugging, rather
than uncompiled source code. ThiA prcedure permits the eTffects of the IN-
CLUDE or its equivalent to be evaluated easily by the programmer.
10 RESTRICTIONS ON FORTRAN-77
A. ASSIGN statements are forbidden (Ref. 21).
B. ENTRY statements are forbidden (Ref. 21).
C. EQUIVALENCE statements are forbidden (Refs. 8, 21, and 24).
1. EQUIVALENCE statements Increase coupling between subprograms and in-
crease the possibility of a sp.n-of-control/scope-of-effect conflict (Ref. IS).
2. The primary applicatioa of EQUIVALENCE statements was to save memory
by allowing multiple uscs of the same space, but the storage benefit does not





D. RETURN statements which contain an argument axe forbidden. This prohibition
assures that a subprogram always returns control to the statemcnt Immediately fol-
lowing the CALL or FUNCTION refcrence which Invoked that subprogram (Refs. a
and 21).
E. PRINT statements are forbidden.
F. REAL and IVTEGER statements are forbidden. Refer to Section 0.3, Standard C
on pag 23 for supporting rationale. This prohibition Is recognied as diffcrcnt from
the recommendation In Ref. 1; unfortunately, the trend toward mandatory strong
declarations Is in condict with an Inherent advantage of the FORTRAN 77, language.
G. BLANKI COMMON is permitted only in two rare situations.
1. Some computer systems have the capability to adjust dynamicrily a prograzn's
main memory usage during execution. Sometimts this capability uses unique
system methods In conjunction with BLANK COMMON. This nonstanda:d
approach Is discouraged and m.y be wsed only when absolutely necessary. This
is one of only two times DLANK COMMON may ever be used.
2. The ou'ly other situation where BLANK COMMON mry be used s when It Is
Imbedded In a commercial software module.
H. CHARACTER varlables, PARAMETERS, and comments should contain only print-
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MODULES AND COMMON BLOCK
RESTRICTIONS
A prima-y consideration of this report s the ttatnt of structurt ontent, Structural
content limits or promote$ good programming methodology and governs ad ultimote form
that programs Are allowed to asiume. This appendix discusjs the problem with rtgard to
COMMON blocks.
it powerful construcl in the organization of progrAms Is a modularity intermediate be.
tween the subprogram and the entire progra". The scpAration of a large computmtional
process into nt nally-rclatedsubprogrxms with a minimal xternAI interf€la Is -tcog ivd
In this report. Ono condition of sepxrAbility is the -,anipulmtton of : single d4ta I-ruc.
tume. Typically the jubprogruzns outside of the module need Interface only at the highest
level and have no need to know any of the pr.rticulars of the data structure or how It is
manipulated.
In g¢neai, the data structure may involve oic or more arrays, Indices Into the arrays.
status values, and other variables. The eternal environment never needs access to any of
the particulars of the data structure In order to use it; all the outside process needs is a
functional Interface. This leads to grouping the related subprograms, va:iAblIs, and Arrays
Into a module. As perceived by the external environmcnt, the programming elements
which implement the data structure ar local to the module And hidden from the external
environment. As perceived from within the module, these programming elements are global
only within the module and access may be shared only within the module. The external
environment has access only through the arguments of the Interface subprogram(s) of the
module.
High level languages support modules In various ways, but FORTRAN-77 does not pro-
vide direct support to a module. Indirect support is available by using a labeled COMMON
statement. Its local use in a module can avoid needless vertical coupling via argument lists
between the subprograms wi.hin a module. However, the wanton misuse of COMMON
statements Introduces increased coupling between modules and s forbidden.
Quite often COMMON blocks are used to avoid passing variables through intermedi.
ate subprograms which do not use them directly in any computations. Artificially passing
parameters unrelated to the Immediate process being performed is not good programming
methodology. The resulting proliferation of parameters can degrade the reliability and
readability of a progrLm and Increase the coupling of the subprogram to the environ-
ment. This situation Is frequently caused by bad program architecture. Widespread use of
COMIOIN blocks to pass variables laterally is not a good programming solution. Instead,
tightly controlled modules with limited lateral coupling should be used in conjunction with





C Program Description -
C Program ORBIT is an *pheatris program to compute satellite
C orbits. The program is based upon Vinti's (Refs. 1. 2. 3. 4.
C 5) Theory of Accurate Intermediary Orbits. The treatment to
C account for the atmospheric drag perturbations is based upon
C a paper by Watson. et al. (Ra. 8). Vinti found a closed form
C gravitational potential about an axially symetric planet in
C oblate spheroidal coordinates. This solution accounts for all
C the effects of the second and third zonal harmonics and about
C two-thirds of the fourth harmonic. This potential. which
C simultaneously satisfies Laplace's equation and separates the
C Hamilton-Jacobi equation, succeeds In reducing the problem of
C satellite motion to quadratures. Watson, at al.. provided an
C analytical method to account for the drag starting with the
C orbital elements defined by the Vinti theory (An the program
C they are referred to as the Vinti elements). 1he atmospheric
C model of the thermosphere ias developed by Jacchia (Ref. 7).
C V E R S I 0 X 1 7 XAY 1985
C Questions or coamnts should be addressed to
C John P. Doe
C XYZ Corporation
C Albuquerque, XN 12346
C Cos. Phone (505) 123-4687
C Files Used -
C IUNIT Currently unit number 14. Associated with file name
C INPUT. Coded sequential, input file. Contents are the
C user defined input data.
C MSG Currently unit number 8. Associated with file name
C ESAGE. Coded sequential, output file. Contents are
C error and warning mssages.
C MlIT Currently unit number 17. Associated with file name
C OUTPUT. Coded sequential, output file. Contents are
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C the norml printed output. the orblt speclicatlion.
C Subroutinea Rquired -
C DRAG Changea the Vinti ,lznza due to drag effects.
C EPHINP Reads 4ll the program input.
C EPHOUT Writes all the program output.
C isrom Computes all the orbital point nfor-Ation.
C IXITAL Initiali:es the starting conditions.
C POSITN Co=putes the satellite position in inertial spac,.
C Local Variables
C DAGFLG A logical control flag. I' %rue, atnspheric drats
C calculations ar* to be included In the ,pheeris.
C LAST A logical control flag. If true. the last eph,:eris
C point calculation has been cozpltd.
C TIMFLG A logical control flag. If true, the step lncre:#nt
C between each ephemeris calculation is In equal stops
C of tIze. Otherwise, the stoep incr ement is In equal
C steps of true anomaly angle.
C References -
C 1. J. P. Vinti, "Now MetLodof Solution for Unrotarded
C Satellite Orbits". Journal of Research of the National
C Bureau of Standards B. MarsMathhatics and Matcal Physics
C Vol. 623, oo. 2. 105-116 ( 91).
C 2. J. P. Vinti. "Theory of an ccurat Interediary Orb
C for Satellite Astronomy", Journal of Research of the
C National Bureau of Standards B. Mthematact and Mathheaatcal
C Physics. Vol 8 , No. 3. 169-201 (191)
C 3. J. P. Vinti. "Interedisry Equatorial Orbits of An
C Artificial Satellite". Journal of esearch of thh a tional
C Bureau of St and Mathematalcs Vol 703.cal Physics
C (ol. WB. No. 1. 5-13 (162).
C 4. J. P. Vinti. "Inclusion of the Third Zonal arondc in an
C Accurate Reference Orbit of an Artifical Satellite",
C journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards B,
C Mathematics and Mathematical Physics. Vol. 703. No. 1. 17-46
c (19).
SC 5. 1. P. Vinti. *"Izproyosnt of the Spheroidal Method for
C Artifical Satellites". The Astronomical Journal. Vol. 71.
C No. 1, 25-34 (1989).
C 6. J.S. Watson. G.D. Mistretta. and X.L. Bonavito. "An
C Analytical Method to Account for Drag in the Vinti
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CS~tol1ito Thory' I Clestia X~chics. Vol. 11. 145-176
C (187s).
C 7. L.C. Jxcchix~, "MV43d St~ft W412 Of at t Th.mosphdrt
C LExosph.r. vLh !Up~rical To orazurt P~@tflta'', SAO






C To calculate the change of the samisajor axis of the orbit due
C to drag.
C VERSION 1. 19 OCT 83
C Programmer - John P. Doe
C XYZ Corporation
C Albuquerque. NM 12345
C Phone (505) 123-4567
C Files Used - None
C Subroutines Required -
C FACTOR Calculates the atmospheric fitting factors.
C PACKS Packs ARMAY with atmospheric fitting data.
C Local Variables -
C COEFF3 An array of three integration coefficients that are
C interval dependent. in kilometers.
C COEFF7 An array of seven integration coefficients that
C are constant over the entire integration interval.
C unitless.
C SMALLB The small b in the King-Hele expression for the
C atmospheric density. unitless.
C References -
C 1. J.S. Vatson. G.D. Mistreotta. and N.L. Bonavito. "An
C Analytic Method to Account for Dreg in the Vinti Satellite
C Thoeory", Journal of Celestial Mechanics. Vol. 11. 145-177
C (1976).
C 2. T. E. Sterne. "An Introduction to Celestial




C ARRAY An array that contains the integrals of t forA
C EXP(TBD2*E)*COS(E)*.Z, ImO,I.....I3 (u.Mzlqso).
C AXIS Th. sozai~Jor axis of the orbit In kilarmttra.
C BALIST The ballistic coosftlclent of the atllit:. In
C k~lograus per kiloator2.
C ECCtXT Th. eccentricity of the orbit, unitl~ts
C ~ (XWEA Tb. ntzbor off Int.grazion Inrizaals, wmizltss.
C SX4ALLD an. stall d is the Xing-Mile 4xprtssloa for the
C velocity of t sazellitt rolativ4 to the itzosphirt
C (W~. 2). w.ilSa.
C output -
C CH(ANGE ni. chiange of the s~zir.ajor axis of the orbit duo to
C the. atzosphoric drag. In )kilo=::ms
C Sp~cial Constantzs -
C COIIST The gravitational constant for th. earth In
C kilonaters.3/stcond"-2.






SUBROUTIXE READIT(E£ROR. EIGHT. LATLONG, XCARD)
C Purpose - To read, verify and vrite un echo check of the observer's
C location Information required for look angle computation.
C VER3ION 1, 13 FEB 83
C Programer - John P. Doe
C XYZ Corporation
C Albuquerque, NX 12345
C Phone (SOS) 123-4587
C Files Used -
C IUSIT Currently unit number 14. Associated vith file naze
C INPUT. Coded sequential. Input file. Contents are the
C user defined Input data.
C XUNIT Currently unit nuaber 17. Associated with file nane
C OUTPUT. Cod~d sequential. output file. Contents are
C the normal printed output, the ephemeris.
C Subroutines Required - None.
C Local Variables - None.
C Input -
C NCARD The number of records that haye been read.
C Output -
C ERROR A logical control flag. If true, a nonrecoverable
C error has occured.
C HZIG4? The height of the observef's location above the
C reference geold in kilometers.
C LAT The latitude of the observer's location in radians.
C LONG The longitude of the observer's location in radians.
C Record Format -
C VARIABLE CARD
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C xm COLS. F0P3AT VARIASLE DESCAZPTICY
C HM1CNT 1-10 n1O.2 The htight of the ob*4rv~r In kio--4.4.ra.
C Vau ms be ptattr th~n t
C LJ.T It-0 F10.2 The lahd of zh objvrnvr in idtm
C Value. zu be in th 4 ~Ct of -0. % 2
C WCG 1-3 T10.2 7h* lon~itAude of zht ob-.rvtr In tfrot.
c ValuAe nwa be 14** thn -:N Asouza~
C va1lu4 of 360.0 dolrots.
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APPENDIXE
PRINTABLE US ASCII CHARACTERS
The pin:ubI US ASCII characters In Table E-1 At iO only ch~rr.:tis tunmy 4p.
plr In Commn-nu or U. lit.Al chm:acwr sirinj (cg~ * Ii'~ In rmro Situxilom. the
CII,%R ~ ~ Inrni ucinm b c oml CHARACTER vxibli A
TC?1S to chxtac:-a thM% Ar not shown In TAW £.I. The we@ ofmoher chAi-.ns
Iso§meId In A. small nmroffubog.uA And CAUNRfY 40CUMCAI UM4CIVdvt&
cak. Thct rcstri-on Arc motiva- by the idtma that m printed pro.-mn listing shou:
a1cuittIy represent tht progr=., And th&m Pfag.:mu shoul!d not dopnd on m.priun
coll~Ing scqutnct, but only thm~ the collating sc ucc hms 6.t piopqdcs spetific in the
FOftTRAO77 mtndurd.
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TABLE -i. PRINTABLE US ASCII CHARACTERS
DochMaI Octal Character Decinl Octal Charactcr Deciuit Octal Charterr
32 40 04 100 a- 00 140 "
33 41 1 a5 101 A 07 141 a
34 42 0 102 D 08 142 b
35 43 07 103 C 00 143 c
30 44 S 85 104 D 100 144 d
37 45 % 89 105 E 101 145 0
38 40 & 70 100 F 102 140 f
30 47 71 107 G 103 147 9
40 50 ( 72 110 11 104 150 h
41 51 ) 73 111 I 105 151 |
42 52 " 74 112 1 10o 152 J
43 53 + 75 113 K 107 153
44 54 * 70 114 L 108 154 I
45 55 - 77 115 M 100 155 m
40 50 78 110 N 110 1S n
47 57 / 70 117 0 Ill 157 0
48 0 0 80 120 P 112 100 p
49 61 1 81 121 Q 113 161 q
50 02 2 82 122 It 114 162 r
51 03 3 83 123 S 115 163 s
52 64 4 84 124 T 110 104 t
53 a5 5 85 125 U 117 105 u
54 0O 8 80 120 V 1s 100 v
55 87 7 87 127 w 110 107 w
5 70 8 88 130 X 120 170 x
57 71 9 80 131 Y 121 171 y
58 72 0 132 Z 122 172 z
so 73 01 133 123 173 (
00 74 < 02 134 124 174
a1 75 93 135 J 125 175 }
02 78 > 04 136 120 176 "





LOOP LEAVE AGAIN CONSTRUCT
Several loop construcu othcr than FORTRAN-77 DO loops are loecd. They art
the DO WIILE, REPEAT UNTIL, a.d LOOP LAVE AGAIN construct. The ptcf-cd
o-der ofi:nple. ntation of these three cutiruc , s: (1) DO WHILE, (2) REPEAT U.NTIL,
and (3) LOOP LEAVE AGAIN.
When Impltmcnted In FORTRAN-7. the DO WHILE loop take the forn:
I IF ( <condition) ) GO TO 2
GOTO I
2 <next s#at#24Wt-
The REPEAT UNTIL Implementation I6:
I tszateCnts>
IF ( <condit!on> ) GO TO I
These two constructs Include a statement label on the firt executAbl, statement of a block,
A body ofstatements, and a terminal branching statement. The two forms are dtinguished
by the location of the IF statement, which causes an exit from the loop based on the value
of a condition. The DO WHILE requires the IF to be the first executable statement of the
construct. The REPEAT UNTIL requires the IF to be the last executable state:nt.
Since the FORTRAN-77 forms of these constructs differ only in the location of the loop
exit statement, a more general form can be introduced that incldes both forms as special
I 4sateanta>




The gnwdiy Is obtalicd by allowing the loop exit stitcnt to fail ainywhere within
the body or the loop. This gmncrllzation i te LOOP LEAVE AGAIN construct. In
cwtairl cicunutincts the LOOP LEAVE AGAIN construct oxptem the Action of t.e
loop without being c-ror-pronc." This standard c nowledge the goo-l LOOP LEAVE
ArCARN COMMrc AS AMcPrtbit.
*. Solonay, J. Bonr, and K. Ehrlich, 'Cognitive Strategies sand Looping Constructs: An Empizicsl





The CASE structure applies to situatlons where at most one of a mutually cXclu t'
set ofconditions can exist at some point In a computation. The CASE sattemcnt dots not
exist In FORTRAN-7, but a CASE structure can provide a multipath switch to select
the course of computation based on the specific value of the condition which Is in e.'lect.
A CASE structure can be implemented in FORTRAN-77. It can Increase the clarity of
code because, If used in a consistent way, one can immediately recognize that a decision is
being made among a r utuAlly exclusive set of options.
When such a situation presents itself to a FORTRAN-77 programmer, two choices Are
available. A computed GO TO can be used if the set of options is dctermined by an
Inteer value in the range ... N. The other choice Is the repeated ELSEIF construct. Thc
reptated ELSEIF construct Is preferred over the computed GO TO statement.
The repeated ELSEIF construct has the following desirable features:
" No GO TO statements are used. GO TO statements usually obscure the code.
Entry to a repeated ELSEIF s at the top of the construct, flow of control is linear,
and exit is At the bottom. Within the flow of control, each block Is either executed
or bypassed, based upon a condition tested at the start of the block.
" Control exits the repeated ELSEIF structure following the execution of the first
code segment which follows a successful test. Frequently the mathematics of a cor.
putation favors one condition over the others; placing this condition first optimize
average performance while maintaining sound programming methodology. Other
FORTRAN-77 programming methods force best case, average cue, and worst ease
performance to be the same (equal to the worst case); this can be computAtionally
expensive if there are several paths.
" The trapping of unexpected errors, which occur when none of the anticipated condi-
tions hold, is automatic with the use of an ELSE block following the final ELSEIF
block. If the repeated ELSEIF construct is not used, then special testing of the error
condition is forced Into a separate statement. Since such a separate test must be
coded explicitly, and must redundantly test the mutual exclusion of all the other
tests, there is potential for introducing errors. Any change in a disjunctive test must
be reflected in the separate exclusion test, which makes the code more error prone
and modification more difficult.
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Abstract
A new Finite Eletatut formlation using 'juinti c vcrkc spfita is prmmnetid In this
paper. Th support of smch tl bagic spline function is a polygol Withl at llost ole ingle
interior vertex and oil each triangle it is reprented as an finite sum of the Bhier poly.
nouiil bauis. Congequently, 13ier net. repreentation oil triangular arrays of the spline
fiuictions cal be easily Implenented. Certain ciaractristics of the vcrtex splines and their
Admlt ages in FEM are discussed. Some exainples of this forlmlation and its tdvanilages
are sthown.
1. introduction
li tile approxininat olttioin of a boundary valeie problein by the fiite element uethod
(FEM), shape functions defined over individual subdividing triangles in the region of inter.
est are used at approximants. The choice of the slale functions Is usually aiong bivariate
polynomials of ait appropriate total degree. Polynomials of total degrees from I to 8 have
beein used in the literature I1,21. Shape functions definud over triaugular elemeits ire
joined together at the element boundary to form the approximate solution. In general, the
approximate solution is guaranteed to be continuous over the region of interest but the
first partial derivatives of the approximating field are usually discontinuous. Such aln
Researdt parti4jy su ported by NSF CDR-6721512 Off-lshore Tednology, Naval Research
Lab. Contract, No. N 00014-6.IC-2025, Texas ligher Education Coordinating Board No.
32123-70030, and by SDIO/IST managed by the U.S. Army Research Office under ContracL
No. DAAL 03.87-H-0028.
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approximate solution does not fit tli hoturc of the flld solution and consequently often
yields u.natisfnctory results.
In this pwpcr, we present a new formulation of ih finite Oh:ment eq atito using quinti
vertex *plins rA the shp functions, but In contrast to lia traditioal FEM formulaltlo.
the field componclts Iatihfyin the wve equation are repriedtitl a fitlle e i of
Continuously differenitbld vertex Splines. Uponl Substituting Into tile tier~ funcional
mnti using the boundary conditions for the field at tie phytlcil boundaries of thie rt-ia.
the wave equation is drscribed by an ei nutrix equation with the eigevalu being lhe
prop.gation constanto of the modes.
2. " er Polynomial basis amid f l'ir ncts
A biwVri.ta polyolnial basis of total t ee it is tile collection x.(Rdl where t and mit
run over nil nmtnegative integrs with t + fi : it. Using thil traditionl represen lion
ill finite elueit formultion is very inconvelitnt when the Supporting triangles are of
arbitrary shape. One usually formulaes the problem in terims of a standard right triangle
mid use* n linear mapping to trmnsformu iia results to an arbitrary triangle. This problem
can be avoided if one uses the Ilarycentric coordinates (or shmploex coordinates).
Let (r, j, f) be the Barycentric coordinates of a point (x-,t) rdative to a give triftule
with vertices (:,'ju).(z,.), and (x3,yj) defuned by
IX3 Y/J [ X3 V3 ~ XI x
where Am (X2YI-xf)+(um -x3Y w)(xrt- d. Just tile Bernstein pOlynomnlils
are used as a basis to represent polynomials on 10,11 in tim univariate case, the most useful
basis for the space of polynomnials of total degree lees than or equal to n on this triangle is
the set of polynomials:
-s = 11 rYl (2)
where iQ, and k run over all non-negative integers with i + i + k = n. For instance,
there are 21 different combinations of the indices iQ, and k for i = 5. and so any quintic
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polynomial JKX, V) can be exprtma uniquely " n, linear combination of 0k as
'This is called til fBaicr m:prcnttiozn of the polynomial function p( ,) on the giv n
triangle. It is cutoma.ry to arrange the colticients on a triangular array called the fJicr
net, s shown in Figure 1. We etnphi:c that the €wilicients ,.jr uniquely dterilina the
polynomial p(jx, ) aid are hi vrit relative to the location and shmpe of the triangle.
&icr nets are used to represent thie restriction on each trimigl of the vertex splineg.
There tre seven types of bivamiato quintic vertex 5plines. They are contructmi based on
different criteria. For example, the V(0,0) splinc requires tle value at one of the vcrtices
to be unity and zero at all the other vertices while the first md seond order derivatives
and the no:nal derivatives along the Cdts are at zro. f(O, 2) means that all function
values Knd derivatives tre zcro at all vertices except that 0211/Oy2 equals to unity at onc
of the vertices. Their 134tcr net representations 4re completely given in Chui (3]. The
graph of If(0, 0) and If(0, 2) are shown in Figures 2 md 3 respectively.
One should note that the support of any one of the quintic vwrtex plines; is not a single
triangular eleinent. Instead, it is ft polygon which includes all the tritngles joined together
at a common vertex. The value of the spline is zero everywhere outside this polygon.
This local charctcristic makes the vertex splines uniquely suitable for FEM analysis. In
addition, since the splines are expressed in terms of the BD&er polynomials in Darycentric
coordinates, the trimgular partition of the region can be completely arbitrary. Hence, the
Finite Element formulation can be directly applied to the partitioning triangles without
the need of a linear map.
3. Formulations for field malysis in guiding structures
Assuming th!:t a waveguide of ni arbitrary cross cection is filled with homogeneous
dielectric material. A scalar formulation (S. or 114) is adequate to determine the modal
propagation constants md the field distributions. The energy functional for the TE modes
is given by
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i(nI,) = JJ((1)9 - t~I)~ug 4)
W'c expros the function /, as i lincar comnbinttion of the vcrtex splines, 14m1110y:
M
N I
where Al is til totl numnber of bsis splite fuictions in tie region. Depending on the
number of subdividing triamglcs, the nunbr Al is Ox (number of vertices) + (number
of edges). For "mnple, let the cross.gection of ft rcctminglar wavguide be s shown in
Figure 4. There Or 9 vertices am| 16 edgcs, so that At U 70. If It, In (5) Is suVtituted
Into (4), miniixng tie functional letids to Io eigenniatrix equation of the for ll
whid can be solved using any standard eigeiv-lue pnck.ie. Tite vector V is ft row vector
con|taining all the unknown cofllcivnts ft i U 1,...,M. Ti dins.ion of tie matrices A
and B is At x A when thie physical boundary conditions are ignored. When the boundary
condition are included in tie formulation, the sixh of tit matrix is slightly reduced.
If tie waveguile is filld with a layered dielectric similar to the substrate of a -a.
crostrip circuit, the alar formulation is not adequate to solve the problem. Following
the formulation of Anglkaew ct a. [4), the transverse electric and ,magnetic fields can be
represented by the four spline series
! At M
A matrix eqluati o similar to (5) can be obtned. We note that the elements in A md
B contain inner products of any two vertex splines from two adjacent vertices and the
appropriate value of the dielectric constant within the range of integration. This operation
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involvs mnultiplng tile basis of tile two tiplincs together and illii rtng over tile over,
lapping trimigulm- region. The~re are 4t most. two oarlappillt irinlr reziotts bwetn
filly two vcrtlec. Since t lia |e;rml ffl ! dtdY caU be Computed ld storod the inter
iroducts cmn be obtaiicd easily.
4. Examltes! and COnclito o ili
As n preliminry tct of this aprlich, we m-ldt:ia tle 1wcutoff wmAv tiiith of it rect.
nupflar ewi'ist. Th'l ults are compared with tle e\ t goliiOn tit other known
soliilols i Irael and Mlliiowlt4 (2). T tivy Ka ablated fit Thbles I o nd I. aI inother ex,
Alliple, we follow tile forillaition given by Yoshtba et U). () wiing all thre componelits of
til 11 Ield to conipult ili llodal propligtion caott.uits of u rectnigular wavquilda filled
with two dielectrics. Our rlslts compred favorably with other published da ta. Tlhry Kr
listed in Tabla 1l.
Iva conclude by pointing olit scvca advalyititges it uing this minethod. These include:
(1) There is no need to map all irbitrary triangle into tlia stadard trianle in order to
conforl to a, givei coordinate systmi. This formulation dcpends oldy ol tile locations
of the vertices within tile rgion. (2) T conlitillity of tilt fillnctioll viles ild tle first
partial derivatives are built.in in tiw rflier represetntion of the vertex splines. The
resulting approxiimated function is everywhere smooth. (3) The order of ajpproxilintion
is full which is higher thnn tile ordinnry FEM. (4) The number of subdividing trinugles
required to ichieve a given degree of actnitracy is smaller and tile speed of computation is
increased.
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ITable I TEJO mode cutolf wa lngth In a rtca zaungl wavvruidc with fre








Tabit Ir TEla mode cutoff wavelength In a rctangular wav uidt with free




m Is the number of pirtition triangle*
a s the dimension o the mass and stiffness matrices
Table III Comparison of the propagation constants in a
dielectric loaded wave guidc (kow)
Tire Component Pcnalty Function Vertex Splinc
R Field Mthod Method Method
8.S093 (64,153) 8.8095 8.810t (4,105)
10.2 52 10.2765 10.2755
11.2677 11.2736 11.2355
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A I OuDi.IN INLIN CM.A AiLIORMN YORtS(UTTERINU
Or~ &NI WM'5S BY 2-0 AStSOTROP1C OUR. MI
V. NI. Cmc# "14 X. X. 26#g&
D"itt t of .4ppli NlhmmltksA S1*41460i
S141e UA~iwiy of *VW VOtk At Sty 1on
stomy flrod, N& Yolk 11,0430
An vr~iett A#4 *,fm'g ft*NWW AI A!011iiin (fo W(01atig ;11e MAUtrd~ CNOMM44tc W0V
by lwdic. ol 1lm wih cepkX pOfttidl U#4 A1ftiiOP~IiC llt1CC4 ti~lp-pty 1# thettft
40ttinil Wa b-0 41004H'~. IMA It "Cyt~d by Wilig A #M~i4l (1#119 difftCOn mC14Wo "a~ uip" 4
0411041 #P4441a d3l(l1A1W4f Of th114 f1%mA (6111 of N10AaW' ctiationOt A o fot-lt"Al Id.
1drickal. (b1) ighly Atcurai dot to thbodpliyted nnl qocmyt~:, anM (C) "ty vaay to mpittlot
bounary coditlnaa. 1Te cApibifliy And fou~ibity of ibs orpw tot ic a*tc At t by pernmnln
oufflogesAl @imti# 0# o ,t 4v al~tic CXMPICA. T., tyliftitlud OlSjC Wib th 0044 M0M Of A
Ant 4fdct it ( diffcco inotbo! for Mvi'ng ) M Ktcdfio tolim In thc space-1t111 dmatNll
WIA 40%s I#1ttodU(C by Yqe (1) (fo the tWO4IdnifiOnAI Caio and 141rf Applikd 1o tiche ~ ia
cAft by TAlove Andi Mlodwin (2), IiollAnt 13, 4 un twzand L"e (4). This* finIlte diifirnce mnioW
fcurla uiy fcA nub~UICAl gild Vytki Anti It, ISth it CMlft11101if~~t C'dAl 10VICod (.cc
tilt tC~CW by clICn (4)). UUNftunAtty. foi OeAli Wccs'illi 0001~c 100144W0. one hm&d Ca
Ordlinarily atte AUMUnt Of UnIM1onn anuMtAJglfCUlbI ri4 1anrs to AIIIIMAtt lt CUfVed
tboUnd.Vik And to I111141101C IC the klrb '*#AItCASjhg ftOC1410014"t. And 1115 it MOOS* t134
011fti(~Al ii1ttio InCfflcknt JA5ftfJ
LAter. .McI, Cn901AIIJ, An~cdakos And LUn (6). 1c) have IttrcnietI tie 'Pali.ita1mht3 Time
Domiain I'milt Mhient NicthotI". A cominAtion of tilt baW eat etC of tie stantiatt Yt's fiite
duffetonce mttiod and tiet flnitt dioicaL 1ACIhOj. lIt 4Crckstcy 14 Af tpeict OVr lit ,ItAldAtd
Yt' finite diffetenCe melthod due 10 a Iility to Comptute all a Wodyrst"e lon.ofthogonaI Slid
Systemt. but It Pp a price for the Additional in1trpoation and CXttApOlAIO# In tlt~ 11011-010106o811
grid lowe.
ilceendy, Yet (8) has made an imtoveintat of hIi imirtiod by applying hils finite diffeece
dimceizAtion lit the most natural way to the integral formi of Maxwcel's equations an a ~CC~fA 11011-
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oe1s'itol rid pvl. o which mrntilt I1 01it1t n Of 110111041y C644i1on0 CAuMIdty CA$Y. IL
C#be shown (&) tht it 1 the Inost fricketmcla MAI 111h1104 by wtffOtnIdg the~ ftAbdAtd
cornmJ1411"Iompalexnhlity itnlyi4. l.c., to cutthe 401I 41 ming paist AItitiCIJC PxAtiois; nwld
in A kylq(4CA clnAtiott. Molt. mimily. TaIPovv 19) Arid NMAdt Anti VOlOW1)(i 110) h~v tifit 01)And
V~mrtW4 Ye' nei tola grid nMcthOt. Here Ytell 110-OrihOgMAI grlid Mthod It g~itsAi~atId (or
s#4ing the two-dimn#iftio"lA #wwtiog IM1t11111A Of &M4 WAVC11 by IMSCUt With COamtPkCX gntfY aiJ4
anitopic mniffAtnl 1jurosetty. I~vrcntlY. MOM nChntIqYC bA* tKV0 UANd 10 Wyle tilt COM41)podilig
fiffvsfle~~tOWC Attngt pfahim# by uassnw oknr (Ill.
The~ whole simt~ domin 0 is divided Into three coinected but non-overlapping u~anis the
IftcciOr region l~ mnvfr*C nun the target Arid I*ft f 4sn a o~rh~nICylintriCAIt Iid Ssam, Owe
lemnmetiAtc frgot l~ nj itrwting the free Opace Just OUtSIdt Of tile target And psOOrSsing the s1AHI
no~omh~oalCY)indfIC4 grid 0YA911n, And the IAtgg tetqdOr ;c~iOn (13 rnpsfCACHtin1 111e fAr.flCld (ro
#tWbA11 ut IfCAWe At A 14 IMUCC iAWAYc awayi'rn the Ittgt And1 rIf4bg lise standard Orthogonal
rylitiitAl AridJ @.wani. No 'OW 4M WAVO A tty tile fQ11OWing 1011ialIbOU1141MY VAlUe iutObkmn Of
the Integral 1 0ror o AaWqI'ss CqIons14,
4-k st1= 4  k + f l'k + 40/40 - J-4 k a 1.2. 3. (1)
lte 1n4114 contliioss Eh(1.O) a 11k:S101 x 0' X C rlk, k = 1. 2, 3. (2)
tilt bountiAly Conditions (110 surface C11at8vs and cufftnt)
*i,2" -l 1ix £-. x 11 G 0 1-2L B1E 1  00l2'U"'9 1I1-1 11, Xofl121
uxL 3 nxj, ajxrL3 =UX112, E3 .u=J;2.n. U11-9#11-*n Xcon23 (3)
and the asymptotic tenninating -ondition,
Wilat 11 IS tile Unit Outtf nor111a1 Vertor At thin~tfrACCS, 0002 is tile In'terface Wttt mi d (?1
0()23 Is thle Interface between f2And 03, 003~ Is thle outer boundary of 113, I,1. =' 0 and 3= Is
are tile source dlitribtztions, 13 = 2 = c01' 113 = it2 = p1 and z3 = C,) 0 1Are t1he fre space
permlittiVity, P0rmneAbility And conductivity rapctltvely, and L Up Anrid a, are the 3 x 3 real positive
sytamettic permittivity, peunmeAbility and conduactivity matrices of the target respeectively.
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lift (fo #11ilifity, thlt KA t1CrInI of n1ormIal Indcilt. TEM~ ci civinAgneic: wAVV by A% eylinetlIAI
tArECt With ItN AXiS A10116~ IS 1 COMAIdldepi .. £U U RXIX +4 FyI) And IL U 11aI4a Witti 61 Ii the
linit, veclof In1 the lk-directien.
NUMERIICAL CONSIDERIATION
TO dimo~ine (l ). the rectAtigle colt is trKd t0 pftifOX1ni1 both the line And AreA Integr'all With
tt VAIUC of E Ilnd IL 11Cds to he cAktulatedI on two 41i(Cfin but A4ggerrd grill #Y*rWn1, and the ICAp-
frog finite differenrfe schtfe I* UP01 t@ AllprOXimate011 Gthi ord~ tIme 1101Ati1'e For examIple, the
flCkId Aft tVJAItl At thlt mitipoint of thet four cidgri of tile ipimliitertl (Fig. 1) Andl At the




ThcorcicAlly, the bouvilary conditions (3) must, bW imposod ait the intefac of two diffil~et,
mnaterials. But here,. there Is no miced to Impose tile boundry conditions explicitly Its programmisng
kil numincal Algorithmn, b-cause the boundary condition for tile tangtiafl componenut of E Is 5saisfed
aOutomatcally, And thet other thlc" boun~dary Conditions Aft A1so automati41cally 11.thsfitt i9 thlt
Approximate sense if the differemcs; of thle mnaterial pleftiCS Spread linetarly Across It cQmplet grid
zone Instead of just Acros thet Interface. In this way, there Is no cumbersome programiling
Instruction At thle Interace to slow down thle Calculation; thle application Or boundarty conditions1 is
rcplaced by the proms~ of Assigning tlie Inateria! paftmetcrs Into thle grid tone. III particular, thlt
prograumning instruction Is extremely simple if thlt iaterial interface Is located either At A conStanit I-
141- O At A MO~AK j-liNt
M~AY,~ 10 ACII&C A A11g COMfP01400n ft thIIis expicit finite $ifltctceK K1Whme, out ::Iwt Impowt
the writ known C~uutI, Ftkirrid;'. A~nd LCW Pl~lslily C61144ii40.
HIADARL CRMS SECT1ION
Thet ifinhtion of the f~dAr cto tOio fIAr~i it illfliCan W.M ficd4g k~ g-walitd soin'
w~ith MA ipuw~ "A
f -to I-A
wI~tt I' c4lt)AI* to 2xr for' 11) ptallkln And to 4wr 2 rOf 3-D IiJObkICNt r IS the dWAt I~tNC ldnilt
u~llol"IIcr And tho c Altmfr. 14 ilt~ Iida~l i-fild CMY pni~c At liltc twtvi, Is the RIi c 'rd
(At idd .filti V I 1 ilt Aug 1Koicco OR; ifAliittr Anld tit 100 Alnige AX4. o~ ta r r, ti
> r, + Ai A14 jK 0 ort Tsi', t > Ts' + Ar..
NtJMM~UCAi. MXAMPLES
FxAm:pkt 1: A jc1 contbting of ;wifctiy cOlIJUCtIIn In1iMriAt With t hcAt3Cttikj dimllqtion# Or
10m, is conridervd. A shoft O.W pulot of £.M Alridt with frequvicy - 40 Mii& to iid A& the
sourtc. The tAdAt b~ck.-cAuvisig crom kitti~l At A fUlICtio:, Or 0 ii d1ttoI lit Fig. 2. The CPUL tiiow
OR SMlkon GJAPhlIC. 1111S 41) 120/G'rX frtis aAUmpIc Is 264.
Fig. 2
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ExAlinple 2: A Compo1site Aidoil with tilt limlingrdsie con~l~ting of AnIottoPIC lo0-ty detici, tx a
23 X 10* fuArd/i. (yy a 44.2 x Irt 2 Alad/rn. (Xy n0. And P_ Is 0, 0 a 5 X 1k, ho/1r, atid tile
trailing edge moliting of pelfecly conilucting MIMI I tellk sd AA tilt target. 'The clrAmitil
length of the PItfol is l011. A sholt. cAW pIuW of E.M fields with (tqurtey -2,U MII& Is used 0s
the tource. The tadAr baek-cting cros wetio. ms A (unction of 0 is platted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3
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Results from solving Maxwelrs Equations as a system of first order
differential equations with magnetic and electric losses are studied. This
Includes, In part, the postprocessing of the near fields to acheive
frequency domain solutions and a more understanding of time domain
scattering. Solutions are carried out to steady state where a frequency
domain conversion may be performed on various parts of the result.
Results include the total fields, scattered fields, and the surface and
volume currents of 2-D geometry from which the RCS can be computed. It
will also be shown that the RCS can be computed from equivalent current
sheets around the geometry described by the near scattered fields, and the
Equivalence Principle.
Results from wide bandwidth and modulated Gaussian pulses will be
presented, where several frequencies contribute to the time domain
solution. Fourier transforms will be computed on 2-D space-time data and
conierted to space-frequency data, where the desired sloution at a
particular frequency is picked out. Performing a Fourier transform on
truncated signals vs windowed signals in time Is investigated.
Various techniques and formats for graphical representation will , I
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SOLVING 2-D ELECTROSTATIC PROBLEMS ON THE
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ABSTRACT
A development of a parallel computer Finite Element model for the poten-
tial distribution between conductors in a multi-conductor transmission
line Is considered. The parallel modeling In done on Thinking Machine's
Connection Machine, a massively parallel computer employing up to 64k
processors. The finite element methods employed are basic but Illustrate
the CH's performance when solving FEN problems using an element-by-element
solution techNique with conjugate gradients. Results and future research
interests are given.
INTRODUCTION
Computationally, many npects of the Finite Element Metbod (FEM) of
modeling partial differential equations may be viewed as operations on a
large number of data items. Thus, it Is thought that the Connection
Machine (CN) may yield significant advantages in FE modeling. Although
the literature contains much on parallel FE modeling, work on the CH has
been rare 1.
A aiople illustration of the computational factors of FE modeling
is given. Next, the methods chosen are presented along with preliminary
results using several simple problems. Finally, areas of current
research on this subject are given.
FINITE ELMIENTS
One method of finite element analysis involves the solution of PDE's
using the method of weighted residuals over some discretizod domain. An
approximation to the solution Is calculated on a finite cumhor of nodes by
using a polynomial approximation of the field variable across a subdomain
or element. Each element contributes independently to a global set of
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linear &Algebraic equations represonting the discrete aolutzn (for a fur-
thor description, sea2 ). it Is the parallel construction and solution of
the system that i considered.
Vithout delving into the mathematics of the e, suffice it to say
that the boundary-value problem
Lu-f (-
in some domain 0 with appropriate boundary conditions is approx\mated with
the linear system
Au - b (2)
for u the desired solution. In terms of elemental contributions, (2) may
be written as an sasmbly of contributions due to individual elements
(E A)u be) )
CO4JUTGA GRADIIMT SOLUTION
Normally, the assembly, (3), Is carried out and the system is solved
using known techniques. ?or parallel solution, A somewhat different ap-
proach has come into use. Using an element-by-element scheme, each
elemental contribution (Ae and be) is calculated independently. The Ae's
are stored while the right-hand side is assembled into the global vector,
b. As will be seen, this is a convenient method for parallel solution
using the Conjugate Gradient method3 .
Conjugate Gradient (CG) solution methods are preferred In parallel
environments because they are a collection of vector-matrix products, vec-
tor dot-products, scaler-vector products and vector additions - al opera-
tions with Inherent parallel features4 . The basic CG method is
Initializes





ui 1 - Ui + aipi, (4c)
rI+i - ri - ajApi, (4d)
Ir±+i I'
bi - -2 (4e)Irill
PI+i " ri+l + bipi, (4f)
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for u, arbitrary. Thus, As stated, equations (4) are a set ot many Inde-
pendent operations and well suited for parallolizAtion.
SOLUTION IN ?ARALLXL
Since the machine in question is the CH, a basic understanding of
its operation is needed. The CH is bast described .a a SIMP or data
parallel machine containing up to 64k processors, oari with local memory.
It is configured in a hypercube format and attached to a front-end VAX,
SUN or Symbollca coimputer. Among its tasks, the front-end serves to com-
pile code, distribute instructions and data to the processors, and handle
any non-parallel operations In a given program. Within the CH, processors
may be allocated #s needed to run certain instructions on a specified data
set. Also, each physical processor may be configured Into more than one
virtual processor where the physical processor's memory and access is
divided among the virtual processors. This allows the CH to effectively
operate as a machine with up to 2040k virtual processors. 7or a ;ore com-
plete description, see.
Above, it was noted that the calculation of the elemental contribu-
tions Is an Independent process and may therefore be done In parallel. In
the algorithm described here, a number of processors on the CH, each cor-
responding to an element, calculates It* elemental contribution, both for
the global system (At) and for the right hand side (be). Additionally, a
different set of processors is allocated corresponding to the number of
uoknovns in the system, N. This array of processors contains all the vec-
,%r quantities given in (4), sach processor having one of the entries in




Figure 1. Processor Happing on the CH for Solution Phase.
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Once the elemental contributions bAve been computed, the b'a are
assembled Into their proper locations in the b vector. Next, during the
CG solution, a matrix-vector product must be computed
A- n (5)
where A is our global HIl matrix and £ and a may represent any vector of
length 11. In the alement-by-eleaent method, each elemental contribution
to A (AQ) is stored in its processor. heon a product as in (5) is needed,
* each elemantul processor multiplies Its non-zero members by the car-
responding values in a as requIred by matrix-vector multiplication. As
* teoy are calculated, each elemental processor sums its contributions
into the proper processor corresponding to sn entry in the vector o.
Thus, the vectors needed in the CO solution technique are obtained. Note
that In this process, many of the multiplications are done in parallel
and, although Incerprocessor communication is needed, much of It is also
parallel.
To carry out the rest of the solution In parallel Is almost 4
trivial tak on the CH. With one processor handling one entry in each of
the vectors In (4), the CH acts as a bug*e vector processor, performing
multiplicatIons and additions for N unknowns concurrently. Where scaler
values are used, they are either summed to the front end or broadcaat to
the R processors a# required in the CC solution algorithm. As will be
shown, this technique yields very fast solutions for which one iteratlon
Is almost independent of the number of unknowns.
For illustrative purposes, several two-dimensional quasi. static
problems were solved using first-order, linear Isoparamtrt ee n~nta.
Specifically, the problems all involved the solution of Lapit*ts eqvtotot
V*c(xjy)Vu- 0 (6)
in a cross sectional region with moltiple conductors as lo Wigures (2) nd
(3). The problems are conaj,'ared quai-static mince * inhomogenooux
region will not support a trs TEH wave. The eonductors each possess a
V'U0O
i 'I
Figure 2.,Coax Problem Solved.
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Figure 3. Hulticonductor Problema.
Dirichiot boundary conditicv * The rgion Is discratize4 In a preproces-
sor program and the mesh date 4i thon read and tranctorrod to the CH as
needed.
The programming was doba in Ck, the data-parallal C++ type language
for the CH, and executed on a machine with 32k processors. Both single
precision (hardware) And double precielon (software) floating point cal-
culations were used. The results taken were run using a virtual processor
ratio of one.
y Figure (4) shows a compaTidon o the actual aolucion times for the
coax problem. Although not strictly problem independent (th6 ocacurrency
of the matrix-vector product computation is dependent on the number of
elements in the problem) thoa results ahoy the relative speed o the CH
an compared to e knovw sorial system (VAX 8600). Table I shows the
results for a' a~ral m lrostrip problems. Ritsults ware taken using the
i convergence criteria
IrJbI
with software, double-precision floating point calculations for the coax
problem and hardware, singie-precision floating point calculations for the
microstrip results.
Referring to Figure (4), solution time on the CH-2 appears to be aK nearly linear function of the number of unknowns. This increase in solu-
tion time is due almost entirely to the increase in the number of itera-
tions required for the system to meet the convergence criteria. Time per
iteration increased only slightly with the increase in unknowns - from




Looking at the results Cor the microntrip problems in Table 1.,
times tor both the Fill and the Solve portions of toe program remain rela-
tively constant over a range of el ements and nodes. The Fill times see=
coeparatively long for the simpli elements that were used. tIis Is due to
An un-optimii:ed Fill routine which contains A fair amount of communica-
tion. toe that durinS the solution, the time per iteration (- 0.14 sec.)
Is approximately half that obtained using software, floating point cal-
culations (- 0.34 sec.).
There are several points which should be made concerning these
r~sulta. First, the problem was one for which the system of equations s
symetric and positive definite. This allowed the usage of the basic CC
routine. A preconditioned CC algorithm may be used for systems which do
not meet this criteria at the cost of solution timi. Second, the algo-
rithm has uot been "tweaked" for the tst communication pattern. That
io, ommunication with the front end comput~r in the solution routine in
not an absolute necessity and accumulation on the CH itself may yield
fitte results. Third, this mapping of the solution algorithm onto the CH
results in a very Inefficient use of peocessors. The processors sn-
societed with the elements remain unused during the solution phase except
when calculating the matrix-vector multiply. Lastly, although the cal-
culation *9 the element matrices was parallelized, times were relatively
sAC4 du: to a co9munication bottleneck with the front end. Communicating
M moah Ata for Cinely discretized systems from the front-and to the CH
i quite time eonsuming.
Although not conclusive, these results are promising. Results ob-
tained by Johnsson and Kathur7 using a slightly different mappAng and a
regular mechanical engineering problem indicate computational power on the
order of a gigatlop for both the fill and solution portions of the FEH al-
goritzu. Vith this type of power possible, the CH's relatively low cost
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#Elem. #Nodes #Cond, Fill Solve TiLze/Itar.
Time (s) Time (s) (s)
724 399 2 8.17 3.12 0.13
968 532 3 7.98 2.43 0.13
3876 2037 3 8.00 4.59 0.14
2775 1481 8 7.90 2.59 0.14
Table I. Results ror Different Hicrostrip Problevs.
Research into FEM analysis on the Connection machine is ongoing at
NHSU. Current activities Include the implementation of a more efficient
mapping of the solution algorithm, a Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
(PCG) solution algorithm, results with higher order elements, multigrid
methods and parallel mesh generation.
A PCG algorithm would allow the solution of systems which are not
symmetric-positive definite such as those which arise in the solution of
the 2-d and 3-d wave equations. Plans for remapping the solution phase of
tho FEM algorithm will allow solution of much larger systems of equations
with more efficient use of the processors. With regard to mesh genera-
tion, transferring large amounts of data (mesh) to the CH seems to be a
bottleneck to the overall YEN solution times. It Is hoped that the small
amount of data needed to describe a mesh may be communicated and the mesh
generated in parallel using a multigrid solution technique. The mesh data
can then simply be used by the FEM program minimizing comnunicatioa vith
the front end.
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Elliclent Modeling of Thin Dllelcctrlc Strtirtotres 1l1shg
(lie Filnitc-Dilrci cel! TJitic-DOsltili~t Tchiiicitic
l..nnctI R. Dlcnarcst, D eInl Long Plnihotis Tirkus
Blectrical and Compnutcr Ellginccri% OcpartmellCt
University of lziilsnis
Lawrencc, Kals 66045
Tile inite.Dtfercnce Trin.Dora=In tchnique (FDTD)) is a proven mod.
cling technique and has been used succmnsftmlly to model complex $cnttercrs
it both the time and rfcrqurncy domains. The technique is very flexiblc in
that it can loodel both conducting and dielectric mcdia, tonigurcd s open
or closcil Scoinctris.
In spite of the great fuccess of this technique, It it, of couts, not with.
ot its wcakn ss . One such weakness is its relative inability to model
geonmctries that arc both electrically large, and yet contain fine lctall; ucl
detail could include shtrp points, small tcprtures, and thin dielectric sl cts.
Small substructures such As (hc st cause problems with the FDTl) tchnique
because the ficlds in the vicinity of these objects -hibit rapid spatial varia.
tions.
Although fine dctall cn be acconnodatcd by using a fincrspatial gid,
this can also be a source of probilcms. First, if the cells snall cnough to rcsolvc
the fine detail tre used throughout the problem space, the total nunbcr of
cells may be enormous. Fine subgrid models can n!bo be used, but there can
be problems of numerkcal noise being transferred across the Gine/coarse rlid
boundaries.
An attractive method of dealing witl the problem of fine delal in FDTD
codes is to build the near field physics of the fine detail in question into those
cells that contain them, tils allowing the cell size in the solution space to
be uniform and relatively large. The reasoning behind this technique is
that, while the "normnal" FDTD field advance cequations assumc a smooth
linear 'ariation of the fields in each cell, "smart" cells can have a. specified
nonlinearity built in and still be large. This approach has becn used with
success in the modeling of thin crackv, apertures, micd wires.
In tl'is paper we describe a technique for modeling dielectric sheets that
arc much smaller than the FTDT cell size. A iimple model of thle near
field physics is developed and inplemented in a FDTD code. Results are
shown that compare the calculated plane wave scattering of thin dielectric




Tle Fine .eDilfficnce Thne.Domuln (FDTD) Irchniqu has become one of the Stan.
dard numcrlcAl analysis tois of thie clctromoanetic contowlity, taking Its place next to
ttchniques Sich as h 1olethod of Momits and linite lcnmcnts. The baicsl of FDTD
ftle dceitmnstratcd Ill thle miid l9GO's, and has been progrtsslycly fried since then. It
has liany attrAculvt ch rr~ctcris tics, alfoog Which art its rciative Simplicity, vrsatility, Anti
Accuray.
In many rspects, FDTt) can bc corsidere! to be A mature tclnique. indci.o ".
bics of the method have been cxtesively studicd And chtracterised. Titus, tuch is
known Abt tlie chAractristics of solutions produced from this tchnique, Including the
nuliber of urknowns necessary to produce accurate solutions w.d the dynamic ranlle and
noise floor of ti, nunericAl grids. This has enabled k broad range of users to use these
codes to solve im a.ivtant cueintcring problems.
l spite of the relitivs maturity and usefulness the FDTD techliquC, the0e are stit(
unny spects of It that tre the subIject o ongoing research to Improve It. An example
of this Is tle ffort to Allow the Analysis of lar4e strUcturs that contain fine dt4il uing
PDTD. '"lh challenge here is to develop nustainntatlons of FDTD that do not require the
use of emtrrcaiely large numbers of unknowns lit order to resolve these details.
A geonmctry thit Is becoming increAsingly important In clcctrom4gnctic analysis l
that of thin dielectric shcts or sladbs. This, of course, has ariscn largely as a result of "i1e
recent use of diclectrics nircraft. These sheets may appenar either lfree standing, or adLercd
to conductors. Also, these sheets may contain cracks, either duc to their construction or
to agng. These shetts pose new problens in electrontagnctic modeling.
i this paper we describe methods of niodcling hill dielectric sheets, possibly backed
by conductors and containing cracks, using FDTD. The techniques discussed here are
"course grid" techniques that allow the modeling of these thin structures without the need
to lise A file Grid throughout tle problewin space, which encumnbers the model with far more
unknownt than is truly necessary.
The Integral EquatLon View of FDTD
'the nDne Time.Domain is an Accurate name for this technique, hut
it is not xJivway ih best view of what it actually does. Although there is no dnlo'h that
when 'e announccd the technique to the elcctromagnetic community in 1966 ill it was
thought oias being solely a differential equation technique, it was later shown 12) that anl
integ Na i1,qlutina -fik% produced exactly the same field advance equations for situations
where tle fields are varying lirearly with respect to position. For situations, however,
where lite fields within i cell arc varying nonlinearly with respect to position, the integral
equation-viewpoint allows added insight, into how to most accurately model the fields.
Figure I shows a representative situation where. small scatterers are present in a nu-
merical Srid that is too course to resolve them. Due to the boundary conditions imposed by
the e seterers, the r' ic and  ninaneti fields in their vicinities are likely to be nonlin.





Ccis will NO~t 01;11 illy Tdrwnld ot lineAr flitsllonhs tof both E lnd 11 vitlita ell. 114i
~WiC-i~T) lo ri;W ecri tilt pcrspccilt of the littgral .4ril of "Miaxeli kiotiont, It
1scomol AppmnertI thatiIf tile SpAtial dustliiltion (i.r., shaple) of (fth Add within thmi Cviii
call lit ditcr-mini( (pogalibly (rmin muisitic lnOtlels), 11lie1 jstrbutions call be buit
Into thle contoor And surface Iicstal* of Ainlere's mid Piarad~iy',s lawtaihar 610usd to
4doncte these 11ildt. Thuns, @Mty th., firld OdVAnIce cuAtions In tholo trlls wlice thle fitli
are nonflinevarly tilrllt noeed to he lvoified to moodel thcse Satterers
tlSInS tis Philosophy, tilti Sadlod FDTD Itchnietue can li t. um-it fop is great
oUM f- Of AWtion wee mll W1.C114 Pakti of it scatierr would nortmally demanssd yery Small
cvlls, gold thus the neerd for 11sng far moore 11nkiowns than is utecesiry to moel the 'Jross
Aspets; of thle ACM10eer. Buildifis thlt near fll physics of a dillc"Itp--fle-11 of, aSCt0Crcr
Into only thesit CCli that encounter allow tile Sridl sue to rmamin linito.1in aecros thet pOlnil
spaoce witholit sacrifizing thle ability to model these structural details.
Modifications F'or Thinu Dielectric Slabs
Figures 2 and 3 summatrixe (lit clangts that need to beac . in the field advanct
equations lIn cells contning thin dielectr slabs. Herm, as .lirkarie slab thitt is SII1a1iler
thutil tile CCll dilneulsion*-s s tric 111on1 a ltattice line (;% s 1rdard Tee type spAtiotl lattice
Is ssnind lit all CCaS to Nit Iow).
Since the At is electrically thin. All conuponenita of thle 111116"ttic fiela and the tall-
plntlal cutponcuit of tilt elctiric field cm4 be considerctd to be linearly diitribtutcd within
the Cclls containtig tile dketric, hilt thr normalJ couponlentof E will, of course, exhibit
a disconti gllity 1%cr-a" thle dielectric interfaces, As A result, the calculations ef tile thngen-
tiol elctric 60ed along the lattice His* ingide tile slab and thie tanlgential magnetic fields
adjacent to tile slitb have to be mtodified. lit the east of utsing Atopere's law to adtvane
lite electric field, only tile step discontinuity in thie permitivity needs to be Addressed in
the surthace integral of 8~. As rar modlifying Fbraday'st law to atdvance the magnetic field,
the discontinuity Ill thle normal electric fil tiniit he aildremed in the line instegral of E.
True field advance equations developet) in these two figures Actually becomec more
accurAte as the electrical thickness of the ds lbcomcs thinner since the tangential clectric
141d within thet cells containing thse slab heenmeA -nore and morv. linear. Also, th~y arc
both applicable for both two and three dimensional codes.
Conductor Bancked Dielectrics
Trhe~ general philosophy for advniing Ohw fields of' a thill conductor backed dielectric
is shown in figure 4. Here, the tir/dielectric interface has been placed along a normal grid
axis, atid the conductor backinig is placed a distance d below the axis.
As a result of this placement of thle geometry within the FDTD grid, the only cells
that will contain nonlinearly distributed field components are the ones that straddle the
sheet. Wue to thle boundary conditions at tile conductor, the tangential elctiric and normsd




A t,01111- pa#rt or 114is fortu iolI6 tlat 1te runtotir used 211 tile bl,,?r:4als 1.4 not mtre
sld dcu:ailds I value of the 1angetial mdattic field just Above the onduclor.surface tUg
a lile nt coinciding with it Atudord If firVlI e .iation point. This cn be circumventcd,
-owcyr, by evalating Fraday' law owtr the v 4c ontour indictcl witlin the diecctiic
10 "cclate this Imagnetic Olh Ce'nPOnclt. Dt;,- this evAluxtion, tile normal electric field
comupoellm can be ifold frg Iih, field Ji o,44idc the dilectrlic, subjcct to Itst known
iliscontinilty Acrost the inal Am
As *n tIn 16 .otf 16' k4 l:ritc AInl wIthout the conductor backing, these simplc
'Siimptions of the Ib hao of Aad II nar ithe dilectrlc yield field Alvance equations
that are 11O more dflicolt 11.i the ",cladard" cqua tions, but take into account the correct
jittir AcId physs -i theac gCOias0111s. N~otice Plso that although thle contours used are
not soqjua, they retain the uray of central diflerencing licbcuse the correct near fild
phy cs have been build intofile 11(kgrAls.
-fioe ling of Thin Cracks
The presence of a crack il. A thin dielectric structure poses An evtn greater challenge
for the FDTI) ince the reldrl, it the vkliin't of the crack are highly nonlillma,- particulArly
the electric fihld. This is Ibecratsc h dinanot effect of the crack is the separailon of
polaritt|ati edharg across tle b p 9f the crat)
Figurc 5 depicts a thin crack Wt A. flhi conductor backed dielectric, embedded in N
FDTD grid. A "brute force" FDTI) c4alelnA, (i.e.,imih8 cll simall enough to directly
model the diclectric and the crack) of the ecker fielrd Along the air/dieclctric interfae for
sud k georntewi o shown in thils iftgur. The nonlincr dipoit nxturcof the l1lds generated
by tie polmi:ation charge is clearly *"en, giving rise to the given equation that dccribsc
the ecctr ie6d in tle vicinity of the crir.d.
This mumed tangential electric field distribution equation incorporates lineap terms
Along b0lh the X A.1d X dirctions, As well as a -nonitnar function q(x,%) that represents
tle fields of the dipole charge distribution of le crack. It ran further be noted that tle
lhnut t.rmp in 2 drops out of the Ampere's law surface integral, and the constants R.xYL
And .' arc Itully linked by the continuity of bound charge at crack edges. Thus, A.
unique E field distlibulion is predicted by this formula As A function or tile slahb nd crack
dimni sions an cant lie used to model small cracks in relalively large cells. The substitution
of this distribution into Ampere's law yields a simple field advance equation, applicnble in
both two and three dimensimni PDTD codes.
Example Calculations
Figures 6 and 7 show lime and frequency domain comparisons of plane wave scattering
by square dielectric slabs, calculated by the "course grid" FDTD method described above
and physical optics. Figure 8 shows a Comparison of "fine grid" nnd "course grid" FDTD
formulaticrs of a 2D slab. Excellent agreemcen is seen in all cases.
Figure 9 compares "course grid" and "fine grid" FDTD scattered field calculations
for a 2D conductor backed dielectric slab. ,lthough the fnr-field RCS calculalituns of tWte
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"course grid" formulation Is almost point for point eqial to the "fne gri d" calculAtions,
this is 3omcwhat duc to the fact that thc thin dielectric has little to do with the far field
stttesing. More importantly, the plot of the ntar fields of thii gScwetry calculated by
both techniques shows excclle.it agreement, and significant differences with the fields of
the conductor without the dielectric. This agr nemnt Is important since if shows how well
the fields within the dielectric can he prcdlictd with the "course grid" model. This kind of
acciracy in the near field is mandatory in order for a "course grid" formulation or c"aks
in the s structures to be posible.
Summary
In this paper, we have dcmonstratcd that thin dielectric structures can be modcled
in FD)TD codes by simply changing the fichl advance equations in only those cells that
contain thefe structures. The agrement with both physical optics and "fine grid" FDTD
formulations show that it-is not necessary to utic a spatial grid whose dimnsions are small
with respect to these (eaturcs.
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Integral Equation View of FDTD
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If the near field physics of the obstacle can be
predicted, this field behavior can be used to
evaluate the field at the cell center given its
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Since I Is uniform and Hx Is linear,
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Using this assumed behavior of Ez yields a finite
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Ampere's law around the "deformed" contour C1:Hz (1, JK
Inside the dielectric, Htan is found.using the




Central difference accuracy is retained because
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The crack radically changes the distribution of
tangential E fields, but not the H fields.
Ex z Ex1 (1 +y/d) + EXN f(x,y) +Constex
where, f(x,y) is the pattern function due to
charge distribution on the crack walls.
* Ext & EXN. are dependent because ps is
proportional to E at the walls.
The Ex field above the crack can be evaluated using
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The Numerical Electromagnctic Code version 2, NEC2, is a well known Method of Moments
program. NBC2 demands expertise foe its'ust to ensure that results of the evaluation are valid. In
addtion, the input data rite to the NECZ code is column and mw depndent which presents an
unfrientdly user interface. The Intelligent NFC2 Pre.procrssor, INP, was written in a modular
fashion, using the Turbo Pascal languagc. It constitutes the framework of a pe-processor which
his some built-in expertise required to use the NEC2 code. It may be concluded that the- NP package
provides a suitable environme t to imw l structures by a userwho is unfamliarwith the peculiarities
of NEC2.
INTRODUCTION
The Numerical Electromagnctic Code, Virsion 2, N IC2 (I I is the well known Method of Moments
code which analyse, the elecromagnetlc responseofmetl structures. Inorder to obtain valid rtsullv,
the numerical and mathermtical modelling of structures must obey a rigid set of rules imposed by
the NIC2 code. In addiiom, the input file which interfaces the NEC2 code is row and column
depcnden&t. This constitutes a user unfriendly interface which demands a hi3g level of expertise to
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The probkm thl-rcfe, calls for the creation of a preproccssr which has the builtin experie
requimd for the constlon of an input file to NEC2. The intent of thislntcllln'NEC2
Pre.proces or, INP, oitware is to keep the user Isolated ftor the various constraints and lititations
Imposed by the NEC2 code as well as the automatic creation of the Input data i..
Many antenna cnglners with )yeas of practical cxpctknc in the dcsign of antennas would now
be able to obtain valid evaluation resulu of perfotnan c without having to nisr the NEC2 manual
[i). This novike use of NEC2.will permit thes users to concentrate on what they do be..
INPUTPUTPUT BOUNDARIES ........- i
INFORMATION FLOW 
- i
EIG .REJI}aA conceptual model of the INP software package
INP is a complete menu driven software package comprising of:
" An input module which caters for the data capture ofantenna gcometry, NEC2 program
control and NEC2 input file operations.
" Graphical display of structures.
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. Producer module which coordinats and proces s Input data In accolance with NE,4C2
rules and contstrants.
• Adviso module to provid the user with program state specific advice t any point In
time.
The Intr.elations between thes modules, as shown in the conceptual model In figure 1, prIsents
a scope for the adequate solutlon of the problem.
IMPLEMENTATION OF TIlE JNP SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Essentially, the INP softwarm package enables the user to model structures and enete a 'fault
free' Input data ile to interface to the NEC. code. 'Fault frce' in this instance implies both for
logical faults (datacntry format) as well as modelling faults (violation ofNEC2constraint and rules
of thumb). In order to facilitate a user friendly Interface, a Screen Managimnt Package [2) was
utilized to create the envimonment within which the INP program executes. For the INP sortiware
pckasg to be useful, the, input facilitks ar suppored by the presence of the following moxlules:
Graphical display: To enable graphical display of the structure.
Producer: To kecp the user isolated front indirctly relacd computations
conccmingthestructurebeingnmdcllet and toconstrct the inputdata
file which is to Interface the NEC2 coe.
Advisor: Toadvise the uscrupon rccluest, atany point in tinc, providing general
infonnation concening the NEC manual as well as past event
dependent advice.
The purpose or the input routines Is to facilitate data capture of the different specifications of the
structure to be evaluated. This is carried out in a user friendly manner where the user is presented
with menu options and is prompted for input. The input is then processed by the Producer where
transformation of this information into the input data file to NEC2 is performed.
In this section the concepts of the graphical display, the Producer, and the Advisor are discussed
and the hierarchical implcentation of the INP software package is outlined.
The Graphical Dispay:
An effective way to present a structure is in graphical forn. The motivation of the need of a graphical
display emerges from the recognition of the need to reassure the user that the structure geometry
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being mo lkd forsimulton, using the NEC2 code, Is In fact corrctly spcified. Ideally, it would
1< be desirable to view the top, side and front views of the stncture as well as Its three dimensional
rpresention.
Currently, the graphical display f cillty is able to present tor, front and side views of stright wires
and their associated loads specified by the user. Ilowever, due to the modular fashion with which
thissoftwarcis Implemcnted, an improved visual reprsentation ofstrucwtescan be realized without
effecting the peogram prfo mance
The Prnctr:
11e basic devices for modelling structures with the NEC2 code ar few and simple, namely straight
segments and patches. Nevertheless, it Is the proper choice of these devices which detcrnine the
accuracy of simulation results. Wire and surface modelling involves both geometrical and electrical
factors, to comply with the NEC2 code numerical techniques and algorithm dpcndth constraints.
As previously stated, the primary objectives of the INP softae package arc to enable structure
modelling and to produce an input data file to interface the NEC2 code. This must be achieved in
such a way as to keep the user completely detached from the complexity involved with modelling.
The user may therefore be confined to the coordinate system only. At first, this may be seen as an
extraction of the power possessed by the NEC2 code. Nonetheless, this modelling power is retained
by the editing facilities.
The objectives of the Producer module are therefore:
To aulomalically perform segmentation of wires and allocate thim with a tag number
for identification purposes, as required by the NEC2 code.
* To convert coordinate specifications to their corresponding segments and patches.
* To check for violation of any of the modelling constraints wcth-.r these arc NEC2
constraints or other rule round by users.
* To produce and maintain the input data file to NEC2, which comprises the deck of cards,
subject to the various modelling constraints imposed.In effect, the Producer is the principle coordinator of the INP software package, and any input
made by the user is processed by this module.
The Advisor.
The user function is to describe an antenna and its environment and to request computation of




access to all menu options atall times. Each menu option has a specific initer in specifying the
model featiwes, The process of specifying the differet parameters demands -some becicpound
kniowledg which the use my not have In addidti, the unfamiliar user may at"p to specify
parameters In an irrtionial manner or order. For cuniple, specifying a request for radiation patten
before any geometry Is specified Is analogous toan at"p to place an Item on a table which does
noteClISL In such event, the Prodcwill dreeandreve thelWaed buwhoutcopi h isvt
elaboration on the nature of the blundecr.
The objective olthe Advisor module is therefore to cater for on.!Le help files. T7hese help files
provide Seneral InfboiMron concenting the various features of ite progrm and modelling
specifications which arm program postion dependent. Also, In the event of erroneous proedings
acomprehenulveexplantion of then reofthe oversghtis made avsllableThIs featureis progrm
state dependent (coatext sensitive) which also account for previous Inputs.
The INP Pregiwm Hierehy:
A descriptive mannecr In which the project hienrhy cant be presented is by means of a block diagra.,
representation, as shown In figure 2. This outlines the main menu options Indicating the various
modcllingfeatures provdedby theNEC2codeto beutilizedby theianteginmc.Thesc, tolether
with input and output file handling for storage purposes, as well as edting facilities, graphical
display and the presence of the Advisor and the Producer as Illustrated In figwm I above, previde
inclusive categornsation of the INP software package as a whole.
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THE CHOICE OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND THE SCOPE FOR
BUILT-IN INTELLIGENCE
Tk Chokc Of Prngmvuave g Latn.aq
The amont ordae stoage requirements throughout the exccutio" of the INP program Is not fixed.
This calls for dynamic data structures which charge in size during the program execution. These
provide an elegant and cffknt means to insert and delete components without worrying about
where new components fit or what happens to the empty space left by a r1 ;ktion.
A vertik graphics library Is the Turbo Graphix Toolb-x (3), which was used for the development
of graphical displays implemented In this project. In addition, the Screen Management Package (2)
which constitutes the menu drivcn buter shell within which the INP program executes was also
wri ten In Turbo Pascal,
These considerations led to the choice of using Turbo Pascal [4] as a programming language.
Why Not Expert Sysav?
The expert system consists of a knowledge base and an infemroce engine. The knowledge base
cntains facts and rules indicating how the facts am Inter-related. The inference engine is a control
mechanism inferring information from the knowledge base by selection of the rule to be used and
at which point in time it should be used. Unlike conventional computer programs, the expert systems
have no algorithmic solutions and often a conclusion is based upon uncertainty or incomplete
information (5].
The power behind expen systems is that they provide a regimen for expert knowledge to be codiried,
and in that knowledge lies the power. Domain knowledge is processed in a strict order of deductive
inference and execution occurs once only. Expert systems can have both deep and surface (also
termed shallow) representation of knowledge. Deep representations are casual models, categories,
abstractions and analogies, where an understanlng of stru.tures and their functions is represented.
Surface representations are empirical associations of rules and facts [5].
A prerequisite for employing an expert system for this purpose is its capabilities to couple numeric
and symbolic computation in an iterative fashion. This would require an intelligent front end system
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Nmeric.iM Mqlil CAs#raiis Aewd Imitions
In this secton, constraints associated with the use of the NE.C2 code are highlighted (1). It is not
the purpose of this paper to cover all the modelling constraints which are imposed by the NEC2
code but only to highlight a cross section of them. This Is carried out in the how of conveyin the
complexity which Is Involved with structure modelling. Th Producer In INP checks for these
constraints, lnfoms the Advisor, and either corrcets or rejects input accordingly.
In NEC2, a segment length should be less than 0.1 of a wavelength and greater than 0.001 of a
wavelength at the desintd frcquency ofanalysis. The built.in expertise of the pre.processor Producer
module will therefore divide the wire into scmcnts accoling to this 10:1 rule.
The Method of Moments technique used cdnsiders only current flow In the axial direction on a
segment.The acceptability of these tpproximatlons is dependent on the wir radius such that unless
the ratio of wire radius to wavelength Is much less than 1-2, the validity of these approximations
Is questionable.
The accuracy of the numerical solution for axial currents is also dependent on the ratio of segment
length to wire radius. This ratio must be greater thin 8 in order to achieve errors of less than I
percent, using the standard thin wire kernel, and may be as small as 2, if the extended thin wire
kernel is used.
Segments ar treated as connected when the separation of their ends is less than 0.001 times the
length of the shortest segment.
Maintenance of current continuity across wire junction presents another limitation since antennas
with short sectons of wire coupled to long ones requin: exceedingly large number of segments to
be analyzed [7). Kubina's rule of thumb states that'The restriction on the relative length ofsegments
that form a junction, require ihat these lengths be comparable within a factor of five" [8].
Furthemnore, the number of wires Joinod at a singlejunction cannot exceed 30 due to a dimension
limitation in the NEC2 code.
A conducting surface is modelled by means of multiple, small flat surface patches corresponding
to segments used to model wires. The ptches a"e spocified such that they cover the cntire surface
to be modelled. The parameters defining a surface patch are the cartesian coordinates of the patch




rFor accuracy ofresults, a minimumn of 25 patches per square wavelength of surface ares should be
used and the maximum size of an individual patch should not exceed 0.04 square wavelengths.
Since the division of cwscn betwcen two oivelapping segments or patches Is indeteitninate,
segments or patches may not overlap.
The radiuso(tayeted wires may nochdrs istcally sincre lrr ischng btweenconectcdc
segments may decreasc accuracy. This rule panicularly applies where the ratio of segmecnt length
to radius Is smll.
A segment must exist at each point wher network connection or voltigc souarce will be positioned.
Thit constraint is Imposed so that voltage drop can be spcified as a boundary condition.
Finally, the order In which the various cards arm specified most obey sonme rules which are imperative
for a successful -run of the NEC2 code. Generaly, the card deck begins with cards containing
comments nmade by the user. These are followed by geomectry data cards specifying the geonietry
of the antenna Snl themreatrthe progranicontrol cards$, specifyingelectrical parameters and requests
for the computation of antenna characteristics.
New rules of thumb amc emerging all the time and should be implemented as they conic fwh.
Generally, modelling of structures subject to the various constraints will be coordinated by the
Producer which at worst will reject the user specification and thereafter the Adviso will provide
an explanation and advice.
AN EXAMPLE OF USE
In order to illustrate the manner in which the INP program should be used to produce the Input file
to NEC2, consider the high FRequency (I IF) browdband antenna due to Givati and Clark (9). rhis
antenna is shown in figure 3 below.
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f I The I IF broadband antenna du to ivd W -k
in e anl, smctumt should be modelled, accortind o fiut 2, by firstly specifying the Ant.n
Ccemty, the the Inputs Control optios and finwilly th sidrcll;on of Output CoenW. The
above snwm was n*Wlohd usingthe INP proSam as follows:
SStrtaight w wer spccird In t of cutaiin cooriat as shown In filt 3
above.
" The vaius loads wer specirie d on all am using the Lumped Loads menu opton.
Thee loads ar placed, by the Poduccr, in the closest scgnmnt to its specified location.
" A Ground plane was stipulated.
" Frequency sweep at 5MlIz, 10MIJz and 15MHZ was specified. The Producer then
generates three differently segmented models for the diferm frequency bands. This
enable thc simulation of the antenna over the High Frequency band (2hihz to 30MI lz)
and saves on computer ime since the optimum number of segments are used at each
fquency.
" The type of excitation and its magnitude was then stipulated using the Excitation menu
option
• Finally, a request for Radiation Pattern was specified.
,Sol
The output Is ? f input rea rick to Inwracc the NEC2 code, This output file has anomal ASCII
format W an be, w.d to execute NEC2. In mdito, a second file Is created In a diffrent format
for storage putpoft.
CONCLUSION
An attcnpt has beon mad to C€catCy awkohr Intsfce to the NEC? code which Is so widly usd
today. This prow o NC2 ctcrs for the an engincer who is unfamiliar with the various
constraints and limitations Imposed by the NEC2 code.
Even for a user who Is familiar with the NEC2 code. the INP sorw-ar: package may prove to be a
convenient tool for complcex structures generation and perhaps partil isolation from the crude frm
of intafce which is t input ile to NEC.
The INP software, to-date, is by no means finalized tad perhaps will ncvcr b, as nxxc expertise
for the use of NEC2 are acquired all the time. Them Is rmn for all thes to be built Into the INP
code. Mom sugeioos for further work Include the development of a higher level antenna design
module which Is able to intwrface the INP software. This module should Include a libry ofdcsign
algorithms of known antenna structures Which would then b transr obnd by the INP code into a
ile suitable for the execudotn of NEC2. Thwse, together with the NEC2 code and a post-processing
package possess a potential for a complete computer aided design tool for antennas.
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The concept oafcmaing an qI&, c ally-h wucture by thin *ir vatisial eulatiO is weil
known. lI ds6cln u*(ul,howeve, toin gaie thcpr op.s ofa stmp kr,.dcker, stnlcu moddl
In MAecc to a ti wire cxe moe as this Is typically los cornputakd y Intensive. "re
validity a Wlopng tsmp!ilc roa sp ch to anmA tkgtn was testcd usi.l the Method o(
Mownts Code NEC?. Applying the meth o o the GcomcirIc Man Radius, a thik single wim
modeli, a2 witflUmdcl and 4A wIrtc*agemod of thcsstm ankn*en:n w desiied ad cv lduated
wih 1.Vhev.t mods we excited by thecumnt slope discoatinuity, nd th p*t0d E.Field
source. It Is shown tht the mullon appach Outlined Is VAlid for both source types, with a
resultant si inmi ant redtttic, it comreputat on time. I l" ver the applkd E*Frcld source MOe
produces results tiht com, to ntemd msultsiwhe ras t1e cumnm slope discontiuty source
modl does no. It is also s1hown that the wie knti of th theWk wirn model must include the lngth
of any bends in the thin wire stnrucwr
2 Background
Tvauating typical broadband lIF annncas using NrC2 [I) presents i unique set of pmbkn, ais
thcseanennasofteno rao 15:1 frcqucneybanwith '.-(30M Ix).Thus theyar:cctrcally
short at the low fmtlutocies (about a half wmcelength long), d ekctriclly long at the hisher
frences (about 6 waveengths long).To aslsit In achieving such a VWk bandwidth, ibex amm~as arem d to be elctrically thick , as
it Is well known that a thicker structure Is more Inherently broadband than a thin structure (a a
result of a lower Q), and that this Is usually impkmentcd as a cage structure of thin wires, spaccd
&put to emulate a thkker structure. (21
5.
Unfotunmtcty th kitgth of cotmk inal tim rquind to cvaluate an anicnm in NI:C2 is
csmentaIy poow to the qunOf the nv"*brO(wvkckntth$ o wire in the anicafta (orceven
ctubcd If thcamcnn is latc cmogh for the impedanc msuix soluditn to tae precalncc ovecr
the inutdix rll itm).
hIs therefor &simrbk to be able to reduct the atnicur to singic thkkcr wire NEC2 nidcI, as
this Vill ckatly greatly reducc computtitymi d(oms Once the trends hAtv bme nwd, and the
minmn WtrnIcd (or a certain scet fctia, a full NC thin wire emulated model ma be ustd
for the f1n1W results.
I t Is this "appoh that Is iscd and valklated In this paa1k .Tcr ar ssentially two nain aspccts
to bc consed, nucly:
what the wime kogth of the single thik wir "houd be, If the odimlna thin witc amnters
ContaiftS bends, Wn
whkch sourc mod Ahoud bc used.
3 Wire Length
The pmblcm can be illustrotc b) coosidrIng the ubiqio Austnllan Dipole (3). illustrate
below.
1233O T~f
Figurt 1: Tht Australlm Dipole.
It cin be meen that th wire kngth 11, (mm the (ccd point to the lood connection point Is.-ignificantly
longer than the linear length 12.2 m, is4 1 ncludes the length of the bcnds In the wire, vad similarly
with I1, the length of wire from the load to the end of the antenna. Considering the sction of wire
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frntm the ft'd to the load, the question Is whether to nAkc that win: in dw. single thick w re rmdc,
aslong As the linear length (1212m) or the wire length (11) in order to achieve accurate results, A
seful r.x irmnt is been conducted by Austin & Fodc [41 In this retard, an whose rcsults am:
'own in figure 2 below.
-a 1
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U hlf2a0.5 b hilh2-0.3 M t iQ-0.1I Figure 2: The effed ora bend on the resonant length ors wire.
The expediment was peformxd with REC2, And Involvcd examining thc resonant length ofa piece
of wire if thc top section was bent. I lcre h, is a fixcd length of I in, and the angle e is varied fton)
0O )0'."ric top section's length is stepped through 0.m, 0.3m, and 0.Sm. The results show that
the length at which the bent wire resonates is that at which the sum of the two lengths resonate
i (it +h.). This holds for up to a 900 bend in thc wire, an.tr length ratios (hilh) shown. As the
anglc Increases, the resonant length tends to h,.
Thus the correct value to use for the feed.o.load section of the Australian Dipole shown in Figure




MOsI TIF dipole anenn. arc synmmctriCal in nitur, and this Is oicn exploitcd in ihir cvaluallons
by the sym'mct y planc (caturm offered In NEC2. This fca;urc rducts computation time by a
significant nount nd i, s ,a nile, employed wherever possiblc.
Thcre = tw source niodels in NIC2I that er of Interest, the Current Slope Discontinuity tnodcl
(sourcc type 5), and the Applied Ii.Picld model (source type 0).
The excitation pxluced by the Cumnt Slope )iscontinuity modcl Is loetcd at the first end of the
scgmenl In which it Is specified, and hence the excitation is ideal for useat a1 plane of $y::luw!ry.
Thc conditions for thc application or ibis source model state that the abutting scglinvt should be of
the same length and radius, which is obviously mect in a symnmtry plane.
T he excitation producd by an applied E.Picld sorce mlodel (type 0), however, excites the cctrc
of the scgm nt in which It s specificd, and should this mioxl be used in a segment Abtling on a
symnmctry plane (but not penetrating the plane), the excitation on the structure will be offset bya
half scgnxint length, and thus will not be cormely placcd at the symmen:try plAne.
The following Investigation shows, howeAver, that the bettr source uodel to use Is, In fact, the
applied E.ficld model (type 0), assuming, of course that the half segmcnt off sc It not oml la . A
single thick wire model ofra mulipl loaded antcnna 151 mas used in this Invcstigat.on, cAch dipole
arm being 33.5m long, with a 0.13m radius. i ,l.htcksocis fctor ((I) of 12.5, where
n=21 (.-h (!)
where: ai is the radlus of tilte wirc, and
h is th lcngth or one dipole ann.
The physical untcnna, in its two wire cnulated form, is shown In igure 3.
'lhc NEC2 results of a slingle. thick wire model, excited by the two diffcrent source nxdclsare
shown in Figurm 4, together with a set ofr measurd results for comparison. The measurrd results
used in the investigations wer obtained with an lIP 4815A RF Vector Impedance Mccter, on tle







Figure 3: An h1F B~roadband Mitmsn, after Clark &Givati. IS)
ro !igume 4 It is clear that thc applied E .Fcld source VSWR results (thc source 0 legend) wte
far closer to the neasured results than the current slope discontinuity source results (the source 5
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Figure 4: Thick wire model VSWR results, measured vs source I) and source 5.
5 Emulation Method Verification
'his invtsdgatlon shows that resuhs can be produccd from a single thick wire structure which
correlate -Ael with those obtained by the 2 and 4 wire structures. The conet dimensions for the
multiple wire structure; wcre dcrived by the theory of the Geotctric ANcan Radius (GMR) [61,
which states that the GNMR of a bundle of n identical conductors, spaced symmetrically, is given
by:
GAR (2)
r,, = -" a (3)
where: 11 s is the product of all distances froin one conductor in the group to all the others in the
group. (Since we have made the simplifying assumption that symmetry exists)
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A - --------
r.I s the gomctric uian radius of a sinle conductor
)o is thc relative pernmability of the conductor
a is the actual radius of a conductor.
Assuming non ferrous conductors, the ' terim In DEt ion (3) hats been shown to hveI itle cffcct
on the final emulation rsuts, anl the r. can b- takcn to be the ac al radius of the conductor. As
nt Increases, thceffect becomes even less,
Using this nvthod, a two wire flat mlel,and a four wire cac nxkl wcm dcsined, mod nrun on
NEC2. In the casc of the 4 wire mxkl, the results am obtaincd up to 16 M,!1 only as higher
frmqwmics demand too much space (and t im) on a personal conputcr. T1c NEC2 results are
shown in the figres below.
2.4
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Figure 5: Source 0 results for 1, 2, and 4 wire models of the antenna, and the nasurtd
results.
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Filure 6: Source 5 results for 1, 2, and 4 wire models o( the aintemna.
Figure 5 and 6 show that the 1, 2, and 4 wire cmulations of the antenna have-- v.ry reasonable VSWR
correlation for both source imels, and thus the evaluation nthod outlined can be employed. It
can also be seen that the two source rodels do not produce similar results and as Is clear from
Figure 5, the source 0 results track favourably with the mcasured results for this antenna, whereas
the source 5 results do not.
Figur 7 shows the efficiency results produced by NEC for all cmulations orthe antenna, and both
source types. It can be seen that the results all tend to bunch together, except the trace aboyc and
below the bunch. It should b noted that both o thesc rmnt traces are produced by the source type
5.
Thus again it is seen that thec mulation mcthod can be applied with a rcasonabl degree of accuracy,
but that source 0 must be used if realistic rcsults are to be achieved.
5g1
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Figure 7: Eiciency results: All emulations and source types.
6 Conclusions
* A method of evaluating a multiple thin wire antcnna using lk simpler single thick wire model
in NEC2 has been discussed, and validated. The results of the various emulations of the
antenna ar sufficiently similar to warrant its use, as the advantage to be gained by using this
method is a major computational time saving, especially in optimization investigations.
The NEC2 source type 5, the current slope discontinuity source model, seems to produce
erroneous results. This was investigated only when placed at a plane of symmetry. It has been
shown that the simple substitution or source type 0, the applied E-Field source, in its place,
even though this does not result in an exact placement of the source, produces results which
correlate to the measured results.
• The resonant length of a bent wire is that of the actual length of wire. This holds up to an
angleof 90, and fora bent section of up to half thelength of the unbent section. It is important
to use this length in the thick wire nwcls for NEC2.
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The purpose of this study was to dtemine It recent Improvements In the computing power of
Personal Computers %'PCs) have made thein a viable allemative to the larger. mufi1-user oriented computers.
better known as mainframes. The Numerical Electrornvgnetics Code (NEC3). a 10.000 lin. Fortra program
wzs down-loaded from 'he Naval Postgraduate Schools IBM 3033AP mainframeu a" Implizmented on
various PC systems. The systems considered were the IBM RT PC (using IBM RT PC VS FORTRAN). a
Defincon DSI-780 Coprocessor Board (using SVS FORTRAN). and a Compaq Deskpro 386/20 AT PC (using
NOP FORTRAN-386). Using NEC3 example Problems. compartions of speed andi accuracy were made
between the PCs an the mainframe.
Results show that the Compaq Deskpro 386/20. with a Weitek 1167 math coprocessor. using
MicroWay's NDP FORTRAN.386 (32 bit Fortan compler). can be used to implement NEC3 on a PC
Performance times for the Deskpro (w1i 167) were only 20% to 25% slower than the mnainframe's. Due to
the Welteics inernal accuracy (single precision). solutions of the NEC3 examples were comparable to the
mnainframe's only (fo simple problems. As the complexity of the NEC.] problemns Incrasead, the error due
to the Weiteks single precision calculations also Increased.
1. INJTRODUCTION
W"ti the last lew years, the scientific, industia. "n educational communities have become
Increasingly dependent on the use of Personal Computers (PCs). Although word processing. data base
management, and other Vlity program have fueled this PC explosion recent inceased In CPU (Central
Processing Unit) dock speeds and the Improvement of Math coprocessots hawe Increased the comnputtiona
capablities of PCs to Irnpressive levels. These Irmovements now make the PCs capable of handling
numerically intensive progrmns usually reserved for lurger co'nputer systems. often referred to as
mainframes.
The objective of the study was to determine whether or not a large mainframe dependent program.
specifically the Nuperical Electromagentics Code (NEC3). can be imnplemnented on a PC. The PC systems
to be considered are an IBM RT PC (workc station), a Dellncon OSI-780 Coprocessor Board (mounted In an
IBM compatible AT1386). and a Compaq Deskpo 386/20 AT PC (with Intel 8037 an Weitek 1167 math
coprocessors).
NEC was originally developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Livermore. California.
under the sponsorship of the Naval Ocean Systemn Center and Air Force Weapons Laboratory. This program
Is an off spring of the Antenna Modeling Program (AMP) written In the early 1970'3 by MBAssociates for the
Naval Reseach Laboratory. Navel Ships Engineering Center. U.S. Anrny ECOM/Communication System.
U.S. Army Strategic Communications Comrnar'd and Rome Air Development under the Naval Research
Contract N=014-71-C0187. NEC3. the current version of NCC. was developed by G. J. Surke of Lawrence
Liverniore Laboraty.
NEC3 Is an antenna modeling program designed to hande a wide range of antenna structures This
makes It Ideal for use In the military due to the numerous structures (e.g.. ships &nd vehicles) used to
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support antennas. The code Itself Is heavily dependent on numerical integration and often pushes the
cornputses ablity to calculAte accurate datz. NEC3. written in standard Fortran 77. 13 appromately 10.000
lines long and ncorponaes over 80 subroutines.
NEC was previously cof.rled to a PC b-/ Stephen P. Lamont. Each subroutine had to be
separately compiled. and modifcations to the code were made in order for NEC to run In the PC DOS (Disk
Operating System) environimnt. Due to he limited in-core memory (640K). execution times were no( fast
enough to Justly running NEC3 on a PC. However, recent advances in both hardware and software now
make It worthwtile to Investigate using a PC as an altemate to the mainframe.
II. SYSTEM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONFIGURATIONS
The computer systems used In this exp rent Include an IBM RT PC. a Derkcn DSI.780
Coprocessor Board. a Compaq Deskpro 386/20 PC. and the Naval Postgraduate Schools IBM 3033AP
Mainframe. The IBM RT PC, Compaq Deskpro 386/20. and IBM 3033AP ae fuly independent computer
systems. The DSI-780 however, does require the power supply and inputoutput 0/0) capablities of an IBM
AT PC compatible host. Each of these systems requires unique software in order to comp1e and wecute
Fortran programs such as NEC3 and SOMNIX
Since the focus of this research is on the PC wo"Id. the hardware and software descriptions o the
IBM 3033AP Mainframe wil noi be Included. Perforwv* tkne of the mainrame compred to the other
systems wil be detied In Sec-ion IV.
A. IBM RT PC
The IBM RT PC is an advanced computing system. Operating under a version of UNIX. the IBM
Ad,,nced Interactive Executve Opeatfing System (AIX). the RT PC Is a muffl-user and mufl-king capable
computer. It uses a 32 bit RISC (Reduced Insruction Set Chip) processor and a 40 bit virtual mrnemory
manager. The RT PC Is ralable in various conriguratiors: the system used for this research Is a Model 125.
It comes standard with an Advanced Processor Card. a NS32001 Floating Point Accelerator Card. 4 Mbyts
of 32 bit memory, a 1.2 Mbyte floppy disk drive, and a 70 Mbyte rzed disk drive Installed options Include
a second 70 Mbyte fixed disk drive. and a 30 Kbyte floppydisk dr". The montor used Is an IBM 6154
Advanced Color Graphics Display.
IBM RT PC VS FORTRAN Is a powerfu and rather extenstve programming pachage. Some of the
most Imprtant festuroes inlude.
Source compat ity with ANSI Stundard FORTRAN 77.
Op(imlzed executable code.
No signiicant limt on program or data size.
Variety of compile ti-ne optk n.
The most important features required to comple and run NEC3 are standard Fortn 77 compatibiliy
and the abilty for virtually unlimited program or data size. The limiting factor for the program or data size
Is simply the amount of memory installed in the system. Because VS FORTRAN operates in the UNIX
envonment. the 640 Kbyte addressable memory lI that Is encountered on most IBM PCs and
compatible* does nnt occur. The larger available memory allows a program the size of NEC3. which has
over 10.000 lines of source code and over 80 subroutines, to be compiled in one large program. The single
program elkninates the need to indvidually compie and link each of the subroutines, thereby making the
code more elfici et.
B. DEFINICON DSI-780 COPROCESSOR BOARD
The Defirnjon Coprocessor Is an accelerator board for the IBM PCs and compatibles. Avalable in
various confrguratlons. the model DSI.780 Is used for this research. The significance of this model number
Is directly related to the board's computational performance. The 780 in the model number signifies that
the DSI-780 emtiates the capabilties of a VAX-780 computer. The DSI-780 Is bull around Motorola's
MC68020 32 bt CPU. a 32 bit data btA. an MC68881 Floating Point Math Coprocessor. end 4 Mbytes of 32
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bit dynamic RAK. The memory can be expanded to a maximum oil16 Mbytez with an upgrade to higher
density chip&. The DSI-780 system diock Is a crystal oscitator running at 20 MHz with one wait state. To
me~As the DSI-780 operatial, the board must be Insted In an IBM PC AT compatibl expansion slot.
Switch settings located on the DSI-780 must be se depending on the host PCs hardware codiguration.
The manual for the OSI-780 cia"iy doscribas the ROper tkns for the mora common IB3M PC enpati1blos.
The seftwre required to comple and run a Formra program on the DSI-700 Coprocessor Includes
a compiAer. code gerwator, linker. MS/flOS program loader, and Fort=anrd Pascal nruntime library routines
("nrinsic, funictions).
The compiler, SVS FORTRAN (written by Slicon Valley Software, Cupertino. CA). was originally
written fo(&a UNIX operating systm SVS FORTRtAN is a single pass complin (La.. only reads usuce code
once) that comopies In two phases. During the first phase the code Is broken Into procedure-by-procadure
parcels. and then the complan writes the parcsrs tree representation. This alnows the complin, during the
second phase, to optimize each parcel separately. thereby resulting In code so efficient It cannot be further
harnt-ophkld. These optimrIzed parcels are combined with the it" Wormnation wilch results in machine
code ready for conversion Into an object lie necessary for linkIng.
JCOOEE20 Is the code generator (assembler) for the pre9okxy compled Fortran machine code.
Running the machine code through the JCOOE generator reslts In object code ready for linking with the
necessary libraries of separate subroutines. The code genemmed by JCODE.E20. tae from the Motorola
66020 CPU Instruction set. Is In the final form necssary to execute on the 0S14'80.
UNK2O.E20 is the 051 linker that resaves all external calls and links the object modules with the
required libraies. Alter linking. the originai program can Ae loaded arnd executod using the DSI loader
(LOAD.EXE).
LOAD.EXE Is the PC DOS program loader wiklh Inkitilzes and runs programs that have been
cornpiled. assembled. and linked for the DSI.70D. This loader does not physically load the program Ino the
DSt-780 mernory, but kistead provides the address pointe of the program and Initializes the OSI-780. Once
Initialized. the DSI-700 rinds the Program to be executed and uses Its Internal niernory as needed.
LOAD.0E does provido the Interface betweato the Host PC end the DSI-780 so 1/O transfers can be
accomplished.
C. COMPAO D'.SKPRO 38&/20
The Compaq Deskpro 3126/20 (20MHz dock) Is one of the fastest and most powerfuld PCs available
on the market today. Surpassed only by the Deskpro 36/25 (2 MHZ dock), the Deskpro 386/20 Is an
IBM AT PC compatible system that uses an Intel 80386 32 bt CPU end Compaq s Flex Architecture for
handing memory access. Available In various configurations, the Deskprz used In this research Is a Model
60. and comes standid with an 8038&-20 CPU. I Mbyte 32 bit memory, a 32 Kbyte cache memory, a 60
Mbyte, fixed disk drive. a 1.2 Mbyte floppy disk drive. and accommodates both the Intel 80387 and the
Weitec 1167 Math Coprocessors. Both coprocssor were Installed lor this research. Addtional upgrade
Options Installed Include an additional 3 Mbytes of memory (total of 4 Mbytes). A Compaq VGA monitor. and
a 1.4 Mbyte floppy disk drive. Memory can be expanided to a maxirmum of 16 Mbytes with appropriate
hardvwe (highe density DRAMs).
Designed with 1 wait state for direct memory access, the Daskpro uses the Compaq Flexible
Advanced Systems Architecture to reduce the deay caused by the wait state. Under normal operating
conditions, Compaq claims that the I wait state Is reduce to aO0 wait state 95% ci the time. It accomplishes
this by using a cache memory system In which the CPU gets Its instructions from a small (32 Kbyte) area
of high speed (35 nsec) memory (cache). As long as the data needed by the CPU Is In the cache, the
processor WIN run with 0 wait states. If the data Is not aialable. the CPU waits for the data to be retrieved
from the slow system memorxy (DRAM). Installed math coprocessors also execute Instructions from the
cache memory.
The Intel 8037 is an 80 bit Math Coprocessor designed to support the 80386 CPU. It Provides the
CPU with the floating point performance necessary for numerically Intensive applications TheWeitek 1167
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Is a set of three chips mourlad on z single PC board. It Is designed to work with the 80386 CPU and
provide floating point prform:nce superior to that of the 80387. The Woktk board designed lot use with
the Compaq Deskpro PC includ*3 a socket lot the Installation of the 80387. theey allowing sol'tware to be
complod with either the U0387 or Weitok Instruction. This covienent shware option prompted the duWl
compUiol and eyz!ajution oif )JEG3 u:tziNg both the &M37 arnd the 1167 Math Coprocssors.
The softwwe system used to comple. aswerke. Ink. and run NEC3 on the Deskpro Is a
combination of two software pack3ges: McruWays NOP FORTRAN386 com.piler (vrson 1.4.). and Ptw
ap's Tods. containing the 306/ASM assmle (verIon 2.0). the 336/UNK linker 0rslon 2.0). ard the
RUN3S6 DOS extnd"r ( son 2.0). NDP FORTRAN-36 Is a UNIX based 32.blt Fortn compler teat
generates", aemby Language code for the 80386 machines and supports the 80287.80387. ard We"tk 1167
Math Coprocossors. It requites version of MSt)OS .3.2 or higher. and a( least 2 Mbloes of system memory.
Although NDP does not requi(e a coprocessor to comple source code. I does require one at run time. This
co iler supports standard Fortrn 77 and has a complete and trough sot of librarles.
Il1. BENCHUM
The two benchmarks prmnted ore the Whetstone and a Compfcx k*trtx Invaetor. Baoh of these
programs were choosen to test the computatIonal ablty of the varou computer system being considered
The %%twtstone was used because of Its popui arity througoxx the PC community and the Complex Matrix
Inverr was choosen because N closely emulates the calculation requirements found In NEC3.
For each of the benchmarks. performance ratings will be dscribed In terms, o( rcentag. ThLs
percertago wi relate the PC's performance to the m&nmawne'. For example. a 50% poformance rating
would Indicate that the PC w= running half the nwrame capability. In this manner. the PC systers
baing auated can ely be comared to each other and to the mainframe.
A. WHETSTONE
The WiETSTONE benchmrk can best be thought ofas a program that measures the time required
to do an avege simple operation In the simplest manner. There are two versions of WHETSTONE used
In this res4ch, one In single precision and one In double precision. The output Is p(esen(ed In units o( a
thousand WHETSTONE operations per second (Kfiops) and has been compiled in Table 1 and displayed
In Graph 1.
PerormanT e ratings o( the RT PC and DSI.780 range between 22% to 29%. Indicating that the
3033AP rws approximately 4 times laster. The Deskpro 386/20 (CwI0387) tested 45% to 51%. while the
Doeskpro (wit 167) showed Ih best performance with an 80% performance rating.
Table I WIIEISIONC IIENCII,\IARK: WIIMISIONL Singlc an Dottlltl
Pict-iiun R%%Itc )Ihp _____________
514j11 silivC itogc Doublk Whln-l one
.IINlI R I 11C ,o
I)S1.7S0 IO0 973
Dcipro 186 20 IS38 1725
(% S03%7)
I)cskpro .Is(, 2 1280 2077
(w I 1(07)
I 1\1 10311A' .104. 1356
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S. COMPLEX MATRIX INVERTERI PCAIrVRT)
CMATVRT Is a Fortran prw rni witen by Ptol, K Morgan of the Naval Postgraduate School: it
Initialkes and kwerds a complex matbct of solecuble sks. This bnchrwk reflects the dogre ol matri
ccmp ' . ins used in NEC3 and SOMTX.
The results show sign&An ly higher ratings for the Deskpro systlems. 27% fo the 80387 and W%
for the Weltek 1167. compared to the RT Pt's and the DSI.780s ratings of 6%. Dueto NEC3s dependence
on mattrx calct.atoc.s. these restAs indicate that o the PC systems being e u3euaad. the Oeskxo's system
wil Implement NEC3 mote efficiently. ResuLts at* comnpied in Table 2 and displayed In Graph 2.
Table2 C IVII r lllCI lM.\rl : s'kl \Iztw'. In'ct'.r
SItmId m hw c¢i vt lc l c I
III it I PC I1" .13 1196
)SI.7so 17 1 3,M$1O s) 1217.97
lDcl, k IM, 2) 3') 7c. 12.1.3 30I014
Dh~C 1 0 12 3c 34.SS 3,11(w 1!7)




II (170 X 170)
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IV. PERFORIMANCE RESULTS OF NEC3 SAMPLE RUNS
The examples used to evaluste NEC3 ae by no neans a complete representation ( the tpes of
antern design prolms thU can be solved on NEC3. Howeve. these eample do represent a wide -ange
of a problems and ate consideed a good test bed In the evli.rAlon of NEC3.
It hi be noted that the Ifput Impedances generated on NEC3 using the Deskpro 386/20
(w/80387) wd NOP FORTRAN.3 appee to be psedo-rcndor. Although this randomness in not soen
in example G2.NEC (monopole antenna). It does becrme asperent in SS.NEC (Iog.pedodc aenna).
RHOMBIC.NEC, and al the Halfwve Dipole examples. Ttw more complex the design prolei. and the
more the code Is stressed the more randomness appears In T ~ons. Eihe through faiuls in the
software or the 803.7 or both the o ui, cs of the dipcJesk kipA Impedances do Vary from run to run.
These example prolems were repeated on an identily confiured Deskpro 361 /0 with the sam ruilts.
Although the avwes appear to approximate the 30.AP resuts, the sou lons can not be validated. The
inmes that appear In the following tablei and grap hs tor Oth 4icpro (w/9=7) ae araes of several
runs.
A. S5.NEC • 12 ELEMENT LOG.PERIODIC ANTENNA IN FREE SPACE.
Results of thls example show iat the Deskpto (w/1167). with a rating of 47%. his the best
peformiance. Input Impedances fr all PC outems at *qtW and &osely appoximate the 3033AP's solution.
Results ae lited I Table 3 with run lnT displayea In gr ,ph 3.
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iW'3 EXAM PLE S5.NEC: Losg.Pcriotlic Ancnna _______
f P11llm iu Pctor' 1111C Total 1,111C(ScIolu s (Seconds) (ccoinds)
I)SI.750 V.422 24.7 163.00
l)ts)pro 3K20 27.95 4.73 51.90
I)cskpto M1620 11.42 LOS.6 20.55(%v,' 167)I
IM 3033A1' S.34 1.06 9.62
Input litppdance Gnin
int wr i-c 42.33 -jO. 45  9,7S
DSI-730 42.33 -jO.43 9.75
Decskpro 3S6120 42.33 .100 .7(w"50387)
Dctskpro 3SQ620 42.33 -jO.45 9.7S(%vl 167)
INNI 3033AII 42.45 .0.8 9.76(nminrainc)
Ilccausc or ic randoninessr Vohc swcui, itc reported results fire oic averages or
!sccal solutions.
SYSTEM RtW 'rTICS
* NEC3 Sample Problems
123 F~wg =3D9 Lou M KWOn
40
AT-PC 051-760 34&361 3W1 167 3033AP
CO47UTER SYS1TOA
GA "I
E9. OZNEC -MONOPOLE ANTENNA (REOUIRES SOMNTX DATA)
Peiormc ratins for this example #gsln Wics the superior 3ped of the Deskpro(WAweltek). However Uhe lpnpodsw ednecodd not be calctAaed to( the Welte due to it precision
related run tk,~e ero. AS other knoo es dosey resembl the 3033APs soluton. Rosults at* Ifted
In Table 4 with run tine displayed In Graph 3.
T"bl 4 EXAMI'LE (;2.Nf.C: Mdonopole on a ground stake (requircs
S It data)________ ________
[till Time F~actor 'I ilni '101-11I1 iflic(Sccoittis) (Scconds; (Scrollds)
IUN~I Il 1C GO <I1 93
DSP.7$ 56.30 0.33 SS.S6
Di.skrro 3S6'20) 13.62 0.11 23.50
(%w:803S7)
Deskpiro 386.20 6.02 0.02 11.21
HIM 3033AP 3.25 0.003 4.99
Systemn Isiput uimrcdanec Gainl
IUNIt 0I1PC 96.73 + j3S.35 6.32
DSl.7SO 96.5 + j38.71 0.32
I)cskpfo 386120 96.78 + j38.36 0.32
(%v:803S7)
Desk~pro 3S6,:20 Note 0.32
(iv 1167)
1I1M 3033APb 94.88 + i39.01 0.33
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C. RHOMBICNEC -RHOMBIC ANTENNA HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED
Results from the Rhom.c xmple closely corrospo, to av pr evous eamples o NEC3. Aah
th Dskpro sysern spae u ro speed whia rrWnWlk*V good ,slufot for the Inp4A knpodancos.
With a pefonnco rio of 47% the Doeskpro (w/1167). Is ons" r twice as slow as the 3033AP
mnhermex Results ae lysted In Table 5 eh run tggs displayed In Grlt 3.
Tale,5 ErANIII.C IIONIIJIC.NEC: Rthombic Antenna Ilo01o01aWl Y
I'olatrii'¢d _________ ________ _______
S ystem _1_1_ 11111_a ctorT i_ _c 1 To llt" imcS)' ¢ ,..(Seconlds) ... (Sec€onds) (Scc nds)
IIINt t I'~ 1C 260 51 391
I)SI,7S0 21.1.91 53.23 359.SS
t)cskpro 316:20 6.03 10.17 99.15(w.'3U.S7)
Dcskpro 3S6.20 25.5.1 3.62 3S.34
(%v.' 1167)
IMII 3033AP I 3.87 2.42 17.98
(nminirrnnc)
Input itupcdancc (ain_______________________(Ohms) (_____l______
li.\ RI, PC 352.03 + j172.06 17.95
DSI-7SO 352.06 + j172.06 17.95
l)cskpro 386'20 312.32 + j172.14 17.95
(w. 80337)
IO.4pro 386'20 352.05 + jl72.00 17.93
(w. 1167)
IM 3033A1' 352.05 + j172.01 17.95
oIccause of time rmdomnecss or tie s% scim, thy reported results are the averages of
sct1mmI solutions.
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D. DIP49.NEC • HALFWAVE DIPOLE (USING 49 SeGMENTS)
Pedomiance restt range fIorn 7% for the PC RT to 59% for the Deskpco (w11 167). Afl solutions
for the Input Impedance closely resande the 3033AP solullons. Resuits are listed In Table & Input
Impedances aem displayed In Graphs 4,5. and 6
Table 6
XAMI'I.E i)11'49.i-.: I)ipolc iluaited with 4-1Sc ilims
11iiI 1 i1111 Fa ctor 'I 11c 1 o nl i ili 
•a (f. li(Seconds) I (Scgonds)
III. I IC 40 6 s0
l)SI.7'O 16.91 6.15 44.60
I)cikpo M6:.20 I2.II I..1 1.1.1 II
(%v.'03S7)
I)scpro 35. 20 5.OS 0.45 ,.ss
(w:1167)
HIM 3i3.AI' 3.01 0.24 3.46
Input hInacd(alacc lowcr
IBM RI IC 7S.01 + j45.52 4,'SF1.u2
I)SI.M0S 77.90 + j44.36 4.S5t.02
l)cskpro .1620 7S.02 + j45.87 4.761-.03
(w:'S03S7)
I)esklro 3S,'20 77.91 + j,13.66 4.SSI-.03
(w 1167)
iIM 3033A1' 77.90 + j44.,S 4.S41:.03(Illlilii'l ,1111¢)
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E. D1P99.NEC -HAI.FWAVE DIPOLE (USING 99 SEGMENTS)
Results df this example begin to show the offect d the Weltek's 23 bit mntissa Although the
perfocnw'-e rating foe the Deskpro (w1i 167) is excellen (67%), the sdtAlon of the dipole's kIpt Imnpodance
Is beginining to deviste from that o( the 3033APs. The Deskpro using the 8037 has a 63 bit mantissa andi
perfoirmnce rating of 27%. Results are listed In Table 7 with run timnes displayed In Graph 3. Inpu
imnpedances are displayed In Graph 4.
Table 7 EXAMIX011: I Xl).r4: iplIvIutd ih99Smct
1tlI * istt I'41ctot 'lime iTotal 'TimeS~stcen (Sccol:dt) (Sc~onds) toeconds)
Ill RI% tI' PC 154 4S 207
1)S1.73 1-12.10 50.67 197.0
l)cskptrc 306:20 4.23 9.72 S9.43(%v.103S7)
IOespro M3:20 19 7. 3.S7 23.90(%v. 1167)
IM 3031AP 12.2$ 2.2-4 14.31
(111miulrn,:ic) I_____________
I)tu I11put I m~xnpe Power
fIM RI I tIPC 79.625 1- 71.703 3..171-'.03
I)SI.7S0 SO.I69+ jS6.23 2.$91.*.03
IVcskilto 3$6:20 79.03 + j6O.65 3.9s1E.03
(w. SOWS)
I)cskpio 3$6.:20 77.38+ j31.31 5.54E.03
(%w. 1167)
IM\ 30.13API 7S.00 + j44.61 4 83Hi.03
iiectuse Jaw th rtduatticss or the system, the reported results arc the averages or
we'eraI Solutions.
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F. DPI99.NEC. - ALFWAVE DIPOLE~ (USING 199 SEGMENTS)
Ahouqh the perfoffrmnc* tatk~gs ate consistert with the othw examples. ordy the Deskpto with the
9=37 is st* nwirtakir~g an Inpu knpedance solution rewem~kg that 01 the 3033APs. The WeItok Inpt
impedsnce sCdtAon Is no longer valid. Restts awe Wised In Table &. Inpt Impodances ate disptayed In
Graph 5.
Table 8 i:XAMPI.E D)1'1I.&NIX: D)ipole Ivaum~cd twith I199 S~ccits
bliCll1,1 1 intic 1Fctur 1 illic TotI 'I illc
___________________________________ (5cconzt) (sitcatids)
uw .(AMw 3s) 100
l)SI.7S0 WO.U0 619).31 1190.03
Ocskilo 356 20 133.60 7S.92 269.03
(w,10357)
1)cipro 1$6 21J 75.71 2s.91 106.23
(w 1107)
101~ 3013AP M3.$2 19.00 71.63
(IWmiitrr6g1tc) I ________ I___________
svSIC11% ~ Input Itslictialc Pwe
_______________________(01111) (waltts)
I1I.NM It I 11C 134.3 + ISO.941 I.00F.03
I)SI.7so 69.63 -)3 5. 12 I.501:-03
I)cskpro 336 20) 77.00 + j42..54 5.181".03
(%v,80307)
I)cskpro Mbo. 20 94.99 + i273.73 S.601-.0-1
(v,110(7)
IB&\I .34.1AP 7S.05 + 1.14.69 43S211-03
Becatuse of tile rdttdollcss or tile: s cwat. (he tcportcd results atc tile averages or
$0vc 1lmslutos.
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G. DiP299.NEC • HALFWAVE DIPOLE (USING 299 SEGMENTS)
The evaluation c a 299 segment dipole cearly shom the high pcedcson requiemnts of the NEC3
code. Only the Deskkpo (W/80387) system can mintain a soltilon conparable with that o the 333XP's.
With a performance ratkg of 28%. the Deskpro (w/80387) Is almost 4 times slower than the nulnirame
(3033AP). Restits are i sted In Table 9. InptA impedances are displayed In Graph 6.
Table9 IX,\MIjIj: DII'299.NI: l~pok I' Iu.tcd wlh 29 .ittenrt
I i1l I lile l.tctor " i1nc 1011I taicS;ysIC; (Scculld%) (SCC0n4%) (Sccoldis)
IIIM It I 1C .13S 119 26SI9
I)SI.7st 1239.72 13S0..Io 264.4.$0
S)clkpto AS(* 20 .111I.2S 2 913 6S 9 IS
Oc~pw IS6, 1-l.2Ql 97.3.4 269.6S
(%v.I 1167)
RIIIMl 3.33AI' 121.69 67.36 190.73
(111.4116.1111C) I______
SIn$l h1put IIPCd.Incc ower•tes (Ohsus) (\\'tts)
IM R iC" .S . j394.42 4.6l. .06
I)SI.7S0 -12.75 . 12IS2.3 4.,01.-.06
• I)cskpro )S6.20 S195- + j52.9, 3.31.o5
(w:SU3S7)
I)cskpro 3S6 20 30.165 - j1923.3 .t0I.l.06
(w 1167)
11I 3033AI' 7S.OS + j44.72 ,1.S21F.03





The fastts of the testk cli early show that the PC Is now a viable option to the mainrame wtion
Imeotfrig large engineering programs. Of the three sysams reviewed. it Is clea that the Compaq
Deskpro 38/20 was the fastest and most powerit machine
The Deskpro, when using the WeitA 1167 math coprossor. was approxdmately W0% to 75% fAmte
thnMother system. The ft~esone boehnwl resuts Indicate that only 20% of the Weltoits speed
advantage Is lost when calculationts are made In double pradlon. The Deskpro 3M6/20 and 1167
combination rated betwee 75% a" 80% df the IBM 3033AP mainrame. The disadvantae for the Welteli
Is Its 23 bit mantissa Instead of the amr8s 63 bit mantissa. This loss of accuracy was evident In the dipole
exanvples of the previous chapter. As the number o( segments Increase. the amrount of accuracy required
by NEC3 also Incresass requiring Increased resltion In the NEC3 generated output. NEC3, converted
to double preciksio dmproe the Weltei solution while at* alowing a speed advantage ame the
8037.
The Deskpro when usig t 9037 moth coprocesso. rated between 20% and 25% of the IBM
3033AP mainrame. The accuracy of the 8037 Is much bar then the Walteis. and thereby bet suited
for NEC3 problems. This accuracy Is overshadowed by the (act that the NOP FORTRAN-386/8=37
* combination resaits In unstale code glvig pscio-random solutions to complex antenna problems. These
* shortcomings must be further investigated to uncover and correct NDP FORTRAN bugs and to determine
I the 803817 and/or HOP FORTRAN is 1swed.
It should also be noted that due to the unstable restlts of the Deskpro (w/80387). separate test of
the dodo examples ware run on using s version of NEC3 that was compled for an IBM AT using a 80287
Miath Coprocessor with MS FORTRAN 4.01. These tests rtited In Input Im'pedances which closely
correlae with those calculated with the IBM 3033AP. Due to these good tests using a 16 bit Fort=a
compler, It would seem that the 32 bit UNIX based FORTRANa sill need some ref'inement The results of
this research Indcae that the tlaw poteritial for these 32 bit complers In Iniplementing In*g numercally
Intorisive programs Is excoigent Additional Implementations of NEC3 with other 32 bit Fortran complers.
such as Slcon Valley Sottware's SVS FORTRAN 386 and Lahey Computer Systems' F77L-EM/32 wi be
attempted.
Of the three PC system evaluated. only the Deskcpro 386/20 provided eouxgh speed and accuracy
to challenige the mnf~rame. The Deskpro (wWWltek 1167) Is the fastt but mod~acations to NEC3 must
be made to minmze the Wokae04 loss o( accuracy. The Deskcpro (w/8037) Is slower. but provids





HULTiDARD OFF-C, STcR-ED )IF WIRE ANEHA
By
W.P. Wheles$, Jr. and H.D. Fanning




impedance characteristics of a horizontal off-center-fed hf
wire antenna, operating close to real ground, are Investigated
both experimentally and with the aid or NEC2-PC. This antenna
serves effectively for comfmunications in bands about the
discrete frequencies 1.9, 3.8, 7.2, 10.1, 14.2, 18.15, 21.3,
24.95, end 28.S MHz. Impedances well suited to the tuning
capabilities of coezmerciully available three-reactance (Tee
network) matching units are obtained. A dual coax feed, with
4:1 balun located at the transmitter end, is found to be
feasible. £xpermen~al antenna impedances, obtained with a
laboratory grade rf impedance analy:er, are compared to!theoretically predicted values for two fezd/neasurement
circuits at the numerous frequencies of interest. A set of
predicted values based on free-space impedance calculations is
also presented.
$ ]1. Introduction
The wire antenna under study is illustrated in Figure 1.This configuratio  is a variation of the so-called "Windom"
which is no longer referenced in the contemporary texts, but
may be found in older handbooks (1). To operate effectively
about 3.9, 7.2, 14.2, and 25.5 )4Hz, the original Windom was
made approximately 120 feet (36.6 meters) long overall (length
L), with a singlc-wiore feeder connected at the point 0.36L fromone end. Of course, the wire feeder was part of the antenna,
and brought considerable rf levels to the transmitter location.
One variation, seen in (1), has a length , n 136 feet (41.4meters) with a 300-Ohm twin-lead feed at 44 feet, 4 inches
(13.5 meters) from the end. Similar problems with rf at the
transmitter occur with the twin-lead feed. When the dual coaxfeed and transmitter-end balun illustrated in Figure 2 are
employed, negligible rf currents on the outer coax conductors
are observed at the transmitter site. The feed lines run awayfrom the antenna at right angles for the greatest distance
possible.
For this study, the length has been increased to 46.9
meters in an attempt improve utility at 1.9 MHz. Using the
'1
ii
original rule-of-thumb of 0.36L. the feed point would separatethe antenna into dimensions of 16.9 and 30.0 moetrs. ror the
sake of Inquiry, the feed point has been shifted slightly so
that the actual lengths are 18.9 and 26.0 meters, as indicated
in Tigure 1.
18.9 meters 28.0 meters
1.98 meters
Figure 1. Unsymmetrical HF multiband wire antenna.
The present hf band allodatlons for amateur radio use are
1.8 - 2.0. 3.5 - 4.0, 7.0 - 7.3, 10.10 - 10.15, 14.0 - 14.35,
18.068 - 18.168, 21.0 - 21.45, 24.89 - 24.99, and 28.0 - 29.7
Mi:. Within these bands, the nine design frequencies
enumerated in the Abstract have been Identified. At this time,
there are over 300,000 licensed radio amateurs in the United
States. Hany, like the authors, live with limited space and/or
restrictive covenants with regard to antennas. A single wire
antenna capable of effective performance on all the currently
allocated hf bands is an item of popular interest.
IX. Predicted impedances
ror this application, the Impedance of paramount importanceis that at the transmitter end of the feed line(s) rather than
directly at the antenna cerminals. consequently, in this
study, circuit analysis %%1ll be applied to transform antenna
impedances Into Impedances seen at the transmitter end. The
objective is to discern if a commonly available three-reactance
matching network, placed at the 50-Ohm transmitter output, can
effectively match the impedances seen at that point, and thus
efficiently export rf energy toward the antenna.
'Calculations of the various antenna feed-point impedances
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have been made with the assistnce of the NEEDS package (2) on
an XN Model 70 personal computer. Speciol interest here is in
calculations which take into account the presnce of non-ideal
ground, as the antenna is shown by Figure I to be oparating
only 1.96 moters above earth. For the*e calculations, the Wire
radius is 0.00343 Mters.
The NortoniSo'erfeld method is employed for the modeling
of this antenna over ground. Radiation patterns are not
reported In this particular study, as no means of experimental
validation was \vvilable, and only impedances oe considerd
here. Of course, NEC2-PC requires for this method the input
file generated by running the separate program SC4WC in thi
NEEDS package, prior to the REC run. SOKNEC, in turn, reuires
Input o the etfective ground conductivity &nd effectivo grcund
dielectric constant at each frequency.
The selected test site has a water table well below the
surface, so a one-layer slab model should be sufficient for the
ground. Proof-of-perfor.pance measurements on AN broadcast
antennas in the acea show the effective conductivity w to be
close to 2 mS/m over a widespread area of western Alabama, at
freqencies to approximately 1.5 kHz. Without equipment to
measure e as a function of frequency to 30 MHz, or to directly
measure effective dielectric constant t0 previous soil studies
In the literature were consulted. Hagn (3) Includes the
necessary relevant data in his rigures 6.1 and 6.2. The soil
in the test site vicinity closely retembles the Ft. Monmouth,
NJ, type. Generally following the Ft. Monmouth curves, the
values of . and (r employed with SONNEC are documqnted in Table
1.
For convenient comparison, the corresponding antenna
feed-point impedances calculated for a free-space environment
are presented In Table 2.
Standard circuit analysis is applied to transform the
antenna impedances to those at the transmitter location. Both
the transmission line(s) and the cables used to fabricate the
coaxial 4:1 baluns are losy. The relevant loss figures, in da












Impedances Computed by NEC2-PO
Ground Present
Freq. a Cr Impedance Za
Nflz mS/n 0
1.90 2 23 40.7 - 629.
1.90 .5 10 47.9 - 632.
3.80 2.3 19 181. + 437.
7.20 3 15 1324. + .11257.
10.10 3.8 15 1291. + . 473.
14.20 4.8 14 557. + 893.
18,15 5.5 13 177. - . 366.
21.30 6.0 13 1154. - J 642.
24.95 6.5 13 377. - 1 395.
28.50 7.0 13 198 -j 52.8
rABLE-2
Comparison of NEC2-PC Calculated
Antenna Impedances
Freq. Cround Ground
M z Present Absent
1.90 40.7 - j 629. 21.1 - 744.
3.80 i81. + j 437. 198, + j 441.
7.20 1324. + 1257. 1371. + j1147.
10.10 1291. + 473. 1207. + . 642.
14.20 557. + 893. 619. + 4 852.
18.15 177. - 366. 137. - j 402.
21.30 1154. - 642. 1185. - j 778.
24.95 377. - J 395. 328. - 4 419.
28.50 198. - j 52.8 157. - 58.9
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IThe nominal velocity factor for the RG-213 transmission line(s)
is 0.655. The A/2 coaxial baun lengths were cut in the field,
and later analysis indicated that four electrical lengths
deviated sufficiently from 1600 to be noted here, namely 
1740
at 1.9 MHz, 1860 at 7.2 14Hz, 1890 at 14.2 MHz, and 1650 at
16.15 MHz.
The circuit analysis problem, with lossy lines, is
sufficiently tedious that computer assistance is helpful. For
this study, all circuit analysis work was done with the program
TAME (4).
III. Measured Impedances
All measured impedances were observed with a
Hewlett-Packard model 4191A rf impedance analyzer. This is a
current-production piece of equipment, with performance
specifications which can be seen in Hewlett-Packard equipment
catalogs of recent yaars. The single measurement port on this
instrument is an (unbalanced) coaxial connector input.
IV. Theoretical and Experimental Results
The predicted antenna impedances from NEC2-PC calculation,
both for cases of ground present and ground absent, are in
Table 2. All impedances hereafter are at the remote
(transmitter) end.
Figure 2 depicts the preferred mode of antenna
feed/operation. In practice, the balun will be a commercial
"broadband 4:1" toroidal balun. However, such baluns are not
well characterized and it was deemed more appropriate, for
experimental study, to use a well-known coaxial A/2 balun which
is more conducive to reliable circuit analysis. To illustrate
the discrepancies, measured Zin with the coax balun is compared
in Table 3 to Z measured at the unbalanced input side to the
balun contained in our MFJ Model MFJ-941D antenna tuner. The
differences at 14.2 and 24.95 MHz are particularly conspicuous.
In Tables 4 through 6, theoretical Zin values for three
circumstances are compared to measured Zin. To quantify
agreement (or lack of it) between theory and experiment, it is
useful to define the error function U by
meae.o2 y ma] 2] 1
S[1Rtheory- R;eas) + '613 (
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TL&3
Coaparison of Measured Zi. for
Single-band Coaxial Ulua versus a
Comercial "Broadband 4:1" Ralun
Freq. Coaxial Broadband
MIz Bahwi Zia a Balun Zin n
1.90 3.4 - 14.9 1.3 - 6.9
3.80 9.8 * 1 4.8 2.7 . 12.3
7.20 37.2 - 53.7 11.5 - 23.3
10.10 4.3 + 22.1 3.3 + 25.8
14.20 7.2 - 27.3 64.2 - 80.3
18.15 48.2 4 .1 39.2 71.7 + . 24.4
21.30 5.3 - 2.1 5.7 + 5.8
24.95 35.8 + 4 73.1 150. 4 . 1.3
28.50 7.9 + 10.2 13.1 + . 32.8
UTBLE.4
Predicted vs. Veasured Impedances
Measurement Circuit of Figure 2
Ground Absent
Freq. Theoretical Measured
Hz Zin a Zin
1.90 2.2 - 416.8 3.4 - 414.9
3.80 3.6 . 0.9 9.8 +. 4.8
7.20 23.8 - 70.2 37.2 - 53.7
10.10 3.2 + . 0.9 4.3 + . 22.1
14.20 14.2 - 46.2 7.2 - 27.3
18.15 11.9 + 37.7 48.2 + 39.2
21.30 8.8 - 28.4 5.3 - 2.1
24.95 12.9 + . 33.3 35.8 + .1 73.1
28.50 15.8 - 5.8 7.9 + J 10.2
-
Error function U 5,818
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which is a fundamental indicator of difference between the two.
The basis for Table 4 Is predicted impedance" for the antenna
in a free-space environment. Table 5 is similar, but with
antenna impedances those in the presence of non-ideal ground.
Tables 4 and S both employ the network of Figure 2.





Figure 2. Principal measurement circuit.
Table 6 addresses two points of natural curiosity. It has
been proposed that the balun be situated at the antenna
terminals rather than at the transmitter, as illustrated in
Figure 3. This reduces the transmission line requirement to
one coaxial cable, and hopefully serves to minimize rf currents
floving on the outer conductor of that single cable. On the
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other hand, one suspects that addition of the balun at the feed
point will alter the original current distribution (and feed
Impedance) so that the already available NEC2-PC analysis is
suspect. The data of Table 6 verifies that concern, as the
error function value zooms.
TABL&5
Predicted vs. Measured Impedances
Measurement Circuit of Figure 2
Ground Present
Freq. Theoretical Measured
MHz Zin A Zin 0
1.90 2.3 - j 16.0 3.4 - j 14.9
3.80 3.4 + j 0.9 9.8+ j 4.8
7.20 23.4 - j 71.0 37.2 - j 53.7
10.10 3.3 + j 1.1 4.3 + j 22.1
14.20 13.8 - j 46.6 7.2 - j 27.3
18.15 14.1 + j 36.6 48.2 + j 39.2
21.30 9.2 - j 28.4 5.3 - j 2.1
24.95 13.1 + j 32.0 35.8 + j 73.1
28.50 15.5 - j 8.8 7.9 + j 10.2
Error function U = 5,906
Illustration of the relative effect of ground presence is
also provided in Table 6 by a one-line addition. Note that
1.90 HHz appears twice. The values of e a 2 mS/m and cr N 23
are in accord with (3], while the second line is based on r -
0.5 mS/m and er N 10 as an estimated lower bound on conceivable
ground conditions in the area. The resultant change in




Finally, a reasonable inquiry is made into the feasibility
of measuring the antenna impedance directly at its terminals.
It is generally documented, for example in (5), that such
measurement on an unsynmetrical antenna is not reliable.
Accurate measured antenna impedances would, of course, lead to
theoretical %in values in full agreement with those measured,
resulting in an error function of zero.
For this procedure, the impedance analyzer is mounted in
immediate proximity to the feed points on a wooden support.Because the impedance analyzer only has an unbalanced
measurement port, it is necessary to connect one antenna feed
point to instrument ground, It is observed immediately that
the "polarity" of instrument connection affect% the observed
impedance value. Thus, the -impedance is actually measured
twice as shown in Figure 4 and the average of these two numbers
is taken as the antenna impedance. The results of this
exercise are summarized in Table 7 which shows, indeed, an
impedance-disturbing effect arising from attempted direct
observation at the antenna terminals.






Figure 3. Secondary measurement circuit.
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Z BLE-6
Predicted vs. Measured Ilpedanccs
Measurement Circuit of Figure 3
Ground Present
Freq. Theoretical Measured
woz Zin fl Zin
i.90 5.8 - j 27.7 13.7 - j 23.8
1,90 7.0 - 1 29.5 13.7 - j 23,83.80 2.6 - 20.9 19.9 15.1
7.20 58.1 - 114. 83.8 -. 52.1
10.10 9.9 - 0.7 12.1 + j 17.4
14.20 40.4 - 84.6 32.3 - 96.418.15 88.1 + 95.0 85.7 + 4 31.9
21.30 21.5 - 53.4 12,0 - 29.0
24.95 50.6 + 65.0 103. 4 ] 127.
28.50 40.6 + J 1.3 18,8 - 8.4
Error function U 17,272
Cr = 23, # 2 0 r = 10, 0=0.5
I.* metors NO neters
(A)
11.0 moters 28.0 meter
(B)
Figure 4. Impedance measurement directly
at antenna terminals.
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Predicted Zin Based on Impedances
Measured at; the Antenna Terminals
(generally not reliable)
Freq. Measured Predicted
MHz Za  fl Zin 0
1.90 92.8 - j308. 4.3 - 11.3
3.80 237. + 376. 4.6 + 4 0.8
7.20 639. - j 840. 15.7 - j 51.6
10.10 404. - j 653. 3.3 + j 4.5
14.20 676. - 4 595. 10.7 - j 33.0
18.15 94. j 118. 50.2 + j 25.9
21.30 344. - j261. 12.3 - j 21.2
24.95 231. -j 317. 15.8 + j 36.1
28.50 290. - j 197. 9.3 _ j 11.3Error function U = 3,q75
Icircuit of Figure 2.
V. Conclusions
The exercise described by Table 7's data indicates that
impedance measurement on unsymmetrical antennas should be
conducted remotely, through a section of transmission line, and
then properly interpreted.
Actual operation of a similar antenna over a period of some
months, as well as this study, suggests that the feed
line/balun configuration of Figure 2 is preferable over that of
Figure 3. Although the outer conductor of the coaxial lines
is, in theory, a part of the antenna, it his been found that
its involvement is negligible when the coax Is run away Crom
the antenna feed point at right angles.
For prediction of matching network component requirements
at the transmitter, it turns out that the results from Tables 4




extra time and effort to include non-ideal ground effects were
unnecessary. However, once the antenna system is matched and
driven, radiation patterns become of interest. Operational
experience makes it clear that ground presence has a profound
effect on the radiation patterns, and accounting for Imperfect
ground will be a significant factor in future characterization
of the antenna's radiation properties.
The antenna is badly mismatched at all the target operating
frequencies. At the samn time, it provides Impedances which
were easily matched with two different commercial tuners, the
MFJ models HFJ-941D and the Mrj-g8a,. Its communications
effectiveness is surprisingly competitive. Because its size is
small compared to A/2 at 1.9 MHz, its performance is somewhat
less than desired at that particular frequency. Communications
effectiveness may be described as excellent from 3.9 through
14.2 MHz, except 10.1 Mhz. Xt Is quite effective at 10.1 and
18.15 through 28.S MHz, although comparisons to a vertical
antenna with 16 ground radials generally favor the vertical. A
future investigation will consider the radiation patterns, in
particular the potential benefits at 10.1 and 18.15 through
28.5 kHz from operating this multiband antenna at greater
elevations above ground.
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SIMPLE METHOD TO COMPUTE THE CURRENT DIMrRIIUTION,
INPUT IMPEDANCE AND EFFICIENCY OFTHICK UNLOADED AND
LOADED DIPOLE ANTENNAS.
A.P.C. Fourir
Npt of Electrical Engintring
University of the Witwatersrand
P 0 WITS
20,0
Republic of South Africa
Abstract
Th oftcn used analogy bctween dipole antennas and trnsmission lines has bccn exploited
for the analysis o? unloadkd and loaded dipole antennas. The dipole Is modelled as a
nonuniforin, lossy transmission line using short segments of line. The empirically
dctcmnilcd line series resistance component is used to takc radiaion effects into account.
Th length of the rasnssion lines a!lso adjustcd slightly to compensate for the diffrcnt
fields gcncrated by dipole antcnnas in comparison to ransmiSsion lines.
The theory at thc mOment allows th. analysis of dipoles with thickness fctors betwccn 12.5
and 20. The impedance and efficiency of two loaded antennas arc presentcd given in
comparison to NEC2 results. The accuracy obaine are quite sufficient forinitial evaluation
and especially optimization. Tit nethod Is also orders of mngnitudc faster titan nthod of
monnt techniqucs since computer tic is proportional to number of scgments.
Keyword index
Cylindrical dipoles, loaded dipoles, loaded dipole impedance, loaded dipole cfficicncy,
transmission line method
I Introduction
Loaded antennas are of considerable interest since suitable loading may result in broadband
perfomance for simple wire antennas. A particular frequency band where broad band
performancc Is of imponance is the -F band (3 - 30 MHz) where ionospheric variations and
other channel selection criteria dictate frequency variations for effective communication links.
Usully broadband antennas are also made electrically thick to exploit the inherent increased
bandwidth of thicker antnnas. This is often achieved using two or more parallel thin wires to
621
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emulated a thicker stuct but for analysis purpoe a single thick ie produces th same
results (Ctark&Four Lodnt ar also often used to producc multd.band antenna$s and or
applications where the designer atempts to modify thc current distribution to his benefit.
In order to design and optmize these antennas at large number of dlffcrent loads as well as their
position on simple dipole antennas have to be c.xpmcnted with. "rach of ihccofigmadons
must then be evaluated over the full fnrquency range. Usually such dipole incnns are
approximately half a wmvhkngih long at the lowest frqaucncy implying an clectrical length of
5 wavelengths at the highest frequency. Using the mcthod of moments programs which ar
suitable for the analysis of wire antcnnas the time to' en to obtain a soluton At one f.tqurt)cy Is
Proportionzl to the wire length In tcrms of wavelength squutd and cubed. This clearly results
In a %ty time consuming cvaluation cycle for the anicninas since matrix fill and inverion Is
nccesusty for every frequcncy.
In this paper it, frqucntly uscd analogy between dipole antcnnas and itranission lines ame
examined with the view to develop a fast method for evaluating loaded dipoles. The absolute
accuracy of such a nethod Is not of ultimate Importance since the intention is to uk It to speed
up the iteratve dcsign cycle. A mthod of moments technique may still be used to accuratcly
evaluaicthefinldesign.Thealm was thus to obtain reasonablc accuracyand faithfullyrcptoduc
trends.
2 Model Formulation
TIh loaded dipoles of Interest In practical situations are usually cylindrical, or the cylindrical
equivalents of other configurations.
Schelkinol derived the theory (or cylindrical antennas by starting with the the conical dipole.
This antenna is equivalent to a transmission line with constant characteristic impedance. Te.c
effect of radiation is clearly not accounted for when considering ti antenna as a uniform
transmission line but Sclckunof( lumped these effects together in a tcnianal impedinct to the
Intuitively open circuitcd line. To obtain A nthod suitable for cylindrical dipoles, where the
transmission line parameters is clearly not constant, Schelkunoff used average values for these
parameters. With the aid of modern computational aids it is mome elegant to treat the cylindrical
antenna as an incremental conical antenna ; that is one in which Z, :hangcs gnradually with
distance from the feed. ThIs local Z,(I) could then be used for small increments along the wir
over which it could be assumed constant.
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In this model the rsdildoo cfrcts iam lumped Into the real part of the Ictmilnatil Impdne,
which Is sufficlnt forthe evaluatilon of unlodcd lipoles but will clearly be In alld the loaded
c.. Schc.kunoff Indicated that the aennacould be considered as multiple transmission lines
with the radlation mpresco.td as series resistance In the line but never devloped the theory for
this case. A novel method of doing so will now be dcveloced using the non-unifoim, lossy
trnnission UP, ,shown in Fig I.
II
Fig I The non.uniform loasy transmission line model of a dipole antenna of length I = 2h
Clearly this model requires the use of the general lossy transmission line tiiation with the steps
indintcd below:
ti7a,> - Z.<,> r4<,+1 +[Z(i) + 7(#+i)tnhlKi)Ahj]1
This equation solved N times (for I- N .. I) yields 4i(l) - the input impedance where N is the
number of segments. It should, be noted that the tcminating impedance Is a open circuit and
the line letngth is adjusted by h., to take into account the fringing it the dipole end points. Thc
radiation that takes place is taken into account by the series resistance incorporated into tis
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transt~ssion line too0dC1 This Scic1$si5M~c. ,R'(kh) Is constant for the line at any one
frqucncy but Is a function of kih m 2rN d there'ore vrics with line eletrical lcn;th and
hence ( rjuncy.
If loads am pr sent In the dipole ihcs r. c added to the line Imped anc thesqsemcn In which
they our. For Instance x lo, Z In scmnl, P, fom the feed will modify 7(k) to become
7(k) + h+ 27+
The value of the vAarl characteristic Impedanfe, Z(I), Is calculated froin first principles to
be:
Similary the propagtion cofficent, *V), Is gicn by:
with Impedance per unit length, V(I) and ad irtance per unit length, Y(I), given by:
Z'(1) R'(kA) + ftJOL'(1) flkn
)"1 JWC'(i) Sim
assurningcross conductance 0 to bezero.
where:
0(I) = In HI, M J
C'Y) P ~ Fitt,
Valucs for R'(kh) as well as for h, is required to use the nxlW abomv. Thesc px arnctcrp
were detennincd empirically for different thickness dipoles usiti-e the rcjiutable
King -llorisonA dat. The values thus found graphically shown in Figs and 3.
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fig 3 Tht h, values for diffrent thickn s dipokls
W(ko,)..., R'(k). -2.2)h-".
Ths cnmpiicly dctcrmincd paranctc- arc quite 'noisy- doe to the frldy sensitive itcrative
proccdurc used to dctermine thcmn. This does not present serious problcnms however and still
ensures reasonablc tsult An obvious solution to this problcm Is to smooth thcsc curves using
digital filtcring tichniqucs which will certainly five them a bettcr appc-arncc.
Once the. ,.nsmisson line parateters are known fora non.unifom line the current distribution
couli be calculited using standad transmission linc equations on a scgnnt by scgnent basis.
This allows for the efficiency to be calculAt:d if all losses a: assumed to occur in thc lumped
loads (sce Appendix A). Skin effect losses due to finite conductivity of the dipole clcm nm rr y
also be taken into account by considering them to be discrmtc loads at cvcry scgnent. Thc results




To Indicatc the xcurxy of results for unlo.kd dipoles Impcdunc valucs of a dipole with
thlckness factor, fm- .neAla) 15 Im shown In figs 4 and 5 below In €ompuison to the
KIng.l:Izison rmsults.
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Fig 4 The rsisance of a dipole with thickness factor or i5 as determined by the Lossy
Line nkhod compared to King-Ilarrisou results
Thcsceurvcs show good conelation bctween the lossy line mcthod and other theretical results.
Loaded dipoles, however of morc interest and the well Inown Altshuler' type antenna of
thickness factor 12.5 will be considered ncxt. This antenna was scaled to a total length of 46 ni
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Fig S The rcactancc of dipole with thickness faclor of IS asdetermi by the Lossy Line
method compared to King-Ilarrison results
The input impcdsncc and cfficicncy Itsults for this lZncufla are shown in Figs 7, 8 and 9 with
NEC results included for comparison.
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* FigS IInput reactance of the Altshulr type antenna in comparison to NECZ results
l A previous attempt at a Lossy Line nmdel (Fourte') caused problems when a numbc~r of loads
snc included in a struclur, cspccially if these included rcacdive cormponents.' The antenna in Fig
10 (Clark rowie.') was therefore analyzed as a single thick dipole in accordance with the
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Fig 9 Efficitncy or ti c Alshulkr type ntennit in comparison to NEC2 results
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Fig 10 A multi.loaded antnna used to evaluate the Lossy Line method.
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VSWRand cffickncy rcsults tar this anitna Is shown In Figs 11 and 12.
2.4
2.2-
3 5 9 1773 11 17 1,9
Fteq (Wz)
N EC *LOwy LJk
Fig ItThe VSWR of the multi-load antenna In comparison to NEC rtsults
T1hese results Indicate the Lossy Line Model to be very successful and even the absolute values
in most cases ame a good approximations to the mfcrenccd results. Efficiency results fives in








N tEC Loy Um
lig 12 The EMitncy or the tutl.load antenna in comparison to NEC results
4 Conclusion
Thc e.xploitation of the analogy between transmission lines and dipole antCnnas resulted In a
suiable nchod for faa analysis of loadcd dipole aninn.s.The 'lcomputcr timc rcquir d to obtain
a solution is proportional to the number of scgnnts the wire is dividcd into. 6 segments per
wvelength of dipole produced converged results for the cases shown abovc. This comparms
vcry favounbly with method of momcnt codes where more scgmcnts per wavelength are
normally required and the processor time is proportional to thc number of segmcnts squared
and cubed. An evaluation of a loaded antenna such as the ones considercd here requires 56
minutes to evaluate over the I-IF range whereas the Lossy line mcthod accomplishes the same
evaluation in about 0.5 minutes on an IBM PCATrunning at 10 MIla. This is clarly significant
for design and optimization purposes.
Appendix A Current distribution and efficiency
The currnt at a distance from the generator, x, on a unifonn lossy L-ansmission line of length.





This cqustion could then be used Incrementally to solvc for the current distribution on the more
gcncal r.on-uniform linc.
If the current at the fccd, 1(0), Is taken for convcnicnce to be I A, then &h cunrnt at any point,
l, on dth linc could be determined by applying the above equation to c ch incr:ental piccc of
transmission line with:
This yields:
+(1) )ZJ)4(1) cosh(*<i)&hJ) + 4Q + 1) sinh(-(1YI)
The dtermination of 7t is discussed In thc main par of this ta. When los are prsent in
the transmission line Z is nodificd as discussed bcfoM. After this process has been repeated
for all segments I to N the complctc current distribution Is known. The cfficincy could then





where k is the segment containing a load, ZL = RL +JXL in
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INTROOUCTION
AM (Amplitude Miodulation) standard broadcast stations operate in the
U.S. in the medium frequency band between 540 and 1600 kiloHertz.
They frequently use directional antennas consisting of arrays of
vertical radiators (towers) to allow operation without violating the
Interference rules of the FCC (Federal Comunications Comission).
Simplified mathematical expressions have been used since the 1930's
to calculate the directional patterns for the electric fields
radiated from these arrays. There have not been mathematittl
expressions that could accurately relate the drive voltages at the
bases of the towers, or the tcwer currents, to the far field
radiation pattern. The only practical- way to calculate far field
pattern shape has been to add the contributions to the far field of
the radiation from the individual towers.
FCC DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA PATTERN FORMULA
Parallel ray geometry combined with the orientation and spacing of
the towers is used to compute AM directional antenna pattern shape.
The electrical const;nts used for calculating the pattern shape are
the relative magnitudes and phases of the far field contribution of
the radiation laving each tower and a factor u:ed to specify
pattern size. The electrical and physical array constants that are
used in the expression for calculating AN direction antenna pattern
shapes from parallel ray geometrical assumptions are called *Field
Parameters'. The FCC requires that the DA (Directional Antenna)
horizontal plane pattern be computed a-cording to
E.h k [f,/s, Cos(#,4) + #1 4... fu/A Cos(#n.*)+ ]
where: Eth Inverse distance far field
at one kilometer
k Pattern size constant
f, Field ratio of tower "n"
Sn Spacing of tower In* in degrees
from reference point
+n Orientation of nth tower from
reference point
# Orientation of observation point
fn Phase angle of tower InO
(See Figure One)
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Operating impedances and pattern size are calculated using 'Loop
Currents . Currents flowing In the towers are assumed to have
sinusoidal distributions. The 'Loop" is located at the point of
maximum current on the tower. The relative magnitudes (ratios) and
phases of the Loop Currents of the various towers wore assumed to
be the same as those of the fields of the towers. (The FCC DA
pattern formula uses the relative magnitude of the field from the
tower and the phase angle of the current 'Loop* of the tower as
though the towr currents and fields were synonymous.)
The agnitudes and phases of the loop currents are measured by the
antenna monitor and sample system that are installed at M
directional arrays by requirement of the FCC. A substantial
percentage of AN directional arrays in the U.S.A. use towers that
are a quarter wave or less In physical height with the current loop
at the base of the tower.
HOV DA ARRAYS HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED
All A directional antennas in tht U.S. must be adjusted so that the
field intensities of their measured patterns are Jos than the field
intensities of the Standard Pattern at all azimuths. interference
and protection from interference are determined using the Standard
Pattern. The Standard PNttern Is calculated from the Theoretical
Pattern (described above) according to
Este 0 1.05 ((E,)z + (Q)z]
where Ead  Standard Pattern FieldQEI Theo. Pattern Field
Q Tolerance Factor
When adjustments are made to the phasing, power division and
matching networks that are used to control the station's Directional
Antenna pattern, the currents measured by the antenna monitor are
set to the field parameter ratios and phases. In most cases this
is Just the starting point in the procedure that Is used to create
the correct pattern for the directional array. The correct pattern
is not usually achieved when the antenna currents are set to the
field parameters because the field contribution of each radiator is
not exactly proportional to the loop current. Great emphasis is
placed on pattern minima since they tre used to supress radiation
In those directions where interference could be created. The
radiated field intensity Is monitored in-the direction of the minima
frequently called'Nulls*'even though the theoretical pattern field
oes not go to zero) while adjustments are made to the DA array.
This trial and error procedure continues until the field intensities
in the nulls are within the Standard Pattern.
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VSING NINIXEC TO RELAYE TONER FIELOS 10 TOWER CUR NIS
The trial and error procedure that is used for tht adjustment of AM
directional arrays can be greatly reduced op eliminated In many
cases. The current or vol tage at the base o' a tower can be
linearly related to the field from that tower by using the familiar
*N" port admittance and Impedance parameters. for base currents a
matrix can be formed from
Etik, -. V- - l(Zj,) + ]2012)...
For the base voltages we hav
Ej/k2 - i - VI(Ylt) + VZ(Ylz)
Where E is the field froe tower one, the Y's are the self and
mutual admitta ces and the k's are te constants of proportionality
between the fields and base currents and voltages of the towers.
For Mminec we want the base drive voltages so we will lisit
ourselves to the admittance parameters.








For an array of vertical radiators the .'V component of the far zone
E field In the horizontal or X/Y plane can be approximated as
C - J I(s) ds
(where L is over the length of the vertical radiator)
since the terms In the more complete expression are approximately
the same for all the towers in the array for great distances in the
horizontal plane. This says that the far field from a to~.er In a
vertical array is proportional to the sumtion of the current
moments for that tower. And for Minc this would be
tl K, Xl(as).
Where Is Is the segment length and I is the current
associated with segment length (As).
The expression used to form the matrix Is
Ea/kZ - K,/kz I!(As) - V,(Y) + V2(Yz).
If we define Y1 (k2/K, ) * 7,, and Y,(k 2/K6) - TIZ we have
Eak
. 
- I(As) -V1(T1 ) 4 VZ(Tlz).
Since we are interested in the field parameters relative to a
reference tower we have
V2  v E /E , (- 
I
II,(As I)
Where F, - Field ratio and Phase of tower 82
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IECHNIQUE
Narlabeth Silkey has modified the Mininec program to list the sums
of the current moments for each wire and the field parameters as
their complex ratios relative to tower (wire) one. (See Figure Two)
To compute the 'T" transfer parameters the towers are driven one at
a time with one volt at the base segment. The 1"' parameters in the
matrix column with non-zero voltage are then equal to the respective
tower current moment summation. The matrix that Is formed from the
equations relating the field parameters to the base segment drive
voltages [F, I V1(T11) + V2(T 1z)..., Fz  V(T21) + VZ(T 2)...etc.]
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IIs Inverted to find the base drive voltages for lininec that give
the correct pattern. The current pulses (taken from the listed
lininec output currents) for thewire segments closest to the tower
height where the antenna current Is sampled give the correct relative
adjustment paramters. The array is then adjusted so that the
antenna monitor indicates those ratios and phases.
M&ASUREO RESULTS
We have adjusted several directional zntennas using this technique
without having to resort to trial and error field adjustment. I
will discuss three examples. In all three examples antenna currents
were monitored at the bases of the towtr5. Figures 3, 4, and S show
the measured and standard horizontal plane patterns of the three
stations.
A two tower array with unequal height towers (0.36A and 0.18.) that
had Inductive loading at the center of the taller tower was modeled
using Mininec 111. After computing the correct base current
parameters it was necessary to apply a correction to account for the
interaction of the tower base impedance with the base insulator
capacitance. The Impedance of the tall tower was quite high while
the impedance of the short tower was almost two orders of magnitude
lower than the capacitive reactance of the base Insulator. Therefore
a correction had to be applied only to the taller tower.
Heither the inductance of the coil at the center of the tall tower
nor the capacitance of the base insulator were known or easily
measurable. Measured impedances on both towers werriavallable that
were ade with the Inductive loading and the baset of the towers In
a variety of open and short circuit configurations. The load
inductance at the center of the tall tower and the capacitance of
the base insulator at the tall towers were adjusted in the model
until the computed Mininec values matched'the meisured values. When
the array was adjusted to the computedbaie current parimeters (the
field ratio and phase angle of the'Aall tower imro 0.83 and -34
degrees while the antenna monitor 'r&io znd phase an.t! for this
tower were 0.11 and -9.5 degrees) the ibesured operatiog base
Impedances were close to the predictod values(and the measured fields
were within the Standard-Pattern (FIgure Three)
An equal height 0.241 three tower *dog leg" (not In a lIne) array
was adjusted to the base current parameters computed from the-Mininec
procedure. The field ratios and phases of the end towers were 0.e7
and -82.2 degrees and 0.348 and 488.4 degrees while the computed
antenna monitor parameters wcre 0.85 and -77.3 degrees and 0.358 and
+96 degrees respectively. The results are shown in Figure Four.
An unequal height (two towers 0.251 and two towers 0.211) four tower
parallelogram array (towers located at the corners of a parallelogram
in the horizontal plane) was adjusted according to the hlininec
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procedure. The non-reference tall tower had computed monitor ratio
and phase that were 3% and 2 degrees higher than the field
parameters. One of the shorter towers had antenna monitor ratio
and phase that were 39% and 6.6 degrees higher respectively, than
the field ratio and phase. The other short tower had computed
monitor rat3 and phase that were 25% higher and 3.7 degrees ore
negative, respectively, than the field ratio and phase for that
tower. The measured and Standard Pattern for this ,rray are shown
in Figure Five.
DETUNING TOWERS
Our success in adjusting AM directional arrays using tower bast
current parameters computed from the Mininec III current moment
summations and the field paramnters has led us to use the procedure
for all of our AM directional antenna work. In those cases where
nearby conducting objects soch as buildings or power transmission
towers and lines cause scattering arA re-radiation of the incident
fields we have had some success in pattern adjustment using the
procedure. When we have been able to realistically model the towers
and re-radiating objects pattern minima have been brought below the
standard'pattern. Ir two specific cases the pattern minimas were
brought tdthln tolerance when the arrays were adjusted to the
computed base current parameters. In two other situations we were
not 2ble to define the situation well enough to make an adequate
modtl.
Wte have successfully detuned two towers in an AN array to allow
omni-directional operation from a third tower. The magnitudes of
the field parameters of the towers to be de-tuned were set at 10'
and the computed base drive voltages that produced these fields were
applied to the Mlninoc model of the array. The impedances of the
de-tuied towers in tie driven array were computed by Mininec. The
real part of the impedance was typically two orders of magnitude
lower than the imaginary part. Therefore the towers can be detuned
by applying the conjugate of the reactive component of the operating
impedance obtained from Minnec between the bases of the towers and
ground (when towers are driven by base voltages that cause the fields
of the de-tuned towers to be 10.' of the field from the tower that
is not de-tuned). When the model is run on Mininec with the grounded
segments loaded with the de-tuning reactances some degredation of
the de-tuning effect is observed (compared to the case where de-
tuning is achieved by applying base drives), however, the scattered
fields from the de-tuned towers are still several orders of
magnitude below the fields from the tower that is not de-tuned.
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CONCLUSION
Field parameters were devised so that AM directional antenna patternscould be computed. A real Istic method to relate the field parameters
to tower currents and tower base drives only became possible with
the advent of numerical computer techniques. Method of moments
procedures are not perfect for all AM antenna problems but they art
more realistic than basing one's computation on assumed sinusoIdal
current distributions. By using programs like NEC-3 and Nininec III
AM design engineers can compute base current parameters for AM
directional antennas that produce measured patterns that are close
to the calculated patterns and are within the limits of the FCC
standard pattern. These results take much longer to achieve using
trial and error in the field.
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An electrically short, closely spaced monopole array has been modelcd experimentally
and numerically. The goal of this experiment was to se if calculations could be used
to economically obtain the spacings needed to achieve specified antenna beamwidths
with an established feed system. The numerical model used a combination of NEC-
3(NIOM)I IJ and NEC-BSC(2J. The size of the array was restricted by the requlrcmcnt
that it had to fit it% an existing radonie. The fouir elkents were arrasnged in a
square, as alx)wn in figure 1, and fed in a manner to produce a "unidirectional" beam
in the direction of one of the diagonals of the square. The antenna was to be used
in a direction firder, switching the beans for rotation in ninety-degree steps.
The frequency was near one-gigalhrtz. 11i sides of tie square were 0.31
tv:vclengtds, an the height of the monopoles was 0.095 wavelengths. The amy was
nountcd on a 4.0 wavelength diaumter circular counterpoise. Round, flat disks were
used as top-hats on each of the monopoles to tune them to resonance. The tuning
procedure was an iterative "cut iad try" operation. The impedance of one antenna
was measured wvith the other three terminated in resistive loads. The size of the
top-hats and the resistance of the loads were repetitively adjusted until the measured
resistance of each element at resonance was equal to the termination resistance of
the other three. The final top-hat radius was nearly the same its the monopole
height. Tapered line transformers on printed circuit nutterial brought the feedpoints to
four fifty-ohm micro-coax connectors at the center.
A schematic of the feed system is shown in figure 2. The power- splitters were.
purchased items, but the delay lines were made in the laboratory. The coax lengths
were adjusted until they provided four signals: one at 0 degrees, two at 90 degrees,
and one at 180 degrees when all four leads were teuminated in 50-ohm loads. It was
understood that this phasing would not hold true after the leads were connected to
the antennas due to the mutual impedatce effects in the array.
The patterns of the array were measured for comparison to calculations which would
come later. One THETA-cut was measured with PHI = 0-180 degrees. Several conical
cuts were made with Pill variable, THETA being held constant at several angles
between 65 degrees and 105 degrees.
The compu!er modeling was performed by "art imitating life", within the limits of
the computer codes. The four monepoles were modeled in NEC-3 to get the source
data for the BSC code. Both programs were installed on a CDC-CYBER 175 coriiputer, a
large fast mainframe. An infinite, perfectly conducting ground plane was used in
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NEC-3. 13-.:h monopole was cut Into seven segments and eight six-segnent radials
were used as top.hats. The top-hat radials wcre tuned to resonance following the
sur't Iterative techniqu e as the experinlental xdel. The exrperamcntal nodel used
trnsfomwer to get the ir.pedarce back to the 50-olun reference value of the test
equipment and lie prepared feedlines. That was noi .iccessary hi the numerical
model; we simply established a 14-ohmi reference system.
Feeding the phased array in NEC-MOM was not just a matter of putting In four
excitation cards with eq:'al voltages of the proper phases. Remember that the
antenna Impedances were tuned to some resistive value while tht other elements were
temiinated in the same value. When the array is fed with different phases on the
four elenents, the mutual impedances change the input Impedances and the currents
are modified froin the equal amplitude, equal phase conditions. llowever, in this
cat, we are imitating an experimental nodel so the feed technique was relatively
straightforward. A Thevinen equivalent source was created by placing a resistive
load in series with the feed-point at the base (center of bottom segment) of each
of the four monopoles. The value of the resistor was that of the reference system,
14-olhns.
A short FORTrRAN code was used to read a NEC-3 print file and extract the "SM" data
for entry into the NEC-BSC code. The "SM" data consists of the total input power
level (watts). And for each segment, it requires the x-y-z location of the segment
center, its length, the direction of the segment measured in azimuth and elevation
angles, and the amplitude and phase of the current in that segment. The BSC code
was designed to take these values in a format readily available from the older MOM
code.
Poets are allowed to use poetic license, and in that sense, engineering license was
used on the model at this point. Only thirty "SM" sources are pennitted in the
unmodified BSCcode. As modeled in NEC-3 (MOM), 220 segments were used. The
choice was to cut out a lot of segments or modify the BSC code (increase the
dimensions on seve.id variables). Wanting to keep the code as "original" as
possible, it was decided to delete segments. Since the top hats are not supposed
to radiate, they were simply deleted for input to the USC model. It was recognized
that at the close spacing in this four-element array, the currents in the top hat
radials might not fit the nonradiating condition that they be equal in amplitude
and phase and also flow in the opposite direction from their counterparts in the
center point symmetry. In fact, the currents within a single top hat varicd by
0.12 dB. Symmetry did exist about the center of the array; top hat currents going
forward from the front element matched the currents going aft of the rear element.
The current amplitudes and phases on the monopoles were set (in NEC-3), so the
source currents as used in the BSC model did not go to zero at the tops of the
monopoles.
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UTe only "adjustimt" to tile dsik WMs that lte nmeist11 fmltcrn SAMr wer
nommlkod to Mi the maximnumi gain point on lte counterpat calculated patlern. We
did not make on absolute gain calibrallm of ine patten mage, so the aeasured
Patterns are Consistent only within each pattern.
'lle rnc patterns pmi~etc1 in figurci 3 -5 show th4 thea ealulated w4d incuted
patteins mtch quite well. Note that the flrnt pattern 4s it Sreat-c'me (elevatni,
orlltglA) cut nd t rest mre conical (azimuth, or Pill) cuts At 4iffettrt 11l3TA
Al~sI. 'Ihe imjo l*es cf the pattens fIt within a few tenhs of a dB between the
-to mIo to -15d (toints. ibernaxirnm of dw. sid mkIlbem fit reasonably well, bti
there sccins to be a systemiatic right-lcft stsynitutry lIn tho backtotes of the tmeaswd
pAttcins (d;Uhtd tin"*).
was that numerical nutiemling could be used to predict the nicasured
rCouhs in thve Sipr fcrit arta of the nuiln beamn, aid that lorimlons could be
pdoinmd hi much lessv thmt than would be requircd for an exmperhoentil model.
I "Iut' say A hearty "tm*-nkYou" to Gilbert Snn.*a who constructed the tintenmand
lte feedims, Mark Mmontoery who mtiasured the patterns, and my wifc Betsy who
di iihized the Ritialumd data.
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MODELLING THE QUADRIFILAR HELIX (VOLUTE)





EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 442-9459
ARSIB"I
One of the most commonly used antennas for Global
Positioning System (GPS) applications Is the quadrlfllar
helix antenna. Since the positioning accuracy required by
many GPS users Is at the sub-centimeter or millimeter level,
It has become Increasingly Important to be able to
accurately model the amplitude, phase and phase cantor
characteristics of this and other GPS antennas.
The purpose of this paper Is to present a moment method
model for the quadrlfllar helix antenna and to discuss soma
of the problems encountered Implementing the model.
Finally, a comparison of modelling results for the
quadrlfliar helix antenna from different method of moments
programs will be presented and discussed.
I INTRODUCTIOD
The quadrifliar hullx (volute) antenna, shown In Figure
1, Is one of the most commonly used antennas for Global
Positioning applications owing to Its small size, light
weight and Its circularly polarized, cardlold shaped
radiation patterns. This antenna consists of four equally
spaced helical conducting arms wound In air or on a
cylindrical dielectric support member. The antenna feed
point can ba located at either the top or the bottom of the
conducting arms. Opposite ends of the conducting arms are
short-circuited or open-circuited, depending upon the
operating mode. In order to obtain omnidirectlonal,
hemispheric, circularly polarized radiation from this
antenna, the four conducting arms must be fad with equal
amplitude sources In phase quadrature.
(, 557
The geometry of the quadrlfllar helix can be describedby
L HI (E6- 2R) - +R 2  )
where L Is the axial length of the helix, E Is the element
length, R Is the helix radius and N Is the number of turns.
The quadrifliar helix antenna has been studied In depth
experimentally by KIIgus CI,23 who has presented detailed
design curves and Information for both fractional-turn and
multi-turn volutes. Althopigh Kllgust data provides usefuldesign Information, It Is both costly and time consuming to
build experimental antenna models to determine amplitude and
phase pattern characteristics for different designs. With
the use of computer modelling, the determination of the
antenna characteristics Is both fast and cost-effectiva.
It Is the Purpose of this paper to present moment
method modelling results for the quadrifliar helix and to
discuss some problems encountered Implementing the models.
Measured and computed amplitude characteristics for a 1/2-
turn a i-turn quadrlfllar helix antenna will be presented.
Phase data for the 1/2-turn volute will also be presented.
II NODELL I Pa TECkil HO19.
The two method of moments programs used to modol the
quadrifilar helix In this paper are the Numerical
ElectromagnetIcs Code (NEC) E33 devoloped by G. J. Burke and
A. J. Pogglo and the method of moments code developed by J.
H. Richmond [43. Details regarding the exact techniques
used In each of these programs to determine antenna current
distribution and radiation patterns will not be discussed In
this work. These details can be found In the appropriate
reference.
The above moment method programs were Implemented and
run on a IBM-PC compatible computer. The PC version of NEC
was the NEC2-PC code distributed by ACES and the PC version
of the Richmond code was Implemented as an Interactive PC
program by the author.
The antenna structure Input to each of the programs
requires division of the antenna Into small wire segments
Joined by defined Junction points. Accurate modolling
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results were obtained for the quadrifliar helix when 3 or 4
segments were used for each of the radial wire sections and
12 segments were used per turn for each of the four helical
arms.
IIIkE1/2--±u a.-RlEL[X
The 1/2-turn quadrifllar helix modelled here has an
axial length of 3.053 Inches (.317 wavelengths at GPS
frequency L2, 1227.6 MH) and a radius of .5225 Inches (.054
wavelengths at 12). This antenna was designed to produce a
hemispheric radiation pattern typical of 1/2-turn voluie
antennas C13.
The first attempt at modelling this antenna was
performed using the Richmond code where each helical arm had
6 wire segments and each radial arm had 4 wire segments. The
antenna feed point was located at tha center of the top
radial arms while the bottom radial arms wore short circuited
at their central connection point. Since the antenna feed
network requires two equal amplitude sources In phase
quadrature the top radial sections were separated by I
millimeter to accommodate two feed locations.
A comparison of measured and computed amplitude patterns
at 1227.6 MHz Is shown In Figure 2a. Although the comparison
Is good In the upper hemisphere, the computed pattern Is not
symmetrical and the results are not accurate for modelling of
the antenna's radiation pattern. Since the computed and
measured results did not agree when using the Richmond code,
an attempt was made to model the same wlee configuration
usinO NEC. These results are presented In Figure 2b and It
can be seen that the computed and measured patterns are In
very good agreement except for the backlobe characteristics.
The differences between the backlobe structures will be
discussed shortly.
Since the Richmond moment method program did not
properly model the above wire configuration, It was decided
that a simpler configuration, such as a bifliar helix antenna
should be modelled. The blfllar helix antenna consists of 2
helical arms Joined at the top and bottom by radial arms.
Fed at the top or bottom, this antenna produces a circularly
polarized dipole shaped radiation pattern CI. Computed
results using Richmond's code are shown In Figure 3. As can
be seen, the computed results correctly predict the amplitude
pattern for the bifliar helix.
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Since the computed pattern for the blfllar helix was
accurate, another attempt was made to model the quadrlfllar
helix using Richmond's code. This time, however, the two
orthogonal bifilar helices In the quadrifilar helix were leftphysically unconnected. The only difference between this
Ire configuration and the previous configuration was that
the two bottom radial arms of each bifl lr helix are not
short-circuited at their central connection point.
A comparison of computed and measured results for the
modified wire configuration using Richmond's code, Is :hown
In Figure 4a. From these results It can be seen that there
Is excellent agreement between the computed and rieasured
amplitude patterns. In fact, these results show much better
agreement between computed and measured patterns than the NEC
code. The same wire configuration was then modelled using
NEC and these results are presented In Figure 4b. Using this
wire configuration, there is a signlficant Improvement In tho
accuracy of the computed results.
The only difference between the computed and measured
data, for both NEC and Richmond's code, Is In th antenna
backlobe characteristics. The measured pattern has a deep
null at an observation nngle of 270 degrees, while the
computed patterns have an dmplitude lobe. Experimental data
from KIlgus £23 and the computed output from NEC, Indicate
that the radiation In the backlobe Is of opposite
polarization sense than that of the front lobe, le. RHCP Is
predominant over most observation angles while LHCP Is
predominant in the backlobe. Since the experimental
measurements were made with a RItCP source the presence of a
back lobe was undetected. Further experiments with both RHCP
and LHCP sources show the presence of a LHCP backlobe (Figure
5). This level of circularly polarized backlobe radiation Is
coasistant with the computed results.
In many GPS applications, knowledge of the antenna
amplitude characteristics Is Insufficient In determining the
effects of antenna performance on system accuracy.
Knowledge of antenna phase and phase center characteristics
Is critical In determining final system performance [5,6,7].
Since the antenna phase center location Is a function of the
antenna far-field phase characteristics [£5, this paper will
limit the discussion of quadrifilar helix phase performance
to Its phase patterns.
Figures 6& and 6b present measured and computed - using




quadrifllar helix. Results are shown for orthogonal linear
polarizations (Eo and )as defined In Figure 1. It can
be seen that both programs accurately predict the antdnnals
phase characterlstlcs.
I THE 1-turn OQUADRIFIAR HELIX
The quadrifilar helix antennas's design parameters
Include the axial length, the radius and the number of
helical turns. To further validate the moment method model
predictions of volute radiation characteristics, a -turn
helix was modelled. The I-turn quadrifliar helix has an
axial length of 6.45 Inches and a radius of .7425 Inches.
This antenna was designed for dual frequency (LI, 1575.42
MHz and L2, 1227.6 MHz) GPS applications, however, It was
not designed to have optimum GPS pattern coverage at either
L1 or L2 but rather to have drastically different patterns
at each frequency In order to demonstrate the model
capabilities. A comparison of measured and computed (NEC
and Richmond codes) radiation patterns are shown in Figures
7 and 8 for L2 and Li respectively. Again It can be seen
that there Is excellent *agreement between the computed and
the measured results for the NEC code with the exception of
the backlobe characteristics which are a result of a change
In the sense of circular polarization.
The results obtained using Richmond's code are
acceptable at L2, howevwr, there Is a significant difference
between the computed and measured patterns at Ll. Several
different modifications of the wire configuration were
modelled, such as Increasing the number of segments per
t. turn and decreasing the blfllar separation and wire radius.
However, there was no significant Improvement In the
computed results.
! V DISCUSION
From the results presented in this paper, It Is known
that the method of moments can be used to accurately
predict the radiation characteristics of the quadrifliar
helix antenna. However, the question of why neither program
(NEC and Richmond's) can accurately predict the amplitude
patterns when the bottom radials are shorted together, as In




The radiation patterns of the quadrIfIlar helix antenna
are a sensitive function of how well the quadrature feod
phasing relationship Is maintained E53. Any devlatloA from
this quadrature phasing relationship, which results In a
change of the current distributions along each helical arm,
will seriously distort the antenna patterns. With the
physical connection of the radial arms In the computer
model, the resultant current distribution along the antenna
structure does not represent the true antenna currents. The
four wire arm connection may be causing the model to
Incorrectly account for the quadrature phase relationship.
Since the purpose of this paper was to present a usable
and accurate model for the quadrlfllar helix antenna,
further Investigation Into the above problem will be left to
future work.
Another problem that should be addressed Is why does
the Richmond code Incorrectly predict the radiation patterns
for the I-turn volute at LI? Further Investigation Into
the modelling of multi-turn volutes using NEC and Richmond's
code may provide some Insight Into this problem.
,Vt CONCLUSIONS
An accurate moment method model, using an existing
program (NEC), of the quadrlfllar helix antenna was
presented. With the use of this model, the amplitude and
phase characteristics of this antenna can be easily and
accurately determined. For high accuracy positioning
systems, such as GPS, that require knowledge of these
antenna characteristics, this model allows for quick
determination of system errors that are a result of antenna
performnnce.
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Figure 1. Gwcmtry of the Quwdrifilar Helix Antenna.
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Figuro 2a. OPrqarison of znasurd (- ) and1 caiptcd -. )
results using Richrond's code for tho 1/2-turn cjuadrifilar





Figure 2b. Compari=o of reasured -)and cor-pt& (--
results using =~ for the 1/2-turn quadrifilar helix












Figuire 4a. Ccqmzrison of masurod -)and carpted - 4
results using Pichmond's cod~e for the 1/2-turn cjudifilar






Figure 4b. Opadrrson of measured - 1 a car-iuted 1 -- 1
results using NTC for the 3/2-turn quadrifilar helix
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Figure 7. OuTparison of masurd - ) and cciputed anplituda
patterns for both NBC (--) and Richmond's code





rig=r 8. omparison of mcasuno] - and cormutcd Wn~litudo
Ivtterns for both NBC (- -)and Riclvond' s code
-- )for the l--turn quadrifilar helix at LU.
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ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIl' All NNAS USING TIIC TIM METHOD
F.J. German, G.K. Cothard , L-S. Riggs and MZE Baginskl
Department or Electrical Engineering
2O0 Dkoun hiall
Auburn University, AL 36849
The transmission u~n2 matrix, or modeling, TM) method or
electromagnetic analysis provides a complete solution to the
Maxwell equations In three space dimensions and time by simulating
wave propagation on a mesh or orthoconally Intersecting
transmlossIon lines. Thec complete electromagnetic field qualtties
tire obtained at cachi node in thea transmission line mesh from the
%oltagez and currents entering the node. The model to
conceptually simple and provide., a general . efficient. and
accurate algorithm for the calculation or electromagnetic fields
In a complex three dimensional cnvironment. The technique has
round applications In diffusion, lumped network simulation, and
lghtnIng simulation. Thec largest area of application, however.
remains In electromaignetic modeling where It has been used to
model structures ranging from sub micron scale VLSI Interconnects
to ilhe DIP analysis or a large satellite receiving complex.
Thei present study rocuscs on the analysis or microstrip antenna
structures using the TUI technique. Bhy using a pulse excitation
In the time domain, one simulation yields data over a broad range
of frequencies. The TLM technique models the microstrip antenna
structures In three dimensions taking Into account losses and
Inhomogenei tics. Furthermore, bectuse the TILM method provides a
physical simulation or wave propagation. It Is not necessary to
deal with any complicated Green's functions. In addition, the
algorithm need not be reformulated for eachi new geometry studied
-- only thea Input data requires modification. This paper will
give a brier review or the TIM method Including mesh truncation
cnditons and present the results or the 7uJ( analysis or several
repesetatvemlcrostrlp structures.
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The transmission line matrix, or modeling, method It a time domain
numerical simulation of Maxwell's cquations In three dimnensics IiI
The basis of the technique lies In th* circuit analogy to Niaxwcll'%
equations formulated by Kron in the mid 1940's 121. In the TtJ.I methl.,
the equivalent circuit Is modeled using a three dimensional mesh Vr
Interconnected transmission lines. The circuit/transmission line/field
analogiks are shown In Figure I. In three dimensions, we have emplyedl
the three dimensional symmetrical condensed TLI node vhich wi%
Introduced recently by Johns 131 and Is shown In rigure 2. TIm*
transmission line mesh Is excited by InltlalIting Ideal Impulses tr
voltage or current corresponding to desired field component. Followhtg
the Initialization, time Is stepped and the Impulses are tracked as they
propagate throughout the mesh. The output Is then the Impulse respon-s.
or the transmission line mesh with all six field components available at
the center or each node. This Impulse response can then be either
Fourier transformed to yield rrcqucncy domain Information or convolved
with any arbitrary excitation waveform.
The TL%( method Is not limited to rtgular meshes. Graded meh
techniques have been developed 141 which allow a fine mesh to be used In
areas which require detailed geometric definition. The grading r.
achieved by adding or subtracting Inductance or capacitance from a given
node to model the shape of that node.
In order to model open structures such as antennas, a radiating
boundary condition must be employed at the edges or the finite
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)igure I. Relationship betwcen 4axwell's Equations and Tr'ansmission Line
Equivalent Circuit.
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zFlgure 2. Symmctrical Condcnsed TLM Nodc.
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CompulAtionAl -pace In order to prevent non physical reflections rrom
occuring. For a uniformly graded TLIl m sh, rcfIectiontess trucc4ilon
of the problem spcn¢ is atrAlghtforward. For A graded, or onisairepw
mesh. however, the mesh truncation Is somewhat more Involved. However.
we havc recently developed a very highly absorbi g continuaton bounn4r
for use under these condltions. It Is Interesting to now h4
truncation boundarics require no more compuler time or storAt W-
calculate thanAny other typo or boondArics in the Tw mtrhod.
Stht pAp r. we prc-unt some preliminary results for the mIlt0
of microstrIp antennas using the TIA method. Usually, e subtm.rte
thickness for typical microstrip rntonnAs Is a smAll compared to thc
oher dimensions of the amntnna. For a rogulArly grelk mesh, this
presents a prohibitive compuztionAl burden since a mesh fine Cnough tw
obtain adcquate resolution In the substrate would have to b usM
throughout the remainder or the gcomtry as well. To civuvmvent ihos
dirficulty. we have employed a three dlmcnsional TI.M program with .ra4e
mesh capabllitics.
MiCI2MSTlI ANTENNAMO )DEI.I-G
The geometry or a ceneral microstrip patch on a thin substrate is
shown In Figure 3. The first configuration Investigated was A squ-re
patch 3mm on a side with a substrate 2.4 thick with ru 9.9.The patrh
was excited by Initializing a voltage between the patch and around plAno
at (x,y) n (.S.O)mm. The output was taken at (x,y) - (I.S.O)mm at a
point directly b eow the patch. The time domain Imp.Jse ecsponse at the
output point was Fourier transrormed to yield the frcquecy response at
the output point. The output spectrum for this patch is shown In Figure
4. The peaks In the spectrum correspond to the resonances or time
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microstrip patch. To compare the resonant rrcqucncics obtained with the
TL method. we have cmploy,:d an empirical formula by N poll and flughes
IS. This formula Is basically 4 tfIt order correction to the m a ntic
walled cavity model and Is civcn by:
rr fro cr / II • ) C 1w1) c(w 21l
where
a -uvw) 0.682 .1 64(cro 0)/c, * (ecl) *S in(I.88 0 WA/))
And
w cr" I) + (t I) 1 I h F n
C 22 1 w
The resonant rrcqucncy or a magnctlc walled cavity, fro Is givcn b'
rro- a /w7ia iiwW
e, Vt I.1=2
Comparison with cxpcrimantAl data has shown that this roriula yalds
resonant frequencies for the first rc:onnnt mode within approximately 3U
Comparisons or the TIA atlumisted rowmrit frequencies with those
obtaincd form the above empirical formula are summarized In Table I.
TADLE I
k ode TLM Formul-
(m.n) (Gll:) OGIlz)
(I0) 10.1 10.08(3,0) 32.9 30.20
Next we examined a rectangular shaped patch or dimensions 1.3 mm by
0.44mm with a 0.66 mm thick substrate or Cr, 9.9. The TILM calculated
resonant frequency for the first mode was round to be 28.72 GllZ. This
compares very well with the the value or 28.97 Gliz calculated from the
empirical formula abovc.
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In order to check the algorithm for a rcctangular patch on a thin
substrate we have calculated the resonant frequencies for a rectangular
patch of dimensions 23.4 mm by 3 6 mm on a substrate ;,6 mm thick with
4.1 - -,&A aicuivlicd resonant frequency was 3,1 GIlz as compAred
I to 3.0 GIlI from the empirical formula. TU.I yields a resonance for the
second mode of 6.1 Cli. as compared to 6.0 Gi: rrom t; cimprical formula,
The frequency spectra Is shown in Figure 5. Note that as the substrate
thickness becomes thin, there is less fringing at the edges or the patch
and tho magnetic wald cavity model b."omes more accurate as would be
expected.
*rhe next structure that W.* have cxr: lod It. an ciectromagnetiVllY
coupled printed dipole tl,,t h.t .. ocn analy.'.ri In 16]. The geometry for
the structure Is shown In Figure 6 along with the pertinent dimensions.
The dipole was found to resonate at 29.83 Cliz as compared to n
theoretical resonance or z9.9 Ginz. The surface current distributions on
the top of the feed line and dipole are shown In Figure 7. These plot;
display the same characteristics as calculated In 161.
Finally, we have analyzed a inicrostrlp fed rectangular patch. The
cometry f'er this problem is shown In Figure 8. The Fourier transform
for the electric field under the patch is shown In Figure 9. The
resonant frequencies for the sec:ond and rourth modes occur at 48.0 CIIz and
94.1 GlIz. The theoretical values are 47.6 Cliz and 95.2 Cliz
respectively. The Fourier transform or the voltage between the ground
plane and microstrip reed line is shown in Figure 10. We are currently
In the process or performing measurements to verify these results.
CONCLUIONS














Figure 6. Microstrlp Dipole Excited by a Strip Transmission Line,
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analysis or microstrip antenna structures using the TIJ\I method of
€lcctromApctlc nodcling. While the dmn, presented has betn qluite
cicmntAry, the results that we hav obtained have btn quite promslng .
Trh ad ntagcs of the TLM, method for th Analysis or microstrip atncn s
lics mainly In the simplicity And i-enerality or the tIchnrIlql . NO
analytical formulation or col*utcr coding Is required form problcm to
problem as with some other techniques. A single formulation and
computer code provides the capability to analyze mcrostrip an tnnas or
arbitrary geometric-. The use of A gradcd mesh matcs the tchnilqt,
computationnlly (ca.sible.
We are currently investicating further development or tle TL,
method for the Analysis of ndcrostrlp antcnnas. Future work Includes
the calculaton or Input Impcdancts and the effects of vnrlnus fced
geometries. further validation via comparison with analytical
techniques and ineasurcmcsits will be rcquircd and these comparisons 4re
currently underway, In addition, a technique called diakoptilcs 171
can be used to analy,.c thin substrates Indepcndant of patch geoiery,
Te results for a particular path arc thcn obtained by connecting the
separate patch solution with the pre-calculated substrate solution. Far
field quantities arc also available from 1T.I calculated near fields via
a near-to-(ar filid transformation.
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NUMERICAL & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF~ 1NUtT1-jvIiU
JUNCTION TRICOT KNIT MESH REFLECTORS
BY FOURIER MOMENT IMETIIODSs
VW- lImbiiic, V. 03Oaitncl~sre, Y. RabotarSimi
RetPropulsion Laboatory. CalifornA instittute of Technology, psztdNa, CA
ABSTRACT
Wire mesh knit retlccuing surfaces are now frequentlly usd an unfutlable Itp spacecrart
rector antcrnas (TDRSS, Galileo, etc.). The finenecss of the wies and the comnplexity of the
weave hai made the problctn of an exact numerical diffraction analysis quite fortntdabic. In this
paper this mesh Is sucessfully analysed by treating It as a flat weave of wir strips in I pcrcolie
array. The analysis is by momenrt mecthods using a picccveise trisrngul:r basis function with a
Ploquct mode analysis of dhe pertiodic structume In paztkularItIs foundithat wirebends ta
junetivs can be properly trcited only If precise and cartful atention Is pai to dhe vctor continuity
of current through die wkse strip bend orjunction. It Is commnon in some fine wire metsh grids to
avoid soldering thc junctions of wires trnd to depend upon contact pressure in order to obtain good
erccrical continuity it junction points. Under cern conditions, as has been found expcrimen.
tally, poor ecercrical contact at thenjunction points can result In poor surface reflectivity and
considerable transmission loss. flxperimenrtal valdation of the theory Is presct. In addition, a
simple miodel of thc- tricot mesh which providcs an understanding of thc cause of the poor
reflectivity Is prescntec).
INTROD)UCTION
The application of mesh surface provides a deployable capability which is vcry attractive
froni launch constraints for spacecraft requiring large antennas, eg., TDRSS ind Galileo
spacceraft. These mesh surfaces are typically constcd from Cold plAted tirlybdcniun wirn:$
which are %wen In a particular patter.
A commonly used knit Is the tuicot knit. The gold plated mnolybcknum wires af the knit arc
not welded wher they cross at junction points. When a poor clecil, contA.t is nude at these
junctions, such as when oxidation occurs on the surfac, thC refiCcmion from thC Surface is poor andl
substantial pow loss occurs by transmission through the insh.
The- mresh has been modeled as flat strips of wire on a plane surface. Since the tricoc weave
is essentially periodic, Fioqucts theorem has been applied In thc analysis of a plane w&Ave incident
upon the win: metsh. Currents Induccd along tin wire we%= modeled as a series of triangular basis
'he rescarch described In this paper was carricd out at the Ict Propulsion Latboratory, California
Institute of Ttchnology, under contract with tie National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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functions,- th-,wdrr-icnu to b :ln-.m%.rcd by intrsion of thriv ix obtalncd whea:n tniclal P.
IS SeI to xmC on i ) Aat snrips.
The MulUt.w=ir junCtio( pointS w= cAM[ully Wodexkd so Lhi CLO .rh e W =
C ii= iAtrough tehfierictio< with no ddonal conditions ncccssuy to turancc tis (othe
than tangenial I" W to zCe on the flat %ire stips). Conditions ofra good ccetrical comt€, no
contact, orpartal contact at ilJunctions -Arm radily controllcd by this mol. amite win:Sonductivity wit Includcd as %ll.
Th ,nirieal Msult we cmpur-d to e.xpeimental Msult fo variout fla',. rp m--s
pitcd o a dckctdc mt. The thcory permited the Inclusion of+ dickettc shcc, lthiough
actua fl MO antcnnis would not Include this. Comparisons pMve cxcclknt Over wide
frcqucmy rancs.
It was discovered tht th particular chac cir o( tc trcot knit weavc. made It s xscpdblC to
sutAMl! IsOUC when no clcctrIC l ona t w S MAIc It th wirejunctions Thus, an Improvd
knit Is Indicated f flmetorsurfaC+c so thAtcectrIcal contact th cjunctions Is not criical.
TIHEORE.TICAL FORMUIATION
In the past, the mesh surface problem his bcn solv-d using ether Askhan I) or Strip.
Aperture formulations (2J. Both formulations have providcd satisfactory results for Cas.es Of
perfect contact A simple %irc structure connituions. In ordecr to formulate the problm for a
complcx wirC structure as shown in Flsmg I for a trico knit mesh, a moment nxthod solution has
bcca Implccntcd. The mcs s€ructure is nodelcd As pl4nA wire strips Instead ofthe actual round
'i. Duc to the fact that the wire diaetcr Is tery small In terms of the wavOdc*nh.this strip
modelling has proven to be Accurate. Additioially, it his been considcrcd that thl mesh
configundon Is periodic.
lic nthoology of the formulation is dcpietcd In the block diagram shown in figum 1.
'iSr, the complex win: strip structure In a given cell is broken Into many lincar segments by
Identifying d "node" point for the initial Ad die end points c(th* line" sCgmnct. If ther Is a
wire innersect, on contact point, the same nod- point at the contact is used for all di branches
Intcecng at this point aid making elcctrical contact Lcre. liach linear scgment is then
subdivided In ordcr to dcinc the cumrnnt basis clement for the Implementation o( the n thod of
moments. The method ofrmomnts fonnulniton Is then constructed utilizing the Floquct Expinsion
technique Ia conjunction with the enfocterrnt of the total tangential electric field to be ze on tie
strip .gmcenr. Since the strip width is wery narrw In terms of die wavengtd, only current
components In the wire strip dirccton am considered.
Th'e theory exactly follows the development and notation given In (31, wher de loquct
mode and method of moments theory is described. The major deviation is In the selection of the
basis functions. Reference 3 uscd entire domain functions to epresent the wires, whereas this




Consider the lpincd wim array shown In Urure 2. T1h suffacc Is periodic and i ,ssu"Wd
infiftc in tht.q plane. This allows us to expand the fields in thc three region, I.c., inside the
,I*-tcr- shco g4 In the aIr on de side. Into Floquct modm Thc explicit cxpressions for
sc.ad ieldsi in the thrme z eons may be found In (4) and hnce a not rcpeAtcd hcr. The
incWdnt ficld, i.e., the ficld ptduccd by the Incident Inc wavc in the AuWnc of $Cr)1= , is just
Sfield produced by the Incident wvw In the pmsce ofa dickeuc hcct of thicknesss. I"
thcrforc contains only the uro-acdcr Roqut modes. Scattrd ficlds, on the other hWx4 r-,
produced by the cunrrnt dtsribuL"n J(x.V) on the sattcr-s. Ifwe dcnotr the transver
copnonnt (in the r plhje) of the scattcrcd ficdks by I0 I1, and thosc ofthe incident ficd
by E , I I then each loqit modc In thc scattered field must satisfy the following boundwy
conditions:
1) E;*, 1i1"tcontinuousat:-,
2) £,ct continuous at: 0,
3) 1 Irx disontinuIty at: -0 cquals 3 t(x).
ThcSc boundary conditions, combined witk the orthotgonlihy of the Floquct odcs Oe a single
periodic cell, lead to an Intcg-'l expression for Ej * at: 0 In terms of J(Xy).
Since the scattmrd ficd should caneld d incident ficld on the surfacc of the scattering
dipoles, w havc
Ej~c(x~y,0) + E~j(xy) w 0, on z dipole()
This yields an Integral equAtion for tie un1non current distribution and Is casily solved by the
moent method IfiJr.,) Is approxiz cd as follows:
J(x,y) ChR(rY)('.)
Ml
where the functions h,(.y) amc the basis functions ard N is finite for computability. Substituting
(2) Into (1) and hitcgriting over the scattering dipole contained in one periodic cell after multiplying
both sides by hi*(,ry), where the asterisk denotcs the complex conjugate, the following systen of
equations is obtaincd (4):
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(I + It.Qe$.1b) b.() -mr Sj-(koo)
* ~ 'Q i lk )~ ml 9~lk Q 1 i , 2 ,... N , (3)
where:% timc-dcpcndcncc cp (M) Is ztsuncd, m a I corresponds to tltc T&M mode and mn 2 to
thecTE nvdc, and
~(qu f hXyv) exp(lk, 1)),ar dy,
d a array spacing,
P a~ +)Y,'
kul(ko Sino O + 
+ (ko slnO sini + N~x 2vr
W-
ko- frcxsAccwvccg,
(O0.0 m dirction of incidence,
bm=incident field mignitude of mth mode,
KIpq kpq/ I 1W,
Kpq' X Xpq,
lJlq lt + let4 (l-RAt )
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kI
a, 1t - the pe.njuivity and perni.ability o['mcdium,
k, propagation constant of tthe medium
yj = (S-1kW)'A, $:> Lkp 2,
• -j(IkW--)11, k2 < L2,
MPI dlcl + qmir
Once wc selctl a suitable sot of functions h, the unknown coffi~cicnits c, can be easily, obtained by
solving (3).
Cx"pressions for the relcted and transmitted fields can be found in (3) and tire not
repeated.
Ii wir will be: noodclcd as being comprisend of ur'aight segmts of wirc. At thejuncdion
of two sunight scgnlcn-zs, special =xctnx nt is requiredJ. A discussion of dhis spiecial trnm.m of
dhelunction bct%%tcn strvight segmnnt Is reserved until late. If there is no bend betwee.n straight
'scgniente' then no special tirc.unent is required.
Thei currents arc nx-.led as having a piccewise triangular variation In the loositudil
dirction and a constant in the transverse direction. T1he geomety is shown in Fi1gure 3. In
paicul.ar the currents on die nth scgn :nt r
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lb qN
h ¢,,),° W , 0s, Sy' W
I icuing
x M X,+ X' cosy - y' Siny
Y1 "Y +X' iny + Y" cosy
%% nccd to cvaluate
,,- jk (., CiX,')€lxtl dxdy-gu +g
where
IN
_ c -k U + I£! sin .
with
7. kt c osy + k., sInV
V- -k.siny + ky cosy
C -kx x + ky y,
Previous investigators have failed to be accurate in their treatment of bends and junctions.
When the wires anx orthogonal and wire contact is not significant, the treatment is not criticai. In
the present problem rh. treatment is critical and it is fel that a considerable breaktrough ha7 been
made in both the undt.rstanding of the problem and the treatment.
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At the bend it is ncccsary to have both continuity of the magnitude of the current as well as
its direction. The current representation of the bend Is shown In Figure 4. For the bend we have
-  
-. slnv + cosv
Again we need to cvaluatc g,, for ;Y scgmcnt, and the result is
'Va
where the integration Is carred cs.i numerically and
Zw - JZWCJ -
Ip=
~where 7Z is as described above.
At tiaseunctions of mor than one wire a supcrposition of all the possible bend currents is
required.
EXPERIMENTAl, VALIDATION
A considerable amount of numerical simulations have bcn pcrformcd to properlyasscss
the convergent behavior of the resultant matrix equation. Rcsults ar. shown for the contact and no-
contact cases, and the numerical results are compared versus measured data.
A set of exp-crimnts wcre pcrfomcd to provide a basis for comparing experimental rcsults
and theoretical predictions. The experimental setup consisted of measuring the transmission loss
through a set of flat panels., The flat panels were constructed by printing copper wires on a
dielectric shect (dielcctric constant - 4.7) 70 mils thick. The wir patterns were selccted to test the
various aspects of the code, i.e., curved wires, contact and no-contact junctions, wire thicknss,
incident angle, etc. The simplest case was that of a straight wire grid. Figure 5 shows the normal
incident (0 - 0.0) transmission loss for both incident polarizations on test sample I (TS-I). The
data was taken over a 2 to 15.GHz frequency range and, as would be expected, the surface is
virually transparent to the polaization normal to the wire. Loss at the higher frequencies is due to
the dielectric constant of the sheet. The circles .e the theoretical predictions and agree very well
with the experimental data. Figures 6 and 7 show the results for a 30 deg incident angle, one
rotating in the phi = 0.0 deg plane and the other in the phi = 90 deg plane. Both amplitude and
phase plots are shown. There appears to be a slight drift as a function of frequency in the
experimental data in Figure 7 since the test results show gain at the lower frequencies.
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Thc results for curved wires Is shown In Figure 8. Obscrve that thc curved wires (rS.2)
havc less reflectivity (lower transmission loss) thin the straight wirs. Also note that ror TS-5
(contacting wircs) th Orlectivity is much greater than'TS. or TS-2.
rigure 9 plots thc transmission loss for the case of "perfct and "broken" connections.
Note that forTS,3 thc rcsult, as would be expected, Is thc same as TS. I, and the most
Intcrestling result is from TS-4 (broken connection), Notice that although the wire pattcrn looks
very sinilar to TS-3, thcre Is no connection at the centcr and thc reflcetivity results =rc dranatically
different. This result provides somc undrstanding as to why thc tesh can be leaky as well.a
providing a solid verification of the computer code.
Considcr thc actual trace of the niesh wirt shown In Figure 10. Two Indcpcnent strands
of wirt in dte nsh wre highlighted so that these two wires may be easily traced visually. Wire
N I is the heavily shaded line, and wire #2 Is thc dashed line. Tic cntirn mcsh Is madc up of
alternate strands of such wires. The connection between wire MI and wire Ml Inside of any
periodic cell Is what holdi the mesh together physically. Thls connection also scives : significant
clectrical purposc as will be described shortly. Observe that the overall wire alignment is similar to
the broken wire case of Figure 9.
This complex mnesh examplc was analy7cd for bot the rise or electrical contact and no
€leeimcal contact at the crossover points of d wires. The results are very similar to the cases In
Figure 9, I.e., when there was elcctrical contact at thz junctions the rflctivity was good (<0.5 dB
for 5 mil wim at 8.0 Gi-z for example) and for the ease of no electrical contact the rfctivity loss
was large (>6 dB for the same parameters). Thut for good rcfectivity, electrical contact Is
required at the junctions. A future paper will address the cases f'x non.perfcct (impedanec)
junctions.
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SESSION 9 - *COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES"
Chafrman: Francis Canning
ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF T1E PHYSICAL OPTICS INTECRAL
FOR TIHE
GENERALIZED ELLIPSOIDAL FRUSTA





To efficiently compute rh bistnt c high-frequncy scattering
responses of a complex target, a theory has been developed which employs
asy=ptoCic evaluation of the scattering integrals for 4 wide class of ellip-
tical cross section shapes. Thin Is a first-order theory which employs
physical optics for smooth surface returns and edge equivalent currents for
diffraction from surface discontinuities. The scattered field Is obtained by
integrating tilt surface and edge currents which have been induced by th
incident field. Evaluation of the physical optics integral, a two-
di nsional integral over the illuminated portion of the elliptical cross
xection surface, will be discussed here. The diffraction Integral, which
Is A one-dimensional Integral around elliptical ring discontinuities, is
evaluated using th saAe type of asymptotic techniques.
PHYSICAL OPTICS INTEGRAL
The physical optics approximation asnu=eas that the surface currents
existing on the illuminated portion of the surface are equal to what would
exist on an infinite planar structure tangent to the actual surface at the
point of consideration. If the equivalent wave vector k Is defined as (seeeq
Figure 1)







Figure 1. blstatic Scattering Configuration
where and kr are the incident and reflected wave vectors, then the phyai-
cl optics contribution to the scattered field may be written as
jf2;x - eq do' (2)
surface
This integral must be evaluated over the illuminated portion of the
elliptical cross section surface.
The phase function of the equivalent wave vector (a combination of
the transmitter and receiver wave vectors), is perhaps the most significant
feature In an asymptotic scattering analysis. With the surface curvature and
the wave frequency embedded in it, the phase function determines the location
of the scattering centers and the "critical neighborhood" around such
scattering centers. Often when analytically described surfaces are
considered, "stationary points" in both surface dimensions can be found
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analytically. Those stationary points Ara then usod In a genoerl fashlion to
bring out eithr a specular return or contributions from 4 partial Area of
the critical nolghborhco4.
P'AUMTERZATlO4
The parneterization used to describe the elliptical cross section
ShAp40 can be thought of 4 a series of parallel ellipses whose stm-axes are
Allowed to vary along the axis of the body (Figure 2).
Analytically, the surface may be specifled by
r(c,t) - ro +r+ () cos 0 coo C -b() tinO inC)
+ (At) sin 0o cos C + b(c) coo 00 sin €) u (3)
where AMt . c bt+c 1 And b(c) at+ b2t + c2  The geometry
at A cross section is shown in Figure 3.
The angle t is nonlinearly proportional to 0 and is given by
a sin a i (4a +n b 2aa)
ilia o b2 C0 2
b cosa b Cos € (4b)
V/a2 sin 2 L + b2 co 2t
where a - 0 - 0o  This is used co simplify the athematical analysis. This
simple analytical description allows for a surface normal co be written
explicitly as a function of the parameters 4 and t.
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figure 3. Geometry of Fllipsen
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EVALL14TJON' OF THE~ PHYSICAL, OrI':S INTE.GRAL
Usng~ the@ pT~41o ri:4iof describedl Abov~e, th physicalI opttca
1ntogrol. can be expressed As
Tha C intog le isOf the O
JXO
Aild, V1141 OVA11,14t3d, YI'Aidd A C %ntqgrA1 Of the 0AM fOrA. This type Of
Iuntegral to knOi~m As A Fourier-typo IntogrA1 And can be solved usng cho
Asy~pcotic techniques dicw:sed In the folloving a~r~l#
Ila frtCtrp vn VNACInt the Integrn1 AbovC st eoric h
t~tionary points, It they exist. A amelonAry point t ia on t kfrut
0fc~ic~n,
w ()- ON) frlna phe
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ULth thta variable chAnga, we obtchu An Integral of the form{ f (v) a J dv 11 (v) . L( noa c4cionary
L1(v) QJ V2 dv , 11(V) , if acAtLon:ry
a #"X points exist
T t ov-wvAryLng pArt of tho Lntogrnnd In thin ApproxLcmtcd by a
polynoatlm.
11 () - 11(0) pI(v) + 11(1) P1( - W)
+ H'(0) pI(v) - ,(1) p,(0 - v) (10)
uhere the functlons pa nd P2 Are gLven and Illuscratd In FIguut A.
Pl (W) - 1-3w 2 + 2w 3  Pi (I -W) z 3w2-2w3
pZ (w) W- 2w 2 + w3  P2 (I. w). w2 Ww3
II •
Figure 4. FourLer-Typo Integrals
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After approximation by the polynomial function, the Integral
reducts to A co--bIn.Lion of incograls of the forta:
f.oV ai €J-. dv it no XCACIOn~ry points exit€
I
f IIJ= dv If nationry poinct exist
where I - 0,1,2, or 3. The first type of integril can be ovlu t44 ex~ccly.
The loAding corna (from andpoint contributions) Art proporctional to Ilm. The
second type of integral# Art either Frtanal or exact Integrals (depending on
uhether I to aven or odd) And the leading Cern (from Che sCaCionAry point
contribution) to proportional to 1I/=
COICLUS0 S M-11 RE SULTS
The solucoOn to the physical optics Integral deocribed Above uses A
polynoiAl Approximation to A slowly varing integrand And uses stctionary
points, whon they exist, As phase origins. This rasulc in AnAlytIcal
exproessons ot scattering center contributions, Allowing for officient
coMPutation of the Scattered field for complex cargets. The Asymptotic
solucion Also provides A uniform trAnnition fro= discrete scAttering concerA
to A continuum of hem.
Some results are aholn below. Figures 5 through 7 show comparison
of moasurtd data with results obtained using thu techniques described in this
paper. Figure 8 compares scattering from A flat plate And cylinders with
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ITht Continuous Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform ts defined by the inLgral expression
, ,ca~~~) - f._h,€"' :
and the inverso Fourier transform is
- (I)dl df (2)
where%
f - frcquency in Hert:
I - lime In seconds
Together# Lhs form a continuous Fourier transtorn p3ir (I).
The Discrete Fourier Transform
The transform of a discrete Lie impulse occurring at soue
Lia (L) Is (2)
1(f) - h(ti) -j2ir, (3)
Substituting (3) Into (I). using equidistant sampling of an
event, leads to the discrete Fourier transform MOFM' pair. The
OFT treats each sample as a discrete impulse, and suns tho
transformed Impulses in the complex piano Lo obtain each point on
the opposite domain. The result is a pair of records that.
provide a one to one mapping between the two domains. The DFT
pair is shown in (4) and (5).




iSn - l t~ SheC l' l  (5)
wheres h.O
- a sample from a time domain record (real or complex)
- sample from a frequency domain record (complex)
- a discrete time chosen for the calculation
- a discrete frequency chosen for the calculation
t t - the number or samples
n 0. O, -,., N'l
k -of 14 ... , N-i
Note that because the samnples are evenly spaced, thea
tn  My n T 15 the time 5arpllng Interval) (6)
k (6j 13 the frequency sampling Interval) (7)
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EquxLton (8) follows Intuitively by considering the first
resolvable full vavelengLh in the sampled Lime record (t1 above
the DC coTpon~nL (to). Substituting (0). (7). and (0) into (4)
and (5) ylIds the more familiar expressions for the OFT pair,
shovn in (10) and (i).
,- Sc(10)
The OFT. by treatlng each sampl as an impulse, assumes
nothing beveen each sampIe; that is. to the OFT the event did
not e.y.hlv here there vere no samples. The OFT is saLisfactory
if the transform pair Is used transpfaently to the user, as is
common viLh convolutions.
The Approximate Fourthr Transform
The Appravia.Le Fourier Lrinsorm (AFT) pair follows
straightforwardly from the rectangular rule applied Lo (I) and
(2). Assuming equidistant samples,
Sn. - t ske J21 kn" (12)
Close examination reveals that the AFT is merely a scaled
DFT IV. Assuming adequate sampling. that is. assuming that the
samples are closely spaced and sufficient in number to adequately
characterize Lh event. results from the AFT pair (12) and (13)
using knovn functions agree very closely Vith the continuous
transform pair (I) and (2) *t lower frequencles. While
frequently confused with the DFT In common practice, the AFT
exhibits one very important difference: the AFT assumes that the
event did occur between the sampled pointo (although its
unsaxpled activity is unknown). The AFT is used vhenever the
results of a discrete transform are to be evaluatod
indepenadently. The AFT i performed by performing a OFT. than
scaling the results.
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The Fast Fourier Transform
A number of sophisticated techniques have been employed in
the efficient encoding of equations (10) and (11) as computer
algorithms. The significant reduction in execution Lime is
underscored by the name given to the method(s). the fast Fourier
transform (FFTl. Description of these techniques is beyond the
scope of this paper. For analysis purposes, the reader may
equate the OFT with the FFT. It should be noted, however, that
the FFT is generally more accurate than a direct coding of the
OFT because th FFT employs fewer intermediaLte calculations and
therefore avoids potential floating point roundoff errors. The
FFT is the preferred method of calculating the OFT.
Infinite Periodicity
The theorectical foundation of the OFT insists that the H
samples in either domain constitutes a single cycle of an
infinitely repeatLing periodic waveform. This is shown by
-(qN p) - q2w - (14)
therefore
e jN( pf - jl4 (15)
It is important to note that, in the frequency domain, using a
similar analysis reveals that magnitude values reflect about
frequency multiples of 12.
i4,1 - (16)
Discrete Transform Aliasing
The OFT exhibits a severe problem called aliasing,
where spectral components of one frequency are representod
(aliased) by summing with components of a different frequency.
This outcome is inherent in sampling. The more poorly an event
Is sampled, the greater the aliasing error. Common texts on the
OFT suggest that higher sampling rates with longer sampled
records (i.e., more points, closer together) reduces the aliasing
error. In practice. there are two major problems with such
reasonings first, sampled Lime record limits are uoually dictated
by data acquisition instruments that cannot be replaced due to
budgetary or technological constraints, and the second (and
worst) problem is that the maximum frequency calculated hy the





Rearranged. this leands to what is popularly referred to as the
Nyquist cutoff frequency (18).
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Using (7) and (0), (10) reveals that
-n fe (19)
Given a taMpled tLime domain record, and using the OFT to
calculate a frequency domain record, -he level of confidence in
calculated values decreases as the nUmber of sampleslcycle
decreases. Restated, OFT errors antrease as frequency increases.
The High Order Integral Fourier Transform
High order integral Fourier transform (IFT) techniques have
been developed to remove the assumed infinite periodicity
attributable to the discretization of a continuous event and
reduce the aliaslng errors. The eavence of the technique Is to
assume that contiguous subsets of the sampled data are known
values of a reasonably simple function of some assumed order, use
the assumed function and perform piecevise analytic (continuous)
Fourier transforms of the segments defined by the subsets.
Assuming that the stmpled points may be connected by straight
lines loads to the first order, or linear, IFT; assuming second
order curves fitted to the sampled points leads to the parabolic
IFT, etc.
Removing the infinite periodicity characteristic is easily
accomplished by brute forca (20). where the proposition is madu
that the sampled event neither preceded nor succeeded the
sample record.
J st)e'J2w"d - st)eJ2 Wt dt - 0 (20)
" t M-I
From (1) and (20), the IFT becomess
Sk - s(t)e'J'wk dt (21)
wherei
s(t) x the assumed function fitted to the s sample set
Piecewise IntegratLon of (21) yields:
Sk- ", s(t)e'" dt (22)
where r is determined by the chosen assumed order of s(t).
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Development of the Fast First Order IFT
The first order IFT defines the function
s(t) - mt - b (23)
where a in the slope of the line fitted to two conhecutive sample
points and b is the Y-inti.rcept, &long that line. Using Eulor's
definition, and (22), then (22) becomes
S, - IIn(mnt-bl [cos(2x r0 I sln(2x fji)I t 12)
n-I tn-I
or,
S n [mnt-bn cos(2i fi) dt -mnt.bl slin(2x f.0 dt (25)
nfi In- n-i n-I
Considering the real component only. it followis that
" [ t co3(21 fO dt - b, f cos(2ii (ki d (26)
nI In-Itn
Restricting the evaluation to the sampling described in (0). (26)
becomes
3ilrast) " E "- .. 2 . 2l(-n) 2sln(,nk/N)sln(?tk(2n'l)/N))
-a (2vtk/13-N))]
2I9 /3/In(2Nk- 1N) (27)
Given
n - Sn-I (28)
and recognizing that the final term in (27) approaches oro,
substitution obtains
sk,,.ea) - (k/NT s .- s._,)sIn(,,(2n-l)/N) (29)(uk/N)" n . .
e sLn k/N} - 6TAn co5(2nkn/N) (30)OWkN) n
7/24
Similar analysis for the imaginary component yields
[k(Imalnsy "J n(ntk/N) ,AT on Gi2IN) (31)
therefore.
-! 3n -2 WkrVW (32)
ne0
L(xkf 1) (33)
where k - 1, 2, .. , N/2 and
L .P - complex conJuigte of L e
where p - 1. 2..... N/2 - I and
L0 * So
so,
sn - A.r  Lke 
21m (34)
Note that equations (29) through (33) only hold for k not
equal to 0, that is, evaluating the DC component. For that case,
the complex exponential reduces to I and a simple rectangular
integration is performed. Examination reveals that the first
order IFT is an AFT with a triangular vindow applied; magnitude
is affected, phase is not. The first order IFT, based on the AFT,
can be performed using FFT techniques. Since the first order IFT
is rooted in the DFT, than the Nyquist cutoff frequency still
applies to the analysis. Further. infinite periodicity is still
Implied, despite the allegations made in equations (20) through
(22). To reconstruct the N frequency domain samples to perform
an inverse transform, the complex conjugate of Lhm first half of
the frequency domain record is used to reconstruct the second
half; otherwise, practitioners would find themselves trying to
resolve a aignal from noise.
The technique described in equations (32) throug- (34) show
that the first order IFT can be performed in an extremcy
efficient computation. Most importantly, note that the first
order IFT results can now be inversed.
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Lanczos Smoothing and the Zero Order IFT
Cornelius Lanczos devoted considerable effort to develop a
function to remove the effects of the Gibbs phenomenon. that is.
the rippling that is observed when a Fourier series is truncated.
He argued that by averaging over the period of the first term
neglected (or the last Lora kept) that the main effects of the
rippling would be reduced. This development led to what are
termed the sigma factors
o ,k)- I F (35)
and *ore offered as a smoothing window to apply to the Fourier
coefficients of the truncated series.
Note that this term squared is the term shown in equations
(30) through (32). Following the reasoning applied to equations
(23) through (34), except choosing a zero order function to fit
to the samples, that is, each sample represents a step value that
remains constant until modified by the next sample value, yields
the sigma factors directly.
[ - 'n e ', 2 M (36)nmO
Lt,- E-5Tnn W/M ] S k (37)
again, where k - 1. 2 ... , N/2 and
L.p - complex conjugae of L
and again, where p - 1, 2, .. ,2 - I and
LO - SO
N-I
Sn a Z Lie j2 "'ka  (38)
k-0
This development begs the question as to why a zero order
IFT does not directly evaluate to the AFT, where the rectangular
rule was applied to equations (i) and (2). The reason is
twofoldi first, the transform is accomplished by fitting complex
exponentials to a given function, and a function of steps is not
the same as a function of scaled points; second, because the DFT
insists that it is summing impulses, and impulses are not band
limited, then with very few exceptions, the results of summing
transformed impulses will not be bandlimitod. As equation (16)
shows, frequency components that extend beyond the Nyquist cutoff
frequency cannot be resolved, but as equations (10) and (11)
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show, all frequency component information must be retained in
order to develop a transform pair, therefore frequency components
above the Nyquist cutoff frequency are kliased with the
frequencies uV to the Nyquist cutoff (often called folding).
The sigma factors applied to a OFT of a square wave Viii
result in a record whose magnitude agrees with the theoretical
transform; the sigma factors squared applied to a OFT of a
triangle will also result in agreement with analytic results. In
a limited sense, the sigma fActors can be thought of as helping
to filter Out the folding error Inherent in the OFT. In broad
terms. IFTs of any order may be thought or as filtered OFTs.
Comparison of the AFT, Fast IFT and Analytic Results
Damped square waves were used to assess the effectiveness of
the rast first order IFT. The damped square waves were produced
using A generating function that successively added terms to an
Infinite Fourier series of damped sines; the fundamental
frequency was 10 MHz and low and high damping factors were
applied (0,25 and On5). The functions were sampled at 0.5
nanosecond intervals with a total record length of 16384 samples.
Transforms were performed using the FFT based AFT, the fait first
order IFT (using the same FFT routine) and also calculated
analytically. Percentages of error for the AFT and fast IFT were
calculated. The results are shown in Figures I through 0.
Figures I and 2 show the results of the transforms of a
single damped sine term with a 0 of 25. Figure 3 shows the error
between the tLw transform methods. Note the difference in scale;
the AFT exhibits folding errors approaching 150I% at the Nyquist
frequency, while the fast IFT never exceeds 0.025% error. Figure
6 shows the errors when the generating function is increased to
seven terms; Figure 0 shows the errors for 25 terms with 0.5.
In both cases the AFT errors approach 150% while the fast IFT
folding errors are negligible.
Figures 6 and 9 also illustrate the aliasing error known as
leakage, where missed resonance spectral information Is retained
by first overestimating the calculated values prior to a
resonance then immediately underestimating the successive values.
Just as these figures admirably show that the fast IFT virtually
removes folding errors, they also admirably sho4 that leakage,
the natural outcome of the discretization of a continuous avant,
Is absolutely incurable.
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Practitioners of Fourier transforms have long realized that
the AFT is highly erroneous for most functions above about half
or the yquist cutoff frequency (and some would uven argue for a
lower limit). The choice has been to live with the error; or
employ slower high order Iotegral transforms without the ability
to inverae the transform bac to the original domaiil. The
technique presented here offers a third alternative. Because of
the proven inevitability of folding, at a minimum, a zero order
correction should be applied. If onl has sampled in the
frequency domain dire t y, for example with a continuous wave
test set, and can oae that the function yAs not bandli=ited but
that Lest equipment impaired observabillty. then the inverse
windov should be applied if one wishes to obtain the inverse
transform. In offact,.this technique could be used to 'fool' the
DFT. that is. to introduce the folding errors that would be
present in the OFT opectrum (and required for construction of the
time domain record), but were not present in the measured
spectrum.
For those that would persist with the arguments that the
current IFT techniques offer a host of advantages, such as
utility with non-equidiaLant samples, the ability to choose
frequencies of interest and the ability to resolve values above
the Nyquist cutff frequency, the following observations are
made: 1) an IFY' of some order applied to non-equidistant samplops
is equivalent to a curve fit of the IFT's order to generate
equidistant samples; 2) If you can anticipate the frequencies of
Interest, why bother with transforms; and, 3) it Is shown above
that Nyquist was correct about sampling a continuous function.
regardless of subsequent operations that one may hope for.
Further research should prove that all higher order IFTs
reduce to a windowed AFT. Although a literature search did not
reveal the prior existence of tLis technique, the author has no
doubt but that come mathematician must have thought of It
previously.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE OF
MMP PROGRAMS ON TRANSPUTERS
Christian Ianer, Lars Bomholt
Eklctromnagnctics Group
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
8092 Zurich, Switzerland
Abstract
Transputers are microprocesstrs designed for parallel computing In processor net-
works. They offer large computing power at a low price even whetn used as single pro-
cessors, Standard languages like FORTRAN are available. Inplemenatlon of existing
programs Is easy. Depending on the program structure, parallelization may be more di-
rfcult.
We parallelized the MMP code and present details of Implementation together which
benchmark results.
IMS T800 Transputers and the PC
A T800 transputer is a 32-bit microprocessor wth a 64-bit floating point unit and 4 Kbytcs of
RAM on a single chip. 4 link interfaces provide communication wi;h nclghbour proccssors. The
name Is a concatcnation of 'transistor' and 'computer', which is suggesting the use of a single
transputer as an elceent In a larger network only. One single transputcr running with 20 Milz
is for floating point operations typically as fast as a 20 MIIa 80386 processor with 80387
coprocessor and Wctek 1167 floating point accelerator, but much cheaper [I).
A wide range of different PC compatiblc boards is offcrd by different companies,. Currently
we use QUADPUTER boards from Microvyay, on which 4 Transputers with 4 Mbytcs Uf mem.
ory each arc combined. The boards can be connected with others :o romi networks of arbitrary
size. Transputer networks are a coarse grained approach to parallel computing. Interprocessor
communication and especially Input/Output to the host can slow down pcrfoniance consider-
ably and should be minimizcd.
PC host Ist transputer board (QUADPUTER) additional board(s)
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CompilersOCCAM Is the best language rt transpuict%, but also others are avillabe. We are using the
3L. Parallel POR1TRAN 77 compiler. It Is ve°ry standard, and It provides no Double Precision
Complex (COMPLE'X416), ro tis reason we had to partially rewrite tire progra~m. Nc%,cnhc-
less It was worth the effort because also on SUN workstations It now runs twice to three
times as fast as before. implementation of standard FORTRAN programs on a single trins-
puter is very simple and requires no change in the program. For panillclization the program
has to be split up In sevcral Indepndant programs (tasks), which can run in parallcl on a sin-
gle or on scveral transputcrs. For communication between the tasiks a library of FORTRAN
callable subroutines Is provided.
Implementnlon of the NiM P Code
The structure of the MMP cod!e Is described In 12]. The small size of the program and its com-
pact use of memory make It well suited for the implementaion on small machines.
For a large number of unknowns practically all of the time Is spent In the matrix updating
while computation of the expansion functions and the equations become ncglegible. Thus a
high degree of parallclity with few effort can be reached by parallclizing only the updating rou-
tnc and keeping thc rest of the program on one single transputcr.
A closer look at the updating routine reveals that the process of updating takes place in a
front propagating from the top of the triangular matrix to the bottom. The matrix can therefore
be split up it slices residing on different proce, ors. Between the processors only the passing
of simple vectors is necessary.
Therefore for this kind of algorithn n pipeline structure of the network is best suited. lIlowev.
er, this utilization of the transputers is not perfect because computations on the different
root
II
A row (shaded) is The matrix is split up Network configura-
updated into the into several pans tion. Each processor
matrix. The front of residing on different holds about the same
computation propa- processors. The front number of matrix dec-
gates down through is passed between merts. The root
the matrix, the processors by transputer in addition
vectors. computes the rows.




10 100 1000 (size)
Fig.: Comparison of relative CPU time vs. problem size on different machines (see text). The
size of problem Is Indicated by S whichs depends on the number of unknowns Af and the number
of equations N In an overdeteninined system of equations. Relative time T is CPU time divid-
ed by problem size.
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tnsputers never n.,cd exactly the same time and the triangle gets full only after M equations
ar updated, so the pccssors towards dhe end or ti pipeline have less work to do than
those at the beginning of the line.
An Advantage of this pipeline configuration is that the number of processors used can easily
be fit to the size of the problem calculated. Thc program does not have to be recompilcd and
additional tansputcrs provide more memory as well as more ce, puting power,
Iienchnmrks and Comparison with Other Machines
For comparison we ran an simple cxamplc with a vnryinr number M of unknowns and N cqua.
tions on the following machincs:
• SUN3: SUN 3P260C workstation with a 25 MNiz 68020 processor and WErTfK 11614/65
floating point accelerator rnd 8 Mbytcs of memory
- SUNIt: SUN 4/110 workstation with a M13869W SPARC processor running at 14.28 Mhlz
and Wcitk 1164/65 floating point accelerator
- T2,T4: 2 or 4 'MOO Transputcrs running at 20 MHz with 4Mbyte of memory each on a
QUADPUTER boarl by Microway
- T4 ET: 4 T800 transputcrs, 0 wait stat, the root running at 30 Mllz with 2 Mbytes of
memory, the others at 20 MHz with I Mtbyte of memory, on a PC board built at the ETiI.
Unfortunately we didn't yet have access to larger networks, but results will soon be available.
With larger size of the problem tic difference in use of capacity of the different transputcrs
and the amount of communication between them gets relatively smaller and efficiency is
increased compared to the one.processor-systcms. This is especially obvious for very snall
problems and large networks 13).
For larger problems the CPU time of the SUN workstations is not representative because
cx.enslve paging increases turnaround time, which for single user operation is then about
twice the CPU time. Performance of course also breaks down if more than one job is running at
a timc.
Conclusions
Transputers offer large power and a way into parallel processing at a very moderate price.
Faster tnnsputers are announced. We are looking forward to larger networks and to
machines based entirely on trnnsputcrs.
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W '1CT OY ArrOXDUTIONS o ACCURACY AIM COXVEZRENCX
RATZ N TIE )I-DM-OTMrrIAL INTEGRAL EQUATION
Allen V. Glisson
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The mixed-pocantial intoEral equacion is videly used for the
numerical solution of electromagnetic radiation and scattoring problems.
Various Approximations are commonly made In the evaluation or ch
potentials And the moment method Costin& procedure for numerical
implamancation or che mixaJ-potantial formulatlon. In this paper, wc
consider the effect on the accuracy and convor&sneo ratc or the
numoricAl solution due to so=* of those approximations in the mixed-
potoncial integral equation formulacion. Results suggest Chat the
usefulness of soma approximations may diminish rapidly for lArgar
structures, even though the number ot unknowns par WavolangCh used In
tho numarical model remains constant.
1ntroduc21Rn
Surfaca integral equation formulations Are currently used to model a
wide variaty of alectromagnatic scattaring problems Involvin8 porfecrly
conducting or homogeneous dielectric scatterars. The surfaca In .gral
*quations may expressed in one of several dflarant forms for
application of the method of momnts numerica. solution. The mixed-
potential formula.ion, In which both the vector and scalar potentials
appear explicitly, has been used very successfully ftor modling strips,
places, and bodies of revolucion (1). wires ,2), and arbitrarily shaped
bodies 13).
In the application of the mixed-potential. approach however; various
approximations are commonly made in a effort to reduce coMpucation tbue
or for simplicity. In (1) and [2), the numerical solution procedure may
be developed through the use of a pulsa testing sat and A triangle
expansion sot with subsequent approximations to both rho testing
integration and the basis function in the computation of vector
potential terms. The numnrical implementations in [1) and (2) employ
pulse basis functions to represent both the current and the charge.
This approach may be viewed as an approximation to the use of a triangle
basis sat for the currant which, when differentiatad, yields the same
pulse basis sat for the charge. Another commonly made approximation In
the procedure is the evaluation of the tescing, integral in the vector




ThG Approximations employed in these procedures seem reasonable whan
A sufficient nuAbar or segments are used to represent the scattering
structure. Comparisons or results obtained using such Approxlmations,
however, suggest that the usefulness or some of the approximations
diminishes rapidly for larger structures, oven whon the number of
unknown% par wavelength is constant in the numerical model. In this
work we consider the effect on the solution accuracy And convargenco
rate or the use uf some or these approximations in the mixod-pocantiAl
integral equation formulation. The problem or electromagnetic
scattering by A rlAt, two-dimensional infinite scrip illuminated by A
plane WAVO with electric field oriented transverse to the strip Axis Is
employed As a base problem for testing chese approximations.
We use the simple strip geometry as a test case to provide a uniform
moans for evaluation the effects Of various approximations. The perfect
electric conductor (PEC) strip or width 2v is shown in Fig. 1. The
strip is assumed to be illuminated by A normally incident transverse
electric (TE) plane wnav. The electric current (Jx) then flows only
across the width of the strip. There is no current flow in the
direction of the strip axis. The electric field integral equation
(EFIE) for this geometry may be written in mixed-potentiAl form as
- Inc(X) = -JUA (x) - L-v(x) (1)
where
Sx) a p x (xI) C(x,xl) dx' (2)
$*(x) U I '.w[ (" - Jx(x')) C(x,x-) dx- (3)
=~, .(2 ) kl- xl) (,)
and wheore k is the wavenumbor. A harmonic time dependence oxp(jot) of
the fiold is assumed and suppressed.
The method of moments 141 is employed to solve (1) using a triangle
expansion set to represent the unknown induced current density Jx and a
pulse testing procedure to generate the system of linear equations. The
coordinates associated with the N triangle expansion functions are shown
in Fig. 2a for a strip which has boon subdivided into (N+l) segments.
The pulse testing £urctions, which extend from the midpoint one segment
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to the midpoint of an Adjacent seocn:t, are shown in Fig. 2b.
Appl1tatien o f the "thod of moments then yields matrix elements
forpAlly dafined by
Z4 K I 0+ (5)
an 4k - 0n+0on k n On n 'n
J:0a /2 xn n(x') It(2)(klx-xl,)dxl dx (6)
o:n .m-1/2 Xn-i
01-n "  n nlj fXn~ 0 O2)klx ml/2-x'lJ)dx' (7)
n
where ± symbol is used to denote the sign appearing above the M
subscript In 0,n in (5) and the T symnbol denotes the sign Above the n
ubscript. xml/2u(xm+xmtl)/2, An(x') is the triangle basis function,
nd ncu/li is the iap6danca of the homogeneous medium surrounding the
strip. The intogrations over the source variable x' in (6) and (7) are
generally evaluated numcrically, except that when the observarion
coordinate is within the source region, tho contribution duo to the
singular b2havior of the Itankol function is extracted and evaluated
analytically.
The approximations considered in this work all involve the vector
potential contribution *mn in (6). The scalar potential terms V'an in
(7) comprise only a single integration over the Hlankol function which
can be performed fairly efficiently. We also assume that the
integration over the source region is performed accurately, since crude
approximations of these integrations have previously been found to lead
to poor results, particularly when the segments used to discretiza the
body are not equal in length. Several different approximations are
commonly made in the evaluation of the vector potential term (6),
however.
One approximation used to simplify (6) is to effectively evaluate
the testing integration over the observation domain via a one-point
rectangular rule integration. In this approximation, *mn is avaluated
at the observation point xm and the result is multiplied by the length
of the integration Interval. Eq. (6) can than be written as
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This approximacion appears to be veary aficient from A computational
point of viev since L. tliminAtas the need for peorforming An additCionAl
numrical integration over the observation coordinates. 2"no mAy (urther
Approximate (8) by replacing the triangle expansion function ith A
pulse expansion function or equivalent momant. This procedur*
simplifies the OvAluacio r Of the integral slightty, becauge the
intogrand is then of the same fotM As that or (7). The numrical
integration procedure and the a.crection or the singular behavior for
#air terus tihen becomes the same for both tho vector and scalar
potential terms. One may arGuo that the procedure is rasonable,
because when the observation coordinAte is outside the source region the
integration in (8) should be relatively insensitivo to the shape or the
basis function, vhile for selt terms the scalaC potential contribution
should be strongly dominant so that tha shape of the basis function used
in (8) is again relatively unimportant. thon the tWiangle basis
function is replaced by a pulse funsion, (8) becomes
asn ( ,~1 jxn l ') (klx x-J)dx (9
an 2 Xn-1/2
A final approximaction to be considered in this york is tihe
replacement of the testing integration in (6) by a tuvo-point evaluation
procedure rather than the one-point evaluation used in (8). The two
evaluation points used in this procedure are the points at the ends of
the domain of each testing function. The motivation for this approach
is that the observation coordinates used for the scalar potential and
vector potential terms are then the same. The matrix computation
procedure, thus, becomes slightly simpler and more efficient., because
both contributions are evaluated more easily in the same source/
observation loop. The computational advantages of this approach, as
well as of the approximations described above, become more pronoun:od
when three-dimensional scatterers are considered. The application of
this approximation to (6) yields
Xn+2
A (x -x-l r n(x') B''(kix-/x#l)dx'
an (M-%-1/2) ix n 0 m-/
n-l
X n + l11 2
+ (xm+/2-xm) x n( 0 m2 1(k/x1 ] 2 '-x')dx' (10)
An approximation analogous to (10) is employed in the triangular patch
code model for scattering by arbitrarily shaped objects (3).
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tN11;rtCal Rfults
6uMerIcal requits have been obtained for the TE illuninated strip
problem when oach or the Approximarions indicated by (8)-(10) Are used.
In addition, A three-point numerical 1nreAtiWron" of the testing
LntegrAtion in (6) has boon invOstigacod fv'r comparison. No higher
order numerical intoEration was employed In the testing procedure
because It was COl that the three-point integration could be
implemented simply but could still provide an indication of rho effect
of A more accurate tasting Integration procedure.
Results Ara presented for several cases in Figs. 3 through 6 in the
form of convorgence plots for the currant Induced at tho canter of the
PEC strip. In each plot the solution for the real and imaginary parts
or the Induced currant At xxO are plotted as a function of (1/) uhoro 11
Is the number or unknown coefficients in tho expansion for the current,
The m-ximum nvmber of unrknowns used in each case Is N=177, The curves
may be extrapolated to (1/)wO to correspond to the expeead solution if
N war allowed to approach infinity. One genarally expects to obtain
reasonable results using equations (5)-(7) wh. about 7 unknowns per
wavelength or more are used in the numerical modal.
In Fig. 3 Is shown convargance data for a strip of width 2w=iA. The
curve labeled "PA4 (short dashes) refers to the use of (9) for *qn Where
the testing intogration Is replaced by A one-point evaluation and the
triangle expansion functions have bean approximated as pulses. The
curves labeled OTE1 (solid lines) were obtained using (8) for #on where
the criangle expansibn is retained, but a ono-point approximation of the
testing IntogratLon in performed. The curves labeled "TE2" (one long,
two short dashes) in each case represent the use of (10) for finn whOrO
the seg ent midpoints Aao employed in a two-point evaluation for the
testing integration. The curves labeled "TE30 (dotted line) wore
obtained using the three-point numarLcal intoegration" procedure to
perform the tasting Integration in (6). For the 11 scrip we expect
reasonable results for Na7 (1/NO.143) and the convergence curves tend
to confirm this expectation for each approach co the evaluation of (6).
The dominant real part of the computed currants is almost the same for
all methods for 11_7. The differences in the smaller imaginary part of
the computed currents are more noticeable, but are still within
reasonable lints.
Convergence dnta for a strip of width 2v3X a :ho-n !n Fig. 4. For
this case reasorable results should he expected for fl*21 (1/NI0.0476).
One notes from the figure, however, that the deviations between results
obtained with the various approximations are somewhat greater than those
observed for the 1X strip with the same number of unknowns per
wavolength. Similar comments may be made for the !X-wide strip results
of Fig. 5 and the leA-wide strip results of Fig. 6. For the 51 strip
accurate results would be expected for N235 (i/UN0.0286), whilu for the
10. strip the range would be N>_70 (/INe0.0143).
One may infer from the convergence data presented in Figs. 3-6 that,
for a given number of unknownc per wavelength in the numerical model,
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the use of (6) with~ nunericAl I eogrstion or of the approximation
provided by (8) yields the* Most ACCUCAte nu*eriiral rcisults. 4sumltlg
thAt At least 7 UncOMgna par Velen&C11 hAVe beet% Used. It should be
noted thxt a specific *numortcl Inte rAtIon' formUlA has boon used utth,
(6) to obtain the *TE3 curves In the figures. Use fif A %)iffexent
numerical intceirACIOn scheme for the toscLng inttiOn MAY produco
either better or worse results. Furthermore, incrOASinr, the 41CrUt4-y Of
the iumaricAl integration by using A more complex fornelA PAY
sfgnificAntly incrase the tooputAtion time required co 6bnain the
ItolutIon (or A givan numar of unknowns, on the other hAnd, It thetriAngle expAnsion function is rethined And A one-point testing
Integration Approxibation 10 em-ployed #f in (8) *oe achievos A solution
accurAcy comparable to the direct use of (6), but without o s1gnifIcAnt
InCrease In COmOputAtion ti940.
(1) A.U. Olisson and D.R. LIton, 'S~le1 And efficient numerical
methods for problems of elactrbwAgnacic rAdi~tion And sccarimn
from surfaes," IJEEE XrAns. Antennng Ecotlarar , Vol. AP-24, pp.
593-603. Sept. 1980.
(2) J.C. Logein and J.V. RockwAy, "The now MIIIEC (Version 3): A mini-
numarical electmagnatic code,* Technical Document N0SC To 938,
NAVA1. Ocan Systems Center, San Diego, CA, Sept. 1986.
131 S.H Rao. D.R. Uilcon, and A.W. Clisson, "lactrom~at~et scattering
by aUrfAC09 of 4arbitrary shlae ITE t TanS. AanM Propgrat.
Vol. AI'-30, pp. 1409-418, MAY 1982.
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Ei"xploitntion orStrncthral Sy'mmetrics for the
Solutlon or Huge Mntrices
E. It. MOiller K. Kabai H. R. Dcmnrcst
Gcnteral 1tr.Arch Corporation University of Knsas University or Kansua
The drawback o( direct methods of solving a very large linear system
of cqtuatlons Is the cnormous computational cost involved. This limitation
arises from the A'2 and A' fill and solve time rcquirements of tlse systems,
where 1Y is the number of unknowns in the problem. These rcquirmmnts,
cspcciAlly the jVI onic, narrow tie $copc of gcomctrics that C4an be modcled
in many disciplines.
The ability to solve systems of equations with thlousinds of unknowns
not only inercases the range of gromctrics that Can Im Analyzed in electro.
mangctic modeling, but extends furtler into rS such as investigation of
elrcct of round.olf for Very large Arilnthtic oirAtioss1  establilhln|g bcch.
mirks for certain applications, and observing the elfect of forced sparsity
Into matrices rcsulting ftom EMI modcling.
Thsis ippr describes n applicntion ofutilizig synmmntry as a vinblc tool
in tle EMI modeling of electrically large scattcrcrs with certain symmctrics.
The three basic types of symmetries, i.e., rcflection, translation and rotation
exist singly or in combimatimn in many Scomtries of interst. An example is a
coaxial array of paralle, regular polygons (or a cylindrical array of opc.ncdcd
wires), which has all three types of symmctriCs. The resulting impedancc
matrix for this geometry, given the right numbcring system, is block.circulant
will Tocplita blocks.
A Fourier transform technique making use of the rotational symmetry
of this Structure, inl conjunction with a Toeplitz solver uatilizing its transla.
tional syznmunety, is implementcd oi this structure to show the bilge amount
of savings obtained. The analytical formulation of the problem as well as
estimates of the mumber of operations involved for all three types ol symme.
tries individually and combined, is presented. The algorithm dcvelopcd is
tested by solving a problem with thousands of unknowns and gains obtained
arc compared with predictions, as well as with caes where symmctrics tre
not explniled. Finmlv. 1ls grinnlrv is tm+ In itnverlignle fhi efrerl f Nrnr
Neighbor Approximation (NA\ on t very large problem.
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INTRODUCTION
The continuing revolution in micro ectronlcs will decrease the Cost of computihn
and increase the speed and memory available. These computer hardwarc improvements
will increase current cnpabilities of Available codes only to a limited extent. Additioni
Cal)abilitiCs must coiRIe froin more ellicilent algorithms. Computational l'Iectromin queticS,
siniltr to ninny other discillincs, confronts a mirind of problcnis that, although ilytically
solvable, firc not fit to be imlliciieitcd oil available computing iaclincs becase of their
courmnous storage and CPU rcltircuimcts. This pIpcr nlrdrescs one ofthe ninny possible
rcmedics that could be nicd towards develping more ellicient codns by exploiting the
underlying ftructural symmetries of a model. We' will Ahow that exploitation of any of
three typcs of ;symmnetric$, nlmely rotation, translation and rcflection, individually or
Combined, could decrenic tile comiuttional burden drastically.
TIE COST OF INTEGRAL EQUATION MODELING
In integral equation modelinl (such AS MoM), one eventually must solve a system of
linear equations of the form: IzllhI Illh
wherc Z is the matrix of interactions and I and V tre the unknown and excitation vectors,
rcsctivcly. The time for filling the matriv Z, of order Al, and then solving tils equation
using di ect solvers, such its missian Elimination, is cstinratcd in terms of number of
arithmnatic operations to be
with the N requirement being the dominating factor. Accurding to a study (1), inversion
of a complex ,'-trix of some 4000 coeflicients per row takes about 120 hours of CPU time
on It virtuml memory machine (VAX.1 /785).
TYPES OF SYMMETRY
Tihe three typc of symmetries mentioned above exist in a variety of structures (2).
Rotational symmetry "ists when the object is created upon rotation through 11 (discrete)
steps, each equal to 2wr/n radians (loops, polygons, right circular cylinders...). The re.
suiting impedance matrix for a structure with this type of symmetry is irunlant or hlork
circulamt and the corrcsponding time of filling nd solving is
T - AplljNIn 4 Al0.lVl(N/n) 3 ,
where in is the number or excited modes and varies as 1 tit N.
Similarly, translational symmetry can be defined as the rectilinear translation of some
fixed shape (e.g., a straight wire). The matrix representation of structures of this type is
Toeplitz, with the following time for filling nnd solving:
T r ApuN + .l.,,cri.[t(logqt)=].
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Herre t, w A71 is lte numbler of unknowns per t cross sections in li dirciion of I raitiil
Hll, and thie I(lIyll) teriut arises (ro.13 troIRS(Ortnifl tile TOflhep l AtriX Of Order ' into It
arinaly  ccin ofn Obet bu Tme, subsorpthre pade rsts illr source and Its
pai hwth e combxitand cupn-htrtion blockts.Tts of l i olecth ayovetriiest
canructelre ossesmdsinti isl tr ibsnmeTe drec s tui taes e trtrswee ih
w epis bloc nde cofreponn plnsAdfti ienm fexcitation mector.
vring aording to eofi oit,2P Th sousritrsom pauir istn intrource i tras
whor tho trlnsfom operato Si efi safnctog nis of bxliigrlocthse ninrc, the
ciotaliner o e ott of steps cdr aseadacaxa r freua oyos
donc lbern formeI tscose n f4 have bee obtaind the eatio Z etuhV
Il soed sin aevTopisle ardhm tre transform airick ouc t  yieldor
ili
,e viymetcric properties of ori~inl Z mtwirix orr prescrvedl in trmixfrred dominn, ixr.,
transformed block% are still 9Tocplitz and reflection syminetry holds.
Tris algorithin decreases thle toill nrithmatic o icrations as outlined in Figure 2. To
ace thle implications, consider it case where N, m A'p. Here, thle costs are aptproximantely
\&W2N,20V and A' I for rotation only, rotation +F translation and all thre symnietrics
combined, rcspicctively (see Figuire 3). Trhese costs should be compared with those of
direct solvers, which nre onl thle ordecr of W3 operations.
The algorithm described above was implemented onl a VAX-I 1/750 in conjunction with
bo0th the NEC 131 and Rtichmiond 1(11 codes. In manny respeccts, 11MW wits particularly well
sultcdl for , s studly. It requires fewecr page faults because of thle syllnntry exploitation
already built into it. However, dite to its treatmnt, or edges onl thin wires, thle ma1trix
generated is not nt "prrfect" Totphitz. For this reason, thie Richmond code was used for
cylindrical array of opcentnded wires and INlEC for thle Array of pa:rallel loops.
The ill and solve times were recorded for different numb~er of unknowns us shown in
Figure -1. 'rte CPU times were somehlow higher than our predlictions, dute mainly to thle
paging required ins and out of UP !in u virtual memiory anachinz. The maximunm number
of unknowns that aV \%X.l 1780 (With limlited page fatilt qluota) Cou:ld handle wits 6,1000.
functions as tlnubrof unknown$ s increased. If this pageC fault qwwoti had not b)Cen
lIt place, tile Solution of at systemu of equations in thle order of 1000,000 would have been
possib~le.
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To show thlt usefulness of such an algorithmn, at series of nutmerical experitments were
conducted to determine tle~ solution erors induced by systemnatically neglecting impedance
couplings of distant subsections of thie geometry. tis call be termned at Near Neighbor
Approximation (NNA). This algoritlun is n il test-bied for tracing thle effects of thie
NNA on extremecly lairge structures, since thle "exanct" solutions tire so easily calculatedl.
We impilmented three thinnuing strategies onl a matrix with 10,000 coefficienits per row and
compared the rcliulting "nplproim~te solution wit thle exact one . rimhse, strategies were
I1. NNA based on keeping only internal couplings within specified wires while other wire.
wire couplings tire ignored, Thie sparse mastrix that is solved is theni a singly block
banded matrix. rbhe resulting current distribution as well as men square error as at
function of window of interactions that are kept is shown in Figure S.
2. NNA base-d onl keeping interactions within a cylindrical window, which results in at
multiply block-bantcld sparse matrix with equal bands. The corresponding current
distribution, as well at mean square error (MSE) as at function of banldwithl, is shown
in Figure 0.
3. Finally, a NlNA strategy based onl keeping interactions that tire within a distance
threshold in a 3-D sense was examined. 'rle resulting sparse matrix is again multiply-
block-banded but with unequal bands. The error function and current distributions
arc shown in Figure 7.
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SUM RfJY
In this paper, we have shown thnt the exploitaation of symmetry is nt viable lcnies worth
considerills cspccially when ltkrgc and dcnsc matrices are to e solved . The rnllount of
Savings obtadllot depends on the deirce und type of structurdl symmetries that cxi s5. in t
given Geoinetry. Furthcrmoir, spccial symmctrical problems cal be used as It test.bcd to
invstgnate other techniques that require the cxact solutions of very largc Systems of cqula-
tions for compniarisin. Finlly, these special tcst.beds Caln be exploited to set blchllarks
ill arcas such as otut)' of round-olu ill extcnsivc computations.
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HOW EFFICIENTLY TO CALCULATE MATRIX CONDITION
NUMBERS AND
THE ERROR BOUNDS THEY GENERATE
Francis X. Canning
Rockwell Science Center
1049 Camlno Dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
ABSTRACT
It Is suggested that when problems In electromagnetic field computation
Involving matrix equations are solved, it Is appropriate to routinely
calculate the matrix condition number, x. The first reason given Is that x
gives Important information on both the desirability of the numerical
formulation of the problem, and on the correctness of the geometrical
specification of the scatterer. The second reason given Is that any of
several definitions of x may be computed In a negligiblo additional time
(say onepercent extra) once the matrix has been LU decomposed. Several
well known methods for computing x are given, as is the bound on accuracy
of the answer that it provides. Finally, some considerations In programming
these methods for computing x are given.
I Definition of the condition number, K
The paper begins by defining the condition number, ), of a matrix and how
its definition depends upon the matrix norm used. Throughout this paper,
only consider square matrices composed of complex numbers will be
considered. For a matrix Z, Its condition number, x(Z), Is defined as:
)1z) IlZi llZ "111  (1)
Clearly the definit!on of x depends upon the matrix norm used. Often this is
signified by writing the norm as a subscript to x.
One class of matrix norms, the p-norms, are defined by
llPU== max(x) (l1Z4lp 1ll14p) (2)
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The matrix p-norms are In turn defined In terms of the vector p-norms.
The threo vector p-norms of interest to us are:
11x1 = 1x11 4 IX21 + IX31 + - + IXn! (3)
lIx112 = (IX 2 + IX2  + ... + iXn12)12  (4)
Ixlo = maXm (XmI) (5)
We note that It is easy to show that the matrix:
1-norm is the largest column-sum
2-norm Is the largest singular value
00-norm Is the largest row-sum.
For example, the largest matrix column-sum Is defined as follows. For each
column of the matrix, one sums the absolute values of the elements In that
column. The largest sum that one obtains, then gives the 1-norm of that
matrix. Putting these definitions together, we lind that the condition
numbers in the one and Infinity norms respectively are:
ic1 = largest col-sum[Z] - largest col-sum[Z 1]  (6)
ioo = largest rowsum[Z] - largest rowsum[Z"1]  (7)
NOTE: This is easy to compute once Z°1 is found. However, calculating Z"1
takes 4 x as long as finding Its LU decomposition. Thus, these formulas are
appropriate as definitions, but not useful for efficient computation.
Consider now the t6e-norm. If = Is the maximum elgenvalue of Z,
then we have:
maXx) IIZx112/111x1 2 { = kmax If Z Is Hermitlan (8)
{> Xmxl For all Z (9)
{ = maxj If Z is normal (10)
{= max  ForallZ (11)
Where al2 (Z) == ZhZ)
In the past, some authors have used the eigenvalues of matrices
3rising In olectromagnetics as a guide to estimating the condition number
ol those matrices. There Is really no need to do so, since the actual
condition number can be calculated very easily and efticlently. In fact, this
approximation of the singular values by the elgenvalues, for a
non.Hermitian matrix, Is unjustified and may lead to large errors. For
example, consider the non-symmetdic real matrix discussed by Molr (1]:
Z=
(-149 -50 -154) X1 = 3 al = 817.760
(537 180 546) X2
=
2 a2=2.47497 (12)
(-27 -9 -25) 13 = 1 03 =0.0029645
The elgenvectors of this matrix are 1, 2, and 3. If one were to approximate
the singular values of this matrix by its elgenvalues, then one would think
its condition number, x2, was equal to three. The actual condition number
of Z is almost five orders of magnitude largerl That means that Z Is
actually quite poody conditioned. Moer also discussed the matrix:
Z+4Z =
(-149.00060 -49.99807 -154.00004)
( 536.99980 180.00063 545.99998)
( -27.00061 -8.99803 -25.00004)
X3 = 03= 0.00000... (13)
Note that, within the accuracy of single precision, Z and Z+AZ are the same
matrix. Howo-er, Z has elgenvalues of 1, 2, and 3 whil, Z+.Z is singular.
II Bounds generated by x
Consider the matrix problem given by
ZJ=V (14)
Due to errors In representing V and Z, one actually solves the matrix
problem for a modified J, i.e. J+&J, given as:
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(Z + Z) (J + J) = V + 6V (15)
A bound for the change in J due to the 'errors' in V and Z Is [2);
I111 2 max{!llZlh iIZII II/VIIVII}
S<= (16)1I ill I - X ll8Zll/lPZ
Eq.(16) applies for any of the norms mentioned, provided that Xis also given
In that norm.
Ill How (efficiently) to calculate x
A Strategy - (in the 1-Norm
(in the oo-Norm
a) Calculate {lIZlloo as the largest rowsum
{lIlZll1 as the largest col-sum
b) Calculate IIZ1ll1 by:
i) Choose xo
ii) Solve UhLh a = x0 for a (Z=LU; Zh=UhLh) (17)
ill) Solve LU b=a (18)
lv) IlZ"'l >= Ilbil I lall
v) Approximate: IliZ-Il - Ilbll /Ilall
c) Calculate an approximation to x by
ic-IZ II llIbilIllall
Unpack [3] uses this procedure in the one- norm for its condition
number estimator. In addition, it has an algorithm for picking xo
so that the inequality in b-iv will generally be close to an
equality.
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A Strategy In the 2.Norm
Let m and em be elgenvalues and elgenvectors of Zhz
a) Choose x0
b) Decompose x0 as:
x0= e I+ Xe 2 + Xe 3 + ... + X nen
where X1 >= X2 >= X3 >= ... >= X >=0
c) Define Xm = ZhZ Xm.1
= me 1 +11me 2 +... + nm en
Xim e1
d) Choose X' 0 = X0
e) Define X'm = (ZhZ)"1 X'rm1
=-~ e, + 2"m e2 +...+ Xnm
X. n-m e n
f) Approximate X, IX,,IJ / IiXm..ll, in any norm
g) Calculate lIZ112 = -1/2 "[IIXmIl / IlXm.il]" 2
h) Approximate Xn" ~llX'mll/IiX'm.lj In any norm
i) Caic. IIZ'1 I2=?Ln 112 - [llX'm I/IX'mi.1111/2
J) Finally, )2(Z)- 11Z112 IIZ'1 2
IV Computational Issues
All of the methods given are O(N2 ). This means that they
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require a negligible amount of computer time compared to the
O(N3) time necessary for the LU decomposition of Z. Efficient
subroutines already exist. For Instance, Linpack uses the method
given above for the one-norm (see: CGECO). It Is attractive to
simply use the subroutines in Unpack, unless one needs code that
vectorizes on a given machine, or possibly If there are severe
memory problems. All of the above methods are easy to
program, so you may take your choice. My personal bias, Is that
the 2-Norm Is the best. Also, by iterating, one can see when the
estimate stabilizes, and thus control the error in the answer.
Since this Is only an O(N2 ) process, the extra time is not
significant. One can further Increase the convergence rate by
using a sophisticated choice for x0 as Is done in Unpack (3]. For
some related papers relating to condition numbers in
electromagnetics and their computation, see [4] - (6).
There is one hint that will help in programming the calculation
of any of the condition numbers mentioned above. Assuming that
one already has routines for finding the LU decomposition of a
matrix Z, he probably also has routines for solving for a in:
Zh a = x0  (19)
It also is necessary, however to solve:
Z b = a (20)
Actually, the equations given above (Eq. (17), (18)) were
oversimplified, since when one uses partial pivoting (as is nearly




where P is a matrix that pernmutes rows. Since P is a unitary
matrix, we also have
Z = ph LU; and Zh = UhLhp (22)
If we first solve for the product (Pa) in
UhLh (Pa) = x0 (23)
then we may solve for b in
LU b = Pa (24)
We never really need to find a since
IIPall = 1lall (25)
for the norms considered above. Since Uh is lower triangular and
Lh is upper triangular, UhLh is the LU decomposition of ZhPh. Thus,
in writing a routine for solving Eq. (23), one can copy the routine
for solving Eq. (21). However, if L had ones on its diagonal, one
must account for those ones being on the diagonal of the upper
triangular matrix Lh in Eq. (23). Again, Unpack already has the
subroutines for solving both Eq. (21) and (23). One either can use
those as is, or as a model for writing a specialized version.
V Practical Issues
It has been shown that one can calculate the matrix condition
number of the matrices arising in electromagnetics with little
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effort and little computational cost whenever one already Is
calculating their LU decomposition. One should routinely
calculate this condition number, since it can provide valuable
information. A bound on the accuracy of the r9sulting (,alculallon
of the current was given earlier. On a more practical note, an
abnormally large condition number in a routine calculation oftensignifies that the geometry was not spe,:lled in a desirable
manner. This is especially important when a non.expert user Is
running a program. The program can automatically warn him thatthe results may not be reliable, and that further attention is
advisable. Condition numbers are also helpful in code
development, for a variety of reasons.
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TRIACGULATIOV u ARITRARILY S1AP.D GEOMETRIC MODELS
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ABSTRACT
A number of CAD packages exist chat alloy (or easy construction of
object# composed of simple, canonical shapes which can be used by high-
frequency scattering prediction softvare packages. One such modeling package
vill be considered hera Is the Syracuse Research CorporatLon Computer-Aided
Modeling Package (SCAMP). These geomaetric models are usually not directly
usable for lov-froquency scattering prediction codas ouch AN those using the
method of moments. Nethod-of-moments packageo generally require geometric
models chat are composed of a number of localized xubdomAins such as triangu-
lar patches that are connected In ouch a way as to ensure proper electrical
continuity.
A softuare package hn been vritcten that can perform all of the
appropriate conversions so that a model that was built using SCAMP can be
used by a triangular patch method-of-mom2nts softwnre package. The Model can
be arbicrarily shaped; consisting of any number of generalized frusta and
triangulated shapes. The operation of thLs model conversion package vili be
described.
Three basic steps must be performed to convert an arbitrarily
shaped model Into the appropriate triangular patch formnat: (1) to triangu-
late al1 of the objects. (2) the intersection betueen these triangulated
objects must be found, and (3) to recriangulate the regions of Intersection,




This) paper dincusses 0 software package Which convertt an
Arbitraryily shaped compucar-generAted geonecric model inca a forat chat Is
suitable for Applications which ucllze the aechod of moments. The momenc
aethod formulation which we are using is based On the wark done by Mp
Wilton, And Glasen, 1982. The surface of An object i rodold by triangular
patches and the corresponding basis function is triangular.
The york preheated har represent# An extension of An existing CAD
oadoi ng package chat vai developed for use by A a €ctering prediction coda
which employs high-frquency, asymptotic techniques. This modeling package
(SCAMP) allows for the creation of co types of geoetric objects. The first
In a surface that in represented by triangular patches, and is thus suitable
for momenc aethod applications. The second is A Class Of canonical Xhapes
chat are referred to as ganeralized ellipsoidal frusta. FurtherMora,
construccion of An arbitrary geometric model is typically accomplished by
Modeling each component shape in A model. separately. While this approach io
suitable for high-frequency scattering predictions, It uill yield Inaccurate
results in the lou-frequency region.
Therefore, to Conart An arbitrary odal built with the SCAHP
modeling package into a suitable triangular patch torrmc, two general
functions need to be performed. The first is the triangulation of any
generalized ellipsoidal frusta shapes. The second is to find the intersec-
tion of Any tuo objects and connect them appropriately.
2.0 TRIANGULATION OF GENERALIZED ELLIPSOIDAL FRUSTA
The first step in converting an arbitrary geometric nodal for use
by a method-of-nmoents applica:ion in to triangulate any generalized frustca
in the model. A generalized frusca can be described by two parametric
variables, t and C, uhere the c variable is along the length of the object
and the C is an angle around the circumference.
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A generalited fruStA CAn be triAngulAtd by dividin# It Up tlto sections
Along its length and thqn breating up each section Into divisions Around its
ircAftrenct. Sone Oxa 1p of this proc464 Ara shoSM in Figure 1.
3.0 CONNECTION Or rtv T hl CULATED OLECT
Once A Cotgotrc ndel P it conPrilld sOely of triangular patch
objects, It rormain to connect Any objocts vhLch Ara intercecting but not yet
phyalcAlly connected. As sketched in Figure 2, the nature of the Incr-
section bmven tvo criangle. Is dlf(rent for the coplanar And non-coplanar
cases. ror the non-copl r case, the Intrsection to In the forn of A line
somaest, uhilo for the coplanar cost, the general tom of tiae region of
Intorsccion IL A polygon. I.'hen Cvo triangles Intersect, ye Vill use the
notation "cuclinat" to dcscribe the line sogem At the Intersection and
61catpoints" to describe the tvo endpoints of chit lint #tguent.
The Algorithm# for both cases Are comprised of Cvo basic step.
The first sp io to find 4nd dafine all of the intorsocclons betveen the tuc
object#. This to done by compnr!ng each triangle in one objecc vich each
triangle In the second object. Then, Cho second step to to retriAnfgulAC the
triangular paCches uhich contain thee intorSecCton.
3.1 Intersection of Tvo Roo-CoplAnAr TrLngles
To find these cuclines, an al4goriths based on york done at
the UnivArsicy of MissourL-Rolla and kDonn1 Douglas Aircraft CaopAny
(SAbharval and Nelson, 1988) vas utilized. The vo triangles and the line
formed by Che Intersection of the planes which contain the two triangles are
paraneterf:ed. Then ordinary differential tquations are used to s If tho
cvo triangles Intersect and, if they do, Cho tva cutpoincts are then found.
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ORIGINAL SHAPE TRIANGULATED SHAPE
Figure 1. Triangulation of CancrA1iu d Frusct
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(4) .on-Coplnnnr (b) Coplanar
Figure 2. Inrtaroaction z( Tvr. Trianglen
For the vectors defined in Figure 3, thQ parAMetric equations of
the tvo trInA141e c1n te written as follows:
Rpq) 1 + pP + q. 0 - pq,p+q S 1 (3)
R2 (u,v) + UU + vY 0 u,v,u+v S i (4)
And the correspondSng; normal vectors cnn be defined as:
-
(5)
- UV u v(6)
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Fiur 3. Intersection of Two Crossed TrinXICA
Tit roquiremnn that the two triangles be non-coplanar ensure* chat x N-2
0. Thus, the equation of the Intersection of the planes uhich contain
triangles A and B can be parA-trically represented as
+() + t E ~ (7)
The expressions for the vrL4ngla prizaecers p, q, u, and v, In
terms of the parameter c, are found by differentiating the three para etric
equations 3, 4, and 7. The resulting equations are found to be:
P(r) -9N 2 t+ CP (8)
q(t) - £' 2 t+Cq (9)
u(r) a tv E + Cu  (10)
v(C) a -.. t+ C (11)
uhere C , Cq C , and Cv are constants of integration.
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To deteraine whecher the line of intersection pAsses through 4
triangle, the Ilmits of the crinuglt' p4,niaecers are enforced. Thus for
triangle A, v- must hvav 0 $ pq,p+q 1 1. or
0 S . + C p 1 (12)
o 2 P ft + C ~1(13)
0 0 (. ,- E 2)+C + C -p l (14)
Which Is illutrACed in Figure 4. Sinilae tn.qualicLos can be vricten for
t iangle 1. bly enforcing the xbovd Inequ'4tia* .31 u rh 11tts of 0 And 1,
corresponding valuoes of t can itsfoid t fiLnal step, given chat the line
of Interiaction pan^ss :!trouglh b ..h tylAngies, In to see If the resulting
Itesog segnt overlap. Th two posibilirins Are sketched in Figure 5.
Tharo Is no Incernection betveen the triangles if the tvo line segments do
not Intersect. lovever, If the two segments do overlap, then the cutline i
found by the region of the overlap.
3.2 Retriangulation of an Intersected Triangle
Once all of the cutlines are found betveen each pair of triangles,
It ren.Ainn to recriangulaCe the triangular patches which contain cutlines.
The problem Is Illustrated In Figure 6. To do this, techniques such as those
found In compucational geometry will be utilized.
The edges and nodes of the original triangle, along vith all of Its
cuclines and cutpointo foxv an edge st E and a vertex set V. Since none of
these edges Intersecc, then the edge and vertex set form a planar straight
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F gure 4. Incaracc'Ion of PArA=Qtric Line and Triangle
t Iax t min t m'i tir3
t * *- - , , NO INTERSECTION
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t - INTERSECTION
Figure 5. Intersection of Triangle lased on Limitn of t
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7igura 6. Ragulariatfon of a Triangle with Cutlints
line graph (PSLG). The algorithm used to form this graph into a set of
triangles contains three steps:
1. Regularize the PSLG.
2. Find all of the monotone polygons In the regular PSLC
by the use of chains.
3. Triangulate each monotone polygon.
For the first step, the vertices of the polygon musc be ordered
along some line a. As shown in Figure 6, the direction of the line a shall
be chosen to be parallel to an edge of the original triangle. Thi, the
first and last vertices vI and v N are nodes of the original triangle. A
vertex v is said to be regular if there are two Integers I < j < k such that
(v, V ) and (vjl vk) are edges of the graph C. The graph C is said to be
regular if each vertex vj is regular for I < j < N.
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The regulari:ation procedure (I'repArACA and ShAMoS, 1985) adds
ed;=:to tho FSLO which do not intersect with Any other edge and make each
vertex regular. An Illustration of this procedure is shown In Figure 6.
At this point It can be recognized that the RSLO connists of f
polygons, vhere
f l+e-v
Furthermore, each of these polygons In monocone vch respect to cite line a.
To find these polygons, the graph can be dacomposed Into A number of monotone
chains.
LAch chain vii begin at vertex v I and and At vartex vN . There
vill be f + I chains, vhLch are ordered from lowest to highest. The lowest
order chain, C, will Alvays be deflned as starting at vI and traveling
straight Along the "botcom" of cite original triangle. The highest order
chain will consist of the other cuo edges of the original triangle. An
example In found in Figure 7. After all of cite chains are found, cite
polygons can be formed by combining adjacent chains according to cite
folloving rule:
polygon I - CI + C+ - C1 A c,+t  I - I....f
The third, and final, step in the retriangularisacion process is to
triangulace each monotone polygon. Although each polygon in monotone, and
thus simple, they need not be convex. The criangularization of each polygon
Is accomplished by applying the algorilth an prezonted In Carey, Johnson,
Prepnraca, and Tarjan, 1978. The vertices are stepped through from highest
to lovest. As a vertex is processed, a number of diagonals may be added to
the polygon. Each diagonal is added such that an n-sided polygon Is divided
up Into a triangle and an n-i sided polygon. An example of this process Is
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Figura 8- Triangulation of a Polygon
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3.3 Intersection of Coplanar Triangles
If two triangles Are coplanar, nin-=nx boxes can be utilized to
vrqseraen a set of two trinnRlen. If the boxes do not overlap, then the
triangles cannot overlap. towever, if the two boxes overlap, than the two
triangle# may overlap.
The procedure for deternining if two triangles, A and n, overlap
involves tvo steps. The first in to see if Any nodes of triangle A lie
inside triangle 13, and vice versa, The next *tep is to find all of thG
Intersecting edges betuen the two triangles. Ihen, baed on the nunbar And
location of the intersecting edges end interior nodes, An algorithm Is
exercised to find the corresponding cutlines end cutpoints.
As for the case of non-coplanar triangles, the resulting
intersection must be retrienguleted. The sane procedure As dascrlbod in
Subsection 3.2 is followed. Ilovever, for intersecting coplanar triangles,
the polygon formed by their intersection Is created separately.
3.4 Hodificeation for Intersecting Surfaces
RecAll thAt the basis functions which will be utilized vere
designed for an edge which is shared by one pair of triangles (N-2).
Intersecting surfaces cAuse An edge to be shared by more thAn two triangles.
If e line charge is not permitted Along An edge, then the total current
leaving an edge must vanish:
N
I-I
Instead of modifying the basis function, the model geometry will be modified.
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I.len An edge Is shared by Is triangles ("here N1 2 f), .R-2 "tiet4tLn"
pairs of criangles viii be added, These triAnales wii be coloacted with any
tvo of the original triangles. Also, the Intersaction will be broken up in
such a way so that only tvo triangles share a co n edge. The current
across the CoMOn edge of A tloating pair Is an added unknovn. This
procodure Is illustrAted in FIgure 9.
4.0 RESULTS
FIgures 10, I, and 12 ahow sone of the model which can be
generated by this process. Figure 10 shorA two crossed strips, both before
and after being connected. Pigure I shows an example of tuo coplanar
plate#. The combination of triangulated nerat'lIted frusta And connecCion of
tuo triangular objects In Illustrated in Figure 12 With a henpsphera sittng
on A ground plane. The model is initilly composed of two objects: the
hemisphere vas modeled an a generali:ed frustA and the ground plane as A
triangulated plaCe. Then the hemisphere is crianPulated. Once both objects
are triangular patch models they are connected, resulting in additional
triangular patches.
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Figure 9. Additon of floting PaiLrs At InCerNecCtng Surf4ces
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Figure 10, Intersecctng Crossed Strips
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Fig~ure 12. H~emisphere on A Ground Pla
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GRAPHIC OUTPUT ROUTINES OF THE
MMP PROGRAM PACKAGE ON PCs AND
SUN WORKSTATIONS
Peter Rcgll, Christian I ithncr and Niels Kustcr
Electroagnitics Group
Swiss Fedoral Institutc of Techology
$092 Zurich, Switzerland
Abstract
Fast and flexible output routines are essential for every numerical program, not only
to plot the results but above all to control the simulation. The special as -cts of the Mul-
tiple MultiPole (MMP) Program packages for the output techniques are described. The
present output routines for dynamic eletromagnetic fields are hereafter discussed and
Illustrated. These include plotting of scalar- and vectorflelds In two- and thretdimension-
at space as well as visualization of time dzptndence.
Introduction
A simple classification of different graphical techniques for field rcprescntations can be mude
with regard tO their purpose:
- Anylv,. error detcelion: Above all, rtscarch application require cfficiei; display of com-
puted results. As much Information as possible (and reasonablc) should be viewabie at
one sight. The representation or residues combined with the geometry of he mod-.l h, of
great use for this purpose. Vector reprcsentations of the calculated fticdl especially
around boundaries ame also helpful to check the quality of the results.
- Mail=un: In this area, clearness and comprchensiven¢ss are mort itriprtant than high
Infoimation density. Iowever, well designed vector charts make it possible to meet both
of these requircrnents. Sequential display of plots from different time points are very well
suited for educational demands.
- 1Jitntion: Plots for illustrations should attract the attention of the reader. Good printing
quality (high resolution output devices) Is Important.
The main reasons for difficulties associated with the graphical representation of electromag-
nedc data usually fall in one of the following categories:
- Properties of the Ana to be represented: quantity, dimensionality, range of values
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AspWcts ofrthe lMM-Progruni'ackages for the output techniques
The Muldil Multipole VNIMP) progrum packages art bastd on the -lately c"lled - Gcocr.
alized Multpole Technique (OG I) which has i CpndCntly bcn developed by differnt
groups worldwide (1). Thc output routin s presented In this paper were devclopCd for the 2D
and 3) IMultiple Multillole (MMP) Propam packul.s which ar Implcmccd on PCs n SUN
workstatons. A detailed description of thee plckags are givn by Domholi and Il fhcr In
this confc ,e 12) (31.
The basis functions used In the prescnt MlP.Progranm Packages arc spherical or cylindrical
multpolk functions (Mulipoles) which arc analytical solutions of the time hiionic Maxwell
equations fro lncar, homogeneous, Isotropic media. SCvral (Multliplc) of these Multipoles =r
used at diffenct locations to expand the field In each domain. The unknowns ire detcrmined by
using 3.10 tines m e points thin nwc ay as a n.innum to match the appropriate boundry
conditions. The nmatrix is solved by a least squares technique. Thc following propires of the
MMP Mcthod facilitate the construction of output routines:
- The field Inside the domains is always an exact Maxwell field (compared with I"E, FD),
even Inside lossy materials (compared with MoM).
N o singulatitics at any point (compared with MoM).
* Smoodhess of the field, even along :he boundaries.
* In almost all cases thc largest crrors occur on the boundary and decrease with the dis-
tance (sintlar to Mo*.). Plotting tht corresponding residue with every matching point Is
thercfore very cfficicnt ins Lumcnt for simulation control.
• "h1e field ve'ctor% can be: calculated at any point without Interpolation. Wthl allow's zoom.
Ing of details without loss of *ccuracy or ncri for rmodcling the wholc problern.
(comp.red with F1, FD, MoM for lossy rnatcrials)
• The parametcrs of the basis functions require little mmory and can thcrefore easily bc
stored In an ASCII rile which also can be transferred to other computers for subsequent
calculation of plot data.
* The basic data for the output routines aue the complex amplitudes of the E. and II.field
which are calculated with this paraictcr file for any configuration of points within a few
nnutcs. "1is field values ar temporarily savcd and allow an instant plotting of a wide
rnge of outputs for any timcpoint (compared with time domain methods).
Graphical representalion or the field
The representation of vector fields by an-ays of arrows was found to be a fast and efficient
technique which gives comprehensive plots with high Information density. Thc flexibility of this
vector plots depcnds much on how the geometric paramcters of an arrow can be rclated to the
ficld vector. Simple arows varying only in lengih emphasize the directional aspect of the vector
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fi14. ArroWS VWarng in knith And width cxtcrA the rmngc and givca am re Alistic irnprcson
of ampitude disitibtions. To keep plots rcvd~tik for Itrgc xtuplitudc, variations It Is often ncc-
c$m2fy to litnitav: the niwt length and thickness ofm wnaow.
11c rcptrumation of 3D %cctor On a 2D shkci givs amibiguou~s pictutcs which =r difficult
to rczd. A solution to this problcm Is tlhe scparatioa of twessc and nonmI Conipn[S rcla.-
tive to a cel aliib~c. pl)m nc imnvas trc onponcnr Is gicn rcprcscntcd by an uaw
whilc the noimul component Is displayecd as a Oehdc of vayns dianxter lying In the plane.
N~uilincs for scalar flC14S am~ easily plotted. With 4dldonl shiading they become more
rcnd~blc. Sometimes onibinxtion %with the wacor mpcp ation Is useful.
Rcldlines are soewhmt difficult to bandle. They need conslderable computation time ar .'do
not gie more Iformdton thn tile simipler %wcor plotsI.
FicldgruphirA for 20- and 31) applications




1l-5um 1: A full 3-dnisoc cyils~d atod of igumr 2. 114i 34asm±ionst mod of a human
muc ds (c,. vOu8 rnxM) It jWJjwt by i using a joable t*dic hecl In fot of the facc. 714
Pbl ae Af4Gt antenn k mk4 of jwdoedy conducting MacIUW An14 ddvut In lu cc=te by a cunivnt sowec openating
Mt 450 )dIL* 11se Wy Is built( up of I-Ao pans: tha
beAd (cru50. oO.)l ntn) and the body (c1m0
CA1. 1 mhcazn). MlOM details tr iven In 14l
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Poyni9-11Pkld :nicau Iliic value l'oynting Field nican iic value
\It
L
nsutc 3: Mse simple vwtor go(1 c-og ios the gu 4: rikd arrow, give a bwcr imprmsofi or
dimcdona AqVCcz of oc vctorficdI. (kc fig. I) 2hcnampiude disuibbwron.(see fig. 1)
Poyrning Field rnin ini vlue Poynting Field rmn thec value
toll 411tlltt
, t
Fl:Lwc 5: 77= plant representation wihz 3D 'igurt 6: miree pia representation wihh 2D+ID;ZvWL (see fig. 1) reprtsentaion. ic normal component relaive to
eachi piano Is shown as a circle lying :n iha plane.(se ig. 1)
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Poynting fld ncn iic value Poynirn. fild incan dic Value
dv- -__
Spm 7: A linicu =ck d4I3pY Or P=~ fild rwOb. FI9wM 8; lImI:ed U& 9'%c con tetulvt pie.
lcms often k~di to Wa plom (see (1-*-2) tum VA allow zoomrd distiby Of dcatUls(w ~fir 2)
E-Ricld (nonnal) and I UIicld (rnnsvcrs) Poyntingt ficid ncezt tme value
'cS''oecr aooo
1. -. -.
~~Jo.- C. d' d .@ 'tf . ~ / ' '
e'' c(' c c '
40 . 0 .. C3 Ca *...t 0 ? a 0 a( d' ( ef d
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Filutt 9: Combined disphiy of IS and It Mield In a 11lgwe 10- A 2D pefctlcy conducting cylinder Is
diclectric qpher (sec figure 11). Mvese plots are mcdinrd by a pline wave (0.61,0.61.0-5). po~aziza.
only reasonible If IS and 11ar orthogonal. tion or E (0.71.0.71.0). The combntlot of a vectorplot and shaed lopAithrnlcal equllines highly













_____Specific absorption aic (SAR)
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Since the General Multipole Technique (GM Iiplies tinichamnionic solutions, It Is very
sim~ple to calculate plots for different time pott from one set of complex 11- and 11. values.
This plots ame copied from the screen directly lato the comiputcr memrory from whecre thecy call
sequentially be read and displayed. Movies with about 30 pictures per second (5004500 pix-
els) are possible on SUN 3/SO workstations. l1is feature unfortunaty could not be implement.
cd on Pesonal Coinputcrs until now.
Available Output Routines
A wide range of output routines Is alrrady Wettn for SUN workstations and Pus-
2D and 3D error representation on every matching point
*Vector representation of ., iH- --d Poynting field using planar arrows for tr.ansverse
components and circles for normnal componenits. The fields cain be plotted on one or more
rectangular planes simultanuously. k~~mbinatlon of E, I I and S is also possible.
Shaded cquillne representation of the speccific absorption rate or of the field amnplitude,
also in comibination witht vector representation.
F arfield radiation pattern
71The sequential display of pre-stored pictures allows the representation of time dcpen.
dcncc. Such "moving vector fields" nit both attractive anti useful for miodel validation, stu-
dent training and presentations.
* Conclusion
Thec present MM!' Program packages include a wide ra nge of rather sophisticated output
routines. The 3D vector field plots still leave much to be desired. More stereoscopic reprmsn.
tations airc tinder study.
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AN INTERACTIVE WAVEGUIDE PROGRAM
GranvilIe cwall
LinlveroIty of Texo at EI Pazo
MathenLt I Dc Oartment
0 Paso, Toxos 70960
WAVEIID: Is in Intoractive progrom wh1ich1. when used In
conjunction with |iSLIs Finite element proarm POE/PROTRANO
con solve cylindricai wavegulcO problems on arbitrary
cross-septlonz. with voriable permittivity andi pormeobility
(c and s my even be oiscontlnuous, to model comno5lto
wavegulclos,. The user only has to an~wer a teries oF basic
,jua$ lons about his problem, posed In engineorln9 terms, and
all proong.lng modo In h ipecIFiltd Interval dre
calculat ,d and the corroponding electric -na mignetle
fields ore plotted.
When the permittivity or Permeability Is varioble. a
nonlineor elgenvolue problem must be solved to Find the
(hybrld) moe~os. If random nonhomogeneous terms ore added to
the partial dIfferentilo equations, the elgenvaluez can bq
charocteriled (and hence located) as the Porameter volues
which cause the norm oF the solution to become InFinite.
1. The Wovegulde Problem
For a propagating wove In a cylindrical wovegulde. Maxwell's
ouatlons for the electric and magnetic Fields reduce to
(see reFerence I. Section 8.2]:
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r. - J rn ! w- c - I- t 4 "CC m 0
tI Wol 0
whe~re C andj It ar'e %to #oictric §noi =nantlc field comroonento
In %ho x direction, w Is eQuaI to 2F whoro F Is tho
Frequenry. C(c.y) is te marmittiv ty, ,dxy) it the
perme1ability, and AJ Is the oropaQ tlon constant ( wich Is
purely Imiginary for vropagaftno waves). Once C (Itsuilly
dcnoted by E.) and It (Oi.) ore known. the other comoonenti
c the olectric and magnetic Fields can b calculated
directly From these two comoonents. For a conducting
ooiundary- the boundary conditions are
(3) C n 0 and bI/n * 0
For a given w, the Problem is to determine values oF 0 for
witich non:oro solutions (olgcnFunctions) oF (1) and (2).
with boundary conditions (3). exist.
Witen c and u ore constants, equations (1-2) reduce to two
simple uncoupled liner problems. whose elgenvalues are the
transverse electric (TE) and transverse mignotic (TM) modes.
!fowever. In the general case where c(x.y) and (xy) ore
variable (such as Is usually the case For optical
waveguldes). we must solve the nonlinear algenvolue
equations 1-2 simultaneously. and the elgenvolues are called
hybrid modes.
2. Solving the Nonlinear Elgenvolue Problem
PDE/PR6;TRAN (reference 2], a partial diFferential equation
solv.r developed by the author and marketed by IHSL, Inc.,
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solves very general systemz of nonlinear Partiol
differentiol equations In general two-dimensional reglonz.
but It Is not designed to solve nonlinear elgenvoluo
problems Surh as 1-2. However, IF we Introduce 'raonom"
non-zoro rIght-ano %ido to (1) ond (2) and specify a value
for A. POC/PROTRAN con be used to solve thi elliptic
system. Since POE/PROTRAN uses a t|ialrkin finite element
method, It can handle comoosite mola. where C and/or 14 ore
discontinuous at the Interface* between differen% moterlol:.
without the neo for explicit Interface conditions. Now If
we vary A over a ran.ge of values (ODIN.OMAX), as A
approaches an elgcnvalue the solution becomes Infinitely
large In magnitude. Using this fact, we con ottempt to
locbte all elgenvalues In a given 0-ronge. If we ore very
unlucky In our choice of right hand sides. we could
conceivably miss some elgenvoluez, out the Proboblity of
SuCh a unlucky choice Is zero.
In order to make the power of PDE/POTRAN easily available
to engineers who wont to solve cyllndrlcal wavegulde
problems, the author has developed an interactive driver.
called S(AVEGIOE. This Interactive program asks the user a
few simple questions obout his problem, Phrased In
engineering terms. and, based on the user's answers, It
generates a POE/PROTRAN Input program to solve the POE
system 1-2 using the above-outlined approach.
WAVEGIDE asks the user to supply a Frequency, F. (u=Zf) and
limits (BINOHAX) on A. For a given value of A. WAVEGIDE
Invokes PDE/PROTRAN to solve (1-2) with a nonzero right-hand
side. returning a Function value, g(A). which represents the
Inverse of a nurm of the solution. WAVEGIDE tries to locate
all minima of g(A) In (BSIN,BHAX) using the Following
procedure. g(B) Is evaluated at a User-specified number
(NINTER) of uniformly-spaced values Al between BhIN and
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OGAX. When on Ir. ox I Is found 5uch that 9(j) Is lq than
both alnd g( i)it searches for a minimum of g In
l using a public domain subroutine FMIN
(reference 3) to loctto the minimum accurately. In our
oxpwrlunco mlnlma which do not correspond to olgenvalues are
very rare. end they betray tnemselvos by their shallownesz
(g(A) does not go to :ero near those minlma). Thus WAVIGIOE
IS usually able to discord those psoudo-olgerva;ues.
The user may, alternatively. supply a value of A end llmlts
on f. In this case WAVEGI|E will find values of the
frequency which correspono to Prooagating modes. If a value
of A&0 Is supplled, tile frequencies thus found will be the
cut-off frequencies.
3. An Examle
WAVEGIOE was applied to the first problem In the "workshop
problem %et" of the Fab 5, 1909 "Workshop on Numerical
Simulation and Analysis In Guided-Wave Optics and
Optoelectronics" In Houston (Figure I). The Interactive
WAVEGIOE session which generated the POE/PROTRAN Input
program to solve this problem (for taO.4 Pan) Is shown in
Figure 2. Lines beginning with a "?" Indicate a user
rezponse; the other lines are generated by the Interactive
program Itzelf. Notice that the Information which the user
must supply Is minimal. c(x,y) ana p(x,y), which vary from
subregion to subregion, are defined In a simple 15-11ne
FORTRAN segment. If the region had been a more general.
non-rectangular region, the amount of additional work
required of the user would have been minor.
The contour plot of H (=Hz) generated by WAVEGIOE for the
fundamental quasi-TE mode Is shown In Figure 3, and Figure 4
shows the other two components of the magnetic field,
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0ll Plots of tho electric fleld components ore also
ganeracu by WAVEGIDE. The calculated Promgqatlon constbnt
was A.l.727 E7. so that neff*XA12)0.2202. In close
agreemnt witIh the value calculated by other workshop
contributors.
One dIfficulty encountered In solving this problem Is that
since PDO/PROTRAN cannot solve prolems In unbounded
reglons, we have to truncate the substrate. guide ond ribs
to a flntoe length. Unrortunately. doing tih!% Introdouces
some "spurious" elgenvalues Into the POC system 1-2.
Thze spurious modes ore betrayed by their electric and
magnetic field plots, which show rold oscillation, but
WAVEGIOC Is not able to discard them automatically. In
Figure 2. the A interval (OlIN,OAX) Is chosen to that only
propagating wayve with an nof% In the narrow Interval
(3.2255.3.2275) will be found; this was clone to avoid the
spurious moos which showed up In Previous WAVEGIOE runs
whore a larger search Interval was used. When thie guide
cross section is bounded, these ipurlous modes ore not a
Problem.
The author hopes to make WAVEGIDE available to the Public
within a few monthi, through the Advances In Engineering
Software algorithms distribution service (reference 4].
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Woksbop Problem Set- "orlm Number I
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FIGURE 1 -- Houston Workshop Problem
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SUERA INTRj;E O;NE
Our ffot wa inrsnse EWak rEuesA. tortro A nd m ates She pKben ntrreprsnty
ntraeDeoein epe; at cot W n6 qu8124n- nd49 h
KWods icomnuti rnsi for IA Numercl Edtro magnesolti oe matri repUren th
Acrenoat topicf Ieelst s esusofugrnahi 11rcetugtncl ( fiel emtds ulssd Io currenthy
Interfces t errcco Anin~l (UEMKIAI ofs. lperf lme sn comutalculatioe u the soputiond
Oureffrt atIn c~ptree Inoseoa finuet otio rgepares.entpoblemr mtrtin therm of
prtidcaqu gaphcs nsftae wa wprittn toa eotriy lItn qusio nt h Ioin ta l These dat
wouldcrat Unioetrs inp t file formsva oitins 'Ire cm someutio genkereen t toe
10 mplrf he re-daeta orma of the1Krl d oesired e lem cluate ucl. i eon anylbut to Itnptuton
Analsiscode Inthis cae thea Numerical an Acceptable solution using EMI field analysis It Is
ElctorsgetcsCoe(NEC). necessry to develop a more convenient method of
rcprscnitln: the Input data and thc description of the
11c UP11Kr~l toNEC Interface programs resultant EM field.
N11iCGEOM and NECONI'allowthliauscr to ceAtco
compete EC Iputfile from the geometry and The objectiveof this tas:% was to find an Approach that
topoogyinfnnaionstored in a SUP11EIAII would provide A convenient method of generating
Unvc~lrie.NECGEONI uses the Universal rile inputdAta for submission toan EiM fiel nAlysiseode.
and user input to generate comment cards, wire This was to be achieved %kith a minimum of required
segment and surface patch generation cands; structure developmenit using existing capabilities %%hcrevcr
s;ymmetay genricAtion ca.rds, an overall structure possible. 'Ile most convenient method of depicting
transformation card, and an cnd-of-geomctty card. both Input geometries and the resultant UM field are
NECON'Ieonstructs the remaindcrof the NEC Input graphical representations. 'Ihe old Idiom that a
file by taini~ng uscr responses to prompts. It writes picture Is worth A thousand words (or data points)
cards which control the generation of the method of takes on new meaning to thea ecectromagnecticist faced
moments Interaction matrix, the solution for the with data reduction of A complex geomety.
current vector, and the calculation of radiated and Geometries such as those Illustrated In Figure I aire
scattered fields, commonly generated to graphically repreent
structural or aerodynamic features o( a design.
For NEC users who have Access to the SDllCsoftwvare Computer generated geometries such as these can be
SUI'ERVA, this application can greatly simplify modified with meshing techniques to serve as Input
creation of the geometry to be uvaluited and data for finite element Analysis. Thec results of these
gerinrtion of an Input file. This application has been analysis can be quickly evaluated when viewed In a
successfully developed for use with other finite similar gruphlil formt.
element Analysis codes within Hloeing.
SDRC Is a service mnark of Structural Dynamics Research Corporation
SUPEIUAB is a part of the SI)RC Integrated Design Engineering Analysis Software (I.DEAS).
SUPIIRM)I and I.DEAS are registered trademarks of SDRC.
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Geometry wIln hld<or InG removalU1 IL
Full goomctty In porspoctivo
Figuro 1. 7)YAca Srwctuitl Goomer
SUI'IRTAII SpUnt defined by four to twenty five connected
Our approach "-us to use the existing volumetric Cuve A Curve IS A Line, Arc, or Spline.geometry meshint alility available In the Upge defined by one or more connected Curves.SUPERIi'All code And to develop the nccmsy Surface dcfined As bounded by three or moreIntcrfacc to Allow this data to be modified for connected Edges which contain It.
submission to NEC and similar FNIA codes. InAddition, It w s our desire that wt be Able to feed the In addition the following entities arc used InAnalysis output data back nto SUPEIWO'AI where thc deseribing the meshing process of a surface gcomctzy
resultant surfacc current distribution or radiated and
scattered ficlds could be vicwcd. SUPIII'AII Is a Subarea definedbythrceor moreconncted Curves
softwarc package which Is Intended for use In finite containing it Surface.
element modeling of mechanical Vystcrns (ref. I). It Is Node defined by its coordinates In three
useful to this application bemuse It allows for the dimensional space.
autoratl gencration of a mesh of uniform or variable lemenit defined by the two or more Nodes which It
sizcd quadrilatcrals or tdingles ovcra surface. W can connects.
then Interpret these polygons as either small surface
patches or As multiple wire segments. ie ability to An Element connects some number of Nodes. For
ary the size of the mesh allows the analyst to examplcaquidrilatcralEa-emenconnectsfourNodes
emphasize regions where rapid variations In current whereas a beam Element connects two Nodcs. Thereoccur. The following geometry entities are used in are fik properics Associated with eve y SUPErI'AIISUPER'A=I forthe creation ofplanarand volumetric Element. "7he Element properties of concern to usgeometries: 
arc:
Point defined by its coordintcs In three p eithe'r'hin Shcll (Lncar Quadril't.rmlordimensional spacc. Lnear 'finglc), Linear Bleam, or Plate
Line defined by the two Points which it connects. (Linear Quadrilateral)




Material sotrp, Oribthopic or Mbe tropic meC to o) set etciticol parMeterS (fo the Model;
1 pc 2) select options for the solulka procedurc; And 3)
Mtrbl stachm~ ModuuI of Eliy request dataA " putAtio#. lb carry out these contrOl
V61ugst~sks, there are A "umber of daffrent control cards,
%liha rgrouped Into one of threm31oris."e
Add iftmi lement propcnies of Connectivity i1rc contolnS eta tk generated from within the
And MVhICtl Ihpcrtly %uc$arc used byU'URrAIl NEIn'( lutOrIAl. 1Ue contro: Tardit thW arm of
lopcirfonMccb~ nc a lynst And Arenot used In this interest to th4 saj -wi~ nAre listed Lttdrirepeccive
Appication. We Will Only Usc the Is1Otrpi NMateria groups;
lipc forthe NEC Input tmAslatlon. Sul'EICrAIJuscts
MAtrWa Vailucs properties In mechAnkcal finite GROUP' I
elentent Anallysis, In this applicatin NiICGIOM can G 9 extended thin-%%fre kernel Mlg
tic Instructed to Interpret the Mlltin al Ales U~lecs nt frq ucne)' specfie Iton
for radil of wire segments. 064 ground parameteir speification
K1iftnieraction App intation rante
The ultimate goat In the use of SUIKI'll Is to L) structure Impedinwe loAding
generate A set of nodes and elemecnts whkch will bW
InterprtedW by the interfac wce NECCOh, as GROUP' 2
wife segment$ of surfaces pAtches. Ex~ structure elliation card
NV two-pir network specifleition
Numerical Octnrotagutic Code-NC TL transmission lin.- bewen segmcnts card
NEC uses the mclhod-ofrrorntnti technique to sove GROUP'3
for the rrcsultant EJNI fildW fora specified geomntyand Cl' coupling calculation
Initial conditions (ref. 2). A NEC Input dAtA dock 11W end of data card
cWOstof three tT cOf cards. T1hescare 1) comment NE near electric field request
CA*ds continting a desciption of the problm to be Nil near magnetic field request
analysecd;.) geomtrycarus, containing goeotky and IT1 wire segment current print contrul
structuredAta;ar4 3)control Cards, to spteityproblem IIi radlatio pattcri request
parameters and Initial conditions. WO write Numericat Green's Function file
XQ executc cni
TIhe program geometry cards serve to identify the
geometry of the problem and the structure to be 'I'itc rsnota fxed orderfor the controllInput ears(A
analyzet 'I'lese cards contain poit by point data of specified order Is required for the geometry lnpu-.
the geometry At welas model characteristics; such As cards). The parmeters and options Arc set rust,
symmetry or the use of a ground plane. Theli geometry followed by the requests for calculation of currents.
Cards that are of Interest to this 5pplicAtIon are: near fields, And radiated fields, Computation of
currents my be requested with tin XQ card. 1111 NE.
CC end of geometry cord (this card also specifies or Nil Cards Cause calculation of the currents and
the ground plant option) radiated or near fields on the first occurrence.
GM translate or duplicat structure Subsequent R11, NE, or NilI cardt cause computation
GR generate cylindrical structure (rotational of fields using the previouslycaleulated currents Any
symmetry) number of near-field and radiation pattern requests
OW generate wire can be grouped together, except when multiple
OX ieflect structure (planar symmetry) frequencies have been specified by an FR card. If this
SI, $Peei surface patch (also SC) Is the case, then only a slngle NE or Nil card and a
single Rlcard will remnain in effect for all frequencies
The geometi ' ords must be submitted to NEC In A All paranieters retuin their values until changed by
specifieordcr.The NECGEONItutorial creaesall of subsequent data cards. After the parameters have
the needed geometry cards for submission of a NEC been set and eurrentslflclds calculated, It Is then
analysis lpozble tu change selected parameter values and
repeat the calculations.
The program control cards follow the structure
geometry cards In a NEC Input file. '[heir functions
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In!krfact prgratms - SUI''I iNrC lnop- ci ier (I.C. lines In the input fil4 Ilk way In
whkh the clement propertie control til
The Inictfic between SUiI'EMfA and NEC is pcrtiAtwl is follows:
achic'ed by a set of softwarc prorams collectively
cAlled SUITI'fHNtiC (SUP1111t l to EC). "hc 0 It An Element ha t Pc T h ll i.Incar
$Ul .'l~l~l Csetofodcslscprlsedofi hefolloitnig Quadrilaacl of Linear laLngle) It It aumed
computer pr mrams that the b nding line sfmcr Arc WhIRE
SCOMIrs.
?4i:CTUTOR A command procdure which * Evry Linear lam Elcment is Assumed to
performs the nc es
'
aignmcnl of represent w $itc segment.
fis to loioCWl names and runs the * An Element with ITc P atc (Linocr
NEC0EOI and ECON"Iuola. QuAdrilaleral of Un ar 1anglc) Is asumcd to
NICGEtlO NE e comt input iutorlal program. rcprct a qUAdrlatcral or ItngUL-rSUlWIAC l
Uses UNIPIU l  to read the PATC11.
SUIT'EIrAII Univcm l Filc and
gcncrate A geomctry data file Thes ive Elcmcnt types Cr LQ,1WUL, tINUl N,
(NECOtJEUNI). This data, in NI1C iL'T.LO, ITL' ) are the only onts allowed by the
abslutc wire segmcnt numbering NECEOM prIogm. Thc only othct Elcmcnt
format, Is then used to crcaica patch propclny which Is used by NECEOM Is the first of
and ike geometry NEC Input file the Naterlt alucs properties which NI'CGEOM
(NEC.l)A1). maY Interpret " a wAire segment raiuL Note It
NICONT NEC control Input tutorial program. even thOoeh w do not use: all of the properties,
Creats the program control p r of SUPEIIAII will a4sociate them all with chb
the NEC Input le. Ecment.
U tl.1 Converts Universal Rlc format data
from SUPTIIrAlj into an ncw data filc Thc flt step InA solution procedure k to calculatc the
(NECOULUNI) bvaing thc same Interacnmatrivwhich tecrmlnocsArespons from
Univrsl File format. Also returns A geometry toan abitrfy csetition. Vic Inicrclion
geomctry dati to NECGEOM ha ing matrix calculation depends solely on the structure
the NE absolute wire segment geometry and the contl cirds from GROUP I
numrnbring formal. created In the NECONT tutorial. Computation And
MATHIIUII Vctor and matrix math routines. factorizatlon of the Intcraetion mitk Is not repeated
,LI) Perfor s output forrtting for the if eard beyond GROUP I are changed. "lc second
NEC tutorials NECOGOM and step Is to solve the matrix equation for the currents
NECON'I* due to a sp e ficd excitation. inally, the near fields,
U.III I/O rutines radiated fields; or coupling effects between segmcnts
DIIONGEOM 110 data base for NriCGEOM. This may be computed from the currents NECONT
codcIncudeslntcnctiequeryofuser requires the partially created data file NEC.DtAT
and stores user responses to prompts. (constructed by running NECGEOM) as lIt's input rile.
DIINFC IO daLa base for NECON' 'iscode
Indudes Interactive query of user ECGCO0M-Tht Translation orSUlIIERTAII
and stores user responses to Gometry to N C Input Format
prompts. "ihese ctJes arc used to The SUPERTAI Universal File, NECOEOM, and
I) translatc SUPEi(rAll geometry DIINGEOM arc used to modify the SUPEKITAll
data; 2) supplement data base with volumetric geomettydatm for Input toNEC. Afterthc
needed paramccrs by user query with SUPEIFAJ data Is read from the Universal File and
prompts; and 3) gencratc gcometry assembled Into a data rile called NECO'iXUNI, the
data filsrs and control riles for Input to user Is prompted to Input the following Information:
NEC.
Comment line 1Wat enictcd In response to this
Methodology prompt will appear as a single
comment card In tie NEC Input
We,-q a SUIIERTAI Univeral File is read by file.
NtE.GEOM, the properties of a given clement Virc segment The user must choose between
determine the way in which It is translated Into NEC radius user entry or use of the
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SUi'PERM) Mlarr | '51ue planar synmCI spciied fcit) C erorm the
"hics for wirc segment radii. alculations for the stroclurt htins both types of
1i4arr s,imctry The ustr can Identify tcecction rymctry but NEC will only take advnartc of
symmetry across one or motc rotaional symmctry (I.e, the Iat "nnety
planes requsted). In this latcs te atle gconetry will
Rotational The user must Identify If the g- be eMalualcd and matrix reductln will be based upon
ymelly oaneryhss mmcriyofrotitlon rota ional symmetry, With this Input 1ECGEOM
abut the 2..aa wfitcg the (R card to the NEC Input rdc NfE 4)XT
T"nsfo tion "iAe user must Identify
addilnAl evcrall transmfon. The trandornnAtion pAmpt ask the user It an
ton (I.C., rotation followed by aditlonal Orall transomation (Lc,, rotation
trannlaon) to the structure. followcd by translation) I1 to tIn applied to the
Groundpunc Thauner is cd lhcx-y plane geomcty. Such a tr ngor twion has no cffect on
Is to be used as : ground plane. previusly generated symmcity. P.r example, to
perform analysis on a structure with mctry of
The wit segment raiut prompt asks the user to rotation about the Y.-ms, start with otationAl
Choose between user defined wirc segmcnt radil and symmctrkcl aWut thr 7.,ais and perform a ninety
the use of the SU'EMrAII Ntcrial VMAlUes table. degree% rotation Aout the X-a.s. It shoult- be noted
ic user may cheo4s to enter the glibl w scegment that such A tranfotmlon ay later affect the use of
radius. In orcr to use the tabls, the user must have symmetry In the an.sly If a ground plan is specified.
taken steps In SUl'E1Klf to Input the dcs4cd radil In With this Input NECEOM *fites thcOM card 1 the
the MaictlA Mklues tables referenced by the NEC Input rile NECAE
corresponding Elcment. NEI. GOM will no *ile
the OW, SI1 and SC t di to the NEC Input frle "1rt rtaNECOEOOMprompt mkstheuserIfthcXY
NEC.Dl) pIanc10bCued a ground plnC. The re1nPON tO
this quceydctcrmtncs the Integer which will follow the
Thc planar symmetry prompt asks the user to Idcntify GE on the geometry end card. In ordcr to use a
when a sttvctute has reflection symmetry across one ground plane In the NEC anal)ils It Is ncersary, but
or more planes. The computation time required by not suffricnt. to specify a ground plan at this point In
NECmaybereducedby uing smiergcomatryand the geometry ile creation procss. Later, In
defining planar symmctry. This option will not work if NECONI the properties of the ground plane must be
the entire gcomctry was cxeated In SUPEI(PAII. specified. 'here It a proiion to allow the user to
Whena reflection is spceficd NECCEOM check% to cancel the ground plane specifiction In the
determine that no segment or surface patch ties In or NECOEOM tutorial procedure. When a groUnd
crosses the reflection plane. If this condition Is plane Is specified, NECQEOM checks to dctcrminc
violated planar symmetry Is not performed and the that no segment or patch lies below the X-Y plane. If
entire gcomctry will be- tAluatcd but without the this condition is violated the user Is notified that a
advantage of matrix reduction due to planar ground plane will not be allowed.
symmetry. Withthislinput NE CGEOM writes the GX
card to the NEC Input file NECDAT. After completion of the NECEOM tutorial there
will be four new files In the user directory. These rle s
The rotational symmetry prompt asks the user to are:
Ienty \then the structure has symmetrf of rotation
about the .-axis. The rules rtgarding rotAtional NEC.DXIr IlanilI NEC Input rdc.
symmetry are similar to those for planar symmetry. NECOULFUNI New Universal File Created in
NEC my take advantage of the symmetry In Its NECGEOMwith the UNIMl.E pro-
computations but the MY, SP SC, and OX cards rmy gram. This Unhe l rile contains
specify only the fundamcntal geometry to which gcomety data In NEC absolute wire
rotational symmctry is tobe applied. When rotational segment numbering format.
sytmmety is specified, NECOEOM checks to rORo.Dx This frlc contains all user responses
determine that no segment Ies on or crosses the to NECGEOM prompts.
2-aWxs and that no surface patch Is Intersected by the FOR003,DAT This file contains both the
Zaxls. If the conditions are violated then rotational NECGEOM prompts and the user
symmetry will not be performed. Note that if both responses.
planar and rotational symmetry are specified (with
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The drcncc bctwccn the PC* Unk al ie dcc~c of AnAq. The Accuray of the nurerical(NE1COUTUNI) and the Originl SUI'TrAll Solution for the currcnu o a wire s gment deVpnd
Unimmtitl Pilsf thAt CTcey NEC wire s gment 1 on the Wcemcal lengt nad the radiu(t uofhcwre.
representcd in CICOUTUNI by a 1ngtc Linert lUc therattio.frcmcnatcndt pdius(Mri mall
Ileam M Icmcnt. In the esiginal SUI'PR ) q)e 1c ow Ithn 6) then tile possibilify for solution error 1%
single Element might represent scvrenil wire Incrasd. In this situption, It would be Adantcut
$qcmcnit, And A single %tire scmcnt rIoht be to use the lxtended Thtn.wofrc Nemde r olaAtIon
representedi by two different Elements. he labels of As It Allow% (or SIJA to be as mull As I with
the LAcar IcAkm In NECOU ,U, orespon to ciMpultaon error of less than 1%,.
ECt tlo o l acnt nu alc
The1 Uscr Can MWa NC-COU.UNI| Into SUITMIIAII ukr lopctrorm M€clahtionls s int Ick'tiucricyorat
,withthe Uritcr l rdc rc.W option nd obtatn A three multiple ff"ucftdcs If multiple ("qucAC
Elements whkch arc l.abclcd with the NEC wire b linir of mulplicative. I~no ("tucony k spc-d~cd
segment numbcm It 1% woshhle to do this If thc dcfault frcM ncof Z.5 Ni Ml t It umuJ.
desired, or Itct U ortransmissionlicnr tob e The GrOund fI€p (ON) option allo*% the user to
use in NEC. Vcwving NECOUUN nSUI'EIrAII choose 1) free sp ce (thc benw o(A ground p nc
allows the user to determine the Weir nhkh 2) a finite ground (ui a rclcctio ccfllsecnt
NECOIOM has nunbered the Vic segments. "lbe approlntion)rI)) rfctlndortingplnn, Ifa
c€owbily to load NECOUlUNI b ck Into gmroundphisid itruthatsb cnspciiedsa
SUPEIfrAU allows eonrcnlcnl diting or the NECOEOM opton.
structure (or ictatc modification in the
dcxelopet of the modcl. Oncthe NIICOIJEUNI 17he Interaton Approxlmatioin Rasnj (KIt1) option
gegnctry it edited In SUIEIK(AII It can he Allow thc user to qp-,.y the minimum scp rstion
resubmitted to ?41'C(UOM as A SUl'IIrAI: distance bCtween Segments It this Minimum
Univessal Fileand the proess ofNCgtoacty ile separation distance Is speclicd A time $3aiftg
reaion repeated. appimatlon can b ubsd to rl the lntaction
mrid. The L-,aectton field It computed using An
NECON'T-To Crealt the N-C Control Input File Impulse apprMnx.3ln on whenever two segment Arc
NECOM'i ha three main subMutlncs which separated by more than RKI I wmlcngths.
correspondingly and cr.lusivlywritc cards from each
of the threc gmups. NikCOnr Intfaces %ith thc The Structure Loading (U)) option allos the user to
prompt databas3 I)IINEC and reads %alucs Input by seify the ImpcdAnce loading on one scqmcnt (or
the user. Iased upon these Input luct, It then calls number of segments). "Ie analyst may use thc L
the appropritac WRrimfGROUnwx subroullne and option to 1) spccify complex ImpedAnce or lumped
wvitcs the card or group or cards. rch clrd that is element pa mclers (1, L4 and C that arc fied with
written Is then appendcd onto the NEC input data file (requency) on any numberof'clmcnts 2) slecify airc
N EC.DAT conductivity on any number of clementu or 3) nullity
any previous loads on All segments.
The rust prompt In the NECON tutoral Is the
GROUP I mcnu. ThIls menu allows the use to select The second NECON'r menu Is (or GROU' 2 control
Wpik X and Input paramcters needed to calculte the cans And allows the selection a! pmmct s which will
Interaction matrix. he first option Is for eizhcr require NEC to (actor the existing Interaction matrix.
frhln.wirc Kernel or Extcndcd Thin.wire Kernel. Thc Structure Excitation Specification (EX) option
"hesc approrxntatlons options are used (or the kernel allows the user to Idcntify the excitation Inciden upon
of the electric ficld Integral equation. ih the the structure. The excitation tp s ca;n be I) an
hln.wlre Kernel the current on the surface of a wire applied 11-fild %Altage sourct; 2) a linearly polasred
scgment is reduced to a rdamnt of current on the Incident plane wave;or3) right orlct hand elliptically
segment Ais \ith the Extended iln.wire Kernel polarized pl4n -Azvei
approximation, a current unlformly distributed
around the segment surface Is assumed. If the The Two Port Nctwork Specification (Mi) option
Extndedlhin.wir Kernel option (EK)Ischosn. the allows the user to generate a two-pon nonmdlatlng
,leld of this current will beapproximated with a higher network connected between any two segments In the
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dKew Oy Its thntircul Admittnce mittrii 1) 11AC~lly, N itcd WnIkol plane Waes 1) uight Of
cfnv%& lef ad: ~ cttkAlty poRlfI~ci ptnoc %wvs or 3) 4#
ccA1currensootce.,i f~Cmp No"131
ilic Tran*:#W,1on Iac Between Segment$ (Th) PiCI 4 IS A W nqUC SUITIANIC (CAW( that IS
oon I sIMP4 to thc 'wo P c*cp~k:on "I: lrIlly Avilabl 10 th NEC user.
OPWO' In tha~t the use Is 4110nwcd to generae k
%%ties. Thsato rae A~dditonal cardsit) be usW
llwlly, the List I4ICO*'%" menu, for GR~OUP' 3 In lictltv, caluls~dom WVhen :11 desired control
contos, allofo %he use~r to spcify computation of c~niha' ccctutc4dthe usrnvychsc to eit
setrncni currcnms scaucft or mdiatc4 filds. and NEICOMW. Upon c~np~ctlon of the M3ON~T
cupling bcWvcn ktcnt&s (' s rot opion, tutorial the NMI1 nput MeI NIEC.DATI% closcd nd Is
Comnpute Coupinj I~ctwccn Sqco~ts (Cl%) *41I rc* to bc read Into NE-C to launch the Aaysis.
solve for the maximum~ toupliaj; thsi c~vI4 mmur
W~ww'lanyofthc segmnt$ thtaruc to Mak uI) Exalht
thc odcl. NEIC can ct~'a:c thefct cw( pting taIo SUPFRTAls to Ctat CromKdris for NEC
of fivc it(crcsi sci~mnws upon cach other.
Most ~C~tCOM YU l kInt capabilities AI1AbWC With
The CCompUtC Nearcn CurrCnts Med(E sdCm ute C1C(Mh t~CWys c~pcn C Won Aft limitedws o tck
Ner nctie tici (it)tons will c ai w the CCE'J aucprxmao otcrul aricia: Inyr
fiels A soe uer pecfieldstne fr. thce So i Gotin all Fkcn yin dendcp
Itctnulratsheialcoriwe anWusdto UP-r~lalorste tcmo 81mehngo
eihe _fteetooto ope hpsAditii c.hsc i uf
It~~klb n tnr4cookt and of the d~'k. IUb tik h$u A dIim~cr of t"O
Vptaw *lupcs with siih thic and cumd~ line Pu~n %Uvcogthi. Tbc nAIOnMpo W ;k' aintth of (U1(OMns UlC Splitc Wpien to SU II A low% V*W~f,9%t' Wn the Anitchn It 412 WANh~ of U.S
gmict ;AJdift 4(A auqr :c*zay. 1W~ *UICnAtIls Aboe the suffcc 0f the 44L. The
cpulatkul a4ityU will pctnft. A% c)opulzr Atldo I* Wcitt dhn byI 14 "oia At IMX MItt I
Ptt~c'or ;pc'is And VrW~sgo nm1. Inc~e UsAnA this j~cucy At an InputI to NEC flfiur 4 Li a
cat)LtknnAIUtyi ks !;t. 8I1C+AI)WWabk P101 Of the (C$V13fit NrEC Awalyt 4 miall thc
take gic~ter anIAt~kg of the iNCdIL-I awttac of 1:41144 411km Of the mionoole C11'ra uisk.
Th UPRANEiC lCtfUCbclt~trCf SUPERrM) AM
!cmncnmaitI 131.1 t mysis gcntraI? stas w~ith pl~Amr NGC Allo"s moiocng of g~ocics rcpnmtcd in
nt~Jcofnpc~nncr~cs I'm s~dl sphcmk4l andt cqltndc4 cowilimics as ia-I At
as tuhng '.frcs a;C cay ,nnkk'i (f N1 ~IC ~ eflt rtcsian C OliftAIC tcoMktmk$. A vhtical be
1sUV~;,Itic~ct FPmviuiiatcstvwar4 nmokld to Any ;tW i c dqwpng on the c nsc*d
thccnd ona) vk*",q d 4 SUIIIHAII ,nrJd of ak wutuya. O-vntklicmnbcdcti quk ttin
plamlisk with A mo",nlcntnAbov themiOW tUPE-RrAI1 fort CmsCsd hcmghcm fmcquctqd41a is
ejcmIMLm Thet SUI'IIICIAl fcalkste totin ac
WWm~t~ gcil at~i it Os usimad In ntute S
~lmm~fm~ncsi ~n~ z~a~pc~~kd Whcncc
%WWCib M04101 It CIAOYW in SUI'C)rAII ttme
hftslpt should view the tcomnf tiopdr if) 8UC In~put
t ify 10M~ Inictr ity.
.IS).I Scimng can only tic d tin a ytal~oly (or(
(1+10)V 0, 100MHz simple canoomcil Otupcs. SUI'IIIN11C ANtoimSUPERMVAI inoddini And NC-C Aa.ly1s of Co*npt
2x. gcomntkc 11mMIn ifti k nlt',cJ nucrly. Stt
6 Illusiraws a comnplex wo1unwuki Stam shmtpc
3-D view
Fiuro I. Monopole Above a Disk
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gcometry crcacd In SUPEIrADh ie s1r has a ocnimentally. Our Uist example Illustratc
.'lght and Wldh of bAu dvtcn4thi and a delh of v-oumct."irbnguLir pliac (1rgurc 8). The plite sa
0.67 vmvlcngths and It Shown hh Count 30. 120*, 30 trianglc with a bast lcngth (longest
sementaton. RPgurcll sa plotoheNECanlyssof d;mcntion)dtwo w-eletnths id a thkkncss o(.05
thc sctccdng pattern of the same g e etry. welengths. Fiure 9 contains =vrA %ics of a
contour plot of the Induced surfacc current
Complex gcomctrics can be modc4lc4 analped and disriutlon on the !drngularplite due to a broadsic
the fesultant current dWsrtbutlon tiewcd using (norm i to the plane of the plate) Indent E-l~kd. In
SUPRNEC. SUPErAn In concert with NEC this cas the diaz rcsult from the NEC analysis werC
allows a graphic represcntIon of a quantity that fed back Into SUPI'AItJi to create the lduced
cannot bt casy sohed araltyx=4y nor surface current contour plots.
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In tcncml thc SUPIm AlI to NEC Intcifice * ihcabhyto editthcsructurcomciuyaficrltis(sUillNrEciofrcrsmnltlisoluballticscquivtlcll ctcAtcd. volurnot, sutfac, ad evecn Indiidual
t any other modeling method currlihb Av" for wire elcntniu ea be edited, dcled or Added to
us witvdh n 1M Aalyslpi c*J¢ such A$ Nr;(.. rom a the model.
prctbl standpoint, the use of SUPEt'l'AII Ms ben * Thc use of Splines to model omplcx curvaturcs
sucuful In fulfilling the original lectia to use with a hi h dctge ef wuraq.
eilsting cipabilitics and prudacc the NEC 110 * The option to ownputc monostaltc ields In any
Interface with minrml development. One possible plane.
drtxAe to thit approacis Is the license requirement e SUPERNEC Insures that all segments arc
for thc use of SUv13.1Al. "lis cn become connected. NEC users may have cp<ilenced
prohiiive for Individual users or in the event that the Inwrrect analyis results due toan Input error that
upt~iclaon Is to reside In a classified area where It resulted in unconnected stgmcnis 'ltis crror It
cannot i shared, not detected by NEC.
*i e ability to view NEC output As R SUPrRIAIJ
The specific advar-qgs to the SUPERNEC wonccpt geometry. lmhs has been demonstrated to bW
Include: useful In the evaluation of the Induced surface
current distribution on a volumctric xdy
" 'rhc feature of automated mesh generation (Fiturc 9).
with either uniform or varible sicd
Scgnmcnatlon. Future application of the SUPERNEC concept
" The apabithyofcrcatngetherone. Ito. orthree Include the development of 110 Interfaces to other
dimensional bodies with curvd surfaces. electrumagnetle analy)is codes. In panicular, It Is our
" The option of modeling In cartesian, spherical, or desire to develop A convenient time domain analpis
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RPfrctcs
1. SUl'ITIMOl User's Gulde; Strictural truyiae ' Numerical lMcaromavickk3 Cole (Nr;C)-.
l~cscrp.520ll20M~l~prlncdin$A. MetOM of NIOrnCnWtc hnical Document 116,
UCID).WQP'; MA'. 1. ati 2 I'rogram lcrrl
tio-C~ode nd %b1.Z pat : User*$ Guide; GJ.
ilutke and A.1. W&gi of Lawrence UJvcrmorc
Not;OAl Wlaoratorr, Nava-l Ocan Systems
Cenrc, Sn Diego, CA. 9152S.
Frank ElII% WAlker dcvtlopmcnt and tartofy %-lw~tkn of
hloeing Atopac (2M6) 77-0 J OpimitiOn Algorithms and Interactive Analysis
11.0. Box 3M9, 1W1 8S-4 graphic siftrc. Ile hIas een A primary user of the
Seattle, WA. 9$124-249, USA Mi 11T MlcAll to NflC Iterffcedescribed in tijuppe.
Nir. Wilkcr Is a Senior Specialist Untineer aind the Prior to joining Iloeing in 19,S, Mr. Sorensen Was
principal investigtor of the Oletomgneic Involved In poVrqstemSdevelopnmnt atlHMIN, in San
ComrAttbility (IIWC) research And dcvelopmen 30e, CA. M.Srne a eevdahahlro
effort At Hloeing Aerospace in Seattle, NVA. Ie ha Is Scinc degtce In Electrical Cngineering frm
been 0 member of the ElcctromagnttC Ibehoology Brighamt Young Universty. 1Itcis currently cnrmlcd
Staff at Iloeing Aerospacc for eleven years In gmusa studies. seeking :k Mastr of Science
partiipiting In various elements of photovoltai, degree specialiulng In electromagnectic theory, fhom
clecctk- power, sneak circuit analysis, And the Electricl Engineering iDcpartnicht of the
electromagnetic compatilliily restarch and Unhivesty of %MAhington.
devlopment.
Jamecs Scott lKenney (206) SV747M0
Prior to joining Iloeing In 1978,. GWlker 4732 15th Ave. N.E, Apt. IA
participated In Automated process control Seattle, %VA. 98105
delcopotent at 1131.1. In Sin Jose, CA. Mr. Valker
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RESULTS FROM A NEW THEORY OF
LIGHT DIFFRACTION BY DIELECTRIC WEDGESt
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ABSTRACT
Dielcctric wcdgc diffraction occurs whenever electromagnetic waves Illuminate a sharp edge
on an Interface separating different dielectric media, e.g., air and glass. Such dielectric edges are
often encountered in practice, for example, on prismatic and faccted transparent objects, or, more
generally, on cylindrical and conical, nonconducting structures with polygonal cross.sections.
Desplte its Importancc in many applications, no mathematical solutions exist for diclectric edge
diffrcdon since it is fundamentally a vector rather than scalar wave phenomenon.
This talk rviews a new vcctor theory for the canonical problem of two contiguous,
scmiinfinitc, dielectric wedges, with a TM e TE polarized plane wave incident front the exterior
wedge and parallel to the edge. Thc mathematical formulation, based on self-similar solutions of
the vector wave equation in two space dimensions, yields a vector inltial.boundary problem in
connected complex half.plincs. Solutions are presented as Cauchy.type Integral representations on
the boundaries. Boundary conditions yield a singular integral equation to bc solved for the kernel
of the boundary integrsal rcpresentation. The theory is discussed for an example problem that
minimizes complexity while exhibiting all of the vector character. As a validation of the analysis,
the solution Is verified numerically.
t Supported under AFOL Contract F19628-84-C-0102 and NSF SBIR Grant Si.87(0089
4410 El Cimino Real, Suite 110, Los Altos, CA 94022 (415) 949-3010
INTRODUCTION
This talk describes some aspects of a new mathematical theory for the diffraction of
electromagnetic waves by dielectric wedges. The canonical initial.boundary problem is formulated
under the assumptions of classical field theory-appropriate provided the incident electromagnctic
radiation is adequatcly represented by waves rather than quanta. The mathematical problem is one
of generalized vector wave diffraction since it considers a generalized interface, i.e., an infinitely
sharp edge on a plane interface, sparating two different media supporting wave fields. This
theory is relevant to computational clectiomagnc tics since the canonical dielectric wedge solutions
described below are fundamental to geometrical theories of diffraction, c.g, GTD, UTD. In
addition, the theory provides a benchmark for testing accuracy of numerical approximations like
time-domain finite differences or finite elements, since discrete meshes do not resolve sharp
comers and the field singularitics they produce without special attention.
The generalized two.wedge model consists of exterior and interior, two-otirensional,
semi-infinite domains, with the larger wedge defining the exterior domain. It is assumed that a
plane, polarized electromagnetic wave is incident on the edge and parallel to it, with either the
elctric component (TM polarization) or the magnetic component (TE polarization) directed along
the edge. For simplicity at is also assumed that the wave is incident from the larger exterior wedge
and does not reflect from the interface until it touches the edge. Clearly, sincc there is no spatial or
temporal variation in the geometry or incident field along any line parallel to the edge, the
problem's formulation may be: confined to a plane perpendiehzr to the edge.
Some examples of generalized vector diffraction are illustrated in Fig. 1, showing incident,
reflected, transmitted, and diffracted wavefronts. The four cases drawn are combinations of two
interior wedge angles, 1200 and 600, and two relative wavespeds, c1 < c2 and cl > c2, where cl
and c2 are speeds in the interior and exterior wedges, respectively. To illustrate some limiting
examples, the incident wavefronts are drawn nearly perpendicular to the line of symmetry in the
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1200 wedges. and pallcl to the upper intcrfacc In the 60' wedges. Note, as a gcncral rule all
plane wavcfronts propagating at c1 or c2 in the interior and exterior wedges, rsp ectivcly, arm
tangent to their supporting wedge's diffrActed wazvefront or Its "virtual" extension Into thc other
wedge. Thus, it Is relativcly simple to draw %Avcfronts for any lncidcncc angle by continuing
tiruni lly off of the diffracted circles.
Rcecrriug to the figure, the circular wavcfronts constitute the leading diffractcd wave and the
"t*anguiar" wave fans are Mach waves excited In the slower wedge by the faster diffracted wwvc
grazin the intcrface. For the case of cl < c, as the Interior wcdge angle decreases, the Mach wave
fans wil intcrsect, cventually reflecting bctwcn the interfaces. This yields the most complicated
situation In terms of analysis. The case of c > is generally simpler, although not as relevant to
optical applications. Thcrefore, in order to simplify the presentation, this simplcr case provides a
nimdel for much of the theory's dcvclopment.
This canonical vector diffraction problem Is well-known In apl4d mathematics, but has
remained unsolved since Its recognition in clcctromagnctism and clasticity pcrhAps a century ago.
In contrast, effctcive analyses of the associated scalar diffraction problems have been
well.dcveloped. Diffraction by the degenerate scalar wedge (2x included angle), better known as
the opaque screen, was first solved by Sommdcld (1896). MacDonald (1902) formally solved
the nondegencrate sclax problem of a single wave type In one wedge, with the first uniform
asymptotic expansion, i.e., valid everywhere in the domain, obtained by Pauli (1938). A variety
of scalar solution me!hods have subsequently been derived. In large part based on separation of
variables, but also on the principle otsdf-similatity, e.g., Keller and Blink (1951).
Since vector diffmction involves two or more waves in one or more wedges, none of the
available scalar methods work In the vector case. This Is due to the essential nonseparability of
coupled boundary conditions In wedge-shaped domains. To address this difficulty, many analysts(including mathematicians, physicists, and engineers, depending on the context of the roblem)
have attempted to extend the succesful scalar methods to accommodtc nonseparability, but
without success. More recently, research by the present author, sponsored by the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory, has produced such an extension based on sclf.similarity, Wojcik (1989).
There are two essential pans to the analysis. First is transformation of the vector wave
equation in the generalized diffractor via sclf-similariiy. This yields d'Alenbcr's classic string
cquation (I-D wave equation) in characteristic coordinates, which is solved by inspection. The
solution is mixed, that is, hyperbolic or elliptic over different parts of the domain. It follows that
substitution of the boundary conditions yields a mixed boundary problem in semi-infinie strips.
The second essential step is transfonnation of the mixed strips to two complex half-planes by the
so-called characteristic mapping, essentially a Schwarz.Christoffel transformation, under which
boundary conditions and the real characteristics are mapped entirely to the real axes. By
eliminating the hyperbolic solutions on the axes, pure elliptic boundary conditions are prescribed.
This reduces the boundary problem to a vector form of the Riemann-lfilbert problem on the real
axes of two complex planes, which is reduced to a singular integral equation on the two axes.
The mathematical approach is elegant, and straightforward once certain key features are
appreciated. It provides a consistent, constructive procedure for solving this most difficult
diffraction phenomenon. Of course, the problem's long history of intractability proves that no
formal analysis should be taken for granted, hence the need for numerical solution of the Integral
equation to ultimately confirm the theory. Therefore, to validate the solution, numerical results for
the particular case of the canonical problem with ct > e2 ame described briefly at the end of the talk.Although an all-encompassing analysis, valid for every combination of geometry, input, and
wavespecd is not presented, the techniques developed here are sufficient to analyze all such
situations. However, these details must be left to future papers.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The generalized, plane diffractor consists of two semi-infinite, contiguous dielectric wedges
defined by lines L(l) and L(2) drawn from the origin. These lines define an interior domain withincluded angle ca1 <x and an exterior domain with included angle o.l > x, designated fil and f2
respectively. Geometry, wedge numbering, and the polar coordinate system are illustrated in Fig.
2, where, for convenience, it is assumed that L(') is on the x-axis.
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The applied dcctronnctic field Is a Tt or TE polarized plane wave Incident from exteriorWedge c onto thc vertex at timc I "0, Witlh a unit step oriump across the wave front. Moreconventional tini-harmonlc r.ponse nmy be obtained by convolving a sinusoid with the solutionto this Step. npuL There Is no nced to specify i paticular wave polarization at thc. outset since onlyconstants In the boundary conditions differ.Each wedge supports a scalar wave function, f or f., in donains C)I and (I, respectively.Therefore, the two governing wave equations can be written in vct rori as
A', . o f il r 01o
whcre c, m I-Ic 1 and c2a. Ijt are Wave spceds, scalar LUplacian AlI I i+[i) + 1 91r 2opcrat s on te lieccenls ofthe vector and partial dcriativcs a re Indicatcd by r, i, and t subscrpts.For TM waves f, n (E) n while forTE waves f, - (I lj, n - 1, 2. This equation Is abbreviated as(2) O f ac 2 Af -fr .0
where definitions of rmtix c and vector f are clear from (I).Tc two Wave functions are coupled by boundary conditions representing tangential field
continuity on the wedge ntcrface, L x LM' u LU, c.g., St'atton (19-1). These can be '%T~tcn(3) 0 -v 0 + [i 0 .0L10)[ + [r J;, 10
where for TM vfl u ltp0 and for1'Ey," l/C,Completion of the problem statement requires two initial conditions representing the incidentplane wave, I.e., step function (2 - I l(ct - xcoso - ysino), unity for positive argumert and zero fornegative. For the advantage of working with the same order of derivativc, conditions on f, and ftarc preferred. Converting to polar coordinates and dividing the argument by r, taking derivatives
and ansforming the argument gives
with the (+) sign for vanishing argument at 0 - + /2, and the (-) sign at 0 - + 3x2.
WAVE SOLUTIONS AND TIlE INITIAL.BOUNDARY PROBLEMBecause the diffractor lacks a characteristic length scale, self-similar solutions of thegoverning equations arc admissible. Such solutions are given by homogeneous functions ofdcgree h, namely, functions satisfying f(r,0,) a thf(r/,0). The most tractable and directly usefulfor the prsent case arc functions of degree zero.eining scalar similarity variable p m r/t and transforming vecor wave equation (2) usingrelation rf, .t pf for homogeneous functions of degree zero, give, the reduced wave equation
(5) P(c p'I)f, + c2f% + P(c-2pal)f . 0
where I is the 2x2 Identity matrix. Observe that the leading coefficient vanishes at pi = 0 and pi =c, hence these yield a singular point and singular circle respectively. It follows that the equaton isof mixed type across pI = c, i.e., hyperbolic outside the circle (pT > c) and elliptic inside (p1 < c).A direct solution of this self-similar form of the vector wave equation begins with thetransromation to characteristic coordinates. Ie characitristic equation is readily fotind to be(6) P 2 c 2 ( p21)(d0)2 + c 2(dp) 2 0
and its solution is
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coordinates. Sinc.- v u cos-relp - I cosh'cl/p, diagonal ckemcnrs of v tire real fr pt > c and
dcrivativcs via the chain rulc, resulting In thc normal vector rorm
M$ (W. W_ X
which can of course be Integrated directly giving d'Alcuibcts classic solution
(9) f(pI0) u F,(w4) + FP(w4
where F* arc. two unknown vector functions. 'hils solution Is of mixed type, changin; fromn
hyper'bolic (reI characteristics) to elliptic (complex characteristics) across v n 0. Singular line v
0 sun orts thc dirriractcd wavcfront And Is Itself characteristic since it satisfies characterisic
cquAton (6), Albeit degenerately. In the elliptic domain note that F4 arc complcx corijusatcs.
Asymptotic analysis shows that these solutions havc a In p singularity at the vYen" for cither
polaiifln and are continuous across the singular circlc.
The transformed wave domain fr the vector initial-boundary problem Is Illustrated In Fig. 3
fr a simple example that will be used later to demnonstrate particular solutions. Each or the two
mixed domains, fB, n a 1, 2, drawn in thc figure are spanned by diagonal coordinate matrices u,'
and v,,, with hyperbolic f),,, and eliptjic l., subdomaIns corresponding to real and imaginary v,,
respectively. The conjugate elliptic d~omains covered by complex variables %O~and we,, arc drawn
perpendiculatrto tih hpebolic domains covered by -454 and 4.150 lines, namely, w,. - utv 1,.Lits on u. are ): t6S )+o where -f) Is the Angle of 1$ and o), is the Includcd angle of
D. Real limits on v. are 0: v.: nar1 (hyperbolic subdomain). where v, - r42 corresponds; to t -4
0 (or r .- -0), the initial state; and v,~ u 0is the map of r - ct, the diffracted wave front. Imaginary
limits on v, ame 10 < v < I-, where the upper limit Is the map of limiting, Arc$ surrounding the
vertex. By virtue of lbe vcctor forn air the problem, subsequent references to these domains,
coordinates, and solutions will drop the subscript or superscript.
In order to proceed with A solution of the diffraction problem, particular solutions for F., must
be found that satisfy the Initial and boundary conditions on the transformed wave domain. Ilnitial
condition (4) Is given on line v - wd2, corresponding to p -4 -o (i.e.. t -4 0 or r -4 -c), while
boundary condition (3) is prescribed on lines u a yand u ny+ co These conditions aire readily
transformed to their self-similar characteristic forms, to yield A complete statement of the mixed
initial-boundary problem for F,'in the semi-infinite, strip domains. Since the problem involves
coupled hyperbolic and cllipilc subdomains, its solution requires Analysis of each domain
separately, as well as consideration of continuity across mixed interfaces.
Determining global elliptic solutions of the initial-boundary problem is complicated by
geomettry of the mixed vector wave domain, consisting of a semi-infinite strip, in the u-v plane wit I
real (hyperbolic) And complex (elliptic) characteristic coordinates changing across the diffracted
front, v =0, also a characteristic. Applying boundary conditions on the strip perimeter is
* Inconvenient because the boundary parametruization changes at comnets and the conrditions are of
* mixed type.
Clearly, the problem would be better posed if it involved only elliptic conditions on a circle or
half-plane, i.e., a single-paraxnter boundary. For a conventional scalar elliptic problem on A strip,
It is natural to apply a conformal mapping to parametrize the boundary by a single variable. A
similar approach is effective in the present case, although the transformation is on a characteristic
variable rather than the conventional complex variable. Ths yields the so-called characteristic
transforiation
(10) z - Cos (itoP' (wt - Y)W' M x +iy
mapping the elliptic %v+ subdomain to the upper half-plane, w. to the lower, and the wedge vertex
to the origin. The hyperbolic subdomain now maps to the real axis, on .1 _ x : 1. This is the
canonical domain fr the vector initial-boundary problem An example is shown in Fig. 4.
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What rcnins Is a boundary problcm for the clliptic part of F+ on the real axis, redcfincd for
convenience as
(II) F(wX(z)) X V(z) - U(x'y) + iV(x.y)
whcre W(z) saisfics the reflction principle, i.e., W(*) % W*(z), sinec F., and r... tre complex
conjuga tes and map to the uppr and lower half.plancs respc-vc ly. The problem Is to dccrminc
W(z) by continuaion of the transformed boundary conditions on y M 0.
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS AND SINGULAR SOLUTIONS
Boundary conditions on scgmcnts of the rcal axes in hc complcx half.plancs rlatc ral and/or
Imaginary parts of the unknown elliptic functions. These cquations couple parts either betwcn the
two domains or within one domain only, dciining respectivcly, vector or scalar boundary
rpoblcms. The scalar problems may be solved In closcd-form, establishing the fundamental
structure of representations used to formulate the vector boundary problcns.
Determination of An analytic function in the complex plane given a lincar relation bctwccn its
real and Imaginary pins on a curve or contour has comc to be called thc Rlcm nIm. ilbc1 (RI 1)
problcm, c.g., see Carrier, Krook, and Pcarson (1966). This is precisely the scalar problem
mentioned above. The solution of R-l problcm on the real axis follows a stralghtforwArd
procedure based on factorization methods and Cauchy.typ- line Integrals. Fundamental to this
procedure is the rceretaitaon of ansl)tic functions in the half.planc by Cauchy.t)r, linc Intcgrals
over segments of the real axis. In particular, given the Imai *nary part of an analytic function on a
segment of the real axis, then the function can bc represencd by a Cauchy't)p line Integral on this
Inaginaty part over the segment. For examplc, It M(z) is analytic off the real axis, satisfies the
rcflection principle, and itsiinry part is nown on [x,,xtj, then representtions of the function
and Its boundary values art
M), s + N(z)
(12)
N1 t(x) r i [im(Mks)) ds + N(x) : I lmM'(x)1X j s-X
The Integral Is a particular solution of inhomogencous equation M - - i2Im[M , while N(z)
is a solution of homogencous equation N - N- w 0, hence, N is real on [x,xbl. This type of
representation Is a generalization of the Poisson Intcgral formula on the half.planc, or equivalently,
the lilbert transform, and is readily nmppcd to aibitrary curvcs and contours. The second
equation is the limit of the first as - x from above (+) or below (-) the axis. The singular
integral is evaluated as a Cauchy principal value and the izmginary part is the result of integratingaround the Cauchy pole on an infinitesimal half-cirele.
Solutions of the salar Riemann-Hilbcr problems yield global representons of analytic
functions W1(zj) and W2(z2) that include unknown functions. To complete the solution, these
unknowns arc rprCsnted by C uchy rt pe lin e in 
tegls a
(14) W2z)= B()(jB KS)s 2 + (Z)+
-bwhere B3 Gn 1, and P ar c known solutions of the scalar RoH problems, while Ko and K2 aeunknown dcnsity functions to be determined. Taking the limit on the real xcs and substituting
into the vecor R-H problms yields
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(IS)~ ~ ~~ ( 0 Q'O )J~' .K-2(X2(s 1)) - J 4 ) sS1 "$S -- ° )l ~ ~(15) Rep 1) x d
where
(16) S m n(BJRc(P;I + } - {(RclBtO*P1) + RcjBIG} 1r))
V, 1(I)G. ( %, Z5+Q e)ezx 1- 45)
Thcnfo(g, solving the intcral equations for K - (v A, )QK and substituting the result Into
representations (13) and (14) yields solutions forW' \And W'. sadsfying thc initial and boundaryconditions of the problem.
SOLUTION OF AN EXAMPLE PROD LEM
The analysis described here Is. in most pari, formal singc rigorous mathcmatical justification
does not accompany each step. Therefore, in order to claim that this is In fact a solution to the
gencralizcd diffraction problcm. extcnsive verifiation Is ncccsry.
To begin the process of verification, an cvaluation of the singular integral cquation was
performed for thc following parar s, c, - I., c - .6854, on 120', " 2.10", 0 - 60*, with
bolh E and Tli polaritions. By subtracting out all singularhies in the integral equation and
applying a Oauss.Lgcndr quadrature ole, it reduces to a linear system for the unknown nodal
valus of the smooth residual function In thc integral ibis system may be solved unqucly, nodal
valueS of K deterined, and integral repr~sentations (13) and(1) evaluated. it Is readils vcrificd
by back substitton that the differential equations and all Initial and boundary conditions aresatisfied to the nurcacl accuracy of the linear system solution.
With F(w(z)) a W(z) known. it must be integrated for f(p,0). This is accomplished by
Integrating F(w(:)) along radial paths starting from known Initial conditions and continuing along
circumferential lines to fill in the complcte diffracted solution in each wedge. Due consideration of
the wavefront singularitics is essential. Comparing the resulting analytical solution to a finite
clement solution, agreement was found to the num rical accurAcy of the respective solutions,
except near the vertex where the In r/t behavior was not captured by the finite clenents. Based on
these evaluations it appears that the analysis described above does indeed provide a solution to the
dielectric wedge diffraction problem. Further validation and extensions will be forthcoming.
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ABSTRACT
Current Vinite I0it1rcnelc 'rimei D~omaln (PD)TO) forniulations require tile ptrnittivity, p-rmc.
ability, and conductivity to be constant. flolvevcr, ror many materiAls these parameters vary
Isignifsicanlly With frcilueny. Tis netaics one or tihe prin-,ary advantages of tile nninciii.
Wd, thle ability to efficiently obtain resulsa for a wide band of frequenicies with a single comnput-
cr run. Current practice for highly dispersive materials is to snAke separate PlY'rD computer
funs for A multtplicity or narr ow frequency bands orfintss, using thc appropriate valuecs of
thle constitutive parametcrs. Thtus, for dispersive mtserials, tile PlYD method cannot corn.
Pete elfeeively, wiltilse method of Miomnrts, exceptrfor situations where thle Method or
Mowents cannot be readily applied.
* *fhcciffcts of tonstitutive parameters wh~ich, vary with frequency arc included in a ncw
frctluncy-tdcpendent V1)11 formulation, (PD)'TD, by "ltending the traditional Yee formula.
tlon to include discrete tlme-domaln convolution. *fie Accuracy of (PD)ft') is demonstrated
by computing thle reflection coefficient at an air-water intcrface over a wide frequency band
including thle effects of tile rrequcncy-tdciendcrit permittivity or water.
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APPROACH
Wc bin the dscriplion by atsufnmin riliarity uith the Jsic1 F0Ti) papcr b, Ycc Il. Ill$
nowation and positloning or riod quanwitcs about : gcctan~ular ci tl is retained. Mt:kcll's
cull cquuaions ror isotropic uclix Arc
(I)
where , Ti, A), andA arc a11 insta ancous (timc.tdomain) valucs. Th1e above relation between
D and 1. Assumes a medium widout memory or prcvioul flcld values (a non.disrprsivc mcdi.
urn). In cencral, the prescvi value o" i) will depend on the prcsnt valuc or n nail ill previous
wluexr 1,. 121. Then, ror a causal medium,
whicn t. is thie prini vity or r ce spicc, c- is the relative permiuvity of thc matcrial a%
w-,oa, and where X(v) is tl elcecric susceptibility.
For tbis discussion, we will consider a plane wtavc travelling in the +x direction. Then
will have only an E. component and YI will have only an I, component. Then for conducting
media equations (I) and (2) become
t - t (6)
ar x
Discretizing space coordinates such that
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(1i 11 k) - (I&' p'Y, k64
and littl Such that
D() v D(,ni) - D'
Ycc's finite diffcratcce cquations ror this onc.dimcisional example become
, n~~, "((. )-B, 2(j+ ), _ I(Q.l. I). - ¢( . ,
I I
D ' (Q - D -2 2 (P)
To apply (PFONDl), the complex rrcqucncy.dom.in prnilttivity runction or tic material .(eu)
is lVourir fransrormed into a timc.dormin Occri susceptibility runction x(T). Using Yee's
notalon, wc let t- nt in (5) and so each vector component or 1) and .can be written as
D" =-c .cX' + (Mc , t-T), r (1o)
a
where the spatial index has been temporarily onitaled. All field components are assumed to be
constant over cch lime interval at. So, assuming |(t) is zero ror t < 0,
M. 'IAI
,me value or!) at the next time step is
ii (mn I)AI





X - J x(T)dh (13)
anti
IAXII " X" - X.i II
insefling tie AhbovC cclu.'Iions into the dilracce equation ror tile Vx/) Maxwdll cquition n,l
solving for R*'* , we obtain (ivitit the sp~tial inde. reinserted)
rJO I A-o
n-I(.,(O)c,xL, 2( ) " +-T)] (IS)
Noe tlit ir we, assume the rel.ative permittivity, t,, is independcnt or rrequcncy (tile usual
FIDTI) assumption) thcn X()-O, c.0-t, X.-O for all in, and tile above reduces to tihc cc ror.
mnulation. "11e Yee equation for HI will be unchanged ror nonmagnetic media,
I- -,,A al 1) (i")- rw'(I 16)
While the summation tern in (15) appears tine.consuming, thc inat.hcmatical nature or
thc tiic-donin susceptibility function can be utilized to convcrt this sunnmation into a ruin.
nling sum that is updatcd at each time stcp and storcd in one real variable per cell. In fact, an
ct cicnt algorithm can reduce the computation performcd to update the sum to just two multi.
plic tions and one addition.
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DEMONSTRATION
In order to demonstrate the validity and accuracy or the above rormulation, the widc.h.nd
rclection coflicicent ora plane wave normally Incident at a planar air.waitcr inict'acc was cal.
culated. ihe fleticiecy band considcred included Irequcuicics where the complex pcrmittlivity
or water is rapidly varying. A general expression ror thc complex Ircqucncy.doman rlative
permittivity ora polar diclectric is 131
r* W - (17)
The corresponding timc.idomain relative susceptibility (1inction is then
X(W If ep-vtIO ror -r>)
To dernonstr. te the (i'DfT:) computation or wideband rcflcctions at an air.water inter.
rizce wt considered a ont-diniensionil prowcne, space consisting or 1000 cell.-. 499 cells were
used to model air (Vrec.space) and 501 celts to model water. laclh cell corresponded to a
length or 37.5 jim and the time step was 0.062S ps. 'he water parameters used were
&,-8 1. €.,I.8, and ,,9.4x 0"' . Figure I shows the equivalent complex relative perinittivity.
The incident plane wave was a Gaussian pulse with a maximum electric Feld amplitude or I
kV1m. The rrequency content or the incident pulse is shown in Figure 2 while the electricfield
amplitude vs. cell number at successive time intervals is shown in Figure 3 through iigure 8.
The finite difference equations used ror this example are equations (IS) and (16).
In order to compare results using the ( rD) rormulation with results rrom traditional
FDTI) algorithms, representative constant permittivity and conductivity values were required.
The constant relativc permittivity used was the real part or the complex permittivity or water
at 20 Gllz, 34.864. The constant conductivity value was calculated by transrorming the irnagi.
nary part or the complex permittivity at 20 Gliz into an equivalent conductivity or 43.43 Sim.
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CONCLUSIONS
11MtfICs hamctiudc ity Iispcr(ix* p"vnhliiy and pvcbility hase been presented. '111c
validity oCti 111III-, C3110 (VO)"TI), fill been (Icnicas tfaid by computation or the rcdlec.
dlots coeficiknt A-011 aft ab'watcr imtrc over A Mtdc rrequcncy hind using a single pulse.
lcsc rett "e in c~x-11fl agitcemnrt widh exact values. lwertsion or (l)'Tl to
include mctr;Al4 tb dispersive permezability and Awhatropic matcoals is raightoward,
Al1,no. 3. pp.3O7..3C7, 1966.
2. J ackson, ClamicazI Itcrodynamc. 2nd cd.. Wilcy:. Ncw York, P/05.
3. 9. Cole And It. Cole, "D)ispersion And Absorption In Dielctrics", .1, Ch:emical Itywil,
vol. 9, pr.341, 1941.
4. A. Taflovc anti N1. Orodmin, "Nurcal soititioi orstcady.state letcromagnetic
Scattering Problems Using ilic 'flmc.0cpacrin Wmxcl's fRquations", IlUEJ. Trans.
actions on 41co r The~ory and Techniques, vol. NVIT23, no. 8, pp. 423.630. 1975.
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P'AR FIELD PROJECTION
Dr. Marvin .3. Barth find Dr. lMchard W. Ziolltowiki
Lawrence Livervore lNational Laboratory
P. 0. Box 350. 1..ISO
Livermore. CA 94MO
ABSTRACT
The FARl computer codev. which post pfrosvi the irfult, et a Finite Dilfacner Time Domain (Fi)TDo
cote t tntiue f:4~rtJ.juntiie~(nu ne:4 d vluc, i ,iteue~iThe InterAt equftimn and dsliffifixI
equ~ation apploachtf te two it ti rauahgthe t;a11ion and *saurtiG titects oty itms E4,1%
nseTOhihas pinetteal 1In ions0 whift usil in geneiat a; ilican cadts Fos instance, integial roluxtion
approaches Such a$ the 11ethod Of HAMment usually ean(If 0ie 1 ol pefettly lobductin; Wilts And Patches
In tOr fletlctiey domiain anti the tiftlectal equitilon aproaches such as FDTD. while applicable to iiulti.
11e41% and the time domain. 41e C01111141110 to finite Voluft-et tictemlnetl by the Specific compult memlories
The FAR code aillows th~e reartflcid ietails In the time domain itiodcded by FOTO codes to bit extended to
the (aitflel. This combined FDTD-FAR code ist greAty cxten'i, the el". of numnerits) erleetonafintie
isiodling pioblenam that eall be tratord with diserte diffltrnifiA eqluation tmethods.
The FAR code uses the itlivace psincipler specificidly, the codle utilises the langratial elctIIric nd
tttariclik fields at a ipeelfieui suffice of the FDTD comuioal volume rind calculates the tesultin; fr.
fieldi (tom thUe equivalenst magnettic and elccttic loutccs. In this plocess the loutces of Ve1rors4 , 21ipling
denisity, the lenath of the Zueitaios pulse, the total time hlitory trcold length, the time step list, and the
size of the FDTD volume. The FDTD.FAR approach will be Illuitrated with a pulse drit assay or dipole
eleins, The fa:.feda timec historics and the resulting fiequency domain antennak patltrn Will be presented.
The sizes or the various errrs In 1th approach wil be discussed In detail. The efficacy or this approach will
he contratedi with Conventional mtethods.
1. INTRODUCTION
The finite difference time domtain (FDTD) codes have several advantages including the
ability to model very complex and elab-orate systems. multi-media, and multiple frequzencies(through Fourier inversion). The disadvantage of FDTD codes is that the problems they
modcl are generally limited by the size of thle avitilable computer memory; hence, only
the near-field may be modeled. The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
developed code, FAR, will be described in this paper. It is a postproccssing cnde that uses
the near-field results of discrete codes to determine the corresponding far-field in either
thle ltme or frequency domain.
The ouztput of a FDTD code is thie time domanin 9 and fl] fields at the different. grid
points throughout *,he computational volume. With these 9 and it values wve use thle
equivalence principle to define equivalent electrical and magnetic currents on a specified
surface in% this computational space. rThe projection of these dipole currents to thle far-field
is achieved with standard frequency and time domain dipole field formalas.
We assume zero sources outside the computational volume and use Maxwell's boundary
conditions with a null field internal to the volume to determine the surface currents which




,7, , E7 x '(2)
It should be notcd that we do lnt have the mxict surfaces current# from the grid vAlu3s
Eiven in the FDTD codes lt only point values of these Currents. This Approximion will
chlue some error which we will discuss liter.
Sincc cxtcrior to this equivnalct source surface the problcm it lincar (interior to the
computlAional volume, the finite Clemelt Imenmiodi allow some typr of |mo|.lilcnrityj. we
asig| thie far-licld of an equivalent infinitesimal dipole to ench poini of Illt surface and
sum over all thwse surface l)oints.
Trie field of fn infinilcmh l C1Ck|riC dipolC mAy he dCeterminCd hy calculting tlie fields
li Ihe Fourier donain and t rmsformnng into %lie time domain. The eqpmaions for tie dipole
cild Is 'ill.
= p()(i(,p t + ,, + ,ilpA) (.)
where {p ,p-,*p:) are components of a unit vector pointing in the direction of the point
source and p( ) is a scalar corresponding to dipole strength. For an array of Nj electric
sources, equation (.4) can be summed as:
-J ) I "
= ZA \ + 411 + u,;Z (7)
= Uzj ~ ~j~+ fi,: (
Capital letters will always designate total fields and the observer distance whereas primcs
will indicate the source coordinates. Since we are calculating the far.field, we follow the
usual conventions and remove the inverse distance term R IRi from the summation sign
and treat the phase term as 11:
ri = R - , (9)
0 = xtsin cos + visin + --!Cos (10)
Transforming into spherical coordinates will result in:
Bjo(, ,]) = -Kp(eos 0 cos OSJ, + cos 0 sin Sj. - sin8Sj,) (11)
Ej(t., A) = Kp(sin OsJ - cos OSj,) (12)
Hie = -. (13)
H = --- (14)
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III cqIuo:IS (1:1) alnd (. we Cc ,c h',aig cd Ihr mlhedii imji tdalce as qj (iI/o '12.
The rdiation field prturn is then a plot of RE.#, or R.,,,. As It a~pronclics infini., the
phase rchitlaoi usd il (1.1) is exact.
The the domain fields may be oblnned from the inverse Fourier trftnlform, i.e.,
E(t)-- L E(w)c-'dj (19)
To transform these into the time domain we will use the time shifting and time differcnti.
ation propertics:
for f(t) - F(w) . 1 (t - to) - F( ,)e'." (20)
and for 1(f) -L -~i dl )F (1
The time domain fields from tle electric sources call be written as:
Ej(t, R) = -K'l,(cos 0 cos , + cos0sin#S, -sin O8,) (22)




. ,, £p. ,'..p; (27)
In these field expressions the retarded time is:
c(28)
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The fields for magnetic sources are found by duality.
II. VALIDATION
We 1clectcd 4 problem involving two infinitesinal dipoles radiating il free space for
our vWhtliuns. Tie geometry is shownm in Figure 1. The driving function und its Fourier
traIsform Ae Shown in FiurCe 2 anid 3. \\We generally consiicrcd results am 1.0 Glilt Icar
the prek o tile freil:cney speetrun.
We u d four Cumnl)hatiotnl of codeS if, our tei t: TAi.F,\ll. X."Alt.FAR. JOB.
aid NEW. TSAIl is i L,NI, developed :DTI) code.. X.EAH is a code which calculate'
tile emirl outlpil of two infiuitesiunial dipoles aud outputs tile results in the same fornit
ns "rAI\. JOl it dcrivailve of XNEAR which caultes tile exact fiel at points oil
tile iileeilicd qtmiivalent current Aistulation surface. NIEC is tie LINI, eveloped Numer.
ical Electtonunet ics C(ode. Tile .NEAR.-FAR comp.,ton with NEC yields the errors
due solely to FAII. The rSAlH.FAR comparison with NEC yields the overall error, In
computing tile errors we made frequency plots ofr E in two planes: the horizonal plane
(0 = 90:-90 $ 6 95 00) anl the vcrtical plane (d = 0;0 .0 _ 180). Tile error was then
the mnaximu difference between the NEC and FAR plots. Figures 4 and 5 show a coin.
parison between the TSAR.FAR and NEC predicted patterns at 1.0GIIz in tile horizonal
lld tile vertical planes respectively when the dipoles are driven with the pulse shown in
Fig. 2 and both a "10 cells and 20 cells per wavelength" discrctization is usd in TSARS.
Here we report oil four types of errors wve have uncovered and studied. We term these
errors: discrete Fourier transform (DFT) errors, averaging errors, grid size errors, and
frequency errors.
(1) Discrete Fourier nansform Errors
The PAR code has % subroutine which takes the DFT of tile time domain TSAR (or
XNEAR) output and then projects the DFT to tie far-field. There are three types of errors
inherit with the numerical DFT subroutines: alling, leAage, and picket.fence 121,3].
Aliasing is caused by the sampling rate. It occurs when the high frequency components
of the time signal impersonate a low frequency component. Since the time record is finite,
the frequency transform will be infinite and there is no absolute cure for the error. The
best that can be done is to design the excitation pulse as one which has most of the energy
near the frequency of interest and to use a sampling frequency which is much higher.
Both leakage and the pickel.fence errors are caused by using a time signal of finite
duration. This is equivalent to multiplying (in the time domain) an infinite duration time
signal by a window of amplitude one with the same duration as that of the time signal.
In the frequency domain this is equivalent to a convolution of the time signal's Fourier
transform and the "sin z/::" Fourier transform of the window. The result is that each
discrete frequency impulse of the time signal is replaced with the "sin x/x" function and
all "sin z/:" functions summed.
Leakage refers to the error caused by the summation of the trailing ends of the 'sin X/Z"
functions. If there is a DC component to the time signal this error is exacerbated because
the discontinuity of the signal at the record egid will produce many more frequency points
with each point convolved with the "sin z/a" functions. The method of mitigation for
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leakage errors is to multiply tle time history by A window other than the rectangular
window or to use a transit pulse (one which begins and ends at zero).
The picket.fence error is cased when the frcquncliy of interest is no anl exact multiple
of the sampling frequency. (1Here the series of +'sin. " ftnctions act as fhlters in the
frequeocy domain giving a picket.fence effect.) There are two cures which mitigiate this
efrret. Te first is to take the DPT ht nultiples of the sAmpling ficquency and then to
performr complex incriholaio.. The other is to "zero.tpack" lite tue sieaul i.e., add A
large omulher uf r¢ro points to the titie signal which xcates a 11clh longer lmie Signal).
Th ecfi'fcl of ero.packing it t. spread out the freq||ency compollcls.
lTo mitigme the effects of aliuing. we uio a pulse which has mom of its nergy at nd
lirlow 1.0(;Ill mid Ihs continuous dcrivativcs. One such puhie i6 tcrncd the Z-.pule 4:.
The equations describing this pulse for a periodfrom, zero to one are:
f(X) M 32C -. l18 '  for O S 0. (29)
( " 32(1 - r) 3 - .18(I -) 4  for 0 .r : 0.5 (30)
Although this pulse is good with reference to aliasing, it still has a poor characteristic with
reference to leakage. lI the near-ield, the dipole is a sum of three tkrius. cach proportional
to the original excitation pulse, its derivative, and its integral. As is seen tie integral term
of the Z.pulse would have a DC term and thus a leakage prublcm. 1in order to nitigatc
the leakage cffect, we have found that either a Half iamniming window or a Half Blackman
window will give good results. The equations for these windows are:
I VHz 0.54 - 0.56 'Cos (2~1\(1
il, (z) = 0.42- 0.5cos 2X( / -) + 0.08 Cos (32)
where M = the pulse length and the range is M/2 < x :5 M.
A better pulse (i.e., a transit pulse), with all the good characteristics of the Z-pulse is
its derivative termed the DZ.pulsc. It is described by the equations:
f (Z) = 96z' - 192z3  for 0 X :5 0.5 (33)
f(z) = -96(1 - z)l + 192(1 - x)3 for 0 Z :5 0.5 (34)
Figures 2 and 3 show this pulse for a time of 5.0e.11 sec. aid a period of 120.0e.11 sec. It
can be seen that most of the energy is below 2.0e9 |lz. and it has continuous derivatives.
We have found that a good choice of the excitation pulse will produce minimum aliasing
and leakage errors. To account for the picket.fence error we have found that zero.packing
to an order 12 yields results as good 3s any higher packing. (By zero-packing to an order
12 we mean to increase the time record by 212 zeros. It should be pointed out that the time
records are not actually increased by this amount, but with the proper choice of sampling
frequency in the DFT subroutine, the DFT appears to add this order of zeros.)
I- (2) A veraging Errors
Another source of error is due to the staggered grid used in the FDTD calculations.
The magnetic and electric fields are not recorded at the same spatial point in the FDTD
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codes. \We have chos':, the measurenent surface such that the the electric field calculation
points exactly lie oi if. Since the offsets for the tinvactic fields arc at half points on lie
Grid cell. two Scts of tle magnetic field are computed. und then avcraged to determine the
marletic fild values oit lh Ieasurement surface. Thii averaging process intmduces an
additional error.
To investi ate file mAgnitml, of til error introducd .by this Averaging iwo codsc were
used: X .IARI which calc l ;1s thle ansmetir firldi At $lie lhlf poinA (tile sa||e points as
TSAII and JOB. The olher variables were set ais foliow:
i1) requency. f : 1.0AIN
(2) (rid size. Dx ' A 10(3) Time samnplini site. Di F 5.0 .II scc.
(.4) Time record length. SfOT 1 201() .ero parking order. IS'P 3
(6) Puls -c ?..Pulse
(7) Window = Half llantgil.
Figure 0 shows the averag ed (XNEAR) and exact (JOB) time records of the magnetic field
11Y at the center of the front face of the Iteasurenent surfAce. The n nsinutm percent error
between these two curves is 3.53.%. There arc 25-18 mieasurement points for the magnetic
field over the six surfaces of this problem. When the horizonal pattern plot is compared
with , FC the resulting errors are:
XNEAIt error = 2.5793 %
JOB error = 0.6447 %
Titus, magnetic field averaging introduces an additional 1.35.17% error in the far.ficld
electric field patterns.
(3) Grid Size Errors
The grid size (Dz) is set in the FDTD code. It addition to wavelength sampling
criterions, practical considerations such as the size of computer memory and near.ficld
detail dictate the grid size. With decreasing grid size, more surface values of £ and fl are
output and, from ant information vic'v, the more accurate the results of FAR will be. The
objective of this part of our study ?as to quantify this effect.
We used the JOB coie to investigate this error. This precluded FDTD or averaging er-
rors and allowed us to concentrate on the grid size errors. In addition this choice prendtted
cost ef cient code runs with grid sizes from A/6 to A/20 to be made.
When executing a FDTD code, the Courant condition sets a limit on the time sampling
size (Di). Therefure, as we varied Dx we correspondly varied DI by the relation Di =
Dx/c (where c is the velocity of light). Table I indicates the error associated with these
variations. It is seen that major improvements occur with decreasing the grid size until
A/10 at which the rate of improvement decreases.
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Dx Dt Final Error
,\/O $.333333c€. 1 .750
.',h 6.250000e.11 0.0.19
AI0 .000000c- i 0.59,1
A112 4,1666c- 11 0.402
a/! 3.125000e. 11 0.247
X 20 2.500000e.1 I0.10
TADLE 1.
Error V itilolt willi respect to /jx
We alo ma:1de cod ruls wilh variations of D while holding Dr coita11 to test the
error effects of DI variations. Throughout the I)" rAnlge of .\fG to 20 % r foluid ne gligible
error.
(.4) Frequcy Errors
The l s type of error we report ol is the effect of varyiig the frcquency while holding
the geometry shown in Fig. I fixed. Figures T and S show horizonal plane plots at
frequencies of 0.6Gllz and l.6Gilz of TSAR.FAR and NEC. We made code runs at every
0.1l11 over this range at Crid sizes of A/10 and A/20. li these code ruos We have found
maxinum errors from 1.0% up to 20.0% when comparing the electric field pattern plots
with NEC. (Tile average errors are on the order of up to 5.0w.) Figure 9 shows these
pattern plot maximum errors as a function of frequency for XNEAR (which produces the
exact dipole fields at the measurement surfaces) and TSAR.FAR (with a grid size of A/20).
With reference to the pattern plots shown in Figures 4, 7, and S it can be seen that these
maximum errors occur at the nulls and peaks of the pattern near the cndfirc directions.
At this point we do not understand completely the causcs of these errors. We do
believe that a major factor of the error is associated with the sampling of the surface
currents. That is, at lower frequencies (and longer wavelengths) our sampling density over
the surface is greater, i.e., there are more samples per square wavelength. In contrast, at
higher frequencies the sampling density decreases. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the
sampling density (normalized to the error at 1.0011z) and the XNEAR-FAR error over the
range of frequencies. As ca be seen the general tread of the curves support our contention.
The fine structure remains to be investigated.
111. CONCLUSIONS
A limitation of FDTD codes has been the inability to model radiation and scattering
effects of systems a distances far from their sources. At LLML we have developed the
code FAR which, using the equivalence principle, projects the computational surface time-
domain 2 and 1 fields from a FDTD code to the far-field. The code output may be in
either the frequency or time domain. This paper has described that code and its validation.
The major errors associated with this near-to-far.field procedure were identified and
discussed. As noted above, we have tried to quantify these errors thoroughly. We grouped
the errors as DFT, averaging, grid size, and frequency errors.
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iThe aliAsing, leakge, ntd pickcd-fence trrrs trc Always present when.cr a DFT is
uscd thus, they are abiitt whenever litte domain resulit Art desired. Tle alixsing error
mAy be etigated with the proper choice of nmput puhc. Ve huvc round 1at litt Z nAid
D.pIlsrcs reduce alining to ik negligiblC effect. BccAuc the ?..!.else, when used as i dipole
excitatioa. produces : DC term. Wilows must be used to altigae %he lea e effect. WVc
have 641111d lifhe 114ir hlaeaaeaainl; And Half Blackan wieadows; in h. radc(ailac lin these cases.
Tile piccd.fInere error i6 ow li ile when "zro.; ckina a tile 12.aih orlr h umcd. The.-
averaging error i6 cacd when tile 1 fitid Is a craawd 1u eahke it coincideCar with the electric
fidd VAluls on Iie ltuaarea|alt sarfriect. TI;ih error will taccoun! for approxiatcly 2 i of
lie tothl error. The gril size i set th T ae rTI ride parainei rrs. Th ra mne of error i6
fro-n slightly Ir tho 0.16"o ,, 2.o .h though staller Stid sixes are desirable. we leave
found talait A I0 Choice is a taod omac. Here. A crripo:ds tts tile frluetiatcy of interest.
This choice is also appropiale when conasideringa tile FDTD paraneaer, Althouagh we haavc
ntot conpleted nur invstitgation of frequenlcy errors. we havc fuinl tie error iroMIortiolmal
to life surface Saomlil. doeasity (aea surtment poimna , iqutirc wavlecgala). Choosing
a gril size of A10 will produce good results (approximately 5% etrors). Tile error is
reduced at lower frequenciks. It appears that when higher frequency results are required,
tile problem should be run with a griti spacing account for this fact.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Geometry for the two pulsed dipole problem ( Frequency = 1.0GHz, A
0.2997925mn).
Figure 2. The input excitation pulse that drivel, each dipole. (Time Domain)
Figure 3. The Fourier transform of the input dipole excitation pulse. (Frequency
Domain)
Figure 4. The horizontal pattern plot for 0 = 90, and -90 : 5 90 predicted at
1.01lz by N= (-), TSARP.AR A/20 (---), and TSAR.FAR A/10 (...).
Figure 5. The vertical pattern plot for $ = 0, and 0 < : < 180 predicted at 1.0GIIz
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by NEO (-)), TSAR.F4R A/20 (... ),and TSAR.FAR A/10 (...).
Figurc 6. The time record of tlic magnick fild for ..'O(czael) (-) and XEA Rtdrcr1gc)
(-- ) At a meaurecment point on the front face.
Figure 7. The horizonal pattcm plot for 0 = 90, and -90 90 predicted atI0.SGI by NEC(-), TSAR.FAR A/20 (... -), and TSAR-FAR A110 (...).
Figurc 8. The hotizonal pattern plot for 0 = 00, And -90 :5 o :S 90 predicted at
1.3011z by NEC(-), TSAR.FAR ,\/20 (... -). nd TSAR.F.AR A/10 (..,).
Figurc 9. Te maxinmum pattern plot error for .XVEAR (-.) And T$R-FAR A/20
a *) s A functio:u of frequency.
Figure 10. A comparison of the X.EAR (--) mnaximum pattern plot error And tt
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